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PREFACE 

As the working typescript of Directions in Relevant Logic (DRL) grew too long to publish 

at all feasibly in one book, as it far surpassed the generous but strict page limits I had been 

given, it suddenly became evident that there was a book within the book, which stood on its 

own, and offered something that would be lost were it buried within the larger text. That book 

within the book is this book, which comprises the original introductions to the larger DRL. 

What this overflow offers that would have been buried is simply this: a philosophical guide to 

sociative logics, their variety and range, their motivation, their history and development, their 

features, their strengths and weaknesses, their prospects. 

In a sociative logic, premisses and conclusion of an argument, or correspondingly 

antecedents and consequent of a valid implication, are associated; they characteristically have 

enough to do with one another. To that extent any such logic is broadly relevant. But what 

have become known as relevant logics, the best known of which are the relevance logics largely 

forged in dirty Pittsburgh, comprise only a quite proper subclass of the broader class of 

sociative logics, many kinds of which have a much longer and more substantial history than 

relevant logics. If the story elaborated in this guide is correct early sociative logics did not arise 

in reaction to noxious irrelevant products; these logics were the original logics . The 

oversimplification and excessive power of irrelevant systematisation only came later; and then 

especially in the later middle ages and contemporary times when such systematisation came to 

dominate, there was a due, though substantially ineffectual, reaction against it. 

What the later sociative logics that developed in reaction have in common is primarily the 

aim to avoid the most obvious paradoxes of dominant logical theorising. The plurality of 

logical theories and sketches that now make up sociative logics share little else however. There 

is no common commitment, for instance, to supply an account of entailment, or a theory of 

relevance, or a technical story of the use of premisses in argument, though there are bound to be 
commitments to some more central logical enterprises or other, such as elaboration of a theory 

of argument or inference, an account of reasoning, explication of conditionals, and so on. 

What these different commitments were and are, and ought to be, will begin to unfold as the 

story proceeds. 

Naturally, the notation, referencing conventions, and so forth, deployed in this overflow 

are uniform with those of DRL. But, where these details are not sufficiently self explanatory, 

the aim has been to explain them as the text proceeds. So it is hoped that the book, although an 

overflow, is accessible independently of DRL, indeed that it stands on its own to the usual 

limited extent that such books do. 

I wish to thank Frances Redrup and David Bennett for their considerable efforts in the 

preparation of this book, and Jan Srzednicki for his constant encouragement. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE GUIDE 

Sociative logics can stand on their own. They do not require the framework of classical 

logic, or of an earlier alternative dominant logic, in order to be explained or understood. First 

degree relevant logic, for instance, a central sociative system, could be taught directly, on its 

own, as a first course in logic; contemporary classical logic could be displayed then a 

degenerate case. It could even begin in a common fashion with standard truth tables with two 

truth-values, t and f say (as will bc. shown below). The combination of these values yields four 

effective values: t only, f only, both t and f, and neither t and f; that is, under one intended 

reading: true, false, both (overcomplete), and neither (incomplete). What classical logic does 

is to remove this desirable independence of value, and thereby incompleteness and 

overcompleteness, whence classical degeneracy. Such meritorious educational practice is, of 

course, nowhere exemplified; classical logical theory now has a virtually complete monopoly in 

logical education. This guide is offered in the hope that it will help in breaking that 

monopoly. It is intended, among other things, as a further step on the way to making 

sociati\ e logic a curriculum ubject,. 

Given, however, t,he now entrenched position of classical logic. it is a reasonable 

expectation then that, most of t,hose who dip into this guide will have some passing 

acquaintance (at lea t) wit,h elements of classical logic, and that many will find t,hat ideology 

more familiar than any of the alternatives to be considered here. Lack of much acquaint.ance 

is not however a serious handicap; on the contrary, too much immersion in classical theory 

could be a serious impediment to thinking sociatively, and to speaking sociatively with a good 

accent. More important than any knowledge of a specific logical thPory, such as classical 

theory, is some appreciation of features of logical-formalist methods. For elements of these are 

presuppo ed; in particular what is taken for granted is the notion of a formal or logistic 

system (patiently explained in Church for instance ) and the idea of symbolic formulation of 

sentences drawn from natural language and duly regimented. But so that this guide too can 

stand on its own, sentences represented symbolically will, to begin with, be expressed in 

(logicians') English. 

In this guide two significant trends in relevant logics are further advanced: a broadening 

of the range of logics admitted and studied, and a historical and philosophical deepening of 

the investigations of these logics. Above all, the guide attempts to give a wider impression 

than previous work of directions and unmapped regions. It is also intended to accomplish 

several of the things required to put relevant routes and themes on less esoteric maps. It aims 

to show the exten.t of the broader region, something of it,s importance and range of concerns, 

as well'lllto reveal difficulties confronted there. Thi' history matters too, because it helps to 

show up the arbitrariness and artificiality of the presently enforced and channelled 

mainstream. Foucault's emphasis upon ' .. . the necessity of excavating our own culture in 

order to open a free space for innovation and creativity' applies to reasoning and logical 
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practice, as well as elsewhere in mainstream culture. 1 

Sociative logics have begun to make an increased, if still small, appearance and noise on 
the logical scene - in certain cases a comeback - through the confluence of several recent 
developments: logically, the confluence of various relevant and paraconsistent investigations 
and excavations, more practically, the rise of computer and cognitive science and such 
subdivisions as artificial intelligence.2 Although sociative logics can stand on their own, their 
place in relation to other logics, relevant and paraconsistent logics especially, needs to be 
indicated, to establish bearings and to link into the larger logical whole, to show what is 
happening and what the noise is about, and so on. Let us begin by exploring a little along the 
relevant fork. 

Most of the sociative logics we shall encounter are Northern products, combining 
European origins with American ingenuity and technology. So it is with relevant logics, the 
ideas for which were conceived in medieval Europe, but then forgotten. Connectional ideas 
were revived however with the provocative flaunting, by Russell and Lewis especially, of 
irrelevant implications, formal and strict respectively, as supplying all there was logically to 
fundamental logical notions such as entailment. The first formalisation of relevance logic -
then called, by contrast with strict implication, rigorous implication - was accomplished, as 
recently as 1956, by Ackermann, an underrated member of the very Germanic Hilbert school 
(a school itself responsible for much, and much that is too restrictive, in prevailing ideas 
about formalisation). It took a mere two to three years before relevance enterprise was 
underway in the U.S. of A. The exact origins of the American packaging term 'relevance logic' 
are presently lost in the shrouds of contemporary history. However it became an easy case of 
transference once Belnap proved the weak relevance (i.e. the variable-sharing property) of 
system E, "of entailment", a modification of Ackermann's system, and of the related system 
soon after to be called R, for relevant implication. The contentious name of 'relevant 
implication' for the main implication -+ of system 

R, and even for R itself (or at least for its pure implication subsystem R_,.), was 
established by 1964 (cf. ENT p.20). Anderson and Belnap certain ly went on to encourage the 
dubious idea that systems E and R were "relevance logics" by beginning to refer to them as 
'logics of relevance', and to Ras the logic of 'relevant implication' (appellations entrenched 
with ENT, e.g . § 28). Meanwhile, Meyer and Routley introduced the alternative title 'relevant 
logics' for a much wider spectrum of logics than those favoured in the Anderson-Belnap 
stable; nor were they neglecting other reasons such as those of topicality (nonetheless their 
reasons only overlapped, Meyer invariably promoting system R, Routley always preferring 
deep relevant logics, the D systems of RLR). 

In the light of later theoretical developments. these labels for easily forgettable syst,ems 
have not proved particularly suitable; but poor labels are 1 he order of the day in this 
underdeveloped area of science. There is, for Pxample. nothing very classical about "classical 
logic". since it is primarily a turn-of-the-twentieth-century development, that would (rightly) 
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have appalled most thinkers of all classical periods. Though the Philonian conditional was 

contemplated along with other conditionals and logics in classical times, it remained a 

minority position, rightly ridiculed, in the long debate upon conditionals. There is nothing 

very strict about "strict implication", though it is no doubt strict by Philonian standards. 

There is nothing particularly intuitive about much of "intuitionistic logic", but indeed much 

that is arbitrary, not least Heyting's inclusion of the scheme of ex fa/so quodlibet, i.e. A & -A 

-+ B, that a contradiction, A and not -A, implies any statement, B at all. At least relevance 

logics are weakly relevant. even if only as an epiphenomenon. So let us stick with more or less 

established titles, which in any case it is hard to change (despite recent taxonomic efforts). 

'Relevanc!' logics' will refer to systems in th!' Anderson-Belnap stable, primarily E, R and T. 

Thus relevance logics form a ("small") subclass of relevant logics, which are characterised in 

turn as those which, while retaining lattice logic, avoid the implicational paradoxes essentially 

by rejecti11g Disjunctive Syllogism, i.e. A & (-AV B) -+ B, and its variants (a more detailed 

but narrower characterisation was attempted in RLR p.153 ff.). 

These relevant logics are however by no means the only, or earliest studied, systems 

which in fact meet technical requirements of relevance of one sort or another, which are 

broadly relevant. This wider class of logics will be called broadly relevant or, to adapt an 

older term, sociative. "Broadly relevanC is thus intended to cover that stretch in the term 

"relevant" increasingly made nowadays, 3 but different terminology is preferable, to reduce 

confusion; hence the reoutfitting of the term sociative. 

1. The sociative enterprise, the different sociative enterprises. The sociative 

enterprise is an even looser-knit one than the relevant enterprise which it includes. The 

relevant enterprise itself encompasses a variety of logics, and also of objectives (some of them, 

such as constructivity, complexity, efficiency and the like, separate and apparently remote 

from the original directions). Disturbingly, much of whdt now passes under the banner of 

relevant logic has rather little to do with relevance, despite the now conventional title for a 

main band of the logics concerned. So what is it all about? 

A short answer, implied by sociativity , is connection, relational bonding of statements. 

Paradigmatically, one statement implies another only if it is connected with it, only if the 

statements have enough to do with one another; in symbols, if A -+ B then B is connected 

with A (here implies serves as a representative con-junction; for other statemental relations 

also carry and demand con-nection). The connection must be genuine; it cannot be determined 

from features of (one of) the parts alone, as with material-implication or strict-implication. 

The type of connection involved is often put - though it doesn't have to be, and sometimes 

oughtn't to be, so put - in terms of relevance. 

The broad relevant enterprise has much the same focus as the logical enterprise itself. 

What differentiates it is the now divisive contention that central logical notions satisfy 

connection al requirement~ that present mainstream logics neglect, to their serious cost. The 

enterprise concentrates on a bundle of fundamental logical notions. which remain , aftn more 

than 2000 years of investigation,4 still much confused and ill-explicated. This situation 
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corresponds to, indeed is an integral part of, almost 2000 years of neglect of relations,5 and 

repeated attempts to reduce those that would not go quietly away to their components and to 
functions and properties (e.g. of implication to the property of logical falsehood or 
impossibility applied to the pair of components comprising the antecedent and the negation of 
the consequent). These fundamental notions comprise deducibility and its near equivalents 
(e.g. entailment, logical consequence, fully demonstrative reasoning), sound argument, valid 
inference, implication and content inclusion, conditionality, logical commitment, and the like. 

Investigation of the central notions is of course combined with the study of other connectives 
and functions, in combination with which the logical features of the original notions are 

especially revealed. The further operations include, in particular, connectives such as those of 
conjunction (&), disjunction (v) and negation (-), and quantifiers such as those of 
universality (U) and particularity (P), but are not confined, by any means, to this now 
conventional set, or reducible to this set. 

Bound up with the analytic attempt to exorcise connection is a fatal assumption of 
much contrmporary logic: that the meaning of corr logical notions can br given in isolation. 
This separation assumption often appears in variant forms; when not expressed in terms of 
meaning - which is itself often boiled down, with s<-rious loss in value. just to reference or to 

truth - like notions substitute for it, such as sense or content. Such an assumption is built into 
much of what is taken for granted in semantics, and what gets called and passes for "semantic 
analysis", where logical labour largely stops with a model-theoretic truth-definition of some 
sort, with key notions defined through a functional analysis into components. Indeed analysis 
itself, not merely logical and semantical analysis, depends upon such shedding of interrelations 
for its success. Otherwise the essence of a structure would not be revealed by just working 
down into components; it would depend also upon the relations of the structure to other 
structures. 

Similar isolationist ideas are at work in the misplaced contemporary emphases on pure 
systems, such as pure implicational systems, behind which lies the faulty assumption that the 
(logical) properties of implication ran be captured in splendid isolation stripped of its 
connections with other functors; they are also at work in the insistence upon combinations 
conceding minimal properties at most to the interrclat.ions of the isolated pure forms. These 
ideas have even crept insidiously into the dcvelopmPnt of logics that are supposed to be about 
(re)introducing connection, and relevance in particular, to a honorable place in logic - thus 
further encouraging the quest for un-duly strong systems (cf. RLR p.240). Indeed programs like 
that of Curry, which has been accorded high honour in the halls of relevance logic, incorporate 
just such ideas: that, a core objective, especially proof-theoretically (said to be the heart of the 
logical matter) but also semantically, is to specify the role of each connective in isolation, 
shorn of interconnections. As regards the separation of implication at least, the idea 
effectively fails. For, contrary to the appearances of connective purism, in order to supply 
rules (which fall far short of meaning rules) for connrrt ivrs such as and or or, what amount to 
principles of a first degree implication ( e.g. formulated through a sequent relation) are 
required. Atomistic purism has no doubt. playl'd a significant part in the development of 
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cruder (mostly first attempt, but entrenched) logical theories, which substantially dispense 

with connection. But the underlying individualistic assumptions are seriously astray, 

especially in the idea that meaning can be completely explained in such a way; the 

assumptions are far from compulsory; and, in the course of reaching satisfactory connectional 

theories, they are better a aided. Put bluntly, many very fashionable approaches to logic, 

including those transplanted to broadly relevant logic, should be junked. As will become 

apparent, too, much of the sociative enterprise is not very radical at all; some of it does not 

pretend to offer anything other than protective adjuncts to classical logical theory, to help it 

out of some of its difficulties. Many of the (reductioni tic) assumptions and analyses 

elaborated with the rise of the classical logical paradigm are rather uncritically accepted. 

Within the broad relevant enterprise there is little agreement to anything except a 

certain nonclassical connectional orientation: namely, that classical logic and its usual 

extensions are inadequate as they stand to some of the main notions under investigation, and 

should be further extended or (differently) replaced, that there is a need to develop better 

logical explications which do not sacrifice connectional features. Of course, if critics, fellow 

travellers and hangers-on were also included (e.g. all those who work negatively or critically 

on, or discourse upon, sociative logics), there would be nothing left, nothing agreed upon; but 

much the same is true also of most human theoretical endeavours, especially when there is 

conflict regarding a dominant paradigm. Count out, then, those who are not sufficiently 

positive about the enterprise. Even so, what those who are engaged agree about is basically 

negative and decidedly vague: some nonclassical endeavour which retains connection. The 

reasons for this are simple enough. There are many divergent ways of proceeding 

nonclassically, and many of these will retain some sort of relevance connection for 

implicational connectives, at least when systems involved are weak. Some of the key points of 

divergence deserve immediate emphasis (a fuller classification of main nonclassical approaches 

will be arrived at in the next chapter, where a component-sharing requirement for connection 

is put to work). 

There is a major division between two types of connectional approach: between 

(narrowly) relevant logics and (where irrelevant) pseudo-relevant logics which reject the 

principle of Disjunctive Syllogism, A & (-A V B) -+ B in standard symbolism, its equivalents 

(e.g. A & -(A & B) -+ -B), and its mates (e.g. Antilogism, e.g. A & B -+ C -+. A & -C -+ 

-B) on the one side; and, on the other, traditionalist logics, which do not reject all these 

principles (always said to be traditional, despite a main divergent tradition as regards 

disjunction: see below). (Here the principle, A & (-A VB)-+ B, read 'A and either not-A or 

B together imply B', with various additional 'that's or other sundries inserted for these who 

prefer; the principle A & B -+ C -+. A & -C -+ -B, reads 'that A and B implies C implies 

that A and it is not the case that C together imply that it is not the case that B'; and so on). 

The reasons for the division, if not already evident, will become clear as the introductory 

discussion proceeds. Traditionalist logics include connexive logics, containment logics and 

various nontransitive logics (such as usual relational logics). Most of these logics are of course 

not historically authentic, but are recent concoctions, with however some viable historical 
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roots. Those, such as connexive logics which retain Antilogism, follow the main Aristotelian 

tradition in a more straightforward and honest way than those which, while insisting upon 

Disjunctive Syllogism principles, reject Antilogism.6 For (as fn 6 shows) these latter systems 

are bound, given their other commitments, to reject one or other of the firmest historical 

rules: Transitivity and Contraposition. The main research thrust in contemporary 

connectional resurgence, though not historically rootless, has (like much American-dominated 

research) not been strongly historically oriented; it has been in narrowly relevant logics, and 

specifically in relevance logics (grouped around E and R). Traditionalist logics are presently a 

much more minor affair, though they will feature quite prominently in this guide. 

The main divisions in terms of which the introductory discussion is set are depicted in 

the following diagram. 

Diagram 1. A working classification of (statemental) logics. 

Irrelevant Broadly relevant, 

i.e. sociative I \ I 
Mainstream Sidestream 

Classical, two-valued Many-

(present dominant valued (E,R,T 

stable) 

Pseudo-relevant 

logical paradigm) 

lntuitionistic 

Notes 

(e.g. Mingle systems) 

Modal 

(including Strict) 

Intuitionist 

neighbours 

Paraconsistent 

(e.g. main 

Brasilian 

styles) 

Nondistributive 

(e.g. quantum 

systems) 

(e.g. main 

Australian 

styles) 

Traditional 

/ " Deep Ancient Modern 

(D systems) 

Analytic 

implication 

Connexive 

Connectional 

Nontransitive 

Relational 

1. The classification does not pretend to be exhaustive. For example, nonponible logics 
(avoiding the modus ponens rule) which are not consiclered in the interim text, are not 
included. Like nonmonotonic logics, they form a quite minor sidestream, so far (eventually 
they will be very important). 
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2. Nor is the classification, as shown, duly exclusive. For instance, stronger systems of the 

types listed associative may be irrelevant, and sidestream systems of types listed as irrelevant 

may be relevant, e.g. certain functionally incomplete many-valued logics. 

3. Under several classes, there are subclassifications, with subtypes best developed in the case 

of modal logic. The subtypes (which depend on the way the D modality, in particular, is 

constrained and interpreted) include these: alethic (logical necessity, logical truth, 

provability); physical (natural necessity, law likeness, causality); epistemic, doxastic, 

assertoric; deontic, volitional; tense, chronological: conditional; etc. Then there are two-place 

(dyadic) modalities, such as those of change, conditional ohligat ion , conditional realisability; 

and more generally n-place modalities. Moreover the subtypes can be multipled up, as in 

multiply modal logics. Similar developments can be mad<' of other types, notably of relevant 

logics, as in DRL (see esp. chapter 19). 

4. Further explanation of most systems classified will be found in RLR or failing that ENT. 

The same goes for technical notions applied but perhaps insufficiently explained herein, such 

as those of degree of an expression, conservative extension, etc 

No attempt will be made here to explain irrelevant logics; there is a multitude of texts 

available doing that, especially presenting and promoting the dominant classical logic. Suffice 

it to say that classical logic results from relevance logic by imposing either of the strong 

paradoxes of implication - A -+. B -+ A or equivalently -A -+. A -+ B - from which 

irrelevance in such forms as B -+. A V -A and A & -A -+Bis immediate. lntuitionistic logic 

essentially weakens the negation structure of classical logic , most notably removing A V -A 

(excluded middle) and --A -+ A (half of double negation); but the adjustment takes other 

principles involving implication and disjunction with it, notably ((A -+ B) -+ A) -+ A 

(Peirce's notorious law) and A & (-A V B) -+ B (DSyll V-form). sual relevance logics are 

properly included in classical logics, but not in intuitionistic as they have a more classical 

negation logic. But of course there are relevant intuitionistic logic, relevantly weakening 

intuitionistic logic ( and its variant minimal logic), and there arc relevant logics which include 

nonclassical principles (e.g. relevant connexive logics, and relevant Andersonian logics which 

add principles like C + D +. A -+ B, i.e. nonimplications do not imply implications; on both 

see RLRII). 

The usual narrowly relevant logics result from classical logic essentially by removing 

principles in the relevant orbit of Disjunctive Syllogism. Since theory deletion does not 

generally lead to unique results, to say the least, and since a range of other principles, apart 

from irrelevant ones and Disjunctive Syllogism associates, come up for (re)examination , a 

wide range of relevant logics emerges (for which see RLR), and therewith a interesting and 

tricky choice-of-systems problem. The other sociative logics so far introduced all retain 

Disjunctive Syllogism and generally its normal strengthening Antilogism. An important 

exception comprises analytic implicational systems. or more comprehensively containment 

logics, which jettison all principles that introduce new parameters, or more generally new 

"content" into consequents, a paradigmatic example being Addition, A -+. A V B (but the 

strong paradoxes such as A-+. B-+ Bare other imputed examples). 

As containment logics throw out lattice principles (specificially A -+. B V A 
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corresponding to a~ a U b}, so, in one way or another, do all other trad logics cited. Lattice 

logic, the logic essentially axiomatising lattice principles (discussed in RLR}, did not enjoy the 

logical grip in historic times that it has recently acquired. Nontransitive logics inflict 

different damage on lattice structure from containment logics, striking at lattice order 

requirements, namely (as the name suggests) Transitivity: A -+ B, B -+ C / A -+ 

C. Relational logics, new-Eangled in technique, old-fashioned in style, follow either 

nontransitive or containment lines, depending upon the condition·s imposed upon the 

operational relation governing implicational connection (details come in later chapters; this is 

a mere introduction). Connexive and connectional logics (which unlike containment logics 

retain Contraposition and also typically Antilogism) reject, indeed are more or less obliged by 

Contraposition to reject, the contraposed image of Addition, namely Simplification, A & B -+ 

A and A & B -+ B. Connexive logics go beyond connectional logics (which merely jettison 

lattice decrease and increase principles, namely Simplification and Addition) in requiring 

certain distinctive nonclassical principles, the bedrock of which is Aristotle's principle, -(A-+ 
-A). Connexive logics are perhaps nowadays the most radical of trad logics, though once 

( notably in the 12th century) part of the dominant logical paradigm. Their dominance 

collapsed at the end of the 12th century with the emergence of lat,tice principles incompatible 

wit,h them (see the historical chapter); and these logics have certainly been recessive since, 

though connexive genes keep reappearing in philosophical logicians. 

2. Rival logical programs and paradigms. The history of logic can be revealing 

explained, if in a rough and ready way, in the same fashion as the history of other sciences - in 

terms of a succession of paradigms and programs, dominant and recessive (for a fuller 

account, an apposite adaption of the well-known Kuhn-Lakatos story, see Priest in PL}. Jn 

this century the formerly dominant traditional logical paradigm, based on the theory of 

syllogism, has been gradually displaced by the classical paradigm, based on classical two

valued statemental logic. 7 That, now very mathematical, logic did not have an easy time, by 

any means, in becoming established. For example, in USA, now a heartland of mathematical 

logic, classical symbolic logic was, even until the second world war, 'simply one important 

contemporary school of logic' - though one with 'high hopes of its supplanting all other types, 

a position which only lovers of symbols are ready to take' (Robinson pp.340-1 ). Nonetheless 

Robinson was able to write, in 1924 (from the University of Indiana. an institution now linked 

with relevance enterprise), about the great advances in logic; but, astoundingly, he was 

referring to the work of 'that great logician, Bosanquet ', whose theory of inference was 'was 

bound sooner or later to revolutionize logic' (Robinson p.vii, reiterating Muirhead). Robinson 

did not read the evidence of a weather change in logic \\ell. 

Certainly, the traditional logic was ripe for take-over and asset stripping, and for the 

insertion of some fresh logical enterprise. For, except in the later medieval period, when a 

theory of strict implication became widely accept.ed,8 the traditional position was not coupled 

with now expected adjuncts, such as even an expressly formulated statemental logic. The 

theory of "immediate inference" and of syllogistic transformation and reduction of modern 

(pre-Boolean) traditional logics could , however, have been supplied by a range of competing 
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statemental systems, both relevant and irrelevant. Under "modern traditional" logic (or 

'traditional formal logic' as the modern synthesis is often called), syllogism was the central 

part of logic; other parts reduced to it or were supplementary to it. The new (and narrower) 

classical paradigm inverted this position entirely. Statemental logic supplemented by 

quantification was central, and the theory of syllogism (insofar as it was "correct") reduced to 

this (or, on a later more relaxed approach, was a minor supplement to quantificational 

theory). 

The dominant twentieth century paradigm, though it began in a narrow crusading way , 

is no longer a monolithic structure. In particular, it is important to distinguish a narrower 

classical approach, which is hostile to intensional , inexistential, and other extensions and 

adjustments of classical theory, and a more liberal approach, which is rather more tolerant of 

modal logics, free logics, and other nonstandard logics that can be recast as extensions of 

classical quantification theory. The more liberal development views such extensions not 

necessarily as antagonistic, not as a real threat to classical enterprise, but as perhaps useful 

(or more often, useless but harmless) elaborations of it. 

Thus, for example, the early, and initially radical, twentieth-century challenge to the 

narrow classical paradigm mounted by modal logic (from which the first, Harvard, wave of 

sociative logics grew) was soon co-opted under a liberalised classical paradigm. Modal logic 

was reformulated as a straightforward extension of classical logic. Modal logic continues to 

afford a threat only to the narrower extensionalist program (a program the main philosophical 

positions underlying classical logic do however yield: see JB p.56ff.). The wider, more generous 

classical paradigm, which includes extension programs, is now being ringed and shielded by a 

protective belt of supplementary theories and pragmatical appendages, such as modal logics, 

conditional logics. probability logics, etc. 

Things look just line, but are not. The wider paradigm, while apparently much 

increasing the invulnerability of the classical position, begins to white-ant the paradigm from 

within. For the justification of the classical program lies in the narrow program, which is 

extensional, existential, and generally referential. But that program is inadequate, as the 

wider program starts to reveal. 

Nor was all opposition to the classical paradigm easily, or at all , co-opted. lntuitionism, 

which continues to present a genuine threat, was not so easily accommodated. As a result of 

much effort, however, significant posits of the original intuitionist critique have been 

incorporated into the burgeoning classical picture, as for instance constructivity through a 

theory of effectiveness, or else have been given broadly classical representation, as for example 

with the rival logic itself, through semantical and category-theoretic modellings. Those ill

fitting substitutes do not however satisfy bona-fide intuitionists. Nor will relevant logics, 

which join with intuitionism in discarding Disjunctive Syllogistic principles, be easily co

opted. Still less do paraconsistent logics, which run directly antithetical to classical thinking , 

admit of co-option; indeed the reverse is more likely in the longer run; they will absorb a 
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further liberalised classical logic (see PCL). 

3. Paraconsistent relevant logics and relevantism. Sociative and relevant logics divide 

in another way into two groups: those which are paraconsistent, and so are highly resistant to 

classical appropriation (e.g. as extensions), and those which are not, such as Parry's analytic 

implication and Ackermann's rigorous implication. A (genuinely) paraconsistent logic, to be 

more explicit about that recurring notion, is one which can provide the logical basis for an 

inconsistent but (genuinely) non-trivial theory. A theory is inconsistent if it (eventually) 

yields a pair of contradictory statements such as A and its negation -A, i.e. it has A and -A 

as consequences. A theory is trivial if it yields all statements in its field; it is genuinely 

nontrivial if it does not yield all statements of some given merely syntactical type. Minimal 

logic, for instance, fails the latter requirement, because given some contradictory pair A and 

-A it supplies all negated statements, i.e. -B, whatever B. A crucial test for paraconsistency 

of a logic is the nonderivability of spread principles such as A, -A ~ 8Comp, where 8Comp is 

some syntactical nontheorematic func tion of its components. In considering genuinely 

paraconsistent logics, the letter but not the spirit of some previous accounts of paraconsistent 

logic has been violated.9 Few there were. however, who wished to hail minimal logic as a 

paraconsistent find, even though it met the letter of a narrow law, or who would wish to 

exclude the medieval theory of obligationes as paraconsistent, because it vacuously "satisfied" 

the crucial test, the pair A, -A never explicitly appearing within one side or the other of a 

discussion (except perhaps terminally). 

There is a point, morPover, in pushing the notion of genuineness still further, to 

authenticity, so as to exclude systems which, while technically pararnnsistent, are useless for 

fully logical inrnnsistent theories. Systems thus excluded as authentic paraconsistent ones 

include both main relevance logics R and E. 10 The argument which flunks R shows that, 

where RL is a logic extending R (hence closed under substitution upon variables), should A 

and -A be theorems of RL, then an arbitrary B is also a theorem, i.e. RL is then trivial (for 

details see ENT p.462). With E the situation is like that for minimal logic; while an arbitrary 

B is not a theorem, all statements of a given syntactic class are (by an argument like that for 

R, but using a permutable-forward implicational expression of form r --+ r). The main 

relevance logics do not make a sufficient break from classical limitations, from mainstream 

inability to accommodate reasoning in the precincts of inconsistency. 

Those equipped with adequate logical tools, with genuine and especially authentic 

paraconsistent systems, are strategically placed to investigate logical reasoning concerning 

classes of principles, and involved in types of argument, which outrun mainstream approaches 

and even destroy mainstream logical tools. The principles include, in particular, unqualified 

abstraction and characterisation principles (see PL) ; the types of argument comprise all those 

which genuinely circuit through inconsistency. For such important logical purposes, 

intuitionistic machinery is little better than classical, i.e. usc>less. For while intuitionistic 

apparatus can deal, in an enthymematic way, with incompletc>ness, it is in no way equipped to 

cope with its dual, inconsistency. The issue of adequacy of logical equipment for the full range 

of reasoning situations brings out especially sharpl y the limitations of classical logic (cf. RLR 
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introduction). It becomes evident that classical logic is not simply inadequate in a limited, 

rectifiable way. It is not merely that it set out with a rather minimal and impoverished set of 

connectives ( a hammer and hand-saw logical technology), which was correct so far as it went 

and could be fixed up by additions. The approach through the extended classical program has 

been to try to rectify it by additions, by adding on further "compatible" apparatus 

(compatible at least with the extended classical theory, which relaxes extensional constraints 

and tolerates a certain, often high, level of platonic pollution). The apparatus includes both 

the approved syntactic, proof-theoretic equipment and the certified semantic, model-theoretic 

machinery (what get certified, and applauded, are of course the modellings that can be 

absorbed within the expanded program, e.g. platonic set-theoretical representations of 

complete possible worlds and of other "non-existent" objects). It is thus but a somewhat 

liberalised version of what keeps reappearing in different thin disguises (like the recognisable 

movie-star trying to play different roles): the old reductionistic strategy, through an 

underlying canonical (or deep) structure or ideal language, supplemented by logical (or 

linguistic) constructions; in short, the old destructive ideal language program. 

A significant part of the emerging relevant program, that committed to authentic 

paraconsistency, rejects such an approach, and is highly resistant to co-option under it (to be 

sure, there are classical-looking modellings of basic relevant theories, supplied from the 

program itself, but they do not get certified). For it contends that extension, though 

important, is not nearly enough. For the core structure from which extensions are made is not 

merely ramshackle, but seriously defective, and properly condemned. To be both blunt and 

quite specific about it, the canonical structure, embodying classical logic , is incorrect. It is 

rotten at the core. 

There are several major defects in all classical programs, two of which are especially 

important in what follows (others, such as unwarranted ontic commitments, are documented 

elsewhere, e.g. rn). 

DI. The basic rule of Material Detachment, in standard symbols A, A :::> B/ B (or A, -A V 

B/ B), is incorrect. Its scope is restricted to certain consistent situations. 

D2. The (derived) rule of Strict Replacement, i.e. intersubstitutivity everywhere of provable 

material equivalents (e.g. A = B/ <P(A) :::> <P(B)) is incorrect. lls correct scope of 

application is restricted to narrowly modal contexts, a rather diminutive sub-class of 

those of genuine logical interest. 

Because of Dl, classical logic and its extensions are worthless for main paraconsistent 

purposes. Because of D2, classical logic and its extensions are ultimately worthless for logical 

investigation of irreducibly intensional functors, and so of natural languages which are rich in 

such functors. 

Within the sociative enterprise there is major disagreement about such contentions, 

about such radicalism or atheism as regards the established classical faith. Undoubtedly the 

majority of those interested in the sociative enterprise, especially those in North America, are 
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either theists, believers in a substantial part of the extended classical program and in its basic 

correctness, or agnostic hangers-on, for example logical technicians who have a comfortable 

living and no wish to disturb the classical equilibrium. Most of those who have, unlike the 

usual technicians, serious philosophical interests in traditional sociative logic, are, underneath 

the liberal classical facade, theists, committed to a classical program. No, the main divisions 

over the correctness of classical logic can be found alive and thriving within the narrowly 

relevant reaches of sociative logic, where a fascinating intellectual dispute (overlapping that 

between bourgeois classicists and non-conformists with relevant commitments) is currently 

running. 11 

The main issue, within narrowly relevant logical theory, has been put in terms of 

relevantism. Relevantism rejects classical logic as incorrect, and adopts instead a relevant 

logic as supplying the basis of a theory of correct argument. In significant respects relevantism 

is like intuitionism; it is likewise anti-classical, but bases its program on relevant rather than 

intuitionist logic. Like intuitionism, relevantism sets a substantial theoretical program: that of 

reworking logic and what hinges materially upon it, such as the foundations of mathematics 

and science (much of the program is outlined in PL p.369, p.523; some is looked at in the 

concluding chapter of DRL). Part of the close connection of relevantism - or relism as is more 

easily and elegantly said - with paraconsistency is immediately appreciated . For one main 

reason, the adoption of paraconsistent relevant logic as a most satisfactory type of 

paraconsistent framework, itself a required anti-classical selection of framework, leads directly 

to relevantism (both claims are argued for in detail in PL p.177ff.). The argument for 

paraconsistent relevant logics as a superior choice, involves Dl and its restriction, essentially 

for paraconsistency, crucially for relPvance; and adjustment of D2 is intricately tied up with 

replacement of classical and intuitionist logics by relevant logics in improved explications of 

main logical notions, especially those of philosophical and linguistic import. Relevantism does 

not, of course, exclude adoption of other logics for limited or for special purposes; for instance, 

use of classical logic as a shortcut technique in certain recognisably consistent situations such 

as those of sentential metatheory , use of irrelevant finite-valued logics, such as RM3, for 

preliminary investigations in inconsistent mathematics, and so on. Nor does it block attempts 

at synthesis, for instance, explication of relevance logics such as E and R as relevance 

preserving enthymematic systems. Nor does it exclude relevant adaptation of leading items of 

analytic implication and relational logical theory and thus a certain relevant co-option in 

explication of auxiliary notions, such as relevant containment, adaptations designed to resolve 

better and relevantly some of the problems rival broadly relevant logics were introduced to 

meet (e.g. frame problems, of many types, difficulties in fallacy theory, etc: see later chapters, 

and for detail RCR). Nor, certainly , need relevantism militate against decent pluralistic 

admission of other, different or rival positions - while pointing to what it sees as as their 

respective limitations. 

Even when the requirements of relism are heeded, a rather embarrassing variety of 

(deep12) relevant systems remain, a variety offering some hard choices. In the face of these 

riches, this proliferation of logics . how is one to proceed, to choose where choice seems 
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inescapable? Should one shrug off the requirements of relism, while still decently adhering to 

connectivism, choice becomes increasingly difficult. 

6. On choice of systems, and correct choices . Choice is characteristically directed, it is 

for some purpose or other. Choice of logic may be for rather local purposes, as in a game, or 

for a logical exercise; or it may be more comprehensive or even global, as when a serious 

philosopher is trying to select some fairly general all-purpose logic which is philosophically 

adequate (as distinct from mathematically convenient), for instance, it does not bring with it 

a series of gratuitous problems or constraints. The choice of system is never entirely a 

technical matter, but is, in important cases, an ideological matter. evertheless, a system 

may be selected for more local investigation because it presents some technical problems of 

interest, of an appropriate level of difficulty, etc. 

A careful choice of system for some given, perhaps rather general, purpose will naturally 

involve weighing up considerations of several sorts, including pragmatic features such as 

simplicity, familiarity, strength, adaptability, and so on. Carried out in due detail choice will 

require application, much better explicit, of some model of rational choice-making. A 

satisfactory choice of system, for the explication of suppression-free implication or entailment, 

leads, so it has already been argued in much detail, using a rational choice model, to a choice 

of a (deep) relevant logic. The arguments (the main details are set out in uc and RLR) also 

lead to a liberal relevantism. 

A preferred outcome assumes the following lines:- A deep relevant logic is chosen as 

basic, as supplying what is needed for characterizing valid argument for instance, a 

suppression-free implication; and its logical necessitation is taken as representing entailment, 

i.e. full logical sufficiency (see RLR). Then the usual relevance logics appear as examples of 

rel evant enthymematic logics, i.e. systems which permit some suppression while maintaining 

relevance. Mainstream logics and modal logics simply go much further in condoning 

suppression (e.g. in modal logics sustaining positive suppression of all recognised necessary 

truths, and negative suppression of all recognised contradictions). But naturally these logics, 

which are part of the pluralistic mix, can be used in contexts where the restrictive conditions 

for their application are satisfied. Furthermore, deep relevant theory is supplemented, much 

like more liberal classical theory, by a range of extensions and special purposes logics. Thus, a 

select relevant logic can be extended by alethic and tense functors and by relevant 

conditionals (on all these see DRL chapter 19) ; among special purposes logics are nontransitive 

logics to designed to capture immediate and finite-step inference, and relevant containment 

logics to be applied in the many circumstances where containment notions are required (see 

again RCR). 

While there are certainly constraints on choices for most purposes. it is rare that these 

fix a choice uniquely. Sometimes they will exclude any choice at all; often they_ will permit a 

range of choices. Moreover, the choice made is commonly free, the end-results are not 

compulsory, and other researchers of good-will may make other choices. The choices 

ultimately made accordingly form part of the pluralistic mix (of which DRL and RLR represent 
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small logical samples). There need be no conflict between the ideal of a universal logic and 

such pluralism. A universal tool (so-called) can be one tool in a basket of tools, a rather 

inefficient or awkward tool for many special purposes. Universalism, by contrast with 

universal devices, insofar as it involves exclusiveness, insofar as it would not countenance rival 

positions or logics, is different, and dangerous (as Galtung has explained). Unfortunately, it 

is universalism that choice of a relevant logic, whether as universal or not, has often to 

combat. 13 

The arguments which have been presented in the literature for adopting relevant logics 

as the correct logics of nonenthymematic implication and entailment have not so far taken the 

philosophical or logical worlds by storm. That does not mean that the arguments lack merit, 

but rather that well-entrenched positions can so far afford to ignore them, or even jeer at 

them. But increasingly raiding parties are sent out from t,he classical citadel, bent on inflicting 

substantial damage. Objections to relevant logics from the perspective of classical logic are 

thus now commonplace and nothing particularly new. ·ewer, for contemporary times, are 

styles of disput,es within relevant logics themselves: as to the place of relevance, over the 

appropriate strength of "natural" negation, over t,he respective merit,s of different proof

theoretic methods and, especially, different semantics. Concurrently the external debate has 

alt,ered; t,he level of the on-going debate between classical logic and relevant logic recently 

exhibited has moved to a more sophisticated level than t,he initial debate during the 60's, 

largely as a result of technical developments. The development of a formidable semantical 

theory has made the arguments about relevant logic considerably more complex and, for the 

most part, better informed, but, has also opened the door to new areas of choice and 

disagreement. Coupled with the more developed stage of relevant logics are - or ought to be -

more developed and sophisticated critiques.14 

NOTES 

L Elsewhere in the same text, Foucault remarks, even more to the present point, that 

'What reason perceives as its necessity, or rather !pluralising), what different forms of 

rationality offer as their necessary being, can perfectly well be shown to have a history; 

and the network of contingencies from which it emerges can be traced , ... they reside on 

a base of human practice and human hist.ory; and since these things have been made, 

t,hey can be unmade ... , these form of rationality !are) put to work in the process of 

domination ... '. 

2. This important applied branch will not be followed here. Computing science may, as a 

contingent matter, have arisen largely within classical logical confines, but in several 

important respects (beginning with negation, and modality), it is having to break out of 

these confines. as classical theory proves inadequate and classical restrictions generate 

gratuitous problems. 

3. Acquisition of the term 'relevant' has been contemplated or even made by logical 

entrepreneurs; contemplated by Woods and Walton for relational logics, actually made 

by Tennant for his own nontransitive system. 

4. In much of that time, however, there was no fund amental investigation , but , when logic 
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was studied, it was largely repetition of what had been accomplished earlier. with 

perhaps minor correction (and perhaps accumulating error). Thus, for instance, the 

tiresome sequence of pontifical and empty texts expanding upon the received theories of 

syllogisms and fallacies. The traditional paradigm certainly needed ousting; but from 

the point of. view of fundamental notions and logical freedoms, the outcome of the 

"classical" revolution was, like too many revolutions, decidedly suboptimal. 

5. For fuller discussion of this crucial neglect, pointed out by Russell and again by Austin, 

see JB p. 753ff. The persistent neglect of relations is also seen, to take yet another 

example, in the so-called calculus of individuals, where any two individuals, however 

related, are said to make a further individual. But in the ordinary sense, only suitably 

related individuals compo e to yield individuals. The neglect is seen, somewhat 

differently , in such group and collective activities as decision-making, where there are 

repeated attempts to reduce group relations to properties of individual members of the 

groups, such as their individual preferences. 

Jn modern times, a sustained attempt has been made to compensate for the damagP the 

persistent exclusion of relations (other than a frw unavoidables such as conjunction, 

resembl ence and membership), by the qualified admission of functions and deployment 

of functional reductions. 

6. Antilogism is often seen, quite inaccurately, as merely generalising Contraposition. It 

would be nearer the mark to say that it amalgamates Contraposition and Disjunctive 

Syllogism (DSyll), as will now be shown. (Symbolism and labelling of principles 

straightforwardly adapts that regularly used for relevant logics, as in DRL and ENT.) 

Firstly, given these principles Antilogism can be derived , in an innocuous implication 

setting. Consider these derivations in the first degree, rule sett ing, where the 

interrelations are more perspicuous. Then 

A & B-+ C / -C -+ -(A & B) Rule Contraposition 

/ A & -C -+ A & -(A & B) Rule Factor 

I A & -c-+ -B DSyll, Rule Transitivity 

Secondly, for the converse, there are two derivations. DSyll is but a one-step 

application of Rule Antilogism (formulated as above), using Identity , A-+ A. Further, 

A -+ B I -B & A -+ B 
I -B & -B-+ -A 
I -B-+ -A 

Rule Monotonicity 
Rule Antilqgism 
&-ldempotence 

The first and last steps use Rule Transitivity, the first step just that and Simplification. 

Rule Transitivity is critical for following through the implications involved. 

lt is a trifle puzzling nowadays that the obvious problems with full Antilogism were 

made nothing of in ancient times. For, as Duncan Jones nicely observed, Antilogi m 

yields p & q -+ p +-+. p & -p -+ -q, 'which is one of the paradoxes we are trying to 

avoid' (p. 77). But was it? Maybe it was supposed that paradoxical content rubbed off 

on p & q -+ p; certain ly Simplification enjoyed no routine following in former times (see 

the historical chapter). 

7. As remarked, the now established label 'classical' is singu larly unfortunate. To make 

matters worse, the markedly nonformal logic of the post-medieval period (fifteenth to 

seventeenth centuries) has been called ' the classical logic'; thus e.g. Ilochef1ski , chapter 

36, on what he cathingly describes as 'the so-called "classical~ logic' (p. 254). 
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8. Although adoption of some form of strict implication became the dominant position by 
the fourteenth century, it was certainly not the only position. Furthermore, a unique 
strict system was not supplied, though a common first degree system and certain second 
degree principles can be extracted. 

9. For steps towards an improved , but still inadequate, account (and typology) of 
genuinely para.consistent logics, see Batens 80, pp.201-2. Named and investigated logics 
which are (weakly) paraconsistent but not genuinely paraconsistent include Curry's 
system D, which delivers all negated wff, and the Arruda-da Costa J systems, which 
yield all implicational wff (see Urbas). 

JO. Under a tempting strengthing of authenticity, they also include, among irrelevant 
paraconsistent logics, the positive-plus C systems of da Costa, which succumb to the 
Curry objection, trivialising upon addition of unrestricted comprehension principles (see 
PL p.176). 

11. On the issues surrounding relevantism, see Routley 84 and work cited and criticised 
therein. Other fascinating disputes, overlapping relevantist issues, are mentioned in the 
concluding chapter of DRL. 

12. Depth is explained in the next chapter. Very roughly , a deep relevant logic is relevant 
all the way down (though implicational nesting). 

13. All these issues obtain some of the further detailed consideration they deserve in a 
forthcoming series on correcting mainstream logic and logical ideology. There too some 
of the themes on univ-ersal and natural logics (of uu and uc) are appropriately reset, in 
terms of pluralism and of satisizing (rather than maximizing) choices. 

14. The author apologizes for the overlap between this interim introduction and the 
introduction to DRL. The hard fact is that the same ground has to be traversed. 



CHAPTER 2 

AN ORIENTATIONAL SURVEY 
OF SOCIATIVE LOGICS 

1. Types of connection, and sorts of sociative and relevant logics. 

A sociative or connectional logic involves a definite connection in its implicational or 

inferential part, it is broadly relevant. 1 Trivial connections (such as being either the same or 

different, or as implying or not implying) are not definite; they provide no genuine linkage of 

components. Nor, though the claim does not go undisputed, do the implicational connections 

exhibited in the basic paradoxes of implication - (A & -A) ....., B and B ....., {A V -A) in 

standard notation - afford definite connections. For A and B may have nothing whatsoever to 

do with one another, share no content. Later we will look hard at the implausible theme that 

the modal ecology of the universe is such, the modal web spun so tight, that impossible and 

necessary statements, whatever they concern, have definite connections with everything else. 

To begin however, we make the preanalytic assumption that implication requires connection. 

The main type of connection that has been emphasized recently is relevance, whence 

"relevance logic". But relevance does not constitute the only relation of definite connection, or 

the only one of historical importance - consider inclusion of content, sharing of terms, etc. 

Moreover as is well known and will appear from later chapters, relevance in general (not 

pinned down to specific determinates) is an elusive notion. 

Becausf' they include implicational and inferential paradoxes, the mainstream logics of 

the twentieth century, classical and intuitionistic, are not sociative, but dissociative. 2 By 

contrast the main relevance logics, E, R and T, are sociative because their implicational 

connective, ...... , meets the requirement of weak relevance; that is, they have no theses of the 

form A ....., B, where A and B fail to share a (sentential) parameter. But in their standard 

presentations, within only partly formalised metatheory (or epitheory), the rule structure or 

inferential component of these logics is not sociative (being classically expressible); for 

example, the rule, from B to infer A....., A, is a derived rule of R (though not a normal one). 

The classification introduced depends of course on being able to distinguish connectives 

and meta-connectives as representing implication and inference. Typically this is given in 

advance or can be done. To circumscribe discussion let us concentrate, in the usual way, upon 

sentential logics which include, as well as truth-functional connectives &, V, -, an identifiable 

implicational or conditional connective, ....., say. (The usual formal-theoretic apparatus, of 

syntax and proof, is thus largely taken for granted.) Such a logic will be sociative (in ---t) if it 

contains no thesis of the form A ....., B where A and B are not appropriately connected. That 

is. to display the principle involved for subsequent comparison purposes, 

R. A ---, R is a theorem only if r(A,B), i.e. there is a definite connection between A and B. 

There is more than one way to treat such a definite connection, r: for instance, to introduce it 

into the object language, as in relational logics, or to leave it in the metatheory, as typically 

, ith re]pvant logics. That issue (addressed later) is not of immediate moment. More 
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important, definite connection can be guaranteed in a variety of ways, most obviously in these 

technological days syntactically, but by no means only in this way. There is, however, a long

persisting tendency, linked with the antagonism towards relations, for connections to vanish, 

if not entirely, at least into the sharing of factors. 3 Definite connection of statements, for 

instance, is reduced, firstly to some sharing of content (substance, sense, etc.), and then, in 

conveniently circumscribed contexts, content is represented syntactically (so there is 

something hard and definite that logicians or computing machinery can go to work upon). In 

a third popular stage of reduction, the residual requirements reached are declared undesirable, 

unworkable or unnecessary, and thereupon junked. This latter stage of irrelevant degeneracy, 

often reached in these latter days, lacks any decent justification, as will become apparent; but 

the earlier stages of reductive explication are both important. The first stage issues in the 

rather traditional content principle 
CR. A -+ B is a theorem (or obtains, to put it in more traditional form) only if A and B 
share content (sense, use, or some such). 

The sharing can take various different forms - inclusion, overlap, etc. - depending on what the 

presupposed account of content (or use) permits. Though content is at base a semantical 

notion, use is not; and in principle the further analyses of sharing can be accomplished in 

either semantic or pragmatic forms or reflected syntactically. All have been attempted, but 

syntactical reduction, with which we begin, has been strongly favoured. 

The sentential situation, upon which we continue to focus, is crucial. ot only does it 

have to be included in any comprehensive story, but the rest can be seen as expanding it or 

can be contracted to it. For, in principle, quantification can be dealt with in an analogous 

fashion , for instance with predicate parameters generalising in a familiar way on sentential 

parameters (which serve as zero-place predicates). Or otherwise, further enlargements can be 

handled by the important strategy of conservative extension, that is, by the requirement that 

they do not induce new (irrelevant.) results back on the sentential ground floor. 

1.1. Syntactical connection, where statements share syntactical components. To render 

the connection nontrivial and stable (under elementary transformations) the components 

concerned must be more than punctuation , such as brackets. For suppose the formation rules 

of sentential logic were written so that they began with the clause that a sentential parameter 

enclosed in brackets is a wff. Then every wff of the logic would involve brackets, and A and B 

would always share syntax, much as all written English declarative sentences share full stops. 

Connection would be then trivially guaranteed - when there may be none of substance. Less 

artificially, any sentential logic where variable sharing holds at the first degree (i.e. the part 

of the logic where no nested -+s occur), will exhibit a syntactical connection because higher 

degree wff will always share brackets. But sharing punctuation is a trivial connection; it 

affords no guarantee that A and B have anything to do with ont> another. Furthermore the 

notion would not be stable, because bracketing vanishes upon syntactical transformation, for 

instance upon re-expression in Polish notation. It is in part for these sorts of reasons that it is 

sometimes insisted that req uisite connections must be semantical ones of some kind, of 

meaning or content. But in suitably rest rictcd contcxis, such connections may well be 

reflected in syntactical linkages, which do duly avoid triviality. 
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Such triviality problems are avoided in the most thoroughly investigated syntactical 

connection requirements, by restricting sharing to categorematic elements, to sentence 

variables at the sentential level. Thus the weak relevance principle: 

WR. A -+ B is a theorem only if A and B are weakly relevant to one another, i.e. A and B 

have some variable in common. 
Thus also the stronger proscriptive principle: 

PR. A -+ B is a theorem only if all variables in B already occur in A. 

The first reflects, in an approximate syntactical fashion, content overlap, the second, content 

inclusion. 

Principles of these types enjoy a respectable history . The idea of weak relevance, 

rediscovered by Belnap in application to sentential systems, traces backs at least to the 15th 

century, and reappears periodically thereafter. To quote Gaulincx from the 17th century: 'in a 

logical argument some term recurs and is stated both in the antecedent and in the 

consequent'. It is an easy argument from the formation rules for traditional syllogism, that 

valid syllogistic arguments meet this requirement. Simi larly, the proscriptive principle of 

Parry was anticipated by the Jesuits of Coimbra who defined a class of argumentationes 

where every variable in the conclusion is in the premisses but some variable in the premisses 

may not be in the conclusion (see further Thom p.28). 

These syntactical relevance principles are far from trivial requirements; they are 

requirements which many systems fail. Evidently the e principles, which are presented as but 

necessary conditions for theorem-status, do not exhaust the types of variable sharing 

principles of some technical interest: a strong proscription principle, for instance, requires that 

A and B share all variables.4 Another more jejune principle makes variable sharing sufficient 

(or almost sufficient) as well as necessary; and so on."' Each such relevance principle 

determines a corresponding class of systems; e.g. WR determines WR systems, weakly relevant 

sentential systems. The classes will include some strange systems, unless there are other 

controls. Some of them will have "implications" which fail to preserve values such as truth, 

necessity or meaning, or to meet other customary desiderata. Such strangeness only 

emphasizes however the severe inadequacy of the principles as suffici ent conditions. 

Leaving out syncategorematic expressions such as connectives from these relevance 

principles has an element of arbitrariness, technically convenient though it may be. 

Connectives are not without syntactically reflected meaning and content, which may afford 

connection. or is the omission altogether satisfactory, as the curious struggle to find grounds 

for excluding the Mingle principle A -+. A -+ A has revealed. Yet is is evident enough that 

where A is zero degree (i.e. contains no occurrences of-+), A -+ A contains an occurrence of 

connective -+ when A does not. The result is that where Mingle holds a nonimplication 

implies an implication. a result Ackermann, and following him Anderson and Belnap, 

certainly wanted to proscribe (see E T p.237ff.) . 

Obviously variable and connective sharing principles can be combined in a mix of ways, 
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some of them are worth setting down. An ultra-weak relevance, or basic syntactic connection, 

is provided by the simple disjunction: 

UR. A-+ Bis a theorem only if A and B share a variable or a connective. 

The / systems (studied by Routley, e.g. 72, 88) are sociative inasmuch as they meet this weak 

necessary condition. For these systems have the same first degree logic as relevance logics E 

and R, but diverge from them at higher degrees in ways that violate WR. However the higher 

degree theorems involved in the divergence, such as p -+ p -+. q ...:.., q, always share -+ 

connectives, largely by virtue of being higher degree. 

There is a case for adopting UR as a minimal requirement for a sociative logic, and 

thus rendering UR systems minimally sociative. For it provides a basic connection of content 

syntactically-reflected. It also marks out an important watershed. Then not only are classical 

and intuitionistic logics and surrounding systems dissociative, not only are strict logics (with 

implication connective that of strict implication) and contemporary "logics of conditionals" 

dissociative; so also are systems such as RM, i.e. relevance logic R together with Mingle, and 

their extensions (though sometimes accounted "semi relevant", e.g. in ENT p.375). For RM 

has, like "logics of conditionals", theorems such as p & -p -+. q -+ q, where antecedent and 

consequent share neither variables nor connectives.6 

It is one thing to guarantee some syntactical connection, which is all UR does at 

bottom; it is quite another to obtain intuitively satisfactory linkage of components. Basic 

connection not only fails to block higher degree irrelevance and suspect formulae such as 

r-+ s -+. p-+ p or r-+ r -+. p-+ p. It also fails on its own t.o exclude defective principles like 

Mingle which may induce no dissociativity in weaker logical settings than R. Worse, it fails to 

block the addition of bizarre principles such as p & -p -+. q V - q. In order to be more 

exclusive connective combinations need to be scrutinized. Consider, for instance, the more 

discriminating mixed principle, 
MR. A -+ B is a theorem only if A and B share a variable and all intensional connectives in 

B occur in A. 

While MR duly excludes Mingle, the somewhat ad hoe restriction to intensional connectives 

avoids wiping out also such often-enough questioned themes as A -+ --A, A -+. A V B, etc. 

(given of course that - and V are not intensional).7 But it is a crude and rather unsatisfactory 

way of getting at what is - independently - sought . For while it of course removes Mingle, it 

does not touch substitution instances of Mingle such as A -+ B -+. A -+ B -+. A -+ B. (Nor 

would such a connective device discriminate this from what is often taken, in these warped 

export-oriented days, as even paradigmatically correct, namely A -+ A -+. A -+ A -+. A -+ 

A). 

More subtle connection principles must somehow combine degree layering of wff with 

variable sharing. This can be accomplished in various ways; but only some quite specific 

ways, answering to given relevant logics, have been investigated. One, established for 

relevance logics such as E, is Maximova-relevance: 
MXR. A -+ B is a theorem only if some variable occurs as an antecedent part of both A and 

B or as a consequent part of both A and B (ENT p.253). 
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But, on its own, owing to the cross-over fashion by which antecedent and consequent part are 

defined , the requirement fails to exclude weakly irrelevant wff involving negation, such as the 

Minglish formula -(p --+ p) --+. q --+ q (E T p.253). MX "relevance" too has to be combined 

with other requirements of relevance, to exclude Minglish erosion for instance. 

A much more demanding necessary condition for systemic relevance, not open to these 

sorts of problems, is depth relevance: 

DR. A --+ B is a theorem only if A and B share a variable at the same depth, where what 

determines depth is numerical extent of intensional nesting, typically of occurrences of--+. 

To be more exact about this important notion, let wff contain just connectives from the 

standard set{&, V, -, --+}. Depth of occurrence of a sub wff of wff A is defined inductively 

as follows: The sub wff A of wff A is of depth O in A. If -Bis a sub wff occurrence of depth n 

in A then this occurrence of B is of depth n in A. If B & C jsimilarly B V CJ is a sub wff 

occurrence of depth n in A then these occurrences of B and C are both of depth n in A. If B --+ 

C fsimilarly other 2-place intensional connections] is a sub wff occurrence of depth n in A then 

these occurrences of B and C a re both of depth n+ 1 in A. Then A and B share a variable pat 

the same depth iff for some nonnegative integer n there is an occurrence of sub wff p in A at 

depth n and in B at depth n. Depth relevance of course implies weak relevance. Deep 

systems satisfy the depth relevance requirement. or (if they are super-propositional) 

conservatively extend systems which satisfy the depth relevance requirement. 

Depth relevance enjoys, by contrast with some of the other rather arbitrary relevance 

conditions considered, significant theoretical linkages. A main result, adduced by Brady, is 

that the depth relevance condition affords a way, which is not ad hoe, through the logical and 

semantical paradoxes. Deep systems can nontrivially carry unrestricted comprehension 

principles and the like, while retaining extensionality principles in set theory (for full details 

see Brady 84). The condition also turns out to circumscribe those relevant logics - the D 

systems - arrived at (as in RLR) on independent adequacy grounds, as candidates for 

entailment and deducibility proper. Thus depth relevance exhibits features that make for an 

important distinction of systems. 

Although depth relevance is a natural extension of weak relevance to combinations 

involving levels of intensionality, which does have its desired effect of ruling out Ackermann 

formulae such as Mingle and A -+. A --+ B --+ B, it runs into trouble with (now well 

established) relevance logics, and so will not appeal to exponents of these systems. For it also 

takes out much of what is distinctive about systems E and T, namely both Exported 

Syllogistic (ESyll) forms, A --+ B --+. B --+ C -+. A --+ C and B -+ C --+. A --+ B --+. A --+ C, 

and Contraction principles like Absorption, A --+ (A -+ B) --+. A -+ B. Jmportation , and 

Assertion, A & (A -+ B) --+ B.8 Deep systems reject both classes of contested principles. The 

questioning of these contemporary principles. most of which enjoy little historical standing, 

had certainly begun when Lewis was puzzling over whether S2 or S3 came closer to capturing 

entailment (and wisely, given his limited irrelevant options, et tied for S2). The critical 

investigation is taken much further in recent work on deep relevant theory, which much 

extends the typology of relevant systems in terms of the classes of principles they meet. In 
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short, then, depth relevance removes practically all those parts of system E elsewhere argued 

to be in serious doubt for the intended explicandum, deducibility (see RLR chapter 3). Thus 

depth relevance looks like exactly what the entailment doctor should have prescribed. But, 

because of its sheer exclusive power, such a requirement is inevitably controversial. 

Syntactical relevance requirements themselves require justification, nonsyntactical 

justification, for example in terms of what the requirements do do. 

Syntactic connection rcrtainly has its limitations. It depends (too) heavily on the 

syntactical forms of the systems investigated. and on form being appropriately displayed (and 

not condensed or hidden, definitionally or otherwise). While syntactic specificity is 

advantageous for proof purposes, too much may depend on a specific formulation of a system 

and not extend to equivalent systems (e.g. with different primitives); such defects afflict even 

the account offered of minimal sociativity. Despite what was said earlier, moreover, notions of 

syntactical connection do not always extend so easily or uniquely to more comprehensive 

logics, for instance to applied predicate logics. More important, syntactic connection is not the 

only type of connection, but, so to say, a surface representation (which syntactic forms may in 

fact hide) of other sorts of less superficial connection, such as connection of content or of 

argument. In particular, morphological linkages only indirectly, superficially and obliquely, 

represent what is crucial to implication and deducibility: preservation of (truth-)value and of 

content. 

1.2. Semantic connection, through content or meaning. Much less work has been 

att,empted on semantic and pragmatic connection of components of genuine implications than 

on syntactical linkages, despite repeated and regular traditional and twentieth century 

emphases on meaning or content coupling for conditionality, entailment and the like. But 

what has been atLrmpted on the semantic: front, primarily for relevant logics (but also to 

some extent for neighbours such as relational logics), can be extended, for what it is worth, to 

other sorts of sociative logics (those equipped witlt a tractable world semantics). Main 

attempts amount in fact to adaptations of what positivistic logicians (Carnap especially, but 

also Wittgenstein and others) tried less successfully to carry out on the bases of irrelevant 

logics (typically systems such as S5). These irrelevant explications of semantic notions such as 

sense, content, information, and so on, of course simply transferred the paradoxes of 

implication over to the semantical notions, and accordingly led to serious violations of the 

content principle, CR, and its analogues. While sociative explications can avoid such 

damaging outcomes (as that all necessary truths have the same content, usually and wrongly 

said to be none), the explications arc sometimes not particularly helpful, in the way that 

syntactical principles can be, but partly parasitic on the notions of which a better 

understanding is sought. 

ThP point applies especially to the first type, o~ analysis , which characterises some notion 

of sense or content through implication itself, or a relation in its circle such as consequence. 

Typical of these consequence types is the account of thr sense of A, sence(A), in terms of what 

A implies, e.g. AC(A -+ C) or, under popular extensionalisation, {C: A -+ C}. (The 

neologism sence is used, because this explication doesn't quite exhaust sense in the way too 
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often supposed.) Every logic with an implication can furnish such an account (one for each 

different implication). The accounts will be satisfactory, for instance in meeting a sence 

analogue of CR, to the extent that the logic already has a decent implication, and so is 

appropriately sociative. 

A second superior type of analysis , which does make genuine use of semantics, 

ultimately encounters trouble also. Fairly representative of these situational types is the 

account of the content of A in terms of the situations, or worlds, A excludes. Most simply, 

cont (A) = >. a(A fails to hold at a), i.e. extensionally {a: l{A,a) =I=- l}, where l is a situation 

relativised evaluation function i.e. an interpretation function . Such accounts work very nicely 

for a large class of relevant logics. They incidentally vindicate. in a straightforward way, by 

contrast with modal logics. content principle CR (see uu, FD; and for further roles for content 

relevance. Routley 82). But, in a way, they work a little too well. They offer little or no 

discrimination between marketed relevant logics, and they extend to a wide range of other 

sociative logics, indeed to any - and that means extensive classes of virtually all types - that 

can be rigged out with suitable situational semantics. Yet, despite their lack of discriminatory 

power, such analyses have considerable point. They show, for example, that what has often 

been alleged cannot be done, can be done; that important traditional requirements upon 

implication as to (meaning) inclusion and sharing of content are sound, and can be made 

good, and so on (these points are elaborated in FD and RLR). 

Mistaken claims abound in the philosophical literature about what relevant logics 

cannot achieve in the way of truth-pr<'servation semantics for implication , int,errelations of 

these with content semantics, and so forth. The fact is that a truth-preservation analysis of 

relevant implication can now be straightforwardly provided, and straightforwardly integrated 

with an inclusion of content analysis, on the lines skrtched and referred above. Of course, the 

analyses (better presented in terms of holding than truth) will make use of "impossible 

situations" or some substitute for them or construction of them; but, as is now at last being 

realised, that is quite alright. 

1.3. Use and argument connection. Prior cleverly claimed (as Bennett 54 reported) that 

arguments to the basic paradoxes of strict implication simply show that necessary and 

impossible statements are connected to everything else. Of course the arguments do not show 

that much (without a difficult further climb upward through the hierarchy of modal systems, 

using supports and ropes which give way in better systems, which duly separate 

implicationally distinct principles) ; for the paradoxes work in such weak modal systems as 

S0.5 and Sl, which do not sustain the more sweeping modal ecology. A less ambitious 

orthodox retort, whose attempt to bag intuition will be disallowed, takes the following lines:

What, after all, could be better than linkage through intuitively valid and simple arguments 

such as those, known on and off from medieval times, for (A & -A) -+ Band B-+ (A V -A)? 

Because of these arguments, (duly broken below). establishing appropriate nonparadoxical 

connection by way of argumentative linkage is an uphill effort. Circumscribed, or canonical, 

forms of argument - which however leave out arguments widely (if mistakenly) accepted 
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nowadays as valid - have to be invoked. Whilst this can be done (and will straightforwardly 

emerge from the systematisation of sociative logics), the business of separating out the 

arguments which are good, from those which are not, involves appeal to other criteria, so 

leading beyond pure argument connection. 

A more promising approach is that concerning use of argument components. Again 

there is a scattered tradition, but the approach has been pursued most diligently by Anderson 

and Relnap (with their strenuous work brought together in ENT). For there is a clear sense in 

which B is not used in the following sort of derivation leading to paradox: 

A IF A pristine axiomatic form 

A,B IF A weakening , or thinning 

A IF B--+A deduction principle 

IF A--+. B --+ A. deduction principle 

Given the way B is infiltrated, as an extra (which is merely conjoined and doesn't undercut 

other premisses), there is little excuse for thrn assigning B an implicational role as the 

deduction principle proceeds to do. In such simple cases, it is easy to see how to stop the rot; 

premisses not used in the argument cannot be assigned deductive (exportative) rules. One 

early problem is how to extend this simple and often obtained insight, even to expected full 

systems of sentential logic. 

It soon becomes evident that the insight does not extend either easily or uniquely, even 

under some "natural" controls. Indeed there arc several ways to proceed, some of them fairly 

natural, especially once further connectives are introduced; and certainly with controls relaxed 

a plethora of systems can result (e.g. to begin with, subscripted natural deduction systems or 

intensionalized Gentzen systems for hundreds of relevant logics: cf. RLR 11 chapter 11 ). Worse, 

the insight does not lead, without much complication (e.g. through two types of coupling of 

premisses, or else through subscription) in expected, independently motivated directions; and 

so far it has not yielded expected nice results for main systems (e.g. those that Gentzenisation 

often yields regarding proof structures. cut-rlimination, and so on). 

se approaches, like argument approaches, do not live up to thf'ir initial promise. 

Though important, though a significa11t part of an integrated investigation, they cannot serve 

as a satisfactory starting point. For they do not stand on their own. Nor do they disclose 

motivation, or reflect semantical motivation, sufficiently well. 

1.4 Pragmatic connection, and relevance. Appeals to pragmatics, and injunctions to 

be relevant, can work in two very different ways. On the one side, they can be invoked to 

wave away demands for connection in logic, and for sociative logics. Everything is fine, or 

fairly fine , with mainstream syntax and semantics; connection is a pragmatic froth on top of 

the deeper sLructure. That foam can be sati sfactorily skimmed off and taken care of along 

with other complicating froth of pragmatics. Such appeals to pragmatics are made not merely 

by defenders of the classical faith; but they also come from linguists who wish to use classical 

logic as deep structure, from computer scientists \\ ho waut to program their machines with a 
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classical frame, from communication theorists, from cognitive scientists, and so on. To those 

who have glimpsed some relevant light on the scene, such appeals are unconvincing. They are 

unsatisfactory because they do not get things near enough right at a semantical level, or on 

more radical sociative thinking because they get things decidedly wrong (cf. chapter 1). The 

paradoxes of implication are paradoxical because of semantical features, the semantics of 

implication especially, not because of some neglected nicety of speaker or hearer use not 

touching semantics. The pragmatic buffer-zone shielding mainstream logic does not render it 

impervious to sociative criticism. Yet, on the other side, much sociative argument relies upon 

pragmatic considerations. But from this side the pragmatic features are not semantically 

superficial; they reach down to touch such issues as validity, content, and so forth, and down 

again to affect a properly-reflective syntactical analysis, whence requirements of syntactical 

connection. 

Arguments to syntactical requirements of relevance are commonly of this sort. They 

begin with how di rnurse is used, how mathematicians talk and reason, above all from how 

individuals argue. They point out that these are not procedures which operate in irrelevant 

ways; if they should they are open to legitimate criticism (as the famous paradox-applying 

mathematical author in ENT pp. I 7- 1s wide open to editorial criticism). Moreover, these 

constraints are not mere conversational rnnventions, they concern the context-independent 

meanings of key notions involved. Fallacies in argument, such as those involving relevance, 

cannot be set aside as pragmatically infelicitous, and immaterial to validity; fallacies bear 

directly on validity. 

uch, i11 very broad outline to be filled out subsequently, are some of the reasons why 

requirements of connection - now pretty generally rnnceded at the pragmatic level, because 

hard to dismiss there - should be transmitted downwards to narrower semantical and 

syntactic levels. They by no means exhaust the arguments for rnnnection at lower levels, as 

should now be becoming evident. Mot iv at ion for connection is commonly directly at the 

semantic level, already abstracted from rules for discourse users. And it is partly for this sort 

of reason that very little investigation has been made of specifically pragmatic criteria for 

connection. A different excuse, from the other side, is that it is very easy or convenient to 

neglect items shoved up into the pragmatic attic. In any event. there is little so far to consider 

in the way of accessible criteria for connection at the pragmatic level. What criteria are 

suggested drop down lo ones like those looked at already; and the same applies to tests for 

relevance. 

2. A working classification of sociative logics. 

The paradoxes of implication do have the virtue of delivering an exhaustive 

classification of sociative logics. For there are al least as many styles of sociative logics as 

there are distinctive ways of halting these arguments to dissociation, and of course no more. A 

little more precisely, an initial classification of sociative logics can be made in terms of the 

characteristic steps in derivations of the basic paradox arguments of strict implication at 

which the e arguments are said to be brokcn .9 
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For an initial classification, the derivation of the more persuasive negative paradox, 

A & -A -+ B, affords a more revealing breakdown. The manifestly implausible expansion 

step, A -+. A & {B V -B), and its mate A -+. A & B V. A & -B, of the standard positive 

paradox argument, is rather uniformly rejected by quite different types of sociative logics 

{though it is retained by certain nontransitive and relational logics). 

Apart from substitution - not to be neglected - one revealing derivation involves the 

following steps and principles: 

Steps Principles applied Principle 1ames 

A & -A-+ -A A&B-+A Simplification (L) 

-A-+. -AV B A-+. AV B Addition (R) 

A &-A-+. -AV B A -+B,B-+C/A-+C (Rule) Transitivity 

A & -A-+ A A&B-+B Simplification (R) 

A & -A-+. A & (-AV B) A-+ B, A-+ C/ A -+. B & C (Rule) Composition 

A & {-AV B)-+ B A & (-AV B)-+ B Disjunctive Syllogism 

A & -A-+ B A -+ B, B-+ C/ A -+ C (Rule) Transitivity 

L abbreviates 'on the left'; R 'on the right'. But the distinction will do little work; for, from 

antiquity onwards, commutativity and also associativity of connectives & and v have been 

almost invariably, and correctly, taken for granted. The rule/ thesis distinction is an entirely 

different matter, and most important. 

Near enough, rejection of any of the principles involved yields a class of logics which 

halt the argument; and if the rejections are carried through in a systematic way, they yield 

classes of logics which exclude all such paradox arguments. Thus there is a class of non-IP 

logics for each principle label 1/t. That is, more colloquially, there are logics of all the 

following types. at least:- nonshnpJifying, nonadjunctive, non transitive, 

noncomposing, nondissembJing (the latter where 1/t is Disjunctive Syllogism). Rejection of 

some principles makes room, in turn, for others. So logics of the classes discerned are by no 

means all subsystems of the strict systems which reject none of the principles involved. For 

example, nonsimplifying logics include as a fascinating subclass, connexive logics which 

underwrite principles like -(-A -+ A); nondissembling logics make room for a decent 

investigation of properties of nonimplication, and of such principles as that nonimplications 

do not imply implications, e.g. the Anderson theme A f-+ B f-+. C -+ D (see further RLR II 

chapter 10). Indeed there are numerous interesting, often undreamt of, nonclassical principles 

for future logicians to play about with (the recently investigated A -+ B-+ B -+ A of Abelian 

logics is but a foretaste of this future: see PL p.245ff). The serious investigation of such 

radically nonclassical systems remains however in its infancy. A main focus of non classical 

(or nonmodal) logics has simply been on busting paradoxes, by logical means, rather than 

slumming it with them, and for this end rejections are what matter - well-motivated 

rejections if the idea is to obtain a good start. 

Virtually every way of breaking the paradox argument by abandoning one of the 

principles cited has been attempted, except the reject.ion of hi storic commutative features such 
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as A & B -+ B & A connecting left and right forms, and the dropping of compositional 

principles such as A -+ B, A -+ C/ A -+. B & C. Jn effect, the latter too has been tried, though 

in a paraconsistent setting, with discussive logics, a leading feature of which is abandonment 

of Adjunction: B, C/ B & C. It is not difficult to show that (as based on normal modal logics), 

discussive logics also drop, what is closely allied, Rule Composition. The motivating idea is 

that what is guaranteed in separate discusions cannot necessarily be amalgamated ( under the 

onf' guarantee) rn a coherent discussion. But standard discussive logics, though 

paraconsistent. are not sociat ivP, and inde£•d retain the negative paradox, A & ~A -+ B, for 

discussive implication. While it appPars no difficult logical f1•at to design sociative discussive 

logics (parasitic, on relevant rather than modal logics), and there is plausible motivation for 

attempting such a feat, the exercise has yet to be followed through properly. While all other 

paradox-smashing ways have been tried in recent times, mostly the attempts have been made 

with rather special forms of systems within the types distinguished. There is much more room 

for logical experiment within the sociative spherf'. As a result of the specialisation, most of 

recent attempts have at least isolated or embryonic historical antPcedents, some of thf'm to be 

enlarged upon in a subsequent historical introduction. But (as witl1 much earlier intellectual 

endeavour) even som<> of the attempts tried have not been push<>d or explored very far, 

usually because they lack satisfactory motivation; and within the range of tried procedures 

there are some highly favoured moves. Thus, for example, while the idea is much favoured, 

especially by novices. of a logic which fails or qualifies uniform substitution (i.e. in effect 

limits applications of principles to cases), the idea has not been advanced very far, and often 

intended qualifications to the principle remain unarticulated. When duly clarified, the idea 

tends to fade away, or to disappear into other paradox resolutions. 

Nonsubstitutional logics reject, or rather (if they are lo get anywhere) qualify, thP 

principle of uniform substitution upon sPntential variables; not all substitutions are 

admissible. (So rejected thereby is the implicit generality int erprctation of variables, the free 

algebra assumption, etc.) Thus schematic formulations of sl'ntential logics, such as those 

adopted here, tend to be eschewed, in favour of presentations which make the role of uniform 

substitution explicit. But equivalently these logics can be seen as prohibiting or restricting 

rewriting or relettering of principles, especially when the results identify components. The 

envisaged qualifications typically affect Simplification or Rule Transitivity, blocking their 

operation as regards inconsistent antecedents. For example. qualification of substitution (or 

rewriting) applied to Simplification, a quite popular move. stop derivation of A & ~A -+ A 

from p & q -+ p (or from A & B -+ A). Similarly, restriction of Transitivity (i.e. 

Conjunctive Syllogism), (p-+ q) & (q-+ r) -+. p-+ r, blocks in particular substitution of A & 

~A upon p. Restriction of Rule Transitivity (normally presented in schematic form) stops 

analogous rewriting with an explicitly inconsistent antecedent. 

Main motivation for both these sorts of restrictions characteristically derives from a 

severe unease with contradictions, from the idea that there are serious limitations upon where 

contradictions like A & ~A can figure and what. if anything, they can imply. This disease 

terminates in the limit in the very difficult (anti-classical) position, not lacking a stream of 
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philosophical adherents however, that contradictions entail nothing, are logically sterile. In 

part, this comes from overreaction to mainstream folly, with the net result a false all-or

nothing dichotomy: contradictions either entail everything or else nothing. In between these 

extremes lie more discriminating positions, like relevant ones, that contradictions entail some 

propositions (those that they do) but not others. But in part it derives from a traditional 

widely-held picture of negation, a neutralisation or cancellation picture diametrically opposed 

to the contemporary mainstream explosion picture (as explained in Ne), according to which 

-A cancels out A leaving nothing. But from nothing, it is always said. nothing follows. The 

picture is one thing, and easily grasped in outline; its formal development is quite another. 

Proposed substitutional restrictions, which are one way of trying to neutralise contradictions, 

have not been well-motivated, or closely linked to underlying negation pictures. 

Substitutional restrictions tend to be tricky to manage formally, though not impossible 

as mixed experience with higher order predicate logic has shown. But as that experience has 

also come to show, substitutional restrictions can typically be removed by reaxiomatisation 

(e.g. restrictions on substitution rules become qualifications on comprehension schemes). So it 

is also with nonsubstitutional logics; upon clarification these transform into logics of other 

types. 

What is proposed in nonsubstitutional logics is qualification of substitution, not its 

total elimination - which would stop logic in its tracks. But qualification amounts to 

substitution subject to provisos, i.e. to the restricted rulr 

A .J , provided C (i ), 

where S i;::~j( A is the result of uniformly replacing variable p1 by wff B1, p2 by B2, ... ,pn by 

Bn throughout A. As is standard, the rule form A 1, ... ,An .J B records that where Al' ... ,An 

are theorems so also is B, whence B can be added to a proof sequence. 10 But the provisoed 

rule, in which C may depend on both A and B1 , ... ,Bn, has a similar force to 

C,A .J (ii), 

that is, an "unrestricted" substitution rule with a further premiss. Of course to so introduce 

C into the object language may require additional symbolism. Furthermore, in many logical 

settings the additional premiss of (ii) can be shunted ;iway, allowing restoration of the usual 

unadorned substitution rule, A1 .J Si:::~.an A1 (which then typically reduces to an iteration of 

single substitutions A1 .J S'aA'). This may be achievt>d by adding an appropriate form of C to 

other rules as a further premiss. Alternatively, in certain cases, the result may be achieved by 

conditionalising the axiom schemes to which t hr qualifications arr supposed to apply. Then 

the proviso of (i) is distributed across the rule forms. yielding C -+ A / S'a(C-+ A), which is 

simply a case of the usual rule. Looking at the main example where rest.riction of substitution 

is tempting in this setting should help to clarify the more abstract argument. A common 
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objective (perhaps with a history stretching back lo before the twelfth century) is to ensure 

that Simplification, C & D -+ C, only operates provided the addition of D is compatible with 

C. Instead of curtailing substitution everywhere, it is enough to restrict applications top & q 

-+ p, where however the intended effect can be obtained , in the form 

C o D, p & q -+ p .J SJ'bP & q -+ p, where o is a standard compatibility (or consistency) 

symbol. In some settings a conditional form may prove satisfactory, e.g. p o q > p & q -+ p, 

for some conditional >, whereupon qualified substitution can be replaced by usual 

substitution. For many purposes (but not some finitary ones) it is preferable to move to 

schematic formulation (which gives some of the effect of substitution across rule signs), for 

instance to A o B .J A & B -+ A. Jn these sorts of ways, through formal precisification, 

nonsubstitutional logics can be transformed into logics with unqualified substitution. 

Nonsubstitutional logics designed to halt the "hard~ paradox argument by qualifying 

substitution upon Simplification give way to nonsimplifying logics and very typically to 

connexive logics, while those qualifying substitution upon Transitivity give way to 

nontransitive logics. As to the first, the grounds for qualifying substitution ensure that such 

characteristic principles as -(A -+ -A) hold. For if A were to imply -A it would have -A as 

part of its content, and so would amount lo the null content A & -A which does not imply 

-A; so A cannot imply -A. ( uch an argument does not .pass uncontested however; there are 

problems, for example, with such reductio methods in connexive ettings.) 

N onsimplifying logics include not only connexive logics. but a variety of other sorts 

of S) stems as well. They include all sociative logics which are thoroughly traditional in 

adhering to the rule applied in indirect reduction of syllogism now hnown as Antilogism: A 

& B -+ C/ A & -C -+ -B (cf. chapter 1 ). For given Simplification, A & -A -+ -B 1s but, a 

single step. So, not surprisingly, many of the systems implicit in ancient logical theory, by no 

means all of them connexive, are nousimplifying (cf. the historical introduction). 

Nonsimplifying logics also include all those which find something wrong with going anywhere 

logically from or within an explicit contradiction, such as A & -A - indeed this is a main 

motivating idea behind such logics. They thus include logical elaborations of positions as 

seemingly remote as those of orthodox mt>dieval obligationes theory, which prohibited posit of 

such assumptions, and those of Wit.tgen tein, Korner and others, which called for logical 

procedures to halt (and backtrack) al such contradictions (see e.g. PL on Wittgenstein). A 

common basis for most of those sorts of positions derives, once again, from the traditional 

cancellation picture of negation , that -A in some fashion cancels or erases A. leaving no A

content, whence A & -A can neither include nor imply A, and similarly A & -A cannot 

involve or sustain -A. Of course, such a cancellation picture (elaborat,•d in c ) leads back to 

connexivism; for A cannot include \\ hat cancels it, its negation -A. 

Among the oldest ways of trying to resolve the paradoxes are such connexive ways, 

which supply some of the oldest sociative logics (as will emerge in the historical chapter). 

Connexive logics are distinguish ed by two connected features: their restriction of 
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Simplification and their espousal of nonclassical connexive principles such as -(-A-+ A) and 

-(A -+ -A). It is easy to see that such principles trivialise mainstream logics and dialethize 

(i.e. render inconsistent) various sociative logics. A typical argument (already known in 

medieval times) to such a result need use only some of the most venerable of logical principles: 

Contraposition, Double Negation and Transitivity, along with Simplification. From 

Simplification, A & -A -+ A and also, as in the paradox argument, A & -A -+ -A, whence 

by Contraposition (and Double egation) A-+ -(A & -A). So by Transitivity, A & -A-+ 

-(A & -A), contradicting Abaelard 's connexive principle -(C --+ -C) for C of the form A & 

-A. Consistency generally - with the principle of Noncontradiction a pre-eminent example -

was a major requirement. of the dominant traditional paradigm; something had to give: 

Simplification. Simplification of redundant components has, and had, no traditional standing. 

(For example, the number of premisses of an argument, as well as their genuine use, was an 

important consideration in both Peripatetic and Stoic logics.) The way was clear for an 

obvious traditional exit from implicational paradoxes worked out to some extent in the 

twelfth century, then partly abandoned under strict occupation of central medieval logical 

territory - namely, qualification of Simplification. 

Whereas Simplification and its effects have been under suspicion since ancient times, 

Transitivity, the other likely causality of rectified nonsubstitutional approaches, enjoyed 

unquestioned standing in the ancient classical world. The leading nontransitive idea is that 

the trouble in the paradox argument comes not from the immediate steps, but with chaining 

them together by Transitivity. The trouble, or alleged trouble, with transitive chaining is 

regularly traced to epistemic sources, especially by those mainstream proponents who regard 

the "trouble" not as genuine logical trouble, but as trouble for certain users and uses of the 

arguments. Such questions about Transitivity, though with medieval antecedents (e.g. in 

Strode and in Sermonete), are largely modern issues, flowing from the epistemologization of 

logic and of thought generally (the broad source of intuitionisms and idealisms). As typically 

doubts about Transitivity arise from epistemological springs, so normally epistemological 

currents motivate nontransitive logics. Thus, for instance, it is claimed that a "good 

implication" enables natural (epistemological) transit from the antecedent to the consequent, 

not transit simply (as with material implication) on the strength of knowing the falsity of the 

antecedent or knowing the truth of the consequent; but a "good" implication, so 

epistemologically characterised, does not conform generally to_ transitivity. With Frege and 

others came, however, a strong reaction to the modern psychologization of logic. Objections 

to classical logic generally were seen by Russell and most logical empiricists, quite 

erroneously, as drawn from epistemological sources ( the way they were disposed to view 

modality also), and were accordingly dismissed - from within the broader epistem?logization 

setting - as part of the damaging epistemologization of logic. With notable exceptions such as 

intuitionism, wrongly so dismissed. Still, one of the regular and tedious reactions from 

tougher promoters of classical logic to objections to the "paradoxes of implication", remains of 

course that these objections rest on a confusion: a logical / epistemological confusion. 11 Such 

an argument from dichotomous confusion, worthless against most sociative targets, is too 

blunt an instrument to cope ,~ith the finer fl·atures of nontransitivism. While there are, 
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naturally, perfectly good logical routes, by deducibility, along long classical chains, which 

epistemically ideal creatures would grasp without hesitation, ordinary mortals might well not 

grasp these chains as a whole or from end to end. But the chain effect is achieved by 

Transitivity. Accordingly, iterated uses of Transitivity fail epistemologically {the theme 

obtains reinforcement from orites paradoxes, where a chain effect multiplies in9iscernable or 

barely discernible differences into conspicuous differences). While obviousness undoubtedly 

gives out under long chaining - hence one source of the considerable capacity of deductive 

arguments to yield new knowledge {as opposed to new logical content) - it is hardly 

convincing to claim that a five-step argument from an explicit contradiction to any 

proposition whatsoever is so long that evidence has been irretrievably lost along the way. 

While it is true that the implication {or inference) from A & -A to B is not immediate, 

except in provocative resystematisations, explication of immediate implication (or of one- or 

three- or five-step inference) is not th<' objective. lmplicat ion just i the clo ure of immediate 

implication undC'r such operations as chaining. 

There has been a series of more recent attempts to repair such an epistemic grounding 

for non transitive logics; amusingly , main earlier approaches as elaborated by Lewy in fact 

ended up underwriting first degree relevant logics, i.e. non-dissembling logics, rather than 

non transitive ones (see RLR on Lewy). Th,•se earlier approaches started once again from some 

account of an epistemically acceptable implication A -+ B, as being one where an epistemic 

agent could not come to know A -+ B, recognise its truth or whatever, simply through coming 

to know B or through coming lo know -A. As it happens, by a little variation, such an 

account (already doctored to avoid thr assumed unknowability of contradictions) can be 

doctored to yiC'ld different sociative outcomes, e.g. parts of relational logics. 

Though relational logics tend to fall among nontransitive systems, as that i where the 

main forms recently advanced belong, strictly they yield a cross-classification of the typology 

offored. For how such logics break the paradox arguments, if they do, turns on the condition 

the relation involved satisfies. If the relation is transitive as well as renexive and symmetric, 

then a relational logic based on a modal (or classical) logic collapses, by the paradox 

arguments, back into modal logic. omething else has LO give, e.g. symmetry, in which case 

resulting relational logics may well resemble containment logics, i.e. nonadditive forms. 

The nonadditive idea is that the trouble with the paradox arguments sets in with the 

tacking on of B which may be no part of the content of A; with the addition of an arbitrary, 

perhaps irrelevant B (as with A -+. A V 8, and with the widely repudiated A -+. A & B V. A 

& -B). The main forms of nonadditive logics so far investigated are systems in the vicinity 

of Parry's systems of analytic implication. It is now known that these systems, directly tied 

to modal logics. form a rather special class of nonadclitive systems (a somewhat more general 

class of containment logics is introduced in RCH). The motivation for these systems is also 

tied to what would have been counted, in the bad old days, as epistemological considerations, 

and would perhaps now rank as semantic or pragmatic matters. Whether the motivation , in 

terms of containment of content and co11cepts, set out first by Parry for analytic implication, 
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ranks as epistemological or not, it does not withstand careful examination if intended for a 

theory of deducibility, implication or conditionality (see RLR p.96ff.). 

Even so, a theory of containment type is important for other purposes, as will start to 

appear, both traditional logical purposes and new purposes. That is not to suggest that 

"analytic implication" is a theory with ancient historical roots. While some of its concerns, 

such as content, are old, it is a modern theory; its rejections are modern. For as well as 

jettisoning Rule Antilogism, it rejects Contraposition, an implication principle largely 

unquestioned until modern times. Of course a FJonadditive logic, different from analytic 

implication, can retain Contraposition; but then either iL will be a nonsimplifying logic also, 

and so already spoken for (connexive logics typically reject or qualify Addition), or it will 

break now standard connections between disjunction and conjunction through negation, i.e. 

-(-A V -B) +-+. A & B and the like ("extended De Morgan" laws). There are many 

precedents, reaching back apparently to Stoic times, for abandoning the latter linkage. Apart 

from a period in later medieval logic, it is only really in this century that disjunction has 

regularly been treated truth functionally along with conjunction. But while an intensional 

construal of disjunction makes for interesting complications and defences ( e.g. that in ENT of 

Disjunctive Syllogism as involving an intensional linkage), it does not materially affect the 

generality of the discussion, or treatment of paradox removal. For the whole previous 

argument and typology can simply be repeated with a new connective, U say, defined A U B 

= Df -(-A & -B). At most there will be requirements on negation (now in doubt under 

intuitionism and its duals) if U-disjunction principles are to be derived from conjunctive 

mates. 

Nondissembling logics are not entirely a contemporary innovation; Disjunctive 

Syllogism (DSyll) does not enjoy the uncontested history the (broad) classical paradigm 

mythologically ascribes to it. At many times in the history of logic, it was at the very least 

under a cloud (as the historical chapter below begins to reveal). There is a significant 

contemporary literature questioning or rejecting DSyll. It is questioned, fot example, in 

Jeffreys in 42, for essentially the right reasons, the samP as those advanced in Cologne and 

elsewhere in the fifteenth century. Namely , if both A and -A are assumed, then A cannot also 

be used to knock out -A in A V B to arrive at B. Nor, in twentieth century systematisations 

of non-syllogistic logic is the rejection of DSyll something recently concocted by Ackermann 

and seized upon by Anderson and Belnap and others. DSyll was, rather accidentally, omitted 

from an early relevant logic formulated by Lewis, and it was rather more deliberately omitted 

from the system of Hallden of 1948. Hallden's observations. which elaborate upon Duncan

Jones, hit important sociative nails on Lhe head. But Hallden did not follow through on his 

formal innovations, which in fact adopted a combination strategy, of rejecting both 

Adjunction and DSyll principles, specifically Antilogism.12 Thus his very weak system. SO, 

meets both relevant and containment requirements. It is thus a relevant connectional logic, a 

type of much interest (further investigated in RCR), but representing overkill from a paradox

removal objective. As it happens, DSyll is not, rejected just by rclPvant logics ; in its main form 

it is also contested by both minimal and intuitionist system , in a way that interestingly 
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parallels relevant rejection (cf. Sylvan 87), and it is jettisoned in main discussive systems (cf. 

OP p.50). 

Standard relevant logics represent a maximal-style of nondissembling logics - maximal 

in the inexact sense that all first degree principles other than those in the immediate vicinity 

of DSyll are retained. A more exact characterisation of relevant logics, as conservatively 

extending Distributive Lattice Logic (system DLL) , comes to much the same (the 

characterisation is elaborated in RLR p.153ff.) Plain I), then. there are nondissembling logics 

which are not standard relevant logics. But, apart from the significant class of relevant 

nondistributive logics (which have achieved their main development along with relevant 

logics), these other types all fall under classes already considered, as for instance relevant 

connectional logics fall into the nonadditive class. 

The classification of sociative logics elaborated is primarily orientational, not critical. 

Requisite critical work can be found elsewhere (see especially again RLR). On some of the 

types of sociative logic discerned, little or no investigation has been carried out. This is true 

not only for types which are admittedly not of great interest other than for limited technical 

purposes (such as those dropping commutativity of conjunction), but also for types of long

standing historical interest, such as connexive logics. 

FOOTNOTES 

I. Much searching went into trying to find a satisfactory terrn to distinguish these logics. 

The eventually adopted term, sociative, derived through French from the Latin sociare: 

'to combine, unite , E>tc.', and socius, 'companion'. It nov. means ·expres ing or denoting 

association, conjunction, union': see OED. Occasionally , the now obsolete English noun, 

verb and participle, sociate, will also be deployed. 

2. These mainstream logics admit, however, through limitation of material detachment 

rules, of restricted sociative extensions. But in the procE>ss they are transformed into 

modus ponens modifying or abandoning systems. 

3. The explication of relation through sharing is not a peculiarity of philosophy; it runs 

right across the present reductive scientific disciplines. For example, in philosophy both 

identity and similarity (to which many other relations are collapsed in empiricism) are 

explained through sharing of properties; in physics forces are dealt with in terms of 

sharing of appropriate (sometimes specially concocted) particles; in chemistry bonds are 

accounted for through sharing; and so on. 

As sharing itself is a relation , there is really no prospect of eliminating relations in this 

fashion. But it does make sharing into a, or !'Ven the , fundamental relation (an idea 

highly appealing to those certain ideological persuasions). For there are evidently 

prospects for reducing the whole of relation theory to sharing, after the crude fashion 

that passes muster in classical logical theory. In fact if we can whittle sharing down to 

the determinate case of sharing elements, e.g. o hares element I with /3, then we can 

define member hip I E o through such a connection as o shares I with o, or an 

extensionalisation thereof, and thPn rel) on the reduction of relations set theory is 

supposed to afford. 
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4. The strong proscription principle can be satisfied in various weaker connexive logics. 

But in fact it is straightaway satisfied in the equivalential parts of Parry logics, i.e. the 

parts with connective set { +-+, &, V, -} where implication is now construed as 

equivalence. 

5. Copeland, to take an isolated example, has been interested in making relevance 

sufficient as well as necessary for implication - leaving out, or approximating, the 

further standard requirements on implication of truth or content preservation. But 

sufficiency would exonerate such paradoxes as A -->. B --> A and A -+. -A -+ C, but fail 

Detachment or Substitution, since thest> "relevant" principles, yield irrelevance 

immediately. Other less jejune forms of variable sharing have been considered by several 

other authors, e.g. Cleave 74, Kielkopf 7i, Weingartner and Schurz 86. Kielkopf in 77 

presents a valuable, and duly critical, survey of several of these types of requirements 

(now quite fashionable in Europe). 

6. A proof sketch can begin from RM theorem -(p -+ p) -+. q -+ q, established in ENT 

p.429. In R, and so in RM, r -+ s -+. -(r & -s), whence contraposing p & -p -+. -(p 

-+ p). Then use Transitivity. ote that this proof depends critically upon Commutation. 

In logics without forms of Commutation (i.e. Permutation), basic connection is restored 

(at least in negation weakened logics of this sort). For similar RM-style irrelevance in 

~logics of conditionals", see recent surveys of dissociative "conditional" logic, e.g. 

Chellas 75, ute 84. For some of the belatedly burgeoning sociative theory, see :J)lt..t.., 

, and also Hunter. 

7. Containment logics, of interest in Artificial Intelligence, conform to the requirement 

AR. A -+ B is a theorem only if all variables and connectives in B occur in A. 

Obviously there is a intermediate requirement of passing interest, viz. 

NR. A -+ B is a theorem only if A and B share a variable and all connectives of B occur 

in A. 

8. There are already problems as regards the mere om1ss10n of Contraction in a logical 

setting as strong as system R. For there, Contraction is tantamount. to Reductio, A -+ 

-A -+. -A - surely a mistaken equation of principles of diffrrent logical sense and force -

and these in turn to the much less obnoxious LEM, A V -A! 

9. A similar approach was earlier adopted in RLR chapter I, where however some forms of 

sociative logic are given only cursory discussion. The different emphasis in the essays 

that follow will do something to compensate for what that one-sided approach 

neglected. 

10. In settings with appropriate apparatus available Al' ... ,An J B gets defined as ~ 

Al' ... J An! ~ B. The intended contrast between / and -J is of course this: whereas / 

may operate hypothetically, -J does not. Most. of the book follows. however, the usual 

pracl.ice of papering over this important contrast., assigning symbol / to cover both 

types of rules. 

11. The distinction is heavily deployed, for instance, by lseminger against relevance logic. 

Of course that isn't the only supposedly dichol.omous and heavy distinction that is 

regularly deployed in accommodating or in attacking critics; the object 

language/ metalanguage distinction , subsequrntly concocted (though again with isolated 

historical anticipation) , was also worked very hard. Any established paradigm gets 

surrounded by a battery of distinctions, which are regularly deployed by those faithful 

to the paradigm. 
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12. In early contemporary days there was considerable confusion, well exemplified by 

Duncan-Jones, as to how much of classical (or modal) logic had to be "given away" to 

avoid paradox. (Thus too the approach, which should have placed more emphasis on 

working upwards from correctness, was defective.) Such oppositional muddlement, 

characteristic of Anglo-American philosophy when Moore was influential, of course 

made the crude mainstream cause so much the easier. Duncan-Jones requires a meaning 

connection for entailment but says nothing explicit about relevance; where p entails q 

then 'q arises out of the meaning of p'. While in principle a modal account of 

"entailment" is not so excluded, Duncan-Jones is rightly and Moorishly certain that q 

does not arise out of the meaning of p & -p. He is also certain that Antilogism must 

go, but quite unclear as to where to stop the modal rot, the "independent arguments" of 

Lewis. In fact he attempts obliteration bombing of the logical landscape, doing all the 

following things: exhibits strong connexivist leanings with the claim that p & -p does 

not entail -(p & -p), aligns himself with nonadditive practice in- forcing out 

Contraposition along with Antilogi m - practice he reneges upon at the very end by 

conceding that it may be possible to get cases of Contraposition back again - and leaves 

room for a nondissembling approach, by not endorsing Disjunctive Syllogism. More 

clarity about entailment. its "analysis" (or "nonanalysis") and properties, had to await 

a different philosophical tradition. 



CHAPTER 3 

ON THE RELEVANCE OF RELEVANCE: 

in general, in logic, in argument, in fallacies 

Much has come to be expected from relevance, in an astonishing variety of theoretical 

areas: too much. Relevance will never supply what many of those investigating entailment 

and conditionality, for example, have seemed to expect of it. It does not even afford a route to 

a unique style of entailment logic, since relevance requirements amenable to formal treatment 

can in general be met in a variety of ways. For instance, the paradoxes of implication, which 

do lead to irrelevance, can be avoided in a range of ways. Suppose, moreover, to indicate how 

bad things can become even with relevance guaranteed, that the object is to eliminate the 

main paradoxes of strict implications, ex falso quodlibet and its mates; and suppose further 

that these paradoxical "entailments" are relevance (or relationally) restricted, under some 

decent notion of relevance. Plainly that still leaves fa.r too many claims intact, with, for 

instance, a contradiction entailing all relevant statements. Thus. a contradiction in spherical 

geometry would entail all statements of spherical geometry, assuming that they are relevant 

(similarly. one theorem would entail all others in the relevant field). That gives quite 

insufficient control of inconsistency (and correspondingly of necessity). But control of 

inconsistency (without losing control through incompleteness) is a major goal in deeper 

investigations of relevant logics, more important than some weak, or loose, analysis of 

relevance. 

But even though tlie charge, that relevant logics do not have quite as much to do with 

relevance as some enthusiasts have supposed, can be sustained, the charge does not tell 

decisively against relevant logics, which stand on their own and other merits. Many of those 

who have advanced or who fancy logics of broadly relevant sorts have never claimed that 

relevance is crucial or even central, but have been interested in the logics for other reasons, 

above all because they offer the prospect of decent explications of main logical notions: 

deducibility, conditionality, commitment, and so forth. Relevant logics do not founder on the 

problematic rock of rel evance. Still less do sociative logics. as relevance is but one sort of 

connection. 

Nonetheless, problematic though it is, relevance is an important notion in a wide range 

of intellectual and theoretical endeavours. Such an ubiquitous notion merits investigation in 

its own right, even should the investigation eventually reflect the ragbag character of the 

notion itself. Claims and judgements of relevance, or irrelevance, are made in the course of 

appraising processes, steps, data and so on. in many reaches of intelligent or goal-directed 

activity, including reasoning. The philosophical and formal elucidation of such a prominent 

and widely deployed notion is thus an important task. irrespective of whether it casts much 

light on entailment. And undoubtedly it casts some. Conversely, relevance is a notion upon 

which more adequate logics than those we have inherited may shed some light. 
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1. What is relevance? 

H€'levance is a notion that l'nters, W<'icorne or not, not only at surprisingly many places 

in suhjf'cts lik<' philosophy and logir, but. in sevf'ral other fields as well, i11 artificial intelligrnre 

and in the theory of the danc<', but, especially in law and in literature. 1 Yet, apart from some 

special cases, there are few attempts at explication, and there is practically no work directed 

to seeing if some overall synt,hcsis ran be accomplishC'd. Given the paucity of real work, it 

would be cavali<'r, at, least, t,o dismiss the• not.ion of r<'levance as irrelevant and of no interest 

at tl1<' outset. Certainly sperial cas!'s oft he not.ion, such as that. of sharing components, are of 

much technical inten•st.. 

Thrre is an immediate obstacle', which we can easily go around, to such attempts at 

<'xplicat,ion and synthesis, at putt.in,:; relcvanc<· t.og<'Lher and making it relrvant; namely, the 

rrrcnt. philosophers' black-ban on such What is? qu.estions. Thus, t.o adapt Popper2: 'If askl'd 

t.hr <'ssent.ialist, question, Whnt i.~ relevance?, I would be inclined to say t.hat I do not know, 

and that I do not care to answrr any what-is? questions'. Not for us such indolence, or such 

a high-handed brushing aside of genuine philosophic-al questions. We arc not essentialists, and 

like many ot,hns WC' can ask What is? without expeding, or presupposing, essentialist 

answers. Prrhaps we shall br lucky rnough to discrrn somr nrrcssary conditions for relrvance 

(and certainly for special c;1ses th<'reof). But wr nerd not ex1wct useful tight necessary and 

sufficiPnt conditions for what. is evidr11t ly a fuzzy not.ion, and so shall br wrll satisfied with a 

rathrr loosr and oprn-ended duster charact.crisation. What controls such a charact.erisation is 

of rnurse the received mraning of tlw t.rrn,s in thr rrkvancp vocabulary as suppliecl by 

ordinary and technical usagr. 

The basic tc-rrn semantically in t.he rrlrvanr<' nexus is thr arljrctivr 'rrlC'vant', rare in it.s 

rnai11 English sensr hrfore 1~00, 111C'ani11g 'bra.ring upon, ronnrrterl with, pertin'ent to, thP 

matt.er in hand' (oEn). Thr trrm, which came through medicv11I Latin, drrives from the 

prC'sent participle of the vPrb 'rC'li•varr' meaning 'to raise up', a verb which has also bt'en 

t.ransformed int.o 'relirve' (thus a rarP ohsolC't.P sense of 'relevant' is 'relieving; remedial'). 

What can be distilled from t,his7 I1c·lcvar1cr is a relation, syntact.ically at least a two

plare relation. An obvious logical starting point. is then th<> form: c, is relevant to (3. EvPn 

whrre t,he adjective 'relpvant ' 11ppli<'s, whethrr predicativPly or attributively, there is always 

some mat/er al hand, p<'rhaps contt•xt,ually defined and supplied, t,o which what is relevant 

relatPs. So the notion is always implicitly relational, and given its dictionary meaning, the 

relation invo]vpd - a type of ron11ectio11, affording evaluativP cont.rol - is hardly hiddPn. 

( othing in this initial rrlational analysis excludes t,he neat suggestion, somrtime made, that 

rclPvanc<' is, is really, a thrcC'-plarc conn<'ction: that c, is rPlevant to f3 in respect, or as 

rrgards, "'f. The third component, of this respect,-modificd rC'lrvance, which can be factored in, 

is plugged up for thC' pr!'sent.) 

The relation of relevance where it, holcls, alrPady irnpli<'s that. o is connrct.ed with (3, but 

perhaps in a weak sense. ThPre are two familiar problems with this. Firstly, t.llf're are millions 
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upon millions of relations, so which 011e(s) is it? Secondly, unless more, much more, is said, 
rl'levance already encounters what will prove to be its bane, triviality. Everything is relatr.d, 
in t.h<' sense of weakly connect.<'d, to everything else. But relevance is weak ronnect.ion. 
Th<>rr.fore, relevance interconnects everything, and is trivial. Philosophers can rightly forget 
about relevance: relevance is irrelevant! But what sustains the main premise? An odd 
collocation of arguments. Firstly, the (so-called) ecological law: everything is related to 
ev<'rything else. Really however, this "law" r<'quires relevance restriction itself, to within 
smallrr ecm:ystems, since interfr.rcnce with soml'thing in on<' for<'st (a tree in Queensland) will 
not. extend across or<'ans (<'.g. t.o tr!'cs in Fi11lancl). Secondly, abstraction principles in 
relation theory, which yir.ld relations for universal connrctions; e.g. since either a is identical 
with /3 or different from (J, there is a relation b!'t.ween and o and /3 (i.e. that of identity or 
diff<'rr.nce) . What, this again indicat,<'s howev<'r is the need also for a more discriminating 
theory, for instance a th<'ory of relevance-bt•aring or relevant relations , a quite proper subclass 
of r<'lations ( rf. Dunn 87). Thirdly, implication prinriples in logic, whirh in mainstream 
theories c-onnrct too murh to too much. What implil's something is rel<'vant t.o it, so by the 
chain principle, a -+ /3 V /3 -+ a, a is relevant, t.o /3 or /3 is relrvant to t:t. nut relevance is 
symmetrical, so for any a and /3, a is r<'levant to /3. Again the remedy is evident: find 
implications which, unlike material-implication for inst.anre, are rrlevance-bearing. And this 
time the results are well known, namely that more discriminating theories of implication can 
be furnished, theories of relevant implicat,ion, which will, in particular, exclude the chain 
principle and the paradoxes of implication. For this argument, grneralizes a thrme of Prior's: 
that what the Lewis paradox arguments demonstrat<' is t,hnt. rv,·ry contradiction is connrcted 
to rvNything l'lsr.3 and, pari passu, every ncc!'ssary truth with rvcrything else. Jn each of thr. 
thr<'P cases, t.h<'n, the bane of relevance turns t,hings around - t.o the search for r<'levant 
connections. The bane of rr.levanre reveals furt h<'r plares for the usc of rel!'vance. 

What is distinctive about. the relation of relevance is that, where a is relevant to /3, a 
b!'ars upon /3 in such a way a~ t.o aff Prt, (3's evaluation, or mor<' weakly, where /3 is assessed a 
rannot simply be left, out, of arcount. H<'l<'vanrr t.hus takes, like various action notions, two 
forms : commission and omission . In t,h<' strongN commission form, where /3 is t,o be evaluat,ed 
er should be t,aken into account,\ whil<' in omission form, t:t should not be left out. Similarly 
for relr.vant, considerations, relcv1111t. r<'sp<'cts, and so on; a stronger rel1•vant whatnot is one 
t.hat. should be taken into account, in th<' case or situation at. hancl; a weaker rr.levant whatnot 
is one that should not be left out. of account. Thr reaso11 for this involvement is that the 
what.not, makes, or may make, a diff<'rcncc. 111 t.his way, what is rcl<'vant. narrows, controls a 
situation, a sphrrr. of investigation, a lield. 

co11siderat.ions. 

This is a main fonrtion of rrlevance 

Th!'se points, which also indicate t.hc common normat,ive character of relevance 
assessments, ext,<'nd 1 o modi lied relevanr<' , a s in n, 1s socially / morally /legally/ 
sit.uat.ionally / etc. relevant t.o {3, i.e. gen<'rnlly o: rel

1 
fJ. Then o, rel /3 iff, for som<' -y, t:t rr.1

1 
/3. 

Som<' important cxampll's, tying direct.ly with t.he Latin origin s of the term, illustratr the 
maUN of commission. In thes<' cases th<' !'va luation is s!'mantical, of truth or extent of truth 
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or of probability. 

Consider first the basic idea of (posit iv<') r<'levance in probability th<'ory. There o is 

r<'l(•vant. t.o /3 if o "raises up" I.he probability of /3 ; t.l1r probability assig11<'d to f3 increases 

when o is t.aken int.o account., or, on th<' standard modern <'xplirat.ion, th<' probabilit.y of f3 
given o exceeds the prohabilit.y of /3, p(/3,n) > p(/3). P11t differently, in a way I.bat leads into 

t,h(' next. sp<'cial case, o, probabilifi<'s /3, in symbols o ~ /3. Once est.ablished as raising up 

probability valu<', obvious extensions oft.he idea of rel('vance ':'Ne madr in probability t.heory, 

not merely t.o relat.ivis<'d probability, but. I o any sort of variation induced in probability value. 

Henn• negat.ive r<'levanrP. where• o, d<·creasrs t.h<' valuP f3 has. 

Consider next the rclatPd ich•a of r<'l<'vance i11 Scottish law (assigned a separate listing in 

OED). What. is particularly int.crc•sting here is that, the limit,ing case of sufficicnry is explicitly 

included. Wh<'n o is suffiri!'11t, for /3, o is (!!'gaily) relevant t.o (3. For romponent.s o and /3 of 

t,hc right type th<'n, o, impli<'s (3. The more general case of relevance in Srot.tish law can be 

S<'<'n as that of part.ial sufficiency, or as some would rccxprcss this, porlial implication. Again 

th!'n I.he r<'lation can be symbolised, o ~ (3, in implicat.ion st.yl<'. 

The ii lust.rations bring out, furl hN features of the r!'lcvant. 11exus, and lead to others. 

Firstly, enn out.sirlr explicitly implicational s!'t I ings, rC'l!'vanr<' is often bound up with an 

implication of some sort. JndPed, t.he investigation of r<'lat ions lik!' ~ will lead to lots of toy 

logics, all of them no11classical on pain otherwis<' of t.rivialit.y, most, of them lit.I.le investigaterl, 

some of t.hem of much interest,." In many rilS<'S, moreovN, r<'l('v;inrr is <'xplainC'd through 

implication, and morP genPrally t.hrough rC'lations quil,<' like implication (but e.g. not ensuring 

rlct,achmrnt or other common fp;it,1ir<'s, rPlat.ions called els<'WhNe plicalions) . The explanation 

ronn<'ction dors not, run, it, should b!' not('(] , in I h<' reverse dirrct ion. Should it do so, an 

<'Xplanation of relevanc·e is liable to be circular, with implication rlucidat,cd through relevance 

which is explain<'d through implication, whirh ... . With a notion a.~ basir as relevance, such 

circularity charges are howevrr not. so damaging. fl<'C<llJS<' it is prrt t y fundamental, any 

d<'('pc>r explanation of relevance risks ultimatr circularity; it m;iy non<'lhelrss be informativP. 

Srcondly, relevance can come in gradPs or amounts, as extent of rr!!'vance, in both 

probability and partial inclusion, shows. One it<'m can be morr rC'levant. than another, nearer, 

more weighty, more demanding of al,knt.ion, and so forth. If r<'l!'vanc<' is so ranked or graded, 

what is relrvant is what has somr, or enough, relevance (there is a rrlated degrees-of

implication notion, likrwise so far little investig;ilrd). For tlw present, we will concentrate 

however, on th<' difficult enough qualitat ivc not ion. 

Thirdly, the illust.rat ions <'mphasiZ{' , what hasn't. <'srapNI noticr , thC' determinable 

d1ararl.<'r of relC'vancc. With rnorr d<'finit.<'n<'ss go d('t.crrninate sort.s of relevance: statistical 

rC"lrvanre, probabilistic relcvanr<', <'vidc·nt ial r<'i<'vance, kgal rPl<'vancP, and so on. Relevance 

<1ppc•ars in fart t.o funct.ion as ;i logical delcrmina/1/e (a not.ion already t.rcat.C'd in some detail 

els(•whrre, ('.g. JB p.249, p.920), as a kind of coniwci.ion dC'LNminahl<'. But a dctC'rminablc 
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n-plarc rrlation r.111 IH· virwed as amo1111ting t.o II clisguisrcl (n -11)-place relation, where the 

furtlrrr plarc, wlrirlr holds ph1rrs for clct,crminat.es, is t.ypirnlly left unspcc:ilied or to be 

l'lmle:rtunlly sprrifird (oft.rn hc•rn11sr lrarcl to sprrify prrc·isrly) . The dcterminalill' c:onnrct.ion 

o r<'I (111n-orclingly renc•c:t.s 11. :I -plan: rc•lnt.ion o- rc·l--, /1 with -y t,hc· dc•t.crrninabl1: p11ra111!'t.er. 

Tlrr mnin trd111irnl invrst.igat.ions involving r<'lrvanre, for instanc:e in statistics, c:onc:ern 

sp<'rific dc·l,rrmin;ites. Our main ronrrrn also - though not. tire only logic:al c:onccrn, sinc:e 

rrlc-v.inr<' is critical a.s well in clialog11<' , ronv<'rsation, cmmnunir.ation, and information 

transmission g<'nrrally - is with rrrt.nin rrl!'vanre d!'trrr11innblrs, those tied up wit.h sharing of 

rontt•11t. or topir, rsprrinlly as rrn!'rt.c•d in rommon st,;rnclnrd compon!'nts in logical forms. The 

cl!'i crminablc stands to t.hrsr sprrilic: cl<'t.c,rminat.cs rather 11s rrn,aning stands t.o criteria, under 

I.Ire• familiar meaning/ c:rit.Nia dist.inction, <'Xploit.rd for inst,anrr in att.empt,rcl explirations of 

lriglr -lrvrl not.ions sud1 as t.rnt.lr and causation . Somr drt.c•rnrinaLes s11ch as t!'rhnic:al ones, 

yirld sprrific critrrin for r,•lrvanrc·, dct.ailed t.rsts for cvalrrnt.ion, for example of what gets into 

n givrn rlass (put,11.l.ivc rvicle11c·r for somrt.hirrg, pot,cntial consrqnenccs of somrl.hing, etc.). 

Thc•re nr<' no snch t.csl.s for I.he clc-t.Nminahle. For t.he criteria will vary from dct.errninatc to 

drtrrminal.r, cont1•xt. t.o ront.rxt,. St.rnrl.ural relevance criteria, such as sharing of syntax, arc 

rr sc·lrss for rnnin st.at.is t.iral p11rposrs, st,nt.ist.iral l.<'st.s i1111pplirnble in sr11t.r11tial logic fly 

ro11t,rast,, tire d e t,rr111ir111blc• rnc·anirrg is invariant.; it. roncrrns what, <'nt.ers i11t.o a11 rval11ation or 

assc•ssmrnt., ns opposc•d to what. grts lrft, out. or clisrount.c·d . Tlr11s, t.oo, I.Irr drt<'rininnhlr is 

fu7,zy, as wc•II as valiH· ladrn. l'r<'c:ision 1•111.rrs wit.Ii 1·rrt.ai11 dc·l.c•rn1inabl!'s, wlH•re rvaluat.ivr 

frnturcs ar<' also typirnlly absorbed nndc>r ronvcnt.ional 11 ss11mptions. 

Drs pit.c· t.lrc c•vahrat,ivr !raze• s11rro1rnding t.h<' detcrrninnhl<', more c;rn lw said. It.ems arr 

rc•IPvant. whrre t.hrrr is a ronnc•rt,ing story (consid<'rations, t,lrrory), not. going 011 Loo long, 11ot 

goi11g t.uo far nfil'ld, linki11g co111pon!'nl.s, a st.ory wlrirh f11rthcrmorr pr!'scrvcs some 

cont.r.xt.11111ly s11pplic·d parnrn<'t.rr, such as a t.opir . Tlrnt. is, n is relc•vant. t.o /1 whrr<' tlr!'re IS 

s11rlr a valrJl'-prrsnving e111l>1•dding story cormrrting /1 wit.Ii n . The story story diagrarnmrd 1s 

prc•t.t.y v11g11r: t.lral, is as it. sho11lcl Iii'. 

Dingram 1. '/'hr. story .~tory. 

~~fi 

-1------
Embedding 

story 

li11king chain s11ppli!'d in story 

Evidc•nt ly . t hrn , s t.audar<l logirnl proprrt,ic·s bot.torn 0111. al, zero for the det.erminablr; for 

propcrt.irs l'njoyrd by SOIII<' d,•tNminatrs do not. <' Xl,<'tl!I t.o ol.lrNs. Even symrnet.ry do<'S not 

obtnin grnrrnlly . A s t.nry t.h a t, rnns wc•II in on<' dir<'c tion, hl'aring iuformat.ion or incrpasing 

c•vidc11rc or whntl'V<'r, may fare harlly or lirrak down i11 r<'Vl'rSC. Hrnrxivil.y fails when• 
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!'nlrnncl'ment of the supplied paranu•ter is rcquir<'d , and is oftrn only concessional otherwise. 

Nor docs a neat alternative, such as irreOcxivity, hold. Transitivity eventually fails, by virtul' 

of l<'ngt h cut-off; valuc-pr«'serving t·onr1l'ction peters out. 

While the story story is a convenient prop - for this reason too the notion of story is 

sometimes taken as primitive in semantics - it can hardly be a final resting point. For a st,ory 

is it.self a complex structure, which accordingly can hi' submit,tcd to further analysis. 

Morcovrr, it is a notion that docs itself require som<' limitation. For we are all familiar with 

"stories" that go on too long or rambl<' too widely. A story is a ccrt,ain sort of structured 

discourse, which can itsrlf br subjrct t,o discourse analyisis (and which appears amenable to an 

analogue of phrase structure analysis). What holds the structure together? As always certain 

rnnn<'ct.ions. What is important from a rrlevancc angle about th<' t.ype of relational structure 

involv('d is that the ri·lat.ions ronn1"cti11g t.hr cornponrnt.s are re!Pvance-bearing. Thus unless 

an indl'pendenl account, of thl' st,ruct.ural cohcrcnc«' of a story is forthcoming, we shall have 

come full circlr. F:ve11 so it, will hav<' hl'«'n an informat,ivc loop journey. 

What an crnhedding story dol's is to connect it.ems by relevance-bea~ing relations. 

Helrvance is thus eTplicated through relcuance-bcori11g relations . An it!'m ~ is rrlevant to o 

only if there is a chain of relPvanrc-lwaring rrlations, whcrl' relcvanc«' has not, given out, 

linking (3 with a . Some relations arc rl'll'vance-bcaring, hut. many arc not.. Genuine 

prohabilification and plausibililicalion arc; arbitrary conjunction and juxtaposition are not. on 

th<'ir own. Implication is a rclcvanc«'-bcaring relation; matrrial-implirnt ion is not. 

131'causc not all relations carry rl'IC"vancc, symml't.riral rclrvancc is not obtained by 

symmetrising an arbitrary r!'lat.ion. Good implirations carry (contf'nt) relevance, because 

t,h<'y guarantee co11tE'nt incl11sio11; but mat.rrial- implication, ::>, docs not carry relevance, and 

its symmctrisation trivializes rclrvanrc through the chain principle, a, :) (3 or /3 :) o. The 

intend<'d notion of r.arrying implies sufficiency; implication is a sufficient connection for 

rrlcvarwr. llcncc if a -> (J thrn o· n•I ~. Sinr<' converse implication is also sufficient (whence 

symmrtry of relpvancr in this rasr), if (3-> n thrn a, rcl (3. Therefore, if (o-> (3 V /3-> a) 

thrn o rel (3. Thus any logic, surh as classical logic or RM3 or Abclian logic A (of PL), which 

contains the chain principli- is us«'l<'ss for r<'Orcting thr rrlrvancl' of implication, incorrectly 

trivialising it,, with rvrrything r<'lrvant to rvrrything rlsr, o rrl (3, for every a, and (3. 

Although a rrkvancE'-b<'aring rrlat.ion (a gcnuin<' connexion) such as implication is 

suffirirnt, for relevance, it is certainly not necessary, as many other differrnt connexions also 

suffice. Accordingly, it is unsatisfactory to dcfinr rclcvancr in t rrms of implication, as some 

have attrmpted to do. At, brst such definitions would charnrtrrise imp/ication-rclevance, for 

the implicat.io11 involvNI. Surh at,t,C'mptcd drfinitions do however highlight an awkward 

cirrnlarity in trying to srlrcl, or filter out., an implicational ronnrction from among 

rxtrnsio11al trash using rclrvancc - for instance, in most. sirnplE'-minded terms, by tacking a 

rl'IC"vanrc relation on to matrrial-implication. For what. is sought, or to be scl«'rtrd is already 

prrsupposrd in th<' selection crit<•ria. 
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The problem is more grneral. Jf relevancl' is determined through a short chain of 

relevance-bearing relations, connecting componrnts, and one of the relations is implication, 

tlil'n rl'levanc!' can hardly br fully explainrcl indPp<·nd<·ntly of implication. Efforts to gc•t at 

irnplirnt,ion through r<'lrvam:e have got, tl1ings back-to-front. Implication comes first. 

The quest for relevance does not simply break down because of circularity; rather it 

h<'gins to break up, to g<'t displar.ed by other invest.igations, namely these:- Firstly, into 

circumscription of (crntral) relevancl'-hearing relations. At worst those relations can be given 

by a list (such as can be compill'd from the Appendix). Secondly, th<' detailed work of 

explication is transferred to these hearer relations, and thus in !'ffect to relevance 

drterminates, from which the dctrrminable can be assemblrcl. The main relation upon which 

much else devolves is implication. Impliration is crucial among relevance-bearing relations 

because ii is a basis for or a gui<lc t,o t.he rl ucidat,ion of other logical relevance-bearing 

rrlations, such as commitment, confirmation, rrason, rvidencr, cause, probabilificaiion, and so 

on (as explications in other chaptrrs hrlp t.o show). The route then to a decent, account of 

rrlevance is through sat.isfact.ory accounts of rrl<'\·ancr-hearing relations, first and foremost 

implication (or more generally, plic-ation). ln more usual narrower logical settings, such as we 

shall turn to, implication is in fact, the only relevanc·e-hraring relation to consider; for 

rxt.ensional connectives and quantifiers, such as and, or, not, every and some (perhaps unlike 

their natural languag<' sourcrs) are not rl'levancr-constrained. Evrn so relevance cannot be 

satisfact.orily defined in t,erms of implication as some medieval and modrrns have supposed 

( e.g. in terms of thcr<' being implicational relations bC'twrrn A, or diffcrent,ly A or not-A, and 

B or not-B). For the contraction t,o implication is contingent. upon quit.especial contexts. And 

evrn there relevance providC's only an important control, an rssential but insufficient 

condition, upon a good nonenthymematic implication. 

2. Relevance in relevant logics. 

The position and sf.anding of relrvancr has turn!'d through virtually a full circle in 

contemporary relevant, logics, from n•lf'vancr being virtually everything to relevance being 

almost nothing. There ccrt.ainly has not, bren a singlr answer, even within f,he relevant 

ent.erprise, to the trouble-making qurstion: Wl1at havc• relrvant logics got to do with 

rrlevance? The suggf'sl,<'d answrr, by a.11 unsyrnpat.hrtic opposit.ion, is: nothing. The same 

denating answer is no doubt. encouraged hy much lit.erat11re on or appealing to relevance, even 

on its central role in communication and cognition, which ignores relPvant logics entirely. The 

same opposition answrr has rv<·n hrr11 chorussf'd by some assisting in, and white-anting, t,he 

relevant. enterprise. Thi' answrr is wrong. Relevant logics are a main rout<' to the explication 

of relevance. But the rout.<' is indirc>ct,, ancl, in t,he present, st.at,e of research, quickly 

drg<'nerates into a mNc !.rack. Hel!'vant logics afford a charact.erisat.ion, through implicit 

drfinit.ion and th<' like, of main rrlevancr-hcaring conn<'ctions such as rcll'vant implication and 

conditionals. These connrcl.ions arc then appli<'<l in t.urn in characterising, in similar fashion, 

other r<'levance-bearing rclat.ions. Finally ... rel!'vancc is charnrt.erised, as indicated, through 

intimate-enough (and thus valur-presrrvi11g) linkage t.hrough rel<'va11ce-braring relations. 



Demand for relevance, in logic (as C'l sC'whN('), is an old rraction, but, now formally 

decked out, to an old reductionis m, 11C'wly a11<l imprl'ssively formally attired. The nl'w 

("classical~) logic of FrPg<' , Russell a11d ot.h!'rs , l11•avily rPdnctionistic, had no placr for 

r<'J(,vancl'. Out from thr brginning , much criticism, along wit,h outragr. and disbelief, greeted 

the "new" classical logic, in particular the crucial throries of implication and entailment. 

Unfortunately, a main !'arly critic , Lrwis (after accidentally producing some relevant 

syslems), soon lapsed into st.rid, implicational irrcl!'vancr., supposedly ideologically justified by 

tlw rl'discover<'d "indep<'nd!'nL argum<'nts" - argumrnts known from the twelfth century - for 

thl' destructive paradoxes of implication. Mor!'ovcr, with th<' admission of these contagious 

paradoxes, paradox, and damaging irrPlrv,rnc<' , was assurrd in virtually evrry area when• 

argument counts. Unlike later mPdicval times, th<'se strict syst,Pms, which themselves offered 

an embarrasing choice (e .g. of strength of syst!'m couplPd with l'Xt,ent of nastiness) , gain!'<l no 

111'w consensus {nor have they obtai11NI much r<'a.l us<'); inst<'a.d the ev!'n cruder "classical" 

position gradually became dominant,. lndl'ed the strict systems have in t,urn bePn subjPcted to 

hC'avy criticism , from both sides, classical and unconventional. 

Many of th<' early criti cisms of strict implication as a th!'ory of entailment incorporated 

the them<' that the strict "co1111!'ctio11" , scarcl'ly better than the classic.a.I "connl'ction" it was 

i11trnd<"d to upgrad<' , did not pr<'S<'TV<' relevanc C' . An<lerso11 a11d Belnap, in their synthesis of 

C'arliN work, took this over, and mad e relevance· a CC'nt,ral showpir.c<', an ingredient. essential 

to their approach. lnsi strncc upon rPl!'va nc!' was 11ot how<'V<'T uniformly a featur<' of the work 

AndNson and Ilel11a.p built, upo11 so rlrgantly. In particular , Ackrrmann , who firs t formulated 

what amounts to the syst<'m E of C'ntailmr11t, did not explicitly appeal t,o rC'}C'vanre, though hP 

aim<'d for some sort. of ronnection brt wrC'n ant ('ced c11t, a11d consequent in a corrl'ct 

implica.t,ion, and though a cNta.in rel«'vancl' was t.hus a by-product of his th!'ory . Relevance 

th<'n·by dirninishrs in importancr from a.11 rssrnt,ial t.o a11 rpiphenorne11al status. Morp 

rrcrnt,Jy, there has lwC'n a furthPr r<·act.ion ;igains t r<'lcvann·, C'Sp<'cially by somr of the freer

wh<'rling tech11icians involved in th<' rrl!'vancP logical ent,<'Tprise, to thr rffect that relevance is 

irr<'lrvant and an unn<'cessary rcst,ri,t,ion ( <' .g. on inves tigations of inconsist<'nt theoriPs 

convr11iPnl,ly basC'd on simpler but irn•l<"vant sy s tems such as ll/\1). 

Ther!' arC' accordingly thrrc typrs or virws on the position of rel<'vance in rrlevant-stylr 

logirs aimrd at tlw explicatio11 of entailmPnt and associatrd not.ions:-

l. flelevance as a prior essence. Such an assumption diet.at Pd t.hc st,ratPgy of Entailment and 

of <·arliN work of A11dNson, flel11ap a11d othNs that it built upon. H<·lcvance, along wit,h 

ll<'cessity, was imposed as a filter, on what was assumed lo be prrt,ty much a natural , but 

irreh•vant, logic ; namrly, "absolutr~ logic or llilberl,'s systrm. (It remains difficult to discover 

what. sustains this Euro1wan-conc<'ive<l and America.n-propagal<'d illusion that absolutP logic, 

so-called, is very natural.) 

One major troublr with this s tral,<·gy is S!'r101rn nonuniquencss; that, is, it can lead Lo 

vny differrnt. things, dcp<'nding on both starting points and how the approach is follow<'d 

through (similarly such quixol ic ques t.s as that for "absolutr" logi c). Part. of the t.rouble 

.. 
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(which didn't bother A & D since they knew in advanc<' where thc-y were going) is that the 

underlying notion is insuflicimtly st,able. For <'Xamplr, a simple-minded imposition of the 

requirement of a relevant connection upon classical logic a~ a starting point, leads to 

relational logics, which can be rel!'vant enough, but arc vc-ry different from systems in A & B's 

direction of business. For weakly relevant. relational logics ret.ain that horror of horrors 

Disjunctive Syllogism, A & (-A V B) -, B (which commonly looks relcvar1t enough to t.he 

uninitiated), while, crime of crimes, reject,ing t.ransitivit.y of implication (for details see e.g. or 

pp.137-8, pp.143-4). Out, the sit.uat.ion is considerably worse than the thin spectre of 

rl'lational logics indicat.es. Por eV<'n the imposit.ion of decent use requirements or other 

relevance-reflecting conditions on pure implicational th!'ory (without necessity) leads to 

several alt.ernatives to system R 1, both well inside R1 and also comprehending it, which can 

meet the conditions imposed (such as those of ENT pp.18-20; cf. Batens 87). Worse was to 

follow, as syst,!'ms expanded beyond unsatisfactory pur<' implicat.ional set.tings; various 

r<'l!'vance tests split apart., and systems multiplied (cf. RLR p.234ff.). At, the statemental level 

t.hen, propos!'d relcvanc!' t.ests were too various, too indiscriminating, and left too many 

candidates (most. of them cluds) in the field; while at higher levels t,he applirahilit,y of the test.s 

not. only often gives out or is dubious, but, when they apply they look like knocking out star 

rel<'vance systems. The instability and lack of stat,em<'ntal sekct,ivity of relevance remains, 

even so, a lesser reason for striking out relevanc<' as a prior essenc<'. 

The main reason is that already noticed, that, thc- att.<'mpt to obt.ain implication from 

relevance gets things back to front. Tl1ough relevancr is carried by good nonent.hymematic 

implications and roudit.ionals, it is of little help in explicating such notions. The linkages 

proceed rathrr the oth<·r way around. The notion of connection, of which implication is one 

(but only on<') import.ant. type, is requirl'd in explaining relevance. 

2. Relevance as an epiphenomenon. Helevar1ce is not an <'SS<'ntial prior item in characterising 

<'ntailrnent, which is diffNently dclinl'at.ed - through sufficiwcy for instance - but is . a by

product of any satisfac.!ory explication ( e.g. by way of broad t,ruth-preservation or content 

inclusion). The th<'ory of sufficie11cy, avoidance? of suppr<'ssion or the likr, itself delivers the 

rc(J11isite connections. H is a rnist,ak<' t hl'n t.o try to impose a fill l'r 011 some inferior irrelevant 

implication relation and work down. Th<' n•lcvancc ;ipproac-11 of Anderson and nclnap and the 

subsequent rclation;i) logic approach of Walton a11d othc-rs, arc just. two differ!'nt aspects of 

the one defective approach. llowevC'T once Pntailmcnt is propnly charnctrriscd - by way of 

conditions it should me<'t in advance - relevance of the appropriate typ,•s will emerge: 

rclevanre is an cpiphrnomrnon . Such is thr posit.ion taken and defended elsewhere (notably in 

RLR e.g. p.232) . To b<• sure, an rxplicat.ion which did not lead to relevance, for instance at 

least t.o variable sharing linkage at the st.at,crncnt,al l<'V<'I, would he inadequate: relevance dors 

not, vanish as a m•ccssary rendition for ent;iilmc-nt , and for worthwhile implication . 

From an epiphenomena) vi<'wpoint, it is in 110 way a cfomaging criticism of sociativc 

logics t,h;it a satisfactory charact.crisal,ion or th<'ory of rPlcvance is hard t,o come by or 

cirrnlarly attairwd .6 Hcll'vancr is no long<'r an obstacl<' or an <'rnbarrassmcnt,. For rclcvanrf' is 

not., any mor!' than on a11 irrl'VNl'nl, irrcl<'Vi'lllt appro;irh , a pr io rity. lrrelrvanct• is not t,hl'rcby 
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admitted. Relevance rcmams a nrcessary conclit.ion; but finding and verifying weak and 

tractable forms of relevance is no longer a difficult problem. 

The opposition line, that rr•l!'vance should not fcaturr <'Ven t.o this qualified extent,, is 

not confined to the enemies of entailm!'nt and relevant irnplicat ion. It is to be found even 

within the much divided relevance camp. 

:1. Relevance as irn·l!'vant. Th!' main fcatun•s of rc•levant logic arc independent of relcvanc<', 

which was simply a mistaken d!'sidf'ratum introduced in scLt.ing up relevant logics. The 

irrelevant combination of relevant logics with classical nrgation - often seen, somehow, as real 

negation, and so as bound to lw inclucled in a full scntPntial logic - has encouragecl this 

approach. lnd<'rd often nowadays t.here is resistann• to the idea t.hat anything worthwhile can 

!'mnge from, or be made of, th<' notion of relcvanc<' (thus e.g. Meyer 85). Jt is the same sort 

of idea t,hat has d!'layrd or st,opped so J11any innovations; it, is like the vulgar assumption in 

logic, strikingly cnunria.t!'d l,y Smil<'y (writ.ing aftN Ackrrmann, but taking no account, of 

Arkermann's t,erhnological br!'ak-through), that. tlH'rc is no promised land other than classical 

logic, paradoxes, pustules and all (59 p.2:11). Tlwse sorts of innovation-stopping paradigm

entrenching assumptions ar!' r!'j<'cl,!'<I hN!'. A notion as persistent and ubiquit,ous as relevance 

cannot, be set. aside so easily, simply on such bases that no explication so far has emerged, 

especially when comparatively lit.I I!' r<'al effort. has in fact been expended. Even if the notion 

is cv!'ntually ca~t. asid<', its widr rolr rails for explanat.ion , in rather the way that. the 

paradoxrs of implication for cxamplr, though rejected, require explanation (which thry 

obt.ain, e.g. through a throry of supprrssion given in n1.n p.1'10ff.). 

Thcsr divisions ovrr the rolr of rrlrvanre arc clos!'ly lird up with aLt.itudcs concerning 

t hP r!'lation of relevant logic to classical logic (and ot hN logics), where too there are 

romp!'ting approaches. An init.ial rla%ification of posit.ions takc>s the following shape: 

A. Relevant, logic is a rival to classical logic. 

A•. Relevant. logic is not, a rival; rather 

B. Relevant logic stands simply as an extrusion of classical logic, 

in the way modal logic has proved to be. 

U*. Relevant logic is 11ot simply an extension, but is, for example, 

one of a rrlativist.ic baskrt of logics. 

Position A is more or l!'ss bound to admit, I.hat relevance is of some significance, if only 

as a by-prod11rt,; the a.voidatire of paradoxes of implication, which exhibit irrelevance, is a 

main obj<'ctive of grnuirwly rl'l!'vant logic-, and it is fronr this that a crucial part of the rivalry 

with mainstream logics dcrivrs. Posit.ion B, hy ront.rast, is bound to downplay relevance. 

For to make the extension lin<' work, classic-al nl'gat.ion has t,o be added t,o. relevant logic:, 

rendering it irreleva11t. A kl'y issue, th<'n, is t hi' st.ancling and sc-ope of classical negation, or, 

as it, is oft.en callrd, Boolean nl'gat inn. 7 Sorn<· exponrnt.s of position B take the line t.hat 

classical negation just is negation, as classical logicians and their acolytes have insisted, and 

that rrlcvant (Dr Morgan) negation is a funny sort of negation, if negation at all. Certainly 
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relevant n<'gation is not particularly fundamental, but. nu1 h<' adjoined, as an optional extra, 

to what. is fundamPntal, namely, classical logic extendc•d by an arrow, --+. Such a line is 

e11tirdy r<'jected by posit.ion A, and is also reject<'d by position D'. It runs counter to all 

i11it.ial mot,ivat.ion for relevant, logic (it is a lirw <'merging thro11gh some loopholes which 

sPmantics for relevance logic disclosed). To take posit.ion B is to abandon much of the original 

relevant enterprise, and most of what was valuable in it. 

A major complaint lodg!'d against r<'levancl' (part of what underlies n and VIE'W 3) is 

that. there has been no "satisfactory" explication of relevan<:C' . But many major notions 

continu<' in use, profitably, perhaps ovn a very long time, without a satisfactory general 

explication. Sometimes, as with deducibility, probability, and cffcctivenrss, they eventually 

receive explications, of varying calihrr, and pnhaps compet,ing ones; sometimes, a.'5 with 

plausibility, process, and, so it, jg alll'grd, relrvancr, rvPn such initial explications are lacking. 

To gain a grasp on such still rlusive not.ions, it hl'lps to look at, what they do, what, uses t.hcy 

ar!' put to, what roles they play. It hl'lps here to move from semantics t.o pragmatics, to ask 

for use and work, rathl'r than ( what is differ<'nt.) meaning. 

It is easil'r to comr to apprC'ciatc what, rclrvancc is from what relevance does in various 

sett.ings. The use and point of rel<'vance is, as earlier indicated, t,o delimit and control an area 

or field, in order to render data managable or a problem tract.able or in order to avoid 

paradox. Many of its uses arP thus like thosr suggested for significance. Certainly sometimes 

appeal to relevance is put, t.o diabolic purposes; for inst.ance, where it. is used to obtain a 

ruling, at a meeting or in a court, against. an opposit,ion, that some of th<'ir considrrations are 

irrelevant., and arc arcordingly inadmissibl<'. But such uses can be separat<'d out,; there 

remai11s a difference between what. is said t,o be or is ruled relevant, ancl what is really. 

h is not diflic.ult to say what releva11ce is supposed to br doing in logical theory. It is 

supposed, in particular, to control and to limit where one can get from where, by such access 

relations as implication, and thus for inst.ancP to eff<'ct li<'ld delimitation and t.o prevent the 

commission of certain fallacies (for elaboration on the many such roles of relevance, see the 

Appendix). Indeed Sidgwick applied such a11 accessibility picture in the fallacy that came to 

he called "irrelevant conr.lusion~, suggesting that commit.ting the fallacy resembled taking the 

wrong train. Following out t.he work t.hat rcll'vance has been supposed t.o do, and in fact 

dot>s, in the business of argument and tlH! associated business of fallacies, is one relevant 

direct.ion t,o take. From t.hc cpiphl'nomenal standpoint adopted, the subsequent critical and 

constructive sections amount however t,o supererogation. The "hard work" of sufficiently 

accommodat,ing relevance has, as regards the central case of implication, already been 

accomplished. 

3. Relevance in argument: further criteria for relevance, and relevance as a 

connective. 

Because of the difficulties 111 a~sessing rch•vancc in wirll'r sett.ings, the lack of uniform 

criteria and the paucity of effectivl' test.s, a shifL is rnr11111011ly made, early on, to workable 
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criteria for relevance determinates in cirrttmscribed contexts, such as restricted logical 

srt,tings, for instance those of argument, or implicat.io11, of functionality or dependence, This 

has been a main approach in deductive logic, where th<' contexts have generally becn 

sentential logics, or at most predicate logics, t.he critrria typically syntactical, though 

occasionally semantical, and thl' target primarily implicat,ional connrctives (and derivatively 

functional dependrncc ). Ilut it has not been the only systematic approach. 

Ot,lwr approachrs to rrlrvancr in logical systems can hr dividt'd into two: 

• systl'mic inclusion of rrlrvanrr, typically through an operator which represents relevance -

as usually opposed to 

• extrasystemic criteria, t.o which a system, or certain parts of it, conforms (through 

imposition, by emcrgencc, et.c.) 

Thi' sPcond criteria/ approach, which has historical priority in deductive logic, can in spPcial 

cases (such as Parry logics) be reduced to the first conncct.ivc approach; a relevance-type 

connective repr!'scnting some relevance criterion can be defined in the system. Conversely, 

l'fforts to gain more co11t.rol , and strrngth of system, undrr connective approaches lead 

naturally to crit,erial approachC's. Thinnrr connective approachPs will be now investigat<'cl; 

more informativr criteria! approaches havr alr!'ady hrrn considered (in the previous 

introduction). The problr111s with imposing too much wright upon eithcr approach, especially 

the first, can again be avoiclecl by tr!'ating rclevanrr rpiphP110111rnonally. 

It, is C'Vident that rrl!'vanrr can be represl'nt!'d as a sr11tC'ntial connrrtive, alo11g with 

disjunctio11 and n<'gation. For the functor '(that) ... is r<'lrvant. to (t.hat) ... ' is sentrnce forming 

on s!'ntPnccs. Lc·t us symholisr it now by infix 'r', i.e. A r II is a wff wh!'rP A and n are wff. 

It. is also evidrnt, that A r ll enjoys nonr of the prizPcl value-fund,ional propNties of, for 

instance, partial truth-functional rnmplexps; in partirnlar, truth or falsity of cornponent,s 

never dl'tcrrnines trut h-val11c oft h<> rl'lat ional complex A r U. l11dPrd like many determinables 

(<'.g. notahly the F.:nglish cleter111inablr 'ir: RLll p.42), t hP rcl!'vancc dPt,enninable has, as we 

have alr!'ady glirnps!'d, frw or no dist.inctive logical propert.irs. Jl!'nexivit.y and symmetry are 

somPtimes suppos1·d to be categorical propert,iPs relevance always l'njoys. But consid!'r 

probabilistic relevanc<'; then r!'ncxivity, for example, is qualified (on classical explications) 

brcause A docs not. raisr thr probability of A when A is logienlly true or inconsistent. 

What logical proper! ies connective r has depends on the systemic setting in which r 

appears. If it apprarn within a derp relPvant systrm, as will now be supposed, t,hf'n more can 

reasonably be expect.eel: not only should entailment guarantee r relevance', hut a rull' of 

int.ersubstitutivity of coentailmcnt should holcl, i.r. 

SE. A .,.. n, C .... D / A r C --+ B r D . 

With an irrel!'vant implication thosr principll's will brl'ak down. As r is technically 

cryptosyst.cmic if SE holds, a srrnantirnl analysis can h<· fllrnishPd at Oil<'<' (a~ in chapter 22). 

Thr analysis will extend immrdiatrly t,o rclrvant, (r<'IC'vant,) <·nt,a.ilment., defined A -» B = df 

A --+ II & A r II. But as A - » n and A --+ n ar<' int,ndcrivabl<', introduction of such 

relevance adds nothing. In short, t,hl're is only virt111' in so introducing connective r if t.11!' 
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t.heory starts out irrelevant.8 With such a poor start r might b<' profitably applied to upgrade 

an implication connect.ion t.o a relevant one·. But it. is a difficult route, as the history of sieve 

methods rev,~als. Sieve methods also takl' this definitional form, along with relational logics, 

lrnt offer an analysis of sieve relation r, which sieves out. irrelevance in terms of specified 

procedures (originally A r B was read as "there is no way of coming to know B without 

coming to know A", something that, was stage by shifting stage reconstrued in terms of proof 

procedures: for details see Dunn 80a). 

For more interesting logical prop<'rties to obt.ain than the det.erminable supplies, it is 

nrccssary to drop down to relevance dr.t.c>rminates, and t.ypically also {as, e.g., for structural 

re<Juirements such as a variable or symbol sharing t,o work) to drastically restricted contexts. 

Among the dct,erminat!'s, it is worth considering sorne of those I.hat have begun t.o make their 

way into morr g<'ncro11s contemporary logic-al agr.ndas, brginning wit.h (cont.ext independent) 

relevance in content or subject matt.er. 

Though the idea of adding a relevance connective to t.hc syntax of relevant logics goes 

bark t.o the early days of relcvancr logic, it was brought to prominence by an apparently rival 

ramp, that of relational logic. Within that set.ting, con11ection of subject matter is put 11p as 

the crucial ingrl'llient missing from classical logic for a satisfactory analysis of fallacies. 'By 

adding a relation to the basic building blocks of classical logic, we can construct, an alternative 

formal system that docs take into account connections of subject matter. Ilrrr at last. is th1• 

hl'ralded logic of topical relations ' (Woods & Walton pp.viii-ix; thr.y claim thl'y would also 

have callrd the hcrald!'d logic 'rclrvanr<' logic' had t.hat tit.le likewise not already hel'n 

grabbed). 

RPlat.1~dn!'ss of subject. mat.t.N is charact,l'risl'II in th<' sarn!' fashion as thl' st,rnctural form 

yielded by weak rr.lr.vanrr: in tN111s of ovrrlap. A is rrlat1•d to B iff 'there is at least one 

common rlcm!'nt. of suhjrrt.-rnal.l.rr hr.t.wl'l'll' A and U (p. I !J2). Though overlap is an obvious 

choice, plainly thcrr arc, clrprnding upon purposr, othrr rhoices. A favoured one, if 

relatedness is to hr tacked onto an irrelevant implication, is inclusion. For implication is 

commonly taken to preserve content stricLly, so thr s11bjl'ct.-111att,cr of a conse<JUl'nt should be 

inrludrd in that of an ant,ececlent. Surh an a.lt.r.rnat.ivl' npproarh lrads in t!H' direcl.ion of 

containment logics, rather than the nontransit.ive dirrrtion the relatedn!'ss logic with overlap 

{of Woods and Walton) takes. Overlap, hy contrast wit.h inclusion , is a reOexive and 

symmrtrical relation; it is not transitive. 

Thrrc is no having it both ways, with both symmetry and renexi\'ity {lhe latter 

naturally extrnded, as in Walton, t.o A r f(A), wherr f(A) is some (truth-)function of A) on 

the 0111' hand, and transitivit,y on t,hr other. For t hr n •still, is rrstoration of the paradoxes of 

irnpliration, by cssrntially the standard mr.dirval and Lrwis arguments. Overlap combined 

wit.h inclusion of contrnt, (e.g. as rl'presentl'd in scnt.l'nt.ial variables) lrads not merely t.o a 

partition into equivalence classrs , it.self impla11sibl1• enough, hut to collapse, with everything 

rrlat.cd (through non-contingrncirs) to cv<'rything else. As always with mult.ipl<' assumptions, 
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thrre arc various ways t.o go. C:int,ainment and Parry logics opt. for inclusion and abandon 

symmetry. The promoted rl'lational logics, on which we now focus, abandon transitivity 

maintaining symmetry and Pxt.endrd renl'xivit.y. Ahandoning t,ransit.ivit.y carries a heavy 

pl'nalty, sarrifirc of cvp11 t.111' transitivity rule, A -» 13, B -» C / A -» C, and tl1erl'by any 

claim to hi' explicating ent.ailment or full irnplicat.ion (sl'e RLR p.70ff.). Still the loss is not 

entirely fatal; for there are connectives of this t.ransitivit.y-sheddi11g sort, e.g. one-step 

impliration, obvious implication, partial irnplirnt ion and rNtain related conditionals. 

Unfortunately for relat.ional logic, t.hcsc arc not t,lw sorts oft hings proponents say it is about. 

While relational logics arP pretty litt.lr sysl,<'ms, which do exclude the most blatant of 

irnplicational paradoxes, they fail badly on most other intended or expected fronts as well. 

For, firstly, they admit straight.away variable sharing analogues (i.e., under intcrprPtation, 

contl'nt ovl'rlappi11g an;ilogul's) of the standard paradoxes. Thus, in particular, (A & -A) & A 

r B -» Band A & (Ar B) -». B V -B. So, whl'rever Ar D, both A &. -A/Il and A/D v 

-D. But A r B can be ensurl'd apparently by mere overlap of conrPpts; so, for instance where 

f(a) and g(a) are any two propositions about a, f(a) r g(a). Jlenre f(a) & -f(a)/g(a) and 

f(a)/g(a) V -g(a). Similarly f(a) -» g(a) V. g(a) -» f(a), and so on, for other notorious 

principles. Since, letting f be a propositional prrrlicate, f(C) r g(C) , and in particular on 

promoted relational logics, f(C) r C, the following (•viclently rotten principles and many others 

like them hold: A & (CV -C) -» (B V -Il) V C, (A&. -A)!.! (13 V -B) -» R, (A & -A) & 

(B -» B) -» B, ck Plainly, as !Ni.ding proponl'nt s of relation al logics sePm preparl'd to 

recognise, A & -A & (B V -B) -» D, a relationalised paradox, is not much bctt.er than A & 

-A -» B. Its inferential role is certainly as damaging. A corollary of importance is then I.hat 

relational logics arc, like rl'lat cd Parry logics, usl'less for pararnnsistl'llt purposcs.9 Anything 

at all with overlapping content ernergPs from a cont.radirt.ion. 

The problems arisl', in large IIJ<'asurl', from t.rying to tack filtering conditions onto 

classical logic or t,o a classically-approved logic, which supplies the deductive power. Logics 

like classical logic cannot howl'ver lw repaired in this simple way (or •by similar pragmatic 

pat.ching, with assertional liltrrs, in t.hc sl,yll' of Grice). The rea~on is at bottom that 

material-implication, :::i, docs not mP(•t correct truth or valuation conditions for implication or 

conditionalit,y even whPn rnnt,ent, relrvanre is folly assured. Consider, to illustrate how far it 

d<'viates, appropriate substitutions 11por1 such variable-sharing anomalies as (p :::i q &. r ::) s) 

::i. (p :::i s V . r ::) q), putting say A(p,s) for p and B(q,r) for q. In t,his way relatedness 

tautologies result that are rvery hit as implausible for irnplicat.ional and conditional 

interpretations as corresponding classical tautologies. (The implausibility of these relevance

preserving tautologies is explained in RLR p.6ff.) A corollary is that the canvassed relational 

view that we just define a relevant. conditional or implicat.ion hy adding a relational lilt.er to 

mal,<'rial-implir.ation is unaccl'pt.abll'. (Similarly t,hl' analogous vil'w, that. a bit, of assertional 

patching in conditional contexts will do , is unacrl'pt.ahil'.) The view doesn't even get, the first 

dC"grc<' of implication right; at higlil'r dc·gr<'<'S it. is seriously astray, as variable-sharing 

anomalil's show. 
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To avoid these problems, relational or assf'rtiom1I rnnditions n<'ed to be tacked onto a 

more satisfactory starting syst.em than classical, or modal, logic (as can be done with the 

t,hf'ory of content and content inclusion developed for rrlevant, logic, for which see uu). Then 

howevN t,hc c:onditions tend t,o l)('come otiose for rel1•vanci1,ing purposes; but worse, the whole 

underlying motivation for such approaches collapses. For a core background requirement, 

seldom explicitly st,ated, is to stay within th<' orbit of the received classical paradigm. One 

way of trying to meet th<' requir<'ment is by approved extensions t.o the c:lassical scheme of 

logical things: through adjuncts, like modal logics and t<'nse logic:s, to the protective belt of 

buffl'r theories shi<'lding the classical p,m1digrn from ohjcctions and rcfutat.ion. Relational 

logic, like recent conditional logic, is a further such addition to thf' broader classical 

paradigm. (Such interesting exl,rnsions arc of cours<' assigned a very low status, if not 

disowned, by hardlinr priests of the orthodox unreformrd classical ideology.) Relat.ional logic 

aims to bring a cert,ain systemic relevanc1! (int<'nded to rrpresPnt overlap of subjec:t matter) 

within t,he sphere of c:lassical logic, and thrreby to enable broadly classic:al theory t,o make 

som<' sort, of room for sur.h classical casualiti<'s as the traditional "theory" of fallacies. As a 

littlr invrstigation shows, however, relational logic fares only marginally better on fallacies 

than it. <lo<'s with paraconsistency and paradox avoidance. Relational logic, like classical logic, 

performs poorly and makrs but few inroads even on those fallacies for which it was supposedly 

fashionPd - fallacies of relevance, whichever thry are. 

4. Fallacies of relevance in the history of logic. 

Though relevance r.onsiderat.ions did fca(.11rr significantly m earlier logical 

investigations, thC'y did not cntN in t h<' way that nm temporary tales would make it, app<'ar. 

!lC'levance was not, an c•xplicit. concern in t h<' pre-modN11 t,heory of fallaci<'s ( of course it was 

bound to appear t,hrough indirrct.ion). But. it was an issuC' - though und<'r different h<'adings, 

such as connection and prrt.inrnc<' - in t,heorirs of irnplicat.ionals ancl c:ondit.ionals and in t,he 

conner.led medieval theory of obl1gatio11rs (sre further chapt,N 9). 

There certainly was an ancirnt, requircm<'IIL of connection on a good implication, but it 

<'arly became controversial (sre chapter 9). Violat,ion of the· rrquirement, which went beyond 

that of relevance, was not a rerognisecl fallacy. All.hough relevance came to figure in various 

ways in medieval logic, particularly in obligaliones, it was not in ways that help recent 

appeals to a traclition conu•rning fallacies of relevance at all. For, 011 the contrary, the 

C'ventual shaky consensus in !at.er medirval logic apprars to have included a commitment 

rather like that, in mainst.ream cont.cmporary logic, that ent.ailmrnt amounts to some kind of 

strict. implicat.ion, irrelC'vance and all. Accordingly, there were, under a main tradition, many 

valid inferences viola.ting relevance. 

Y rt. a consideration much advancrcl in favour of r1•lcv11ncr has bC'C'n - what, appears to be 

- an argument, from tradition, that irrl"levant logics sanct.ion fallacil"s of relevance. One 

t.raditional fallacy in support of another, so to say. E:vrn such an appeal to tradition is 

however less than dC'cisivr , since• traclit,ion co111p<'t.cs ag11inst l,raclition; in particular, the 

allegrd tradition favouring rrlrvancC' connicts wit,h t,hr allrg<'cl traditional validity of 



Disjunctive Syllogism. Unless read with uncommon rare, tradition isn't entirely coherent.. 

Anderson and Ilelnap have to t.ake a largP part of the rcsponsibilit.y for .rat.apult.ing 

"traditional" fallacies of relevanc<' to their present prominent, posit.ion, and for the provocative 

allegation that Disjunctive Syllogism is a fallacy of relevanct'. In several places (e.g. notably 

ENT p.17), they have advanced the following bold historical themes: 

AIJJ. 'For more than two millennia logicians have taught that. a necessary condition for tl1f> 

validity of an inference from A to D is that, A lw rel<'vant to 13'. The invited inference is that 

a failure of relrvance product's not merely invalidit.y hut, fallaciousness (µ.17, p.30) . 

AD2. 'Virtual ly every logi c book up to t.he present, rl'nt.ury has a chapter on fallacies of 

relevance, and many contemporary elementary texts have followed t,he saml' plan' (p.17. A 

wC'akened version of AIU appears in llcscher, 64a p.78, who ambiguously asserts that 'the 

fallacies of rrll'vance have been studied hy logicians for many r,ent,uries ... '.). 

DPspit,e the importance Anderson ancl Belnap at.Lach t,o such themes in motivating their 

casC', t hry amass no evidence at, all for them. Nor, when examined, does the available 

evidence support the themes. A st,raight.forward search of the literat.urf' hardly sustains ABI, 

and undermines An2, revealing it as a considrrable exaggeration. Whil<' many pre-twentieth 

rent.ury logic books included chapters or appendices on fallacies, not all did even in the 

nineteenth century (e.g. Uoole 's works) . Moreover, these chapters were not on, or devoted to, 

fallacies of relevance, and brfnrl' What rly rven relevanc<' obtained scant, or no, not.ice. The 

idea of a specific group of fallacies of rciPvancl' is a tw1•ntic•t.h century in~rntion. 

The first theme ABI refers, prPsumably, hack to Aristotle. Aristotle himself says very 

little concerning relevanc<'. JO IIC' certainly does not. endors<' a condition like that, of AR I. Nor 

doPs the subsequent, history of dispntC's ovrr irnplirat.ion serve to sustain ABJ . In the first 

place, the issue w,L~ not set in t.crms of rcll'vancc, hut rat.hrr in terms of connection and 

containment - from which however relPvancr and, what Anderson and Belnap sometimes 

equate wit.h it, logical d!'pendcncc, may I)(' (t,hough shak ily) inferred. Secondly, the issue was, 

apparently throughout, in serious disput<-, wit.Ii many logicians rejecting any requirement of 

connection for validity (thus Philo and followns in Stoic t.irn<'Si thus the Parvipontani and the 

evpnt,ual mainstream in medi!'val logic). 

The long history of fallacirs and thr latr intervolvement, of the srparate strand of 

relevance with fallacies is much mon• complex, and interesting, than Anderson and Belnap's 

slick and slight treatment. indic:at.rs. Of I.he fallaciC's that are in1·luderl in Aristotle's 

ramshackle but oft,-rrpeated classification, there arc two, in particular, that might be 

accounted "fallacies of relevancl'": ignoral.io ele11chi and 11011-cause as cause, hereafter 

dubbed respectively JC (for "irrelevant ronsrquent:') and IA {for "irrelevant antecrdent"). 

Neither fallacy was arcountc-d a fallacy of relevancr by Aristotle (the t.erm 'relevant' creeps 

into English translations of t.hc !at.er gloss thC' Philosophc-r givrs on IA, but, not, into any 

account of IC). There is no suhsrqurnt historical drvrloprm•nt of thr idea that IA (which is 

examined in chapter 9) is a fallacy of relrvancr. The id,·a that IC is a fallacy of relevance of 
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some sort, and t,he label 'irrclPvant conclusion' for ignoral.io elenchi, appears to be a 

nineteenth century innovation, due to Whately. (Thi' innovation is explicitly ascribed to 

What.ely by Mill, 11.f;12, and t,he lab!'I does not. appear t,o appear before Whately's text. For 

insf.a111·1·, Jl!'icl, who follows Arist.otle doscly, docs not, 111!'11f.ion irrclcva1H'!'j ignoratio elend1i 

is called 'mist.aking th<' quest.ion', p.707.) 

lgnoratio elcnchi is first int,roduc!'<l by Aristotlr as a typ!' of fallary that is 'independent, 

of languag!'', namely 'that which dep!'n<ls upon ignorance of what "refutation" is' (not.e that 

for such iudcpcn<lrnc<' it must. be ignorancr or misconcqit.ion of concept.ion, not of language). 

Aristot.le explains thl' fallacy as follows (166b 25: 167a 21 ): 

Other fallacies occur because the terms 'proor or 'rcfut.ation' have not been defined, 

and because something is left out in their drfinition. For t.o refute is to contra<lict 

onr and the same attribute - not m!'fely t,he nam!', but. the reality - and a name that 

is not. merely synonymous but. the samr name - and t.o confute it from the 

propositions granted ,,. in t,hc same respect. and r!'lat io11 an<l manner and timr in 

which it, was asscrt.cd. A 'false assertion' about anything hiL~ f.o be defined in the 

same way. Some people, however, omit, some onl' oft.he said conditions and give a 

mN!'ly apparent. refutation, showing (r.g.) that. t,h!' same thing is both double and 

not doubl!': for two is double of 011!' , but not, double of t,hrrc. 

In the course of this explanation, Aristotle slides from t,heory to prarf.icr, from a failure to 

providr or grasp definit.ions to a pract.ice which neglects requisite (or, if you like, relevant) 

details such as rrsprct,, manner and tinw; from understanding or knowing that or what, to 

apprcciat,ing and pract,icising how. The confusion is cndC'mir. to Aristotle's att.empt t,o 

reclassify all fallacies as types of ign.orntio elc11chi (all fallacies as fallacies of relevance?). 

The sketch (168al8-169b17), t.hat 'it is possible to analyse all ... fallacy into breaches of the 

definition of refut.ation' (and associatrd 11ot.ions such as proof, argument., c1c.), invo)VC's 

rC'peat!'d sliding from [in]adequaf.e dc•finit.ion of refutation (or the likr) to [in]adequate 

refut.ation. But what is at. issue is 11ot, (jusq definition - not all mistakes are mistakes of 

dl'finition or theory - hut. argumenf.s or rcfutat.ions which appear adequate but are not (the 

starting account given: 169a 2,1). Furt hN111<>r!', the at,t!'mpt. to reclassify all fallacies under 

the ragbag ignoratio h!'ading is t.o assume that all discussants arc well-intentioned or else 

sf.11pid, But frequent.ly, as with t.he sophists Aristot)(' had clearly in view, they are neither. 

Fallacious arguments are taken advant,agr of by those who have some reasonable grasp of the 

roncept. (as well as it. is so far ordinarily charactc-rised); there is in such cases no real 

ignorance or misconc!'pt.ion, 

lgnoratio elc11chi do!'s, then, require redefinition, in terms of erroneous practice, 

whet.her well-intentioned or not. Uut. what distinctive argument. practice? As the examples 

Aristotle gives show, and as sorn!' oft.he tradition recognised, those that. involve (incremental) 

am!'ndment of the inlenrlrrl conclusion, e.g. in manner or rc-sp<'ct or tim<'. Thus they do 

involvr a certain (limited) shi/1 of point, and ground in t.hC' rnursr of an argument (or a proof 

or a refutation, a refut.at,ion being 'a proof of t,hr cont,radirt,ory', of the nC'gation). But none of 

Aristotle's examples aff!'cts irr1•levancc in main contrmporary srns!'s. In particular, they 

involve nothing like t,h<' irrC'levance which paradox<'s of mainstr!'am implications facilitate, 
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All are in fact. relevant in preserving t,opical links and so on, but point is alt.ered. So, as 

Hamblin says, the modern tit.le for the fallacy "irrelPvant. conclusion" 'is not very apt' (p.88). 

But the main reason for inapt11!'ss is not. at bottom that which Hamblin offPrs, that Aristotle 

is conr<'rnf'd wit.Ii misundersl.anding of df'finitions; it is that. an am!'ndPd conclusion may not 

be irrelevant. 

What is more, the modern idea that ignoratio elenchi is a fallacy of irrelevant 

conclusion - wh<'n it. did appear, in Whately, more than 2000 y<'ars after Aristotle - does little 

to enhance Anderson and Delnap's arg11m<'nt from tradition against, various propositional 

principles. Indeed at first sight what Whately is about. Sl'ems to have little relevance to 

Anderson and Delnap's concerns with n•levance. f'or, according to Whately, 'the Fallacy of 

irre l!'vant,-conclusion lignoralio clenchiJ is' I.hat, of 'shift.ing ground'; it 'is nowhere more 

common than in protrart('{I controversy, whrr<' on<' of the parties, after having attempted in 

vain to maintain his posit.ion, shifts his gro11nd as covertly as possiblr t,o another, instead of 

honest.ly giving up the point' (p. J!J:i). Almost all of WhatPly's examples of so (as it happens, 

in11alidly) shifting ground (giv<'n on p.144) involve cont,ingent componl'nts, and could be 

arrounted fallacies under mainstr<'am th<'ory, when duly t.ransposed from a dialogue setting to 

propositional formulat.ion. \\' hat What1·ly has t,o say about i911oratio elcnchi in his init,ial 

classification of fallacies (p. l 06) may look more promising; for he alludes, in a footnote, to the 

ronnexion bc-tween prrrnissc-s and conclusion, and h1• dPscribcs t.hr fallary as that 'when the 

rnnr lusion is not the onP requir<'d, but. irrr.ll'vant'. But u11fort unately for Anderson and 

lk lnap's hist.orical story (and also for \Vhat!'ly's purported exampks of ignoratio elenchi 11 ), 

the argument. is supposrd valid! It, is rla.ss<'<l as a 'Material, or Non-logical' fallacy {material 

fall acies taking up for t.111' most part Aristot i<' 's fallaric-s 'outsi<IP languagr') 'where th<' 

Conclusion does follow from the l'rrmisses'! 12 

WhatPly's recla.ssifirnt,ion of "fallacies" - to includ!' "vali<l fallacies" (see his tree of 

f'allacies, p.108), in violenre to I.he not·ion of fallacy - has proved very convenient to 

subsequent authors, who hav!' wishl'd t.o pNsist, with an irrcl!'vant, implication. f'or then 

fa ll acies, surh as t.hose of irrelrvaun•, can be set aside, not. as cases of invalidity, but as 

involving other infelicities or "unsoundness". The trick has been exploited not only by 

defenders of the contemporary classical faith (it underlies, for instance, Grice's combination of 

rr levance directives wit.h mat,nial-irnplication), but also by lat.e exponents of traditional logic. 

Thus Robinsou (in 1924) follows the "modern" rlassification of fallacies according to which 

t. lJP fallacy of irrel<'vant conclusion is a material fallacy (which has now come to mean, at least 

sinre ,Joseph, a fallacy which 'd<'p!'nds ... on acquaintance with a part.icular subject matt.er'). 

'This fallacy occurs when, in a disput11t.ion, one proues a conclusion which is not relevant, t.o 

th<' argument. It may be valid in thP sense that it, really follows from the prPmisses, but it is 

110/ germane, and does not tourh t.hc main point at issue in t.he controv!'rsy' (p.196; italics 

;.idd!'cl). 13 

Though considerable, sometimes unscrupulous, a<lvant.;.ige has been taken of the device 

of low redefinition of 'fallacy' , it has b!'cn little not.in•d. For l'xample, it passes unheraldf'd in 
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the few texts on fallacies which sketch the history of the notion. 

5. Contemporary fallacies of relevance (with marginalia on fallacy theory). 

The introduction of thl' expression 'fallacy of rcll'vanrl'' to encompass a subst.antial class 

of fallacies, usually accounted as material in some sense undl'r most classifications since 

Whately, is a contemporary American innovation, wit,h but shallow historical roots. Worse, as 

we shall s0011 sec, it, is a seriously defective onc, d<>cidl'dly ill-characterised. Though now in 

widespread use, owing to thl' popularity of tl'xtl.,ooks s11rh as Copi's (a11d Rescber's) which 

adopt, such a classification, th<> notion has litt]I' historical depth and lit,tl<> adequacy. 

Jlistorically, it appears to originate from Whately's classification, which grouped many 

fallacies (most fallacies ad) under "irrelevant conclusion". Copi's main classification, for 

l'xample, is simply an inferior adapt.ion of Whatl'ly's, as the following tree comparison b<>gins 

t.o indicate: 

Diagram 2. Populor clnssifirntions of fnllacies. 

Fallacies 

LLic:al 
Fo!:naL - [ - - -- - - - Jn°'j;;mnl 

I r_-1_ 
Purely-logical Srrni-logical (middle 

(fallaciousness <1pparl'nt. 

from mere form of expression) 

term ambiguous 

in sense) 

I 
A111big11ity 

l'r<'miss 

unduly assuml'd 

7 
Mre1ial 

llelevnnre 

I 

.!i£y: What.ely classifirntion in solid lines, narnes in Roman script. 
Copi reclassification in broken lines, nam<'s in italics. 

I 
Conclusion 

irrelevant 

A classification like Copi's gets rl'peat.ed in ltescher ((Ha p.70), the only differencl' being that 

Whately's 3-fold division of informal fallacics is restored. Rescher's account, like Copi's, 

presents old, already much questioned wine in new bottles. The details of the classifications 

are not entirely thr same, something unremarkable given that the autl1ors ;ire working within 

different logical paradigms; but, i11 virtually rvery pla<·I' where thl'y differ, Whately's 

<1ssignment.s app<'ar SUJ)('rior lo Copi's, though made more than a century earlier. In on<> 

relevant respC'ct, Copi's """' division (surely innu<'nced, like lll'schcr, by Eat.on) is particularly 

regressive, namely in rrrlassifying Whatcly"s 111.itrrial fallil!'ic•s as fallacies of relevance. Copi's 

principle of division of fallacies of rrlcvanrl' is s11 pposNl Lo bi' this: 'Common t,o all arguments 

which commil, fallacies of relC'vanr<' is t.lH' cirr.umst.1-111rc· t.hal, t.hrir premisses are irrelevant, to, 

and thus incap<1blr of establishing the truth of, t.l1rir rn11cl11sions. The irr<>lrvance here is 

logical rather t.han psychological ... ' (pp .R7-8). Bui. ;is Copi is obliged to concede in a foot.not,<' 

---



(in lnl.rr C'dit.ions of Iris 1.,•xl.), s,1111r. of 1.hr fnll:":i<·s classl'<I ;is "of rr.lcvam:c" do nol snt.isfy Lhc 
prinripll', prl.il.io pri11dpii i11 p:nl.irnlar. 1~ 11111. I.he s:11111: point. really applies ns rrr,nrcl11 
nil Whnl.<'ly's prr.111iss-11111l11ly-asm11111·d c·ns,·s, 111osl. irnporl.n11t. 11on-ca11se (i.r.. IA), -wlrich 
\\'hnt.r ly l.rirs t.o reduce, by fi111li11g n snpprcssrcl prrmiss, l.o 'false prcnriss' (p.107) a11d Copi 
1.o 'fnlsr ,·ansc' (p.!17). For Lhr. prc111iss I.hat. rcnrains in s11d1 nrgnlnenl.s rnny be relevnnt 
enongh 1.o I.Irr. i11l.cndrd roncl11sion, ns for inst.n11cc i11 a ll11111C'nn "cause" (pnrc: Copi), I.hough 
inndrqual.c i11 I.he ahsenr.1• of a false s11ppr<'ss1·d prc·nriss (pace What.ely's clninr~ of following). 
Nor 11r.cd follnriC's of arcid<'Jil. (and r.onvr.rse nrcidrnl.) - dnss,•d by What.ely a.~ semi-logir.nl, 
l,111. r1·r.l.1ssifi1•d hy Cnpi ns fnllncic·s of n•lrvanre - involve evident, irrel,:vanrr.; rat.l1N t.h<'y 
in1·olvc failnrc of :i g,•11rralisat.io11 Lo npply (or follow) in a part.icular, pNhnps t.wist.r.d or 
11111rs11al, insl.nnrr.. 

Copi's prinr.ipl<' of division for fnllnri<'s of n·levn11n: givl's rise l.o ol.lrrr evident 
dirrindt.i,·s. Firnt., t.hr f:.cl, 1.h.,1. 1.111• prrr11is.s.1·s nr<• irrrl1·vn11I. docs r,nl. r11t.1,il, nl. li::isl, nccorrling 
1.11 111:iinsl.rr:1111 lor,ir, I.hat. t.lrry :irr inr.npablc of rst.nhlislrir1r, 1.111· l.rnt.lr of l.hrir cond11sio11. 1r 
I.Irr ronclnsion is a lor,ir:il 0111•, l.o t.:.lcr n worst. rnsc•, :111y pr1,111ir.sl'S slro11lcl ,lo, rclcv:rnt or 1101 .. 
l)icl Copi lr:,vr n cliff<:rC'nt lngir, which l,:ik c•s rl'lrv:111rc srrimrsly, in vic:w? !lnl. then maybe 
so1111• of I.Irr. fallnr.ics nre not. inforr11al, lrnl. rrprrsrnl.al,lr. in I.he logir.? Whal. is formal 
("p11rcly -logir.al") drpr.nds :ifter nil 011 t.hr n .~.rnrncrl logical t.lrr.ory :iml lrow rnnclr "strud.ur<'" 
is rxposrd . Sc•rondly, is it. t.hal. 1,111• pr1•111iss1·ll :irr. irrelevant., ns Copi says l,ul, some cxar11pl1•s 
J,..JiC' (<'.g. p.R!J), or 1.lrC' co11rl11sio11, :is Whnl.c·ly snys? Or is it. I.Irr inl.crrclnl.ion? Or doesn't it 
111:1l.l.,·r, l,,.ra11sr. if tlu, J>r<'llliss,·s :ttr. irr,·lr.vnnt t.o t.hr. co11rl11sion tlrr.i1 I.Ire r.011r.l11sin11 is 
irrrl<•v:1111., nncl ,·icr. vrrna? Nc·it.brr Wlrat.rly nor Copi (nor ol.lrrrs) carry t.lrr. rr.q11isit.r. 
pr<'sl'nl.nt.ion of tire nrr,11111e11l.s in1·olvrd rar c11011gli l.o sc·c wlrat. is involvrcl; nnd Jl<'il.lrr.r offr.rn 
:111y rrq11isil.c st.ory 011 rel,·v:rnr.l' . 

Ag:tin \Vlrnt.l'ly cl,ws n lil,t.11• hc·l.l.<'r t.lr:111 Copi in r,ivi11r, "l,l'<:l111ir.al" i11forn1:1tio11 on I.Ire 
sl.r11rl.urr of i.11<' nrg11111C'11l.s snpposrdly i11volv1·d. Wlrrl.lH'r "forr11nl" or no!., wlrat arc undr.r 
ro11siclrr:it.io11 arr. fnll:irin11s or9111nr11/.,, wlrirlr :icrordinr,ly lrnvr. a11 :trgum<'nt, strnd11rr. 
(t.lrnnglr Oil<' t.ypkally rtnlH'dcl,·cl in a clialor,11r. ror111), wil.lr pri•r11issr.s and inl,<'nclcrl conclnsion 
:111d i11t.crronn1•r.l.i11g nrg11nr<'nt.at.ior1 linkn1s1·s . As Wlral.rly i11clirnt.rs (p.112), in t.lrc cnsc of the 
rirr11111st.:111t.ial. ad lw111i11c111 follnry (disr11ss1·cl in Copi pp.R!l-!Jll), what t.lrr proponr.nl argues is 
not inl.<'t1<lrcl r.onclusior1 B (r.g. "s1rd1 nnd s11rlr is l,hr. f:id"), hut l/1B, with 1/1 (= I/in) nn 
i11l.1:11r.io11:il f11nrt.or cnnr.rrt1<'1l wil.lr 1.lr<' rh:,rnd,rr or rirnrmsl,:1111:rs of the ndvr.rnary (r.g. "this 
11,:r.<mt In! is hound t.o mlr11it. II, i11 rnnformil.}' with Iris prirH"ipl<•s, or principl<'s of rr.nsoning, or 
in ro11sisl.C'ncy with his 011· 11 ro11d111'1., sil.nnl.inn, r.l.r." ). 1 r, Wlrnt slro11lcl l,r. givrn is I.he nrgu111r.11t 
Al' ... ,A

11 
I- II; insl.C':icl whnt. is snppliC'CI is Ai, ... ,A

11
, IJ>i,--·,1\] I- If, I\, with nssnmpl,ion~ 

l>p ... ,l)k 11sr.cl in oht.nining '111\ inlilt.rnted, and A p ·-- ,A,, prrh:ips rr111lercd rc-dundnnt.. Wlrnt 
is inrorrcd in t.lre 1iror<'<·cli11r,s is t.hr. r<'plnrr.rn<'nt of I.Ire int.r11clccl rnnclusion II hy tlrr. 
Jlrt: .<1•11/cd r.011rl11sio11 1/1 ll, wlrid1 clors 1101. r,11:1rn11t.rr. it.. Tlir:rr. 111:,y noncl.lirlrss hr. rl':tso11, in 
I Ji,, di:,fog11e r.ont.rxl,, for rx1wcl.i111: I.fir. :,dvrrs:,ry l.o ronrc·cl r. II, tlio11gli ii. is nol, 11s11nlly 
in,pli,•d; hut. in 111osl. c:is,·s thrrr will not. . (If 1.linr is n cor re<"I, ro11t.r frorn lf,)I l.o I\, l,lrc-11 I.Ire 
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ad hominem is not fallacious.) ThP granted premisses A 1 •.. . ,An may, or more likely may not, 

be relevant to 1/1B; 1/1B is (loosely) relevant, under suc:h determinates as common subject 

mat.I.er or parameters, to B. A failure of relevanc<' is not highly relevant to the diagnosis; and 

'shifting ground' is quite insufficiently cxplirit. What has oc:curred is conclusion replacement, 

with intended conclusion B illifitly replac!'d by allied conclusion lliB with B covered by an 

intensional functor ,J, (which typically does not, sustain it,) . A beginning can next be made on 

distinguishing types of ad hominem arguments, by unscrambling different classes of 

int ensional functors 1/1, of od hominem functors. The detour makes a small beginning on 

refuting llarnblin 's claim that 'there is precious lit.tie chance of a formal account of ad 

hominem' (p.218). The eml'rging account by-passes rrlevance; so far as it enters, relevance is, 

oncP again, a by-product. 

The state of the part of the t,hrory of fallaci!'s we have b1·en examining is indicative of 

the sit.11at.ion with 1.h!' theory g<'nerally: as with rrlevanc<', t.hl're is so far no decent, thPory. It 

dOPs not follow, of course, that there cannot b!' a satisfac.tory throry - what De Morgan 

suggested on othn, now genrrally rPject.<'d, grounds (pp.237-8). Rut what De Morgan (a 

forerunner of American entailment theory in humorous st.yll', if not, in alleged substance, such 

as the mis-nam!'d negation) also indic:at<'d, still obtains:- After 2000 years of r!'nection and a 

strram of books, most of them admittedly largely copying predecessors, there is still no 

satisfactory theory of fallacies - and no proof that t.he ar!'a is not. amenahlP to theory (which 

however it. apparently is). The brst E11glish language 1.!'xts to datf', those of Hamblin and of 

Woods and Walton fall far short, of such a theory; rather th<'y too pick up tradition and carry 

it, a little further. Hamblin 's text, ends, so its author in !'ffect concedes, in failure; and the 

dialogue model offered is, rath<'r evidently, inadequat,e as it stands. Woods and Walton's 

book, which builds on Hamblin, do<'s not develop the dialogue t,hPory, leaving it murkily and 

unnecessarily informal, and inrapablr of handling some• significant fallacies (as Walton's 

subsequent unsuccessful effort. at. closing sorn<' gaps makes plain). But Woods and Walt.on do 

make significant advances upon llamblin, in grnuinely including epistemic functors aml in 

introducing t.hcir version of rckvanrr logic, rclat<'dness logic, t.o acromrnoclat,e cases where 

classical logic manifestly fails. But. reh1t,rdn!'ss logic is a primitiH and unsatisfactory approach 

to relevance (as we have obsNved above and <'ls<'wlu·n·), imposing only a crude filter rigged on 

classical logic, which it. leavPs 11nt,011ched as st.art.ing point. Yet, a main problem wit,h the 

whole cont.rmporary Lh<'ory of fallacil's apprars t.o br <'XCC'SS adherence to t,he classical 

paradigm, which is a sourcl' of major difficult irs, in particular forcing so much of the 

t.h<'orctical data into the "informal~ domain. 

A reasonable prrdiction - again there is not.hing definitive, just enough indication for a 

promising conjecture - is that, a satisfact.ory theory is not at.l.ainable within the confines of 

eit.hrr old or nrw pararligms, wit.bin eit.h<'r tradit.ional or classical logic: framrworks (even an 

amalgamation of t.hesc fram!'works, as opposecl t.o st.andard reductions one way or the other, 

would offer some improvem<'nt,). Jlct,t,er contemporary work is having t.o ovcrstrain these 

frameworks (to breaking point,) and t,o proceed bl'yond them; for examp!c, in thr revival and 

elaboration of dialogue (or dialectic, in this s1•11 sr), in thr inclusion of many intcnsional 
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functors pr!'viously denif'd any Sp('cial treatment, and i11 I.he inclusion of rclevanr.e (even if in 

degenerate forms). But there is more t.o it than this: what counts as a fallacy turns on what 

counts as correctness, and thus, in logic, crucially on validity. But there are now different 

comp<'ting logical theories supplying rival accounts of validity. As the notion of logi:c has 

begun a relativistic shift,, so the coupled notion of fallary must follow. Inferring any 

(irrelevant) nrcessary truth from any othl'r is not a logical fallacy on mainstream logic. But, 

on rl'levant perceptions, as still on prcanalytic ones, it is; and there is no need to try t.o resort. 

to erlrn-logical explanation of what. has gone wrong or seems to have gone wrong. 

Mainstream logic simply does condone what are, in a straightforward if recent sense, fallacies 

of rrlevance. Unfortunat,cly the straight.forward notion was almost immediately stretched and 

warped. 

The st.raightforward examples arr those of entire surface disconnection, such as occurs in 

paradoxes of implication. Few would want to say, if they felt t.hey could easily avoid it, that 

A implies 13, or that "if \ thrn D" is valid, where A and B arc t.ot,ally disparate in content. 

The straightforward ill11st,rations Anderson and Belnap start. out, from are of this type. The 

germ oft.he well-known mathematical editor example (ENT p.9) is that. editorial practice is to 

rf'ject implications of the form A -> B, when A and n havr nothing to do with one another, 

i.e. are totally disparat.e in content. 111 their further charactNisation of relevance (62 p.46), 

Anderson and Belnap assert that fallacies of rele1Jance sanction the inference from A to B 

even though A and B may be t.otally disparat.e in rnl'ani11g. The implicat.ion A -> B, where A 

and 13 arc any irrelevant, truths, available in applicat.ions of many fashionable logics, 

undoubtedly delivers fallacies, which could r!'asonably U<' acrounted fallacies of relevance. As 

Woods and Walton obsnve, such an implication licences virt,ually any change of subject. 

(p.51). 

Such requirl'ment.s of relevance (as for install<'<', no implication where components are 

totally disparate in content.) would eradicate gross disconnection only. Certainly such 

rcquiremf'nts put. us in t.he socia.t.ivc logic arena, hut. t,h<'y don't. discriminate among these 

logics. One evident r<'ason is that, sl'veral steps are involved in paradox arguments; 

responsibility for paradox may be, and erroneously (by a location fallacy) has been, variously 

laid upon almost <'very sf,C'p. Anot.her reason is that the logical ground support.ing a fallacy of 

some t.ype nerd not involve a fallacy of that type. In particular, thl' steps in arguments issuing 

in paradoxes of implicat.ion or in other relevance fallacies nel'd not t.hemselves manifest 

irrell'vance. A & -A-> Bis undoubt.cdly a fallacy, a fallacy of rl'levanre, where Dis irrelevant, 

to A and ~A. It is a case of "irrelevant ronclusionn, certainly a traditional fallacy. 

Accordingly, any arguml'nts leading to this conclusion, any hard argument, is fallacious. 

PrPsumably some step or combination of sf.cps must incorporatl' a fallacy, a fault of some 

sort.. But it doesn't follow that, I hat fallacy must. be a fallacy of rf'levance. A fallacy of one 

sort can be responsible for a fallacy of another (wif,h paradoxes of implication, the fallacious 

assumption~ are those of assuming consistency and cornplPf,<'ncss t,oo exf.!'nsively). There are 

some corollaries, the first, of which is that which<'Vl'f pri11cipl<' is select.ed 16 as source of the 

paradoxes in sociative logics, if, is nof automatirally , or f'ven at all, a fallacy of relevance. 
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Another corollary is that t,hc paradoxes are not simply due to lack of relf'vance (as exponents 

of the tack-a-relevancc-rclation-onto-classical-logic fashion arc wont to a.~sume); this, like 

hrl'akdown of variabl«•-sharing, is a sign of t.rouhle, a sympt.orn, h11t, not, the source. The lack 

of relevance is, like the pat.cnt paradoxes, the product, of a df'epcr cause (namely, loss of 

connection due to suppression, the argument correlate of consistency and completeness 

assumptions). 

Accordingly, a ma111 principle applird by Anderson and Belnap in arriving at their 

controversial fallacies of rclrvancf' g<'ls rcjl'ctcd. The principle is that if ll is dl'ducible from A 

in system E and I) violates formal relevance, then A commits or involves a fallacy of 

relevance. There arc two things wrong wit.Ii this principle: the elevating of what E-implies a 

breakdown of rel<'Vance t,o a fallacy thereof (thus Peirce's principle ((p -> q) -> p) -+ p 

emerges as such a fallacy, 62a pp.49-50, I.hough ant.C'r.C'dcnt. and consequent. share variables); 

and the presumption that E is the canonical "rorrect" syst,<-m in terms of which fallacy status 

can be resolved. What A &. 13 call 'fallaries of relevancr' on their low redefinition, are at best 

E-xt.endcd fallacies. 

Until Anderson and Dclnap rnme along, no or1e hod t,111' clever idea of trying to force 

Disjunctive Syllogism (DSyll) into t.hC' defective and ill-characterised ca.t<'gory of fallacies of 

relevance. To be snr<', A & B could beat, up ii ('a.~e, opplying t.hr "almost universal" definition 

of fallacy. Disjunctive Syllogism cert.airily seemed to be valid - wasn't t.hat, what all the fuss 

was obout? - yet wasn't because system E of cnt.ailm<'nt, inform<'d us of what was a properly 

,·alid argument form and DSyll was not among these forrns. Whilr this may serve to show 

that DSyll is an F,(formal) fallacy, it assum<'s a largr <Jll<'slion, the ac('<'plabilit.y of E as 

appropriately canonical in characterising valid argument.s in a more systC'm indeprndcnt way. 

In any event, the ('a.~e made would only show (,hat DSyll was a fallacy, not a fallacy of 

relevance. And the case it.self u11dermines app<'als to rst,ablishecl usage to justify the label. For 

oil the Anderson-Delnap story, DSyll is invalid, the falla('y is a formal on<'. Accordingly the 

fallacy is not one of rcl<'vance oil either ninet,ernt.h cent.ury British or twentieth century 

American senses, what.cvrr precisely 'relevance' or 'fallacy of relevance' was supposed to 

mean. The need to sp<'C'ify with any exactitude was not felt by most authorities from Whately 

to Copi. Yet A & fJ d<'pend heavily, in t.hC'ir explanation of what fallacies of relevance arc 

int.rncled t.o be, on app<>al hack to older logic t.ext.s (e.g. 62a p.33). 

Given, furt.hermorf', that, JI appears in subformulae on both sides of thr arrow in the 

familiar form of DSyll, A & (-A V B) -> 13, and t.hat the ante('edent, certainly appears used 

(and needed) in gett.ing to the conseqU<·nt., Anderson and Belnap and followers have had a 

difficult time in persuading anyone cls<> t.hat, DSyll is a. fallacy of relevance, even by their own 

standards for rf'levanrr.. Not surprisingly, t,hry ha.v<' brromr a favourite and easy target, for 

pr<'dat.ory philosophical logicians. The theme (aclvar1c<'rl in t.hesc introductions) that DSyll is 

a fallacy of consistency, not of relevance, is not such a.11 easy target. For it is then readily 

<'xplained what goes wrong - ncglf'ct of inronsist.<'nl sit.uat.iolls (which block elimination of -A 

hy A) - and why it is a fallacy. It, seems valid h«•cause it is rnrr<'('l. in consistent. settings to 
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which it is typically restricted, those of mainst.ream logic; but it is not valid because it fails in 

situations which are inconsist,cnt, situations not improperly omitted in canonical relevant 

theory. DSyll, so explained as a fallacy, sets the pat.I.em, furthermore, for a more 

com prehensive treatment of fallacies . 

For a more comprehensive treatment, a two tier or double system theory is suggested 

(as in RCR). The basic idl'a is a simple adaptation of the almost. universal account, of fallacies 

as arguments which seem valid but are not valid. For each putative fallacy, there is one 

syst,!'m or fram<'work , a correct. "canonical" framework in which t hi' argument, if fallacious, is 

not valid, and another related duplicious systPm, which supplies seeming-validity (i.e. validity 

in "seeming" models) . The adaptat,ion makes due allowance for logical relativity, for the 

canonical framework can vary according to type of logician or reasoner. Given that systems 

arr made rich enough in logical equipment, - thl'y would need, in general, to be able to cope 

with dialogue and polylogue t.o accomrnodat,e th1· range of fallacies - there is a fair prospect of 

rendering all fallacies formal. Of course llH' theory so far s11ggested !!'aves a certain amount to 

he explained, in particular, th!' s<'lection and appeal of various "srerning" models (e.g. those 

treating what is a conditional as a bico11dit,ional) . At worst those malters could be dealt with 

in a fallacy-by-fallacy way , much as in t.hl' traditional t hl'ory ; but there is reason t.o Pxpect, as 

with the ad hominem and other examples alr!'acly d!'vl'lopPd , 17 somet.hing rather better and 

rnor<' general. The t.wo tirr proposal offNs th!' rl'al prosp!'ct, of such a general, depsychologized 

t.h!'ory of fallaciPs. 

A PPENDIX. Beyond the implicational setting: a survey of some of the 
manifold roles and uses of relevance. 

While this preliminary survey will wncent.rate upon logical and philosophical 

applications of relevance, applicat,ion of quite varying degrees of success, it is worth recording 

some of the other disciplinary ar!'as whNe rell'vance figures prominently. Plainly there is 

much overlap. The question of r!'levant evidence in the law is not disjoint. from that of 

relevant evidence as investigated in the philosophy of scienc<', th<' notion of relevant dat.a or 

rl'lrvant. search areas docs not, nuctuate wildly from firld to field. 

Outside logic, ml't.hodology of sci!'nrl' and philosophy, relevance 1s of particular 

importancP and interPst in 

• Law, notably in th<' theory and practice of cvidcnc(•, but, also in the procedure and 

adminisLration of law. Rrlcvance in law docs not differ materially from, but reflects, 

relevance out.side law (in ordinary life, as rPfined a little in srirnce, Ptr .); that appears to bP 

t.h!' prevailing vi!'w in philosophy of law, though there is occasional dissent (sec e.g. Twining 

p.76, p.145, and for undersubstantiated dissmt p.143). As out.side law, so within, relevance is 

carried by certain nonclegenerat,e rrlations such as implicat,ion, probabilification, proof, 

argumpnt, cvidrnr.e, and the lik!'. As cls!'whcr<', rcl!'vanc-c is rpiph!'nomenal. 

• Administration, for cxamplP in the rond11ct, of mr<'tings or committ.rcs or for proceedings of 

any kind. As with rull's of ordN for mrPt,ings, so wit.h proc:<'dnre in law am! !'lsewherP, t.hr 
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point of an irrelevance appeal or ohjcdion is to remove an item from account, to have it taken 

out of consideration. Such relevance is what is sometimes called, for obvious reasons, 

considerat,ion relevance (sec Goddard and Sylvan). 

• Communication and informational sciences, inrluding communication theory, cognitive 

sri<'nce and artificial intelligence (<'.g. in the frame problem: see RCR). 

• Probability theory, and statistics. 

• Linguistirs. 

• Lit,erature, and the arts, inc:luding performing art.s such as thC' clanre. 

But relevance can enter anywhere, in any field, for instance wit.h the question of the relevance 

of this or that. However relevance is never a final rnurf, of judgement, or appeal; wherever 

proper, claims or assessments of irrelevance can be supported by reference back to 

infringement or violation of relevance-bearing, and derivat,iv<'ly field delimit,ing, relations. 

Within philosophy the roles of relevance appear initially almost as div<'rsc as the areas 

where relevanre feat,urcs. But thC' diversity can again be cont.ain<'d. Very many cases can be 

seen, in one way or anot.hN, as cases of field delimitation. The important role of relevance in 

paradox avoidance can in turn be seen as special forms of field delimitation. If the removal of 

paradoxes by t.ypC' rest.rirtions is kept, in view, this is easy to see. lt is also ea~y t.o see 

however that a rangP of paradoxes can be at least cut off (even if the root. cause is not dealt 

with) hy limiting where one can gC't. from whcr!', as with derived paradoxes of implication such 

as those in deont.ic logic, C'pistemic logic and so 011. 

It is easy also t.o appr<'ciat,<' why field limitation is increasingly important: because of 

limitation of timC', information ;incl <'n<·rgy (bot.h total timC' or energy available t.o an 

individual or group; time before act.ion is required or a cleadlinl' arrivC's, as in decision ancl 

frame problems; et.c). Dound up with these limitations ilrC' quC'st,ions of effectiveness and of 

cost.. Limiting things t.o those that am rel<'vant is evidently import.ant. for both. 

Field cleliminat.ion can be givrn a uniform t.reat.ment, as in the t.ext., through a theory of 

relevance-bearing relations centrrcl upon and patt.ernccl upon a re levant theory of implication 

and reasoning. How this is 11chievrd will now be illustraled, starting at the centre with 

implication type connect.ions and proceeding outwards. 

In the centre region are relevant. logics which supply a class of fundamental relevance

bearing relations: ent.ailm!'nt., rdf'vant, implication, conclit,ionality (how those work, and fit 

together harmoniously in a single framework, is explainf'd in other essays). These rnnnectives 

sat.isfy relevance conditions t.ight enough to smash all the standard paradoxes of implication

like relations (and also their variable-sharing analogues). To shed most of the derived 

paradoxes that extensions of modal logic to deontic , doxastic, epistemic, assertoric, and other 

areas have induced, it is often enough to replace st rict implication (or provable implication) 

by entailment., by a relevance-bearing dC'ducibilit.y relilt.ion. (For a detailed example in the 

df'onLic rase, sei· PL, in the doxast.ic cas<', SC'e m.) 
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Close by or at but a few st.cps out. from t,he central region arc relevance-bearing 

relations, analysed as a combination of relevant, implication with further process or 

containment relat,ions; examples ar!' reason, cause and relevant containment (all considered in 

RCR). Some of the applications overlap t.hose of mori• <:<'nt.ral relevant. relat.ions. (There is 

not.hing sinist.cr in t.his, but. simply disagrremrnt. as to whl't,her, for example, a believes jor 

wants) A implies I.hat a believes jor wants) A or D; and likely t.herc arc different not.ions at 

work). The applicat,ions can bi' dividl'd, rougltly, int.o t.wo groups:-

). Cases and logics whrrc tight, rl'll'vanc<' is r<'quirrd, or at !Past paradoxrs and like puzzles are 

resolved through such rrlevancr considnations. As usrful survf'ys of such cases are presented 

!'lsewhere (sec especially Weingartner and Schurz), a bri!'f listing can serve: 

• doxastic logics, assertoric logics, epistemic logics and so fort.h, where again superfluous 

addit.ions are in much dispute; 

• d ont.ic logics, preference logics, and volit,ivc logics (with oprrat,ors likr 'desires that', 

'wisltes I.hat', 'feels that.'); 

• legal rPasoning (where Ross's "paradox" has some exposure), and relevant reasoning more 

grnerally (cf. Dollen for somr of what. is t.o br varied); 

• logics of explanation and confirmation, whcr<' superlluit.y again g<'nerates several puzzles and 

gratuitous paradoxes. For a partial survC'y s<'e Weingartner and Schurz, whose classical t.ack

on r!'solut.ions arc not however cndorsrd (for reasons essent.ially given in the text., or, as 

dirl'ctrd against relat,ional logics, in Kiclkopf 77 and in RLR). Moreover, such relat.ional 

slral!'gies make quit.e insufficirnt. impact upon i11ductive puzzles, like Goodman's paradox of 

disjunctive pr<'dicates such as 'is grur', which arc ncat.ly 1 aken out, by propNly r!'levant, logics. 

As Oass has observed, t.he key d,1111ar,i11g argument. concerning gm<', 1,hr argument. to t,hr 

prrdict.ion that. an cmrrald obsrrv1•d aftrr time' t and is blue', d!'p<'nds essentially upon 

Disjunct.ive Syllogism. Thr argumrnl, for an arbitrary emerald a, involves an implicat.ion 

like: a is gru<' & a is not. obsC'rVf'd b!'forc t -+. a is blue when obsnvcd aft C'r t,, where a is gru<' 

+-+. a is green & observed befor<' t, V a is blue & observed aft.<'r t.. No doubt t.he puzzlement 

generat.ed also relies, like several mov!'s t.o dis-ease in confirmation theory, upon tack-on 

implications such as A -+ . A V n, Ill moving from "all C'mrralds observ!'cl before tare grren" 

to "all those emeralds are gru<'". Thus, a full rcsnl11tio11 may again look to relevant 

containment th!'ories. 

2. Discourse, cases and logics involving t.ight.ly circumscribed contexts, whrre adclitional 

(irrelevant) information is, in some way, inapproprial.<' or otherwis<' !'xc:l11decl: 

• logics of lict.ion and stories, wh!'re acldit.ions arc in s!'Tio11s doubt. Accorcling t.o the story 

story, stories don't introduce new cont.!'nt (s<'c e.g. Daniels, pp.221-2). Such operators as 'In 

the story it is the case that' arc only closed under t.ight rrlcvant, containment assertions; 

• communication networks, and polylogue t.hcory. For communication ancl dialogue, like 

stories upon which t.hl'y generalise, are charactrrist.ically information circumscribed. (For the 

many places in polylogu<' thf'ory whN<' rPlevant. rnnt.ainrncnt logics t.end t.o enl,er, see Sylvan 

85). 

• mPaning, inclusion of m<'aning synonymy, analysis analysis. For example, <'Ven if incl11sion

of-m!'a11ing t,heory and Tarski-Davidson meaning-through-t.ruth theory are respectively 

rectified by setting the theories 011 rclrva11t logic founclat.ions (s<'<' RLR for t.hc first and chapt.er 
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26 for the second), odd puzzles at l<'ast remain. For, primarily by virtue of Addition, relevant 

logics permit the introduction of superfluous meaning, through such bicondit,ionals as p +-+. p 

& (p V q), p +-+. p & (p V q) At. (p V r) ... , ck . , where q, r , ... , may have not.hing to do wit.h p. 

But. th<'s<' rclevant.ly equivalrnt. <'Xpressions don't, have t.h1• same rnl'aning. So in particular a 

"meaning-giving" T-schema of the form, sis true ..... p, should not deliver, sis true +-+. p & (p 

V q) & (p V r). Dy switching to relrvant cont.ainml'nt logics (which are derivationally 

adequate for the purposes at hancl}, these clifficulties arc avoided. 

• dependence, functional dPpcndencr, "relevant," or dinkurn predication. Among classically 

well-formed or well-defined predications, many g<'nuin<'ly dep<'nd upon or intervolve their 

arguments; but some do not, such as vacuous predication (as in 'llobbes is such that uranium 

is radioactive'), and perhaps constricting complexification, as with R = >.x>.y (fx and gy) 

where f and g may have not.hing t.o do with one another. As with pr<'dicates, so 

corrr.spondingly with fnndions; many gPnuinely depend on their argument,s, but some 

(artificial ones) do not. In North Amrrican relevance circles, surh a contrast has b<'en 

construed, though without, imprt·ssive grounds, as one of relevance, and various ways of 

marking out the contrast, tl'drnically havp been proposed, some of them cumbrously inductive 

from questionable atomistic bases {for a surv<'y, see Dunn 87}. However an appealingly 

simple way of making good the contrast. is suggested by Dunn, namely using the (relevant) 

failure of full identity substitution to define irrelevant predication. What emerges can be 

summed up here in the bironditionals; 

(px fx )a, read: a relevantly has the proprrty of being ( an object} such that f, i.P. a 

relevantly has f, iff (x)(x = a->. fx); 
(pxy gxy )ah, a r<'l<'vant.ly has g (stands in the rl'lat,ion of being such t.hat g) t,o b, iff 

(x,y)(x = a->. y = b ->. gxy). 

Observe that, these characl.erisat.ions of "rl'levant prl'dirat.ion~ , which havr relevance carri<!d 

by rt•levant, implication ancl idl'ntit.y, are effect.ivcly not.hing but relevant transcriptions of 

Russellian definitions of transparenry of predicates wit.Ii resprct t,o their argument places. If 

however there is anything the mattl'r wit.h, any 'fu1111y business' in, opaque predication, it is 

surely not irrrlevance. The predicate 'Gl'orge IV wished t.o know whethr.r the author of 

Waverley was ... ' certainly appears relevant t.o the argument,, Scott.; but in Dunn's account it 

docs not count as a rell'vant. predira.tion . Unless Dunn wishes t,o join forces with notorious 

reactionaries, his proposed explication fails, and tliNl'witli his ambitious project of using 'the 

apparal,us of relevant prPdication jearlit>r linked, p.348, wit,!, 110 funny predicat,ion] ... to stop 

once and for all, t,he "funny businPss" that fuels a whole philosophical industry of a 

"Chisholrning" kind' (p.37'1),. What, Dunn m11y have captured is a certain tight dependence 

fcatur<', tependencc let,'s say, dinkum predication some might be tempt.Pd to say (but only 

'real' or 'natural' prcdicat.ion from t.hc reactionary st.ance). There art' other troubles with 

t.l'pcndPnce {concerning its compounding features) which wt• rnn pass over here. Some of the 

exclusions Dunn rightly wanl,s to effrct can 11gain br made by switrhing to relevant 

containment, logic; in particular , tlw probll'm of vacuous prrtlirntion (ancl complexification) 

can then be handled by requiring that, th<' prr.dirnt.l's do liavl' (and arr built-up from I.hose 

with) due places for fr<'c variables (cf. p.351). ThNI' ar<' otlil'r grouncls for using such a 
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Addition leads to such apparant anomalies as that the disjunction of any old formula with a 

relevant predication for a is also a ri>lcvant prcdirat,io11 for a (rf. p.373) . (But, more generally 

for the "objrrt. language" explirat.ion of such not.ions as logical dependence, logics offering 

cv<'n more control than relevant containment. logics ar<' called for: see RLR 11.) 

• frame problems. Jn important respcct.s, gi>nrral frame problems (investigat.ed in some detail 

in RCR) typify this whole class of adjarrnl. probll'ms. 

A litt.le further out again arc relrvanc<'-b<'aring relat inns, fullflarnent.al in philosophy of 

srienc<', such as probabilificat.ion and cvidl'nce; but the sc•mantiral thPory may nonetheless be 

pal.terned after that of more cl'ntral rrlations. A ll'ading st ratPgy consists in r<'placing possible 

world analysPs or thl'ir Pqnivalrnt.s by semantical cluridations which indudr, as w<'II as 

rornplPl.e possible sit.uations ("possiblr worlds"), both incomplcl.t- and i11ro11sist,ent. situat.ions 

("ot,hN worlds"). That. is, t.hC' procrdurc corresponds exart.ly t.o I.he type of semant.iral 

transit.ion t.lrat, leads from provablr rnat,rrial-implicat.ion or first. dcgr<'<' st.rirt. implication to 

first degree ent.ailment.. Alg<'hraically, the transit.ion amount.s to that from floolcan algebras 

to De Morgan lat.ticcs. Such an <'Xpansion st.rat<'gy apprars to work well in supplying (first. 

degree) accounts of relevant, probability and relevant information, and can also be applied to 

such notions as relevant pref<'renc<' (for det,ails, sec m, appendix). For relevant evidence, 

elucidation will presumably be paUcrned after relevant reason; that for relrvant confirmation 

will build upon this and relevant, cause. And so on, or al, least. t.hat is I.he idea. For there is 

plainly much t.o b<' accomplishl'd in t.hrs<' oul,er r<'gions and further out.. 

What. is in no doubt is t.lrat. most, of the not.ions encountered meet relevance 

rPquirNnent.s, so that adc•quate elucidations mas/, deliver rcl<'va.nce fl'atures (at. least) as a by

product. The point applirs in fa.et. 1.o many of the main relations in the philosophy of science. 

As wit.h implicat.ion, the standard procedure - of start.ing wiUr dassiral connections, and then 

t.acking on furl.her relevance requirements or 1.h<' likP, t.o r<'nHwe anomalies and paradoxes - is 

most unsatisfactory, and gets things back to front. (as already argn<'d in I.he I.ext in I.he central 

case of implicat,ion ). 

As it. is wit.h implication, so it, rs wit.Ii ot,hcr relevance-bearing rnnncrtions, such as 

causal.ion. A sat.isfact.ory analysis of cansc delivers rclrvanr<' as a by-product (as I.hat in RCR 

docs). But a sl,andard mainstream approach, favoured by I.hose empiricists who acknowledge 

I.he problem, has bern to try t,o hook rcl!'vance rondit.ions on t,o a constant, conjunct.ion 

analysis. Thus relevance has corn<' to fl'ature in (att.empted) analyses of causation, especially 

in trying t,o pat.eh up invariable sequence analyses done in t,crms of "similar antecedent -

similar outromr". To avoid count.er-examples, the similarit,iC'S need to be relevant similaritiC's. 

Tire I.rouble wit.h such a repair is, of coursP, I.hat. it has proved diffirult,, to say the least, to 

characterise relevance in I.his context. without, circularity, without. appeal back to causality. 

(These issues arc discussed in somP det.ail in Taylor.) 

As causation is to be pat.chrd up lry t,;icking on relC'var1ce requirements, so, on 
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mainstream approaches, are explanation and confirmation. Restriction is rendered more 

difficult because mainstream efforts begin from stripped-down theories of deducibility (or at 

most. deducibility and prohability) from which relr.vance connrctions have been rcmov('d. So 

sorm•how they have to be addE'd back again. Consider cxplar1at.ion, 'Any scientific explanation 

jexplanans] must be relevant t.o the thing needing explanation jexplanandum]' (thus Mannoia, 

p. 75, in a quite orthodox introductory philosophy of science text). Tlie deployment of classical 

logic in the main deductive model of explanation runs in outright defiance of this relevance 

requirement. For, in any explanation involving general laws, the archetypal case according to 

Hempel (a staunch advocate of the deductive model), the laws can be suppressed, since always 

true, leaving perhaps irrelevant conditions supplying t.he supposed explanation. Hempel aims 

to escape problems of this sort by tacking on a use condition, strongly reminiscent of use 

requirements imposed for relevant implication derivations. Thus his requirement: 

'(R2). Thr explanans must contain grueral l11ws, and these must. br ac:t.ually required for the 

derivation of I.he cxplanandum' (p.248). This rrprcsents, once again, a jerry-built way of 

joining on relevance condit.ions that should havr hrrn incorporated front end in. 

It is the same with mainstream approaches to confirmation and evidence. Most 

unfortunately, basic to most endeavour in these rcach<'s, is classical probability theory - a 

severe impediment to more illuminating, relevant connections (sec uu). Classically, positive

relevance is defined in terms of increase in classical probability, perhaps relative to some 

background information; and nrgative relevance defined t.hrough decrease (see e.g. Carnap 

62). Evidence, confirmation, and the like ar<' then defined in one way or another, through 

classical positive-relevance. In fact thcrr arc prohlrrns <'Vrn with the initial classical account of 

relevance (as Keynes realised and Giirdenfors explains). Notwithstanding, in a typical 

reductive attempt, Mackie offers what he calls 'a rclevam:e criterion of confirmation or 

evidence'. The familiar-looking criterion is this: e is evidence that, h givrn b, iff p(e, h & b) > 
p(c,b), i.e. h is positively relevant, t.o e given b. But such a p11radox-pronc criterion provides 

neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for <'viclrnce (as a litt,le rcOrction shows, and as 

Achinst.ein argues, p.~52). 18 Much classical energy has gone i11to complicating the criterion to 

avoid it,s problems. St.raightforwarcl sociative repairs can however be made by substituting for 

the underlying classical probability theory a relevant or sociative theory. The differences that 

would result can he indicated hy recasting the matter in implicative terms. Since positive

relevance can be represent,ed as an implication of a sort, all t.he dependent accounts can be 

given a similar implicat.ional representation. With an improved probability theory, matching 

a more satisfactory implication, improv!'d accou11t.s would result., as with entailmrnt. 

Similarly many other applications of positiv<'-relevancl' could be upgraded, by going 

appropriately nonclassical. Dut even if an improved t.hcory of rviclcnce should result. from a 

relPvant t h<'ory of probabilistic argument., 11 superior approach to start out from, an approach, 

tending rightly to esch!'w reductions, is t.hat sugg<'st.ccl by Glymour, where relevance of 

evidence is an outcome of satisfactory t.est and evidential procPdures. Of course it remains t.o 

circumscribe and formally represent these procedur<'s (a large business at which Glymour does 

not enjoy much success). But, so long as rrll'vancr is not (wrongly) part. oft.hat. dl't.ail, the 

matter of relevance has been mrt.; it will fall out. of the rrl!'vance-bearing relations critical to 



the, proreclures involve•<!. 

IL is thus evidc11l., wliat. is ort.en observed, t.hal, rc•q11irenic11t.s of rel!'va11ce enter as 
co11clitio11s of adequacy upon Llie expliral,ions of several fu11darm:11tal 110Lio11s in Lire pliilosophy 
of science, aml arc 11eglectccl 011ly at peril. IL may look th1•11 as if '"relevance" ought. Lo be a 
central concept i11 the pl,ilosophy of scie11rc', wliaL C:iirclcnfors claims, 011 Ll,c nirnsy grounds 
tliat. irrclcvanl informal.ion is disco1111l.ecl (p .:!f1 I) . In fad, Garcl!'nfors proceeds to make 
relevance a complex derivat,ivc notion wit.hi11 I.lie dcfcct.i,·e classical LradiLion; Ire t.oo proposes 
in the encl (p.:l(i'.l) Lo recl11re relevam·<·, huL in an !'piryr.lir, prctt.y u11usnhle, and CJll<:stionablc 
fashion (making inr.onsist.cnl. infurmnl,ion irrc•levnnl., a11<l arlmitLing irrelevant cornponcnls as 
relevant.), tlirougl, classical probability. Such industry ill11sl.ral.cs another evident moral 
emerging from our partial surv!'y of the intrusion of rc·lcvaru:e into tbe pliilosophy of science: 
narru:ly, the poorness of standard approacl,e·s, of hq;innirrg wit.Ii irrelevant, clllssical logirnl 
bases (usually classical quant.ifirat.iou nncl classical prohahilit.y logirs) and suhsequcrrt.ly trying 
Lo define in or t.o tack on rclevllnre fixes. ll, is ml.her like trying to insulate a11cl render passive 
solar a house afLe,r it has heerr huilt., i11sl.1•ad of making Lliese fcat.11res arr integral part of Llic 
b11ildirrg. A rnucl, superior npproach is l.o IH'i;in wit I, logical systems Lliat b11ilcl 11ppropri11t.c 
rcle,varrc-e into Llie structure inlrgrally . 

Mall.ers of relrvarrre nrc by 110 means ror,fined t.o t.lir easily ncc:essiblc plrilosophiral 
surrounds so far s11rvry1·d . Tlu·y rracl, furl.her n11L st.ill, t.iglrL over some pliilosoplrers' 
pl,ilosopliiral boriwrrs. llel<·varrre ad111it.s, for irrslanre, of prarliral, moral and polit.irnl 
rrrodificaliorr and application . A corrvrni1•11t. bridge 1 ... t.w<·err philosophy nf srierrcc and sucli 
rrnchrs is now afforded hy derision t.lr!'ory, whcr!' rclrvar11·<' certainly enters, for instance in 
Lhc clisLirrcLinn of irr!'lcvarrt. aml n•l1•varrl. alt.crm1t.ivl's. lluL, q11it.e i11rlrp1·11dc11t,ly of decision 
Llrcory, a11d oft.en in disdai11 or ignora11c1• of it., moral ;111d polit.irnl n·levanrr nrc t.opiral. Moral 
T<'lcvarrcc, in parLirnlar, is 111urh dise11ss1·d, if sddor11 d!'rcnt.ly drnrart.erisrcl. Ac:r.ording t.o 
llare, in a typical prono11r11·cmcrrt., t.hc nolion of 111oral r1•l1~varu:e is c:rncial t.o mnral 11rg11111e11t.; 
yd, also t.ypically, l11• offers rrot.hirrg rrrorc than arr cxrrcdingly loosr cl,arart.erisalion of t.l,c 
not.ion. Whal. is 111orally r1•l1•va11L f.o so1111• .irt. or sit.11111.ion comprises Lhosc f1•at.11rcs, individuals 
and so on, t.hat. 1:nt.cr int.o (or slrould cnt.1•r int.o) it.s 111oral nppraisal; what, is irrelevant, is what. 
is (nr sl1111rld) l,c left out. of ass1•ssrnPnt. (p.7:lff.) . 19 It. is l.1111s ll kind of firlcl-delimit.i11g 
rcleva11rc, carried hy appraisal a11<I (valur) assrss111crrt, rdal,io11s. 

Belevnnce also figures pro111i111:11t.ly in some recent., l.lrouglr g<'rrcrally disappointing, 
assaults in tire fa~hiorrahlc nren of ronrrm111iraLio11 and rogrrit.iorr. For example, Uelevanr.c is 
I.Ire title of a sizeable r<'cerrl book (suht,it.lcd 'Co111111urricnt.ion and Cognition') by Sperber and 
Wilson. Marry writers 011 Lire topics, including Sp1·rhrr ,111d V\lilso11, make heavy use of Gricc's 
work 011 logic and corrversat,ion (rnorr, of whirl, has long he!'n fort.lrr.0111i11g in a book of that 
t.iLle). An imporlnnt., but. urrirrvrst.igat.l'd, nrnxim in <:rin•'s work is l.lraL of relevance. The 
maxim crrLiLled 'llelnLion' (under a q11ai11t. l(aul,ian rlassifirnt.iorr of Lhr principles required for 
cnopr.n1lio11 in conversnt.iorr) is st.at.1·d s11rcinrlly 1•11011gl1: 'II,: rd,:,,anl!' A similar maxim is of 
c:ourse embedded in higlrly st.rndun·d iril.1•rrha11g1•s surh as organised meetings, where the 
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rules of order embody ancl include, in some fashion, rl'q11irl'mcnts of relevance (cf. Roberts' 

rules). But what do these maxims amount to, mean, rcq11ire? 

Though the question of relevance is crucial to his enterprise, Grice himself has 

apparently not found time to address himself to the business. Jn 'Grire's account ... essential 

concepts mentioned i11 the maxims arc left entirely undcfi11Pd. This is true of relevance, for 

instance' (S & W p.36). ny cont,rast, Sperber ancl Wilson (S & W, for short) aim to advance 

the analysis b<'yond 'dressed-up appeals to intuition' ancl a 'commonscnse view towards 

theoretical sophistication' (pp .36- 7). Thf'y are by no rn<·ans alone in their proclaimed 

encleavour (needed whilP there are still bounclers about, who say it can't be done). Lakoff, for 

example, sees the maxims cleriving from Grice's "cooperative principle" as falling. within the 

purview of "natural logic" (what in this work doesn't'?). lk proposes 'restating' the maxim of 

relevance as follows: 'If x is rooprrating with y, then x will do only what is relevant to the 

<'ntcrprise at hand, unless his act.ions make no diffcrenc<' to th<' enterprise', and suggests that 

this s!'eming platit,ucl<' 'should follow from the nwaning of cooperate' (75 p.270)! Even if it 

does, even if fuller rnopNation is re)pvance-h<'aring, t,he principle Lakoff offers hardly serves as 

a useful or relevant restatement of Grice's "cooperative principle". In fact., it is not a 

restatement, becausf' Cricf''s principle permits application (whrther intended or not,) t,o 

antagonistic conversations such as debates, quarrels, etc., which involve· /imilcd cooperation. 

In a legal conversation, for example, deployment of fallacies, irrel!'vance, delays, and the like, 

may prove useful strat,<'giPs - whenc<' the nl'rd for further principles beyond limited 

cooperation, such as tbosr of rl'lcvance, for "well-conduct,ecl" convrrsations. No doubt 

relevance is a derivative fcatme, once again, 11po11 ot,hN features of more sat,isfact.ory, bet.ter 

conducted or friendlier, conversations. So at, lrast, Lakoff dicl not nr in saying nothing at. all 

about what relevance consists in, ancl in claiming that '110 s<'parat.e set. of pragmatic principles 

should be necessary'. B11t t.hernwith he dest,roys much of Grice's not so s11htle l'nterprise: that 

aimi11g t.o sustain the part, of cla.~sical paradigm hy a pragmatic ring of clcfcnces. 

Sperber and Wilson do try t.o clo soml'lhing dirf'ct. about relevance. Out their attempt 

t.o lill the yawning gap in Grice's work is far from SllCl'C'Ssful (t,o r<'port in a very charitable 

way on the adequacy of their effort,). Tlwy do not even improve upon the 'platitude' 

Strawson had earlier 'dignifircl' by t.hr t.itle 'the Principle of Relevance'; namely, 'We do not, 

except in social despnation, direct isolated 1111d 1mconnC'ct.rd pieces of information at each 

ot.her, but on the contrary int!'ncl in grneral t.o give or add information about what is a matter 

of standing or current interest or concern' (64 p.J 15), a requirement of topic relevance for 

normal communication . In S &. W, relevance is characterised only for a unduly limited case, 

certainly inadequate for Grice's purposes, that of processing new informal.ion. It is easy to 

gain t.he impression (from p. 48 and elsewhere) that, old information is never relevant!, that 

(compliments of defective models of communication) rl'lrva.nce only enters where new 

information gobbling is proceeding a.pace. 'When the proc<'ssi11g of new information gives rise 

t,o ... a multiplication effect: information which co11lcl not have b!'en inferred [otherwisP), we 

call it relevant' (p.48, rearrang<'d) . No do11bt the intpntio11 was to define rell'va.nc:e along 

measure increase lines, in the fashio11 of prohabiliRtic n·ll'vanrc: A is relevant ... if its 

-
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obtaining increases some measure in some appropriate contrxt,. But intentions are one thing, 

rl'stilts another. The act.ual result is worthless, because any genuinely new information, 

whether relevant, or not, will increase what. can be derivf'd. S & W's illustrative example 

indicatrs they meant something different., not rxact.ly nrw information but. information that is 

worth attention, that a processor 'should pay attention to' (p.19). Rut that is not to step out 

of the relevance circle towards an explication. 

Not, too long afterwards they say, differently, that 'relC'vant information ... is 

information that modifies and improves an overall representation of the world' (p. 71 ). 

Removing 'improves' would make an improvement, since information can be relevant but 

misleading; th<'ir later vague and relevance-undiscriminating account makes this clear: 

something is rPlevant if it has a contextual effect, makes a difference in the context (cf. 

p . l 19) . There are st.ill a couple of major problems with this adjust.Pd global account., which 

rrpresents S & W's acme, apart from the fart. that it doC'sn't really corrrspond to local 

ronversational relevance. First, the requirement doPsn't distinguish relevant information from 

news, or from cert.ain confirmation notions. Scrondly, highly irrelevant information, for 

instance interject.Pd, cau modify a world representation. Later again, S & W speak of 

relevance as a trchnical notion, in cognit,ive scil'r1cc, for 'a property of mental processes' 

(p.119)! But many of the rl'lcvanc<' determinates already C'xamincd arc not oft.his sort. 

The gl'neral (but. cxpC'ctC'd) failur<' of their various <'Xplirnt.ions of rel evance has a serious 

l'ffect. on S & W's wide projl'rt - as well, of roursr, as producing a d11maging flow-on effi•ct on 

associated pragmat,ir t.heoril's such as Gricc's. For S & W's main thesis concerns a principle 

of relevance: 'The main tt)('sis of this book is t.hat. an art of ost.l'nsion rarrirs a guarantee of 

relevance, and this fact - which W<' call the principle of relevance - makf's manifrst the 

principle behind the ostension. We belil've that. it is this principl<' of rell'vance that is nePded 

to make an infrrential modl'l of communication explanatory' (p.50). Nonl' of this is perlucid: 

maybe relevance is only incited, not guaranteed; maybe' a good deal mor<' is needed to rescue' 

the inferent.ial model; but much of t.hl' assC'ssml'nl turns on what, is conspicuously lacking, in S 

& W as in Grice, a dl'cent account of rel<'vance. Moreover, some awful if very American 

accretions will have' to be remov!'d from S & W's picture of human int.eractior1 and 

communication for such an account to b!'comf' plausiblf'. One is t.he claim, t.ied in with 

'maximising the relevance', 'that. all human beings aut,omat.ically aim at, t.h~ most efficient 

informal.ion processing possible, ... whether they are conscious of it. or not ... ' (p.49). Like 

much of the preceeding material on goals of rognitivl' efficiency, this appC'ars false to much of 

1l1r human predicaml'nt., and to thf' goals of many unAmeriran players. There is no 'general 

goal ', 'a crucial factor in human interaction ', of 'maximising thl' rclcvancf' of information 

processed' (p. 49). Whatf'Vl'r that means exactly, here as l'lsC'where, enough is enough. 

The topics skl'tchily considNed by no mrans exhaust, t,h<' places whne relevance cntns, 

or is supposed t.o l'nter, in philosophy and it.s surrounds. Some out-standing cxampl<'s, 

regularly thrown up in literaturr srarchf's, will supply a fitt ,ing conclusion to this survey. 

Goodman, for instanc<', rnakl's it. look as if hi' is about. t.o JH<'scr1t a discussion of relevance, 
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something parts of his theory could surely use, by his eye-cakhing heading urelevance" 
(rl'gularly picked up in comput.er searches and by literature-knowledgeable colleagues). No 

doubt good significat.ion and reference relations, like good implication ones, carry relevance. 
But. Goodman proceeds, erro111'ously, to equat.c relevance wit.h the issue of what a st.at.ement is 

about, a significant question which he too quickly contract.s to the issue of what a statement 

says something about (p.241 ), relevance disappearing from view. In short, relevance - which is 
much more comprehensive than such st,atemental ahoutness - features primarily as a 
misleading advertising heading; expectant readers could just.ly feel they had been conned. 

Differently, philosophers in the idealist tradit,io11 suppose that there is a major problem 

of relevance in metaphysics, a problNn that is oft.en, as for example in Schutz, hard to fathom. 

uThe problem of relevance" Schutz appears to br grappling wit.h is but dubiously a problem 
primarily of relevance. lL comprises rat.her a bunclll' of problrms, genuine enough, as to choice, 
prominence, importance. For ut,he problem" conrerns the srlrction, organisation and ranking 
of phenonema, rspecially in pl'rcl'pt,ual fields (but. also in urell'vant" sets), which renders some 

it.ems prominC'nt, problematic or whatC'ver, am] thNehy organises ancl structures the field (cf. 

p.26) . Too oft.en however the alleged idealist problem of relevance is basf'cl on an over
assiduous application of erroneous ont,ological assumptions - as happens in Whitehead, who 
appeals t.o his ontological principle to just.ify the proposition that relevance lies in suitable 
relation (tog1,therness) with the actual, a proposition making trouble for unrealised abstract 
forms (p.27). But, relation with what. is actual or exists is neit.her nf'cessary nor sufficient. for 

relevance (or for relat.ionalit,y, t,o note an idealist. variat.ion); ,rnd I.he underlying ontological 
assumpt.ions on which t.hese so-cal led problems of relevance rest. involve major mel.aphysical 
confusion (s<'e m). The numrrous count,erexamples to ont,olugical assumptions, especially 

I.hose drawn from t.heory and from fict.ion, make it. evident. that, relevance has very little to do 
wit.h actualit.y. 

To sum up, relevance is an import.ant. clesiderat.um, in many areas. Dul. it. is not 
something to be sought directly. Its satisfaction, like that, of other major desiderata (e.g. 
goodwill, happiness), is t.o b<' obt,ained by indirection . The recipe, at, least., is st.raightforward. 
For relevance is derivat.ive upon I.he composit.ion of releva11cP-beari11g relat.ions. If these are 

properly explirat.ed (so far as rf'q11ired), relevance will emerge, as an epiphenomenon. In this 
obliqueness of relevance lies it.s clusivcnl'ss. 

NOTES 

1. Assernbll'd in t.he App<'ndix arc main applications and special explicat.ions of re]pvance, 
not. only in logic and philosophy and associated areas, but also from of.her more remote 
areas. An us<'ful init.ial bibliography of relevance can be readily assembled from entries 
in The Philosopher's Index. 

2. The adaplion consists in the replacement. of 011e word, 'rn.tionality' by 'relevance': see 
Popper 74 p.1088. Popper h<'ff' app<'arn to follow in th<' st.rps of Wit,t.genstein and more 
ordinary languagl' Oxbridg<' philosophers· I.hough hi' would not care t.o acknowledge it., 
and do1•s not,. Jlmv<'vcr it. could be that. he arri vrd at. t.he C'rroneous result on his own. lt 
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is a result he could easily have avoided, since his recently-perreived world 3 (a 
Renaissance idea wheeled out afresh) offers a natural home for such scientific essences as 
relevance and ration<;1.lity. 

3. Prior was fond of this ploy in disrussion; it is rcporl,ed in B<'nr1Ptt, 11-nd it is discuss!'d in 
the previous essay. 

4. The student demands for relrvancc (of courses, to their lives and their interests) took a 
strongrr version of the strongrr form. 

5. Where these toy logics can b<' closed unclN rno<lus ponens and, more easily achieved, 
reOexivity and transitivity, th<•y rcsrmhlc logics alrracly familiar from elsewhere (P.g. 
RLR chapters 2 and :l or, whPre lattn closures fail, Ren - or under a different 
rPpresentation, non-normal modal analogues of topological logics). Dut where, more 
realisl,ically, thPy cannot ])(' closed undN modus ponrns, thry belong to a new logical 
area, litt.le scarred by human enterprise. For a11 initial survry of some of these systems, 
sec Sylvan 87. 

6. But criticisms of rel<'vancr logic along these lin«'s just krrp on rrappraring. A grosser 
example is provid<'d hy Diaz, who, after trying to disposr of Andrrson & Delnap & Co., 
proceeds on his own unsucressful pursuit of rrlevance - which remains a pot of gold at 
the end of a connectional rainbow. Diaz, who starts off in a wrong direction by 
effectively equating meaning connection with releva11cc (p.8), advances as his main 
criticism of A & B that thrir theory requires - but lacks - an analysis of relevance (p.9, 
p.57). Likewise, of system R itself, he claims that, 'the system literally begs for an 
analysis of relevance to sNvc as a foundat,ion for their "analysis" of rrlevance', but, 'it 
lacks a foundation in a theory of rcl<'vancc' (p.57). Such criticisms fall when relevant 
logic is differently motival,cd, supplyi11g relevance as a by-product. 

7. Although the labrls, noolean nrgat.ion for classical negation, and De Morgan nrgation 
for relevant negation (or its algrbraic analogue), have some currency, thry appear to 
have litt.lc historical just.ificat.io11 . De Morgan, who encouragPd Boole in. his logical 
endeavours, did not, apprar to hold ronspiruously diffrr<'nl. virws on nrgat,ion. But, as it 
happens, Ooole's tl11'ory <lors not, without, s11pplm1r11t, dPlivcr full rlassical logic. 
llowever, the distinctive fcaturrs of "De Morgan" 11egat,ion, which distinguish minimal 
relevant, negation and separalr ii, from intuit,ionistir nrgation (as in RLR chapter 6), are 
the De Morgan laws: ~(A &. U) ->. -A V ~B and -(A V 13) ->. -A & -n - principles 
clearly st,aicd by Ockharn, who may hav<· entertained a relevant. position, subsequently 
redisrovercd by De Morgan. 

8. With different objectives in view, surh as imposition of a tighter rPlevance or 
containmrnt connrction than e11iailm<'ni supplies, t.hrrr is of course a point, and 
considerable virtur, in proc<'eding in such a way. For such an approach see Rem. 

9. Parry logics which tack an inclusion (of content,) condition ont,o modal bases fare a little 
bet,ter in removing relationalisPd paradoxes than overlap-requiring relational logics. For 
example, they correctly remove Lrwis's expansion principles A -». A & B V. A & ~B, 
etc. Of course they fare a little bcttn at the cost, inevitable given the approach, of 
scrapping many plausible and r<'IPvant prinriples, e.g. Contraposition, Addition, etc. As 
to the uselessness of Parry logics for pararonsist,ent, purposrs, sec Kielkopf 77. 

JO. While that does not mean that, thr notion is unimportant. - Aristotle also says very little 
about effectiveness, for instance - it, would have served to rPduce considerably it.s 
historical thrust. If the Philosopher had mad(• som<'ihing of relevanre, had explicitly 
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required relevance of a good conditional, it would have been logically newsworthy for 
much of recorded history, and would have significantly altered that history, in a 
direction better conforming to re!C'vance mythology. 

11. Therr are other things Whately should be taken to task for as regards ignorat.io elenchi, 
including, presumably, his misconception of what is involved in a refutation or rendered 
fallacious by virtue of it. Given this misconception it is. unremarkable that he 
fallaciously concludes that 'it might be desirable therefore to lay aside the name of 
"ignoratio elenchi", but. that it is so generally adoptPd as t,o receive some mention be 
made of it.' (p.107). On the classification of fallaci<'s, Whately is properly taken to I.ask 
by Josrph, who however, instead of offning some genuine improvements, prefers to 
revert to Aristotle's antiquated classification! 

12. There is bot.h some logical basis for what Whately doPs, and a historical ba5is going 
back to Aristotle, which renders his procedure more intelligible. The logical basis is 
that a person, reasoning sophistically, who shifts ground may 11onetheless argue validly. 
Arguments tot.he wrong (t.o an "irr<'levant," conclusion) may be either valid or invalid. 
The historical basis is more intriguing. Aristo1.le investigat.es in Sophistical 
Refutations not just, th!' rnmmission of fallacies (by opponent,s in discussion) but the 
much more extensiv<' arra of "contentious reasoning", and not just sophist.ical 
refutations which are fallacies, hut. a wider class of such practices. The classificatory 
picture is as follows: 

Content,ious reasoning 

(Classified in terms of tl11• ;iims of thr questioner) 

Sophistical refutations 

(aim to refute, improperly) 

I \ 
luvalid (standard Valid 

fallact) ~ 

Dependent on language 

(in dictione) 

11 
Ambiguity, etc. 

Other l,ypes; e.g. n.b. to reduce 

opponc•nl, to babbling, i.e. 

make her repeat. herself 

iso much for repetition, reiteration, 

aud identit.y in St.oic-Megarian reasoning!) 

Whately's "irrelevant. conclusion" 

Not. dependent 

on language (extra dictione) 

I\ 
lgn.omlio clenchi (JC), 

Nou-cansc as cans<' (IA), et.c. 

In short, Aristotle includ<'d und<'r "sophist.irnl refut.at.ions" not only traditional 

fallacies of reasoning , but a third rat.Pgory 'sophistical rrfutations by valid 
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arguments inappropriate to the subject matter ' , which in fact. includes Whately's 

"irrelevant conclusion". 'By a sophistical refutation and syllogism I mean not only a 

syllogism or refutation which appc•ars to be valid but is not !i.e. a standard fallacy], 

but also one which though it is valid, only appears to be appropriate to the thing in 

question. These are those which fail to refutP and prove people to be ignorant 

according to the nature of the thing in CJUestion ... ' (169b 20-24). In the subsequent 

confusion of the original fall11cy of ignoratio elenrhi with this third category (almost 

juxtaposed with it) appears to lie I.he genesis of the modern "fallacy" of ignoratio 

elenchi. None of this historiral muddleml'nt helps lift those who claim to find a 

tradition of fallacies (or sophistriPs) of relevance off the hook. 

I :i. Robinson contrasts "irrl'levant ronclusion" with 11011-sequ.il.ur, 'in which the 

ronc:lusion is not only irrelevant. t.o t.he point. at issur, but, is also invalid in the sense 

~hat, it docs not, even follow from the premisses' (p.198). His prime examples, far 

rl'mov!'d from contemporary fallacirs of relevance, do not strict.ly conform to his 

account. 'Thr most vicious form of 11011-sequil.ur is to infer that a certain 

proposition !the existence of God] or theory ievolutionJ has bPen refuted because 

some argument. in favour of it has been exploded' (p.198). Topical relevance is not 

violated. 

14. Copi subseCJuently tries to maintain that. I-hough t.hr prrmiss of a petit.io argument is 

logically relrvant, it is irrrlrvant, for 'proving or eslal,lishi"g t.hc conclusion'. Such a 

new principle of division may r<'TII0V<' some difficulties , hut int,rod11ces others. 

15. An ad homincm strat.l'gy may be tried by either party in a disputation against, the 

other. Here we have simply sl'lrrtrd I.he case whrre it. is applied against the 

adversary by t.he proponent. . But ii. could br the ot hcr way around. 

16. It could be claimed I.hat. no principlr is the source of trouble; it is the whole 

combination of them. While this is correct in a sense - paradoxes and weak 

relevance are systemic fratures - the larger holistic principle involved is difficult to 

put int,o practice, and rests in any case on the complex of sociative logics. 

17. For a neat treatment of petitio principii along similar double system lines, see 

E. Martin 83. 

18. Other similar linkages, charactcrising evidence in t.erms of classical probabilit,y, are 

also damagingly criticised by Achinstein . 

19. In utilitarian terms, such as llare is rornmil.l.<'d to, an individual is morally irrel-cvant 

to a situation if t.hal, indivirlu11l's utility would rnak<' no different to utility 

summations. 



CHAPTER4 

A PRELIMINARY WESTERN HISTORY 
OF SOCIATIVE LOGICS 

Contemporary logical investigations enjoy the advantage of vastly improved logical 

technology as compared with all earlier terrestrial times. Yet, by comparison with earlier 

periods of high logical activity, the twentieth century is anomalous in its heavy mainline 

concentration upon classical logic, and, as a result, appears stodgy and unadventurous. For 

the deadening effect of the wide educational imposition of a narrow and intellectually 

disastrous dominant logical paradigm, classical logical theory, has (again) destroyed much 

logical expression and adventure. Rival logics have become very much a minority and esoteric 

activity, not even incidental to the serious affairs of life; no longer do even the city crows 

converse over logical issues. The full flourishing of sociative logics, in their rich variety, has 

yet to occur. 

So far as we know, there have been three marn periods in the long history of Western 

logic when the central issues of logic, as to what makes an argument valid, when deducibility 

obtains, and whether these connections can be captured in true or necessary conditionals, have 

been vigorously discussed. The periods are these: around the third century BC when Stoic 

logic flourished, in the medieval period, especially the twelfth century AD, and in the present 

century. 

The logical investigations carried out in these three significant periods are, thus far, 

substantially independent. The Stoic enterprise of the third century exerted little or no 

influence on medieval thought, and indeed details (such as they are in Sextus Empiricus) were 

not available until after the seminal work of Abaelard 's school and rival schools had already 

been accomplished. Of the main contemporary strands of sociative logic, only connexive and 

nontransitive logics have clear historical representation , and even there main investigations 

have proceeded substantially independently of historical inputs. When history has been 

appealed to in support of relevance logics, for example, it has been rather peripheral and, too 

often, historically dubious. 

Though the main historical settings for sociative logic presupposed a heavy consistency 

assumption (in particular throughout medieval times), and though paraconsistent logics tend 

to be missing in expected areas of application (such as treatment of semantical paradoxes), 

nonetheless the history of sociative logics is deeply interwoven with that of paraconsistent 

logics. One major reason for the intertwining is of course that a crucial issue for sociative 

logics is what - by contrast with strict and classical spread and collapse - happens with 

impossible premisses and assumptions. How is loss of connections to be avoided there? A 

special section of the theory of obligationes (or suppositional reasoning and commitment) was 

devoted to this issue in the Middle Ages; and a similar division of research , plainly parasitic 

on classical logic however, can be seen in contemporary North American research (such as 

that of Rescher and Brandom and of Woods and Walton). These pretty unsatisfactory ways 
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of shunting off, and sidetracking, significant logical problems fortunately by no means exhaust 

feasible lines of approach, as the rich history of paraconsistent logics helps disclose. That 

history has already been documented, admittedly also in a very preliminary fashion, 

elsewhere.1 The entertaining story, which overlaps and complements the history of sociative 

logics, will not be repeated, but elements of it will be drawn upon where appropriate (and 

readers who seek a fuller picture to begin upon their own investigations should consult that 

story, as well as, of course but cautiously, standard texts). 

lnfluences in historical investigations run, so to say, two ways. Not only can historical 

work influence later work, though almost invariably in a highly selective way; thus, for 

example, the influence of Aristotle's work and Stoic logic on the contemporary path of 

connexive logic (e.g. in Angell and in McCall). Later work can also have a heavy impact on 

the interpretation and construction of earlier work, which is often read as anticipating the 

modems or is boxed in by later conceptions of the alternative . The mid-twentieth century 

interpretation of Stoic logic affords a striking example. Both Mates and Bochenski attribute 

to Chrysippus a theory of strict implication - despite his explicit requirement of connection -

seemingly because that was the only box they had available into which to fit him! And Mates' 

tale that Chrysippus is committed to 'strict implication' (p.4) is simply reiterated in a 

sequence of subsequent writers (e.g. Bochenski, De Rijk on Abaelard, Gould). Now that a 

much wider range of logics is recognised (than was apparently available to Mates), rather 

more justice can be done to original logicians like Chrysippus. But. of course, while we till 

lack any satisfactory picture of the scope of logics, and while many quite basic logical notion 

remain without adequate investigation, the distinct possibility of pushing ancients, and 

especially original thinkers, into preconceived boxes which they do not fit, rl'mains. 2 Stoic 

logicians are by no means the only casualties from classical times. Aristotle himself, 

subsequently the towering figure in Western logic (also "the author of darkness" according to 

followers of Ramus), may also have been a casuality, as will soon app<'ar. 

The misrepresentation of prominent figures in the history of logic is one aspect of 

mythologic; another is the setting up of a myth supporting dominant logic, confirming its 

supremacy and all-encompassing character. and illustrating its historic progress. The history 

of medieval logic, especially, has suffered from this sort of Whiggish treatment. Yet another 

aspect of mythological distortion in favour of the conventional wi dom consists in the 

elevation of thinkers, perhaps much more minor in their times, who appear to anticipate 

elements of the present dominant framework, and to neglect or demote tho e pursuing rival 

themes. Naturally imperialism in logic has much in common with imperali m elsewhere; 

mythologic, an approved progressive (Whiggish) history of logic, is but a part of the pattern 

of domination. Control of or influence upon the subject and its presentation through 

appointments, patronage, journals, publications, grants and support, are other features, as old 

as the history of logic. While these devices are not always successful. particularly in the longer 

term, they have impa ted on the lives of many significant logicians, especially alternative 

thinkers such as Abaelard and MacColl and dubious ones such as Ockham; those affected 

include, appropriately enough, Aristotle (for details, consult what information we have on 
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their lives). 

I. The initial classical period: Aristotle and early Peripatetic logic 

The Western history of sociat,ive logics undoubtedly reaches back well before Aristotle. 
It is sociologically implausible to suppose that workaday logic sprang up, full-clad like the 
goddess Athena, in a single philosopher. More substantially, we have solid indirect evidence 
that many of the pre-Socratics and Sophists were bound to adhere to nonstandard logical 

theories, in order to support their strikingly unorthodox philosophical positions, positions 
which were, in several interesting cases, apparently paraconsistent (for details see PL p.5 ff.). 
Given the tight control Greek thinkers liked to keep upon assumptions and arguments, given 
that they did not appear to approve or tolerate regular suppression of assumptions in 
argument practice, it is likely that the implicit logics underlying many of their very distinctive 
positions were not merely paraconsistent, but sociative. The positions involved include not 
only those of several Sophists, but also of pre-Socratics like Heracleitus and of later schools 
such as the Megarians. But such claims as to sociative, or other, underpinnings seem bound to 
remain speculative; thanks partly to celebrated barbaric ancestors, there is insufficient 
literature surviving to enable much worthwhile logical reconstruction. 

The significant surviving literature for the recorded history of sociative logics, begins, 
like much else, with Aristotle. Nothing as crude as classical logic (even in "natural deduction" 
disguise) is to be found in Aristotle's work. Rather there is a formally elegant and tightly 
controlled theory of syllogism, which meets demanding standards of relevance between 
premisses and conclusions; and there are some proposals for extending 1,hat theory, for 
example in intensional directions, the case of modal syllogisms being worked out to some 
considerable extent. But there is also, coupled with this syllogist,ic theory and reduction of 
figures, the rudiments of a theory of argumentation, of good and fallacious argument, several 
elements of which were very important for the subsequent direction of sociative logics. 

Included among these elements are Aristotle's account of progressive reasoning and 
argument, his theory of topics, and his theory of fallacies. Another, which helped shape 
recorded logical work on implication, especially that of Boethius in the fourth century and the 
sustained investigation of twelfth century, is Aristotle's apparent commitment, certainly 
taken for granted in the twelfth century, to connexive principles, that is to certain 
nonstandard principles of conditional argumentation. To this limited extent, Aristotle is the 
originator of connexive logic. 

While Aristotle offered no systematic treatment of conditional statements. despite heavy 
use of them in his logical theory, and no specific propositional logic, he was responsible for the 
directions taken in early medieval discussion. Most important, was the connexive principle of 

the Prior Analytics (114 5764:1): ' ... it is impossible that the sanw thing should be necessitated 
by the being and by the not-being of the same thing. l rneau, for example, that it is 
impossible that B should necessarily be great since A is white and that B should necessarily be 
great since A is not white ' . In Boethius 's formulation. the principle became, 'it is impossible 
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that the same thing is by necessity from something when it both is and is not'. Demodalised, 

statementalised, and put in implicational formulation, this is 

-((A-+ B) & (-A-+ B)) AR!. 

Aristotle argued for this principle, apparently in a quite general way, 3 effectively as follows:

Suppose on the contrary, A-+ B & -A-+ B. Then as A-+ B, -B-+ -A, by contraposition. 

Since also -A -+ B, by transitivity, -B -+ B, something Aristotle took as absolutely 

impossible. ARl then follows by contraposition. from the simpler (equivalent) principle 

AR2. 

These difficult principles, too quickly set aside in contemporary logic, bedPVilled early 

medieval investigations. 

Aristotle 's theory of syllogistic and its surrounds involved, implicitly, a propositional 

logic of some sort, which was applied, for example in deriving some arguments and figures 

from others. While it seems unlikely that any such logic can be precisely determined, 

especially as many inessential principles are optional extras (which might have been selected 

by Aristotle, if he had considered the matter), certain minimal systems can presumably be 

tentatively figured out, and some bounds imposed. A minimal logic in {-+, &, -} would no 

doubt include, in some form, the principles now tabulated: 

TABLE 1. DISTILLING ARISTOTLE'S IMPLICIT STATEMENTAL LOGIC 

Principle 

Transitivity 0 t 

* 
Contraposition 

* 
Connexivity 

Certainly 

Applied Forms 

A-+B, B-+C/ A-+C 

A -+ B/ -B-+ -A 

and variants 

* 
on-Contradiction -(A & -A) 

Modus Ponens 0 A, A-+ B/ 8 

Likely Unlikely 

Accepted Forms Form;, 

(A-+B)&(B-+C)-+. A-+B -+.B -+C-+. A-+C 

A-+C B-+C-+. A-+B-+. A-+C 

A -+B -+.-B-+ -A 

and variants 

(A -+ -B) -+. -(A -+ B) 

and variants 

A & (A -+ B) -+ B A -+. (A -+ B) -+ B 

Reductio Forms 
* 

A -+ B, -B/ -A A -+ B & A -+ -B -+.-A 

(Modus Tollens ) (from Contraposition) 

A -+ B, A-+ -B/ -A A-+ B -+. A -+ -B 

(from Contraposition -+. -A 

and Transitivity) 



Double Negation t 

Antilogism t 
and "Disjunctive" 

Syllogism 

Adjunction 

&-Replacement 

Praeclarum 

Antecedent 

Commutation t 

Key 

A & B--+ C, 

A & -C/ --+B 

A, B/ A & B 
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A & B --+ C/ A & -C --+-B 

A & -(A & -B) --+ B 

A & B --+ C --+. A & -C 

--+. -B 

A --+. B --+ A & B 

A & B--+ C, D--+ A/ (A & B--+ C) & (D--+ A) --+. 

D&B--+C D&B--+C 

A & B --+ C, D --+ B/ 

A&D--+C 

A --+ B, C --+ DI 
A&C--+B&D 

A & B-+ C/ 

B&A--+C 

(A --+ B)&(C--+ D) --+. 

A&C--+B&D 

A & B --+ C --+. D --+ A 

--+ . D & B --+ C; etc. 

A & B --+ C --+.B & A --+ C 

"" Explicitly formulated principles (cf. Bochenski p.97 , who also cites the modal principle 

A --+ B/ OA --+ 08). 
°དྷ� Fairly general formulations are stated (cf. Bochenski p.89). 

t Consciously presupposed rules, according t.o Bochenski (see p.77, p.78). (It has been 

suggested that some principles Aristotle used regularly , such as Antilogism, apply only to 

syllogistic reasoning and theory. But in Aristotle's terms that strictly makes no qualification, 

since syllogistic, as distinct from term logic, embraced the whole of logical reasoning.) 

The "certainly applied" forms yield, ideally after a little organisation, a minimal logic -

of a sociative sort. Moreover, this minimal logic represents, while connexivity stands, some 

sort of connexive logic. The point applies not merely to what it includes, e.g. also -(A --+ 

-A), but what is apparently omitted and not endorsed in Aristotle, e.g. cases of A --+ A & A, 

of A & B --+ A , and no doubt of A --+ A. Thus the minimal logic differs in two important 

respects from contemporary connexive logic. Firstly, it appears to be progressive, or 

noncircular, excluding mere repetition - a Peripatetic feature. Secondly , Aristotle's implicit 

propositional logic appears to be significantly weaker and more rule-oriented than better

known connexive logics , in particular than those which have been shown to be adequate for 

the quantificational represent.at ion of the full theory of sy llogistic (independently by McCall 

and by Angell) . llowrver , substantially weaker logics than those deployed would serve for 

such a contemporary reductionistic representation ; and weaker logics again would suffice if, 

more authentically, syllogistic forms are taken as primitivr and not quantificationally 

characterised. 
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There are several reasons, apart from connexivity, then, for inferring that Aristotelian 

propositional logic differs not only from strong connexive logics, but also differs markedly 

from mainstream logics. Firstly, Aristotle's presentation includes none of the higher degree 

principles, listed as unlikely forms. Indeed such forms scarcely enter the logical record, except 

by occasional accident, until contemporary times. The point is enough to defeat recent formal 

reconstruction of syllogistic theory. Secondly, there is Aristotle 's much quoted account of 

what [conclusive) reasoning consists in, presented at the beginning of the Topics (100a 25): 

'Now reasoning is an argument in which, certain things being laid down [perhaps as 

assumptions), something other than these nece sarily comes about through them'. The 

account, repeated in essentials elsewhere. appears to make reasoning, the main type of 

argument upon which Aristotle concentrates, irreflexive. The striking result is that Identity , 

A ...... A, fails. (Note that thi implicational failure does not imply the breakdown of the 

traditional law of thought, A - A, Identity proper.) There is indeed considerable independent 

evidence that Aristotle is concerned with progressive reasoning, which would certainly rej1>ct 

A ...... A. The fallacy of "begging the question-, which he is concerned to emphasize, to 

involving invalidity. says as much. So does his stress on reasoning as leading to new 

knowledge. In fact the fallacy delivers more, leading to the rejection of degenerate syllogisms 

with an "identical" premiss (such as "'hen A belongs to Band B belongs to B. then A belongs 

to B) as begging the question (65a 10). Thus Simplication in the form C & D ...... C i also 

rejected, at least sometimes, as would be now expected on connexivist principles. Perhaps 

Rul e Simplification, C & D / C, D, is retained - it would simplify the theory of inference 

(while upsetting ancient requirements on the number of premisses) - perhaps not. 

Consider, furthermore, the immediate historical development of Aristotle·s account of 

reasoning, that by the Peripatetics. They almost certainly construed reasoning as progressive, 

and rejected such conditionals as A ...... A (e.g. 'If it is day. it is day·: see below). The 

comparative complexity of a logic of progressive reasoning - a malter still by no means 

worked out properly now more than 2000 years later4 - does something to account for the 

fact that the Peripatetics did not, so far as we know , formulat1> a propositional logic which 

can easily be compared with Stoic propositional logics. 5 

Nothing in Aristotle's theory commits him to the tenets of contemporary mainstream 

logic, such as the classical logic tukasiewicz and many others of note would foist upon him in 

reconstructing and axiomatizing or natural-deductionizing syllogistic.6 Not only is Aristotle's 

connexivism incompatible with such logics, and the room he makes for future contingents 

apparently incompatible with principles of classical logic; but more, the whole tenor of 

Aristotle theory of reasoning and argument, from initial definitions on, is inimical to the 

highly suppressive features of mainstream logics ( see further RLR, p.141 ff.). The step-by-step 

progressive elaboration of necessary truths typical of elementary geometry, was a leading 

model for conclusive reasoning in classical Greece (cf. Kneales, p.3 ff.). It would not have 

been at all readily conceded by Aristotle, or by most other Greek logicians, that these 

demonstrations could be truncated , since any necessary truth yielded any other. 1or did 

Aristotle grant that a contradiction leads anywhere; to the contrary he argued, in his famous 
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defence of on-Contradiction and of consistency themes, rather that contradictions led 

nowhere, nullifying themselves (see further tukasiewicz 71 and OP p.28). In short, it seems 

clear that the paradoxes of implication would have been roundly rejected by Aristotle. Nor 

does his decidedly relevant theory commit him to them. 

On the contrary, the notion of connection, as required in demonstrative and 

hypothetical reasoning, surfaces at several points in his work, particularly in this theory of 

fallacies and sophistical refutations. The fallacy of non-cause as cause in both its original and 

subsequent forms affords a striking example. According to Hamblin, 

Sophistical Refutations refers quite literally to the Fallacy as the one "about the 
non-cause as cause~ ... , but makes it clear that a logical interpretation is intended by, 
later in the book, referring to it merely as "insertion of irrelevant matter". 
lrrelevant matter can be inserted in an ordinary argument without prejudice, but it 
is methodologically dangerous to permit it in a reductio. However, some later 
writers objected generally to insertion of irrelevant matter: cf. the Stoic Fallacy of 
Superfluous Premiss (p.79, incorporating a fn). 

The logical bearing of the fallacy is almost immediate if the wide sense of 'cause' is recalled, 

which encompasses reason. Reexpressed in terms of reason, the fallacy is, according to the 

initial reference, that of 'stating as rea on what is not the reason' (166b 27) . As Aristotle 

goes on to explain, insertion of what is not a reason (a 'false cause', "irrelevant matter") in an 

argument ad impossibile is fallacious. lt is not just 'methodologically dangerous ' , but 

unsound. Hamblin's treatment here, as elsewhere (e.g. with begging the question) , reveals his 

classical prejudices. For the type of argument Aristotle is rejecting is classically sound. Let B 

be false cause, inserted in an reductio from A, which is assured , to C, which proves impossible. 

Then the type of argument can be presented: A -+ C / A & B -+ C; insertion of irrelevance 

(which is connexively invalid). But now C is impossible, and A holds by assumption; 

therefore, as A & ~c -+ ~B by antilogising, ~B. (Of course there are classic ways out of this 

little hole, e.g. A can no longer be maintained , since it implies C without B.) 

Contemporary selection procedures, for instance in the face of logical paradox, illustrate 

the original "non-reason as reason" fallacy quite neatly. These involve picking out one factor 

from a whole group of factors, as cause of the paradox, though it is perhaps irrelevant or not 

the reason as variants on the paradox show (thus e.g. Frege's "way out" of the Russell 

paradox). What the fallacy of non-cause as cause quickly and subsequently became, as 

opposed to what it originally was, so Hamblin further explains, is that of inflating a sequential 

(material) association into a cause or reason; it is the mistake of assuming that 'because B 

happens after A, it happens because of A' (Rhetoric 1401b 30). lt is thus very similar to the 

fallacious inference from A :::> B (or its quantified, formal analogue) to A -+ B. Like most 

natural language connectives, because of requires connection beyond material "association" . 

The sort of progressive connexive reaso ning thal Aristotle's underlying propositional 

practice appears to lead to, has yet to obtain prop<'f investigation .7 The relevant theory is 

neither connexive logic, as normally presPnted . lH'ca11 sp t h,11 includes redundancies such as A 
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--+ A (and perhaps A & A --+ A and A --+ A & A, etc.), nor straight progressive reasoning, 

since that need not be connexive. Rather, it is a fusion of the these two separate sociative 

theories, both of which were to persist after Aristotle. The fusion itself also persisted and 

flourished, so it appears, firstly in the logical work of Theophrastus who seems to have 

elaborated and made more explicit Aristotle's implicit propositional, predicate and class logic, 

secondly in the theory of the long-maintained Peripatetic school, and, to jump further ahead, 

in variant forms in the later logical enterprises of Boethius and Abaelard. 

II. The richer classical period: the great debate on implication. 

The ancient development, of sociative logics really blossomed. in Alexandria, with a 

major debate about conditionals, a debate which was continued through the main era of Stoic 

logic. Progressive reasoning of some sort appears to be one of the four positions cited in the 

famous debate on conditionals, a position now commonly, and appropriately , ascribed to the 

Peripatetic . 'The Stoic controversy over implication was by no means restricted to the 

Philonian [material implication ) and Diodorean [tensed formal implication) views. In a very 

interesting and important passage Sextus states and illustrates four distinct definitions which 

were discussed by the Stoics' (Mates p.47). It is the third and fourth positions that matter for 

sociative logic: 

'[3) And those who introduce "connection~ or "coherence" say that a conditional 

holds whenever the denial of it consequent is incompatible with its antecedent; so 

that, according to them, the above-mentioned conditionals do not hold, but the 

following is true: " If it is day , then it is day." [4] And those who judge by 

"suggestion" declare that a conditional is true if its consequent is in effect included 

in its antecedent. According to these, "Jf it is day , then it is day," and every 

repeated conditional will probably be false, for it is impossible for a thing itself to be 

included in itself. 8 

The full passage gives the further information that the third position rejects mere material 

juxtapositions of truths, such as ' if A then B' when both A and Bare (contingently) true, and 

also rejects paradoxical features of Diodorean formal implications, namely conditionals which 

hold by virtue of always false antecedents or always true consequents. Regettably, the passage 

does not decisively inform us whether the third position, usually attributed to Chrysippus, 

also rejected, in its requirement of connection, other paradoxes of strict implication. Mates 

assumes not , and proceeds, on the basis of but scant evidence, to identify the third, genuinely 

toic position, with strict implication.9 

But Diodorean implication constitutes a kind of strict implication. 'Por, according to 

Diodorus. whatever is true for all time is necessarily true; thus, any conditional which would 

satisfy his requirements for truth would also satisfy his requirements for necessary truth' 

(p.47). Putting Diodorean components together, the Diodorean account is simply: "if A then 

B" holds iff it is impossible that both A and not B, i.e. D -(A & -B) for Diodorean necessity 

D, i.e. a strict implication. Mates, however, goes to some trouble to evade what is thus 

obvious, and to set aside the prevailing view that Diodorean implication is 'the ancient 

counterpart of strict implication' (pp.49-5 I): the distorting as umption that there is only one 
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strict implication is made throughout. He also tries to offset his own opinion that Diodorus's 

opinion would be that Diodorean implication is strict implication, by counterbalancing it with 

the claim that 'it is doubtful that any modern logician would recognise it as such' (p.47). 

Unfortunately for Mates, modern tense logic was in the making; it was not long before several 

competent modern logicians, Prior and his former students, were treating Diodorean 

implication as an interesting kind of strict implication .10 

It seems decidedly unlikely that the great debate on conditionals was over kinds of 

strict implication, and much more likely that significantly different types of implication were 

under consideration . Most of the evidence points that way. Mates' case for treating 'the 

third type of implication' as 'the ancient version of strict implication' (p.49) is exceedingly 

weak. At bottom the case for a strict conditional consists in imposing a narrow modal 

interpretation on the crucial term translated as ' incompatible' or 'inconsistent'. 

Judging from the position of this type in the list, which obviously was intended to 
proceed from weakest to strongest [note: The examples make it obvious], we are led 
to suppose that "incompatible" is used in its ordinary sense, according to which 
incompatible propositions cannot both be true, i.e. their conjunction is logically 
false. Tlw example bears out this interpretation (p.48). 

Even granting the inferred ordering of strength (which is not obvious and is in doubt, 

especially as to the fourth position), it is more than a little obscure how this can lead to an 

allegedly ordinary sense of 'incompatible', a modal one! Perhaps it is taken to suggest that 

there is no evidence for ' incompatible' being construed in an unusual way , that everything 

said is compatible with a strict interpretation. While everything said, including the example 

given, is so compatible, it is also compatible with more interesting rival constructions, such as 

a connexive interpretation (proposed by McCall) and a relevant interpretation (suggested in 

RLR, p.83). Nor does the ordinary sense of 'incompatible' independently underwrite Mates' 

modal reduction, of compatibility to conjoint possibility (i.e. of A o B to <>(A & B)). 
According to standard English dictionaries, 'incompatible' means ' inconsistent with something 

else; incapable of subsisting with something else; incongruous' (thus Concise English; 

similarly OED). Not only is incompatibility regularly of less than logical (or analytic) strength; 

more important, since the modal <> can also be construed as of less than logical strength, 

incompatibility (like incoherence) is thus ordinarily relational ('with something else'), in a 

way that the modal reduction, to a one-place functor <>, removes. Let us accordingly represent 

incompatibility by the relational functor "' , and correspondingly compatibility by the more 

familiar fusion connection o (introduced by Lewis for consistency , but now mainly treated in a 

fashion that breaks free of his modal reduction). Incompatibility is uncontroversially analysed 

as the negation of compatibility, i.e. "' spills out as - o. 

The third, Chrysippean position thus furnishes the connection 

CD. A--+B iff -(Ao - B) , 

(given that denial is represented as negation). Then the example, which Mates claims bears 

out his interpretation, falls out of any interpretation, such as main sociative ones, in which 
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propositions are never compatible with their own negations. Moreover, Mates' assumptions 

that the ordinary sense of" A is incompatible with B" is "It is logically false that both A and 

B", ~<>(A & B) in standard symbols, is tantamount to the assumption that implication is , 

ordinarily, strict implication, and just as controversial (see further RLR, p.361 ff.) For A o B 

iff ~(A -+ ~B) from CD, i.e. iff --<>(A & --B) by the infiltrated strict equation , i.e. (by 

further traditional negation transformations) O(A & B). In sum, A o B iff O(A & B). Mates' 

reasoning begs the interpretational question at issue. 

The evidence against a strict interpretation of the third pos1t1on tacks up much better 

than the slight evidence is its favour. ln the first place, the Stoics, like many subsequent 

chools, considered that natural laws supplied true conditionals. Such conditionals do not 

admit of a strict interpretation (in the sense of Lewis and Mates) - though they may admit of 

a (still unsatisfactory) modal analysis when the modality <> is not interpreted logically , but 

rather naturally, e.g. as 'it is scientifically possible that·, 'as far as natural laws go, it is 

possible that'. Evidence that the Stoics exceeded strict logical bounds, both in their 

treatment of conditionals, and in their accounts of incompatibility , is assembled in several 

authors (e.g. Long p.144, Gould). More detail than Long offers on the incompatibility 

typically being empirical is provided in Gould (p.154). Most of the sample Stoic arguments 

still extant involve contingent or lawlike connections, e.g. dark with night, milk with 

conception, etc., not logical ties. The incompatibility of 'Fabius was born at the rising of the 

dogstar' and ' Fabius will die at sea', for instance is not certainly logical. Gould calls it 

empirical, explains why it is contingent (since relying on an inductively established principle), 

but then ties it with natural connections and laws (pp.159-60). 

In the second place, there is the fundamental requirement of connection, specifically 

impo ed, which strict implication and all modal accounts wrongly abandon (except under low 

Priorean redefinition). Thirdly , interlinked, there is the crucial matter of invalid arguments. 

Two important classes of the four classes of invalid arguments comprise components which are 

strictly valid, i.e. valid according to the canons of modalism. These classes arc important not 

only in countering strict interpretations and impositions, but also both in indicating the 

relevant character of toic logic and in delimiting its type. They include the following:-

1. Incoherent arguments ... are arguments which are invalid because there is no logical 

connection of the premisses with one another or with the conclusion. 

If it is day, then it is light 

Wheat is being sold in the market. 

Therefore, Dion is walking 

2. Redundant arguments ... contain a premiss which 1s not necessary for drawing the 

conclusion. 

If it is day , it is light. 
It is day. 
Dion is walking. 
Therefore, it is light. 

If it is day , it is light. 
It is day. 
Virtue is beneficial 
Therefore, it is light. 
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By all usual tests !sic!] these would be perfectly valid arguments, though inelegant. 
Perhaps Sextus made a mistake here, or perhaps he was following an inferior handbook 
(Mates pp.82-3). 

In a similar caustic vein, Mates remarks that 'the principle, if any, which was used by the 

Stoics in their classification of invalid arguments is hard to detect' (p.82). ls it? Isn't the 

principle but a tight requirement of relevance, for use? Redundant or unnecessary or 

disconnected premisses are not needed, and need not be used, in reaching the conclusion; 

accordingly they are, under such a use criterion, irrelevant. (Nor are such extras always 

merely an inelegance, as mainstream positions would have; sometimes, as in connexive logics, 

they can result in triviality: see Montgomery and Routley ). Interestingly, Thom uses such a 

lack of variable sharing, as in I, to characterise incoherence, a strong form of irrelevance, and 

specifically links it with one of the Stoic kinds of invalidity, incoherence, which he takes as a 

sort of relevance violation. But such a presentation in terms of relevance (which the Stoics do 

not explicitly mention) can be avoided. What matters is that arguments without connection 

of premisses with their conclusion, or even with one another, as in some forms of 

Simplification (e.g. cases of p & q :. p where q has nothing to do wi th p) or with redundancy 

of premisses, as in other forms of Simplification ( e.g. p & p :. p and p & q :. p where q follows 

from p or vice versa), are invalid. As they are strictly valid, Stoic argument does not 

correspond to strict implication. Most important, arguments without connection of premisses 

with their conclusion are valid (most unfortunately no examples decisive against strict theory 

are given , though the principle is clearly stated). Thus Stoic logic is rendered appropriately 

sociative. 

Much more congenial to a sociative story than the presently entrenched strict 

interpretation of the third position is a connexive interpretation. Such a very different 

interpretation of the third position has been pushed by McCall , who (in several publications) 

contends that Chrysippean logic is connexive, and even that 'connexive logic represents an 

attempt to formalise the species of implication recomrnendE>d by Chrysippus' {ENT p.435). 

One countervailing fact is that many researchers arrived, rather independently, at 

distinctively connexive principles with little or no input from Stoic logic, in particular, the 

contemporary "founder" of connexive logic, 1elson. Another problem for McCall's proposal is 

that the (excessively) strong systems of connexive logic, which he presents in his full 

proposals, are substantially irrelevant, and thus include Stoically invalid arguments. 

Moreover, if Chrysippus did espouse connexive logic, that information, long lost, has only 

recently been disclosed . 

How does McCall, who starts out correctly with the Chrysippean definition CD, manage 

to ascribe connexive principles to Chrysippus? He pulls off this feat by importing, from 

nowhere, 'the plausible thesis that if A implies B, A is compatible with B' (McCall in ENT 

p.435), i.e. 

Mc. A-> B ->. A o B, 

a t hesis which at least imposes an interesting consi raint on the problematic connection: 
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namely, compatibility. From Mc it is an immediate step. applying CD (e.g. reformulated as a 

definition of o ), to the connexive principle 

BT. A -+ B -+. -(A -+ -B) , 

a principle found in Boethius and Abaelard, and called by McCall Boethius 's thesis (though 

the more difficult converse, -(A -+ -B) -+. A-+ B, is what is really distinctive of Boethius's 

theory). What yields immediately a reputably implausible principle wears its plausibility 

rather tarnished: and indeed the proposition that Mc is plau ible would not win much 

contemporary suppon (from those who understand it). Mc is itself a connexive principle. lt 

yields at once, given identity, that every statement is self-compatible, even contradictions; 

and in any case, it tells us that whatever a contradiction implies is compatible with it! It 

stands in need of more independent support than an allegation of plausibility. 

More relevant here is: what is the evidence that Chrysippus adhered to this "plausiblen 

principle? McCall adduces none, and there appears to be none. Rejection of the principle is 

compatible with all the information we have on the third position or on Stoic logic (as a 

relevant modelling will show). Furthermore, if the fourth, Peripatetic position was, as already 

hinted, a connexive position, then it is unlikely that the third position was also (though again 

the contrast made between positions could just have been between progressive and inclusive 

connexivism). 

Nor is it simply that there is little or no evidence that Chrysippus and other third 

positioners would have accepted Mc or the distinctive nonclassical theses. BT and -(A -+ 

-A), of connexive logics. It seems that such anci nts as the Megarians were committed to 

non-connexive implicational principles like A & B-+ A (. imp) and A -+. A V B (Add), which 

quickly lead to the rejection of M'. For then, as was known in the thirteenth century, A & B 

-+. A V B, whence using normal negation principles again, A & -A -+ -(A & -A). 

Therefore, assuming MC, (A & -A) o -(A & -A), i.e. where C is A & -A. C o -C, whence, 

-(C-+ C). But the Megarian position. like the third position, and by contrast with the fourth 

did accept Identity. Accordingly, McCall's assumption M' has to be given up, on Megarian as 

on contemporary preconceptions. But it is unlikely that such a point of difference between 

Megarians and Stoics would have passed unnoticed. The type of connection Stoics like 

Chrysippus apparently insisted upon is not that of connexive logic so McCall-construed. What 

sort of connection was it? 

An overlooked problem - overlooked because of the removal of connection with the strict 

equation - is this: how does Chrysippus's logic avoid the paradoxes and retain connection? It 

is a problem because the toic accepted, on the face of it, many of the principles involved in 

the derivation of the difficult negative paradox, ex falso quodlibet. Yet there is no indication 

that Stoic logicians confronted, or were aware of the problem, though the derivation was 

hardly beyond their considerable logical ingenuity. Why not? However it is approached, the 

matter calls for some extra-historical construction; various possibilities are open. What seems 

the most likely reconstruction will be developed here: other possibilities will merely be 
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indicated. It needs remarking that Stoic logical systems, in which demonstrations were 

carried out, comprised "indemonstrables", corresponding to axiom schemata and yielding 

rules, and "themata", corresponding to further inference rules. It is not known exactly what 

these themata were; but, until some better grasp is gained upon what they were, there is no 

certainly about what can - and, more important here, what cannot - be proved in logical 

frameworks such as that of Chrysippus. As a result, assessment of the Stoic claim of the 

"completeness" of their logic for instance, remains a difficult exercise. 

The standard derivation of the paradoxical inference A, -A/8, which circuits through 

disjunction, is in fact easily averted in the Stoic scheme of things. Certainly a rule form of 

Disjunctive Syllogism was adopted in the fifth Stoic 'indemonstrable' (i.e. axiomatic first 

principle), namely 

5. Either the first or the second; but not the second; therefore the first. But much turns on 

how 'or' is construed. The evidence indicates that disjunction was not intended truth

functionally. 

A disjunctive proposition ... , i.e., a proposition such as we express by the use of "or", 
was said to involve a complete opposition, ... of its disjunction .... The expression we 
have translated by "complete opposition" must surely be understood to mean 
incompatibility, i.e., more than mere de facto separation (Kneales, pp.160-1; see also 
p.162-3). 

Moreover, Galen stated that 

the disjunctive statement "Either it is day or it is night" is equivalent to "If it is not 
night it is day" (p.162). 

So construed, the fifth ind<'monstrable amounts rather to a variant on Modus Ponens, i.e., the 

first indemonstrable. Under such an intensional construal of disjunction, Addition (e.g. A :. A 

VB and its mates) fails, even strictly. For A does not at all guarantee that not-A implies B or 

that not-A is incompatible with any arbitrary statement. Thus the standard demonstration of 

A, -A :. B breaks down, as with containment logics (Parry logics and others) and certain 

relational logics, on Addition. 

Another wave at once forms to a overwhelm connectional interpretations of Chrysippean 

logic. For the paradox argument can be rerun without disjunction , intensional or other. The 

third indemonstrable 

3. Not both the first and the second; but the first; therefore not the second, an orthodox 

equivalent of a Disjunctive Syllogism rule, does not on the face of it admit of similar 

intensional reconstrual. For. by contrast with disjunction, the Stoics characterised a 

conjunctive st.atement as one which is true if both components are true, and false if one 

component is false, i.e. essentially truth-functionally (cf. Kneales 62 p.160, Mates). Jt is 

important to observr that such an account does not make conjunction two-valued; the recipe 

is compatible with, and indeed adopted for , four-valued interpretations of relevant logic 

(under the American-plan for the semantics; RLR p.319) . And it would equally fit with ' toic 

truth-theory, which appears to have been three-valul'd , allowing for neither true nor false 
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statements. Nor, even more critical, does the account of conjunction guarantee all the strict 

principles concerning conjunction. These depend also on the semantical accounts given of 

implication and inference. (For example, the account of conjunction does not guarantee, A -+. 

B -+ A & B, and quite rightly.) Still one fairly certain result has to be confronted: given 

known Chrysippean principles, not all strict, not even all normal, conjunction principles can 

be retained without sacrifice of connection. The paradox argument to this conclusion is given 

in implicational form, but it has an inferential analogue which should be not lost sight of, 

because it is also damaging unless faulted. 

The implicational form of argument to loss of connection runs as follows: 

l. -A -+ -(A & B) , by Contraposing Simp, A & B-+ A 

2. A & -A -+ A & -(A & B) , by Composition, Factoring, or Praeclarum, using 1 

3. A & -(A & B) -+ -B , by the third indemonstrable (for implication) 

4. A & -A-+ -B , by Transitivity from 2 and 3. 

The argument, together with what we think we know about what the Stoics accepted, leaves 

little room for manoeuvre. A form of Contraposition was the second indemonstrable, a 

principle that appears unquestioned throughout antiquity. Transitivity, although not an 

indemonstrable, was regularly applied and appears to have been a toic thema ( cf. the third 

principle and accompanying discussion in Kneales 62, p.164). By elimination (Stoically 

admissible) then, the trouble lies either with composition principles (& introduction group) or 

simplification principles (& elimination group). While it i not. entirely clear which must go, 

the latter seems the decidedly likely candidate. 

There are several reasons for supposing that is & elimination (or Simp) that fails, 

beginning with a theoretical consideration, that the building-up character of composition, as 

distinct from decomposition, can hardly lead to trouble through supprrssion of information. A 

more direct consideration is that the Stoics appear to have accepted compo ition principles 

(see Kneales p.169) . But there is considerable evidence indicating that they did not accept 

simplifying principles without some qualification. Firstly, there are matters concerning 

number of premisses of an argument and redundancy of premisses. Unrestricted Simplication 

would allow two premisses (generally required by Chry ippus) to be amalgamated to one, 

through A & B/ A, B, and would admit redundancy by allowing A & B where A sufficed as 

premiss. At least in inference, the Stoics took inclusion of redundant or otiose premisses to be 

fallacious. Indeed the Stoic theory of invalidity appears to be decisive again Simplification, as 

we have already seen. Secondly, there is the matter of content, a notion important in Stoic 

logic. Implication involved connection (and probably inclusion) of content, but in premisses 

like A & -A, -A undercuts the content of A, leaving no content to be transmitted in 

simplifying implications like A & -A -+ A. But those are Peripatetic ideas; it is not certain 

that Stoics like Chrysippus would have accepted all of them. One Aristotelian principle the 

Stoics did accept is however almost decisive against implification. That is the principle of 

Antilogism, the first of the Stoic themata, assumed by Aristotle in his indirect reduction of 

syllogisms: 'If two propositions entail a third, then either of those two together with the 

negation of the third entails the negation of the remaining one' (Kneales p.169, quoting 
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Apuleius), i.e. in intended inferential form. 

A & B -+ C I A & -c -+ - B (RAntil) 

But given Simplification it is an immediate inference to disconnection. It is an inference 

regularly rediscovered in recent times (e.g. Nelson, Duncan Jones), which could scarcely have 

escaped the astute Stoics, who constructed some much more elaborate propositional proofs 

(see especially the Kneales' reconstruction of Stoic theorems, pp.171-2). The argument simply 

takes C as A. Then, supposing A & B -+ A, A & -A -+ -B, and also A & -A -+ B (putting 

-B for B and applying double negation, i.e. "super negative" principles as they were called by 

the Stoics, who would have 'l', '2', '3' for 'A', 'B', 'C' respectively). Whence disconnection. So 

by Contraposition, or by Reductio (of which the Stoics much approved), Simplification 

sometimes fails. 

As the elementary watershed argument from RAntil and Simp shows, these are two 

strikingly different routes the quest for logical connection can take, the traditional 

Nonsimplifying direction, imposed historically by Aristotle's authoritative imposition of 

RAntil, and the very modern Nonantilogising direction. An interesting cross-classification of 

sociative logics takes the following shape:-

TABLE 2. A BINARY CROSS-CLASSIFICATION OF SOCIATIVE LOGICS. 

A. Nonsimplifying 

,./"' '-----
1 ncl usi ve Progressive 

(with Identity) 

/ '\ I 
Connexive Nonconnexive Connexive 

Mod 

Nelson 

McCall 

Angell 

Trad 

Hoethius 

Abaelard 

Trad 

Stoics 

Trad 

Aristotle 

Peripatetic 

A"-. Nonantilogizing (all modern but 
/t.h historical antecedents) "-. 

\ 
Nonronnexive 

Mod 

Martin 

!Meyer] 

Dissembling Nondissembling 
(with DSyll) 

. ../ T\ .. Rl l\ontrans1t1ve rans1t1ve e evant 

von Wright 
Walton, etc. 

Parry, etc. 

Although virtually all of Chrysippus's extensive works have been lost, the general shape 

of his propositional logic has been roughly patched together from reports in subsequent, often 

ill-disposed or hostile, commentators (for conjectured details of this logic, see Kneales and 

work cited therein, especially Becker, and also Corcoran 74). It is commonly assumed, and 
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argued, that Chrysippus's logic represents both the third position and mainstream Stoic logic. 

These assumptions are not however essential in what follows, which mainly concerns what is 

ascribed to 'the Stoics', as distinct from other chools. Traditional Stoic propositional logic 

appears to admit of the following sort of formalization:- As well as initial propositional 

parameters, named as 'the first', 'the second', 'the third' and so on, it included the 

(apparently independent) connectives: -+ (conditional), & (conjunction), U (exclusive 

disjunction) and - (negation), in modern representation. The conditional -+ is definable in 

terms of a further primitive, o, of compatibility and negation, thus: A -+ B = D f -(A o -B). 

Inversely, o is definable through -+ . (It is sometimes suggestPd that U can also be defined in 

term of o, but in the logic it appears to have played a significant independent role.) Standard 

formation rules for well-formed formulae (wff} are adopted. But the formation rules should 

strictly extend beyond those for well-formed formulae, to include rules. For there were special 

conditions upon rules, restricting basic rules to two premisses and one conclusion, which are 

not matched in contemporary freP-wheeling procedures that permit much suppression of 

premisses. The two-premiss formation rule of Chrysippus seems to be as follows: where A, B 

and Care wff, then A, B/ C is an (object) rule (with ' / ' read 'therefore'.) The best preserved 

part of Stoic logic is a list of object rules. the 'indemonstrable moods'. 

The postulates of the logic can be divided into three groups:-

I. Indemonstrata, or primitive object rules: 

11. A -+ B, A / B 12. A-+ D. -B I ~A 

13. -(A & B), A / -8 

14. A u B, A / -B 15. Au B, ~B / A 

These schemes, traditionally stated with 'therefore' as conjunctor, are taken to supply both 

(normal) rules and theorem schemes, e.g. to consider the third, the theorem scheme, ~(A & 

B) & A -+. -B. The connection is given through a relevantly correct principle of 

conditionalisation, namely, in many premiss form, 

Al' ... ,An / B iff A 1& ... &An-+ B. 

or similar, e.g. with a meta-rule notation replacing 'ifr (for the connection, see Mates p. 75, 

Kneales p.159). 'According to the Stoics any argument is valid if the conjunction of its 

premisses forms the antecedent and its consequent forms the conclusion of a true conditional' 

(Frede p.4, who cites many references). Now one half of this rule is straightforwardly 

derivable (metatheoretically), using equipment Stoic logic should have supplied given its oft.

cited claim to "completeness". For suppose A & B -+ C, to take the appropriate doubleton 

case. Then 

A, BI A & B 
A & B -+ C, A & B / C 

A.B I C 

by Adjunction 
by 11 (i.e. Modus Ponens) 
by a Transitivity (or Cut) rule 

uch a Transitivity rule wa supplied (as a thema); and such a (two premiss) Adjunction rule 

is derivable from an Antilogism thema and 13, which yields B. ~~A / ~~(A & B), given 

Double Negation principlPs it is known the toics endorsed (P.g. Kneales p.169). Such little 

arguments also help reveal what else Stoic logic, as complete, no doubt includPd. Then too 
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the conditionalisation principle can be reduced. m the two premiss case, to the relevant 

principle: 

CD. 
A,B/C 

A&B-+C 

This rule is, it should be noted, very different from the contemporary mainstream rule 

A,B/C h' h · I I · I'd d . Ch . ·11 f d --- w 1c 1s re evant y mva I an m rys1ppus even 1 - orme . 
A/ B-+C 

II. Themata, or meta-rules (sometimes described as those of 'exposition' or 'analysis·, etc.): 

Thema I. 'If some third is deduced from two, one of the two together with the opposite of the 

conclusion yields the opposite of the other' (Bochenski p.J 27 citing Galen). Thema 1 thus 

comprises these two rules (given, in view of the separation of 14 and 15, ordering of premisses 

is respected): 

A,B/ C 

A,-C/ -B 

A,B/ C 

-C,B/ -A 

Thema 1 yields, from the first indemonstrable 11, the Stoic theorem (of Counterexample): -B, 

A I -(A-+ B). 

This simple example illustrates the grand Stoic thesis that 'any valid argument 

whatever is made up out of elementary, indemonstrable syllogisms' (i.e. arguments). Such 

reduction always involves, however, further rules: themata for central syllogisms, 

( unformulated) suppression rules for cnthymemes or methodological conclusive arguments, 

and substitutivity of equivalence principles for "hyposyllogistic" arguments (see Frede p.5). In 

fact, as the simple example indicates, it would simplify presentation of the Stoic syllogistic 

system to introduce the supplementary thema 

SL 
A,B/ C 
B,A / C . Then half of Thema 1 and of Thema 3 could be simply derived. But Stoic logic 

no doubt contained enough resources (somewhere) to derive Sl, as a metatheorem. (It would 

take a little work, si11ce Sl permits some neat derivations. For instance. from Adjunction by 

Sl , B, A / A & B. whence by CD, B & A-+ A & B.) 
Thema 3. ' If some third is deduced from two and one (of the two) can be deduced 

syllogistically from others, the third is yielded by the rest and those ,others' (~9chenski p.128, 
A,B1C E,FJA 

Kneales p.169). The principle appears to yield such themata as E,F,B/ C so 

violating a strict two premiss requirement. There are two escape routes: relax the two 

premiss requirement for a multiple premiss requirement (perhaps with n ~ 2); or assign 

further work to conjunction, &. The former, easier, course is needed if there is to be much 

prospect of proving implications like those of Associativity (and Distribution). The latter, 

tighter course would rf'sult in such thcmata as 
A,B/ C E,F/ A · ff · I I CD . 1· d l . h Ii . . . I E&F,B/ C , 1.e. c Pct1ve y ru e 1s app JI' toget 1er wit a pre 1xmg pnnc1p e, 
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D-+G G,B/ C 

D,B/C 

Details of the second and fourth Stoic themata are nowhere recorded, but apparently they 

comprised composition and cut rules rather like the third, Thema 3. 

Taking advantage of CD, it is tempting then to adjust, or brazenly refqrmulate 
A Bt C 

thematic structure as follows: SI together with the antilogism principle ' and 
A,-C/ -B 

following composition principles: 

D-+G G,B/ C 
D,B / C (Prefixing) 

C-+E G,B/ C 
G,B/ E (Suffixing) 

Note that the other Prefixing rule 
D-+G B ,G/ C 

B,D/ C 

the 

the 

is derivable using Sl (and assumed iterability of rules). Also Suffixing would be derivable, 

were Contraposition available (as it no doubt should be, given ancient perceptions of 

negation), along with Double Negation elimination, thus: 

C-+E G,B1C 

G,B/ C 

~C,B/ ~G 

-~G,B/ ~~E 

G,B/ E 

But of course derivation of Double Negation elimination itself presupposes Suffixing in one 

case, or else an analogous replacement rule. 

So far the systematic details available for Stoic logic - except for CD - provide only for a 

pure rule system (as Corcoran 74 p.179 has observed). There are initial rules, under I, and 

rules for deriving more rules, under JI. Whence only rules result. But it also is known that 

the Stoics a serted several propositional principles, as well. They espoused not only those 

statements derived by rule CD, but such principles as Identity, Excluded Middle, Double 

Negation, and so forth. To capture these latter, a third class, of axiomata. is required. 

Ill. Axiomata, or truisms (from assorted sources): 

A -+ B & B -+ C -+. A -+ C 

A -+ -B & A -+ B -+. -A 

A -+ B -+. ~B -+~A, 

No doubt the list , not particularly well organised, could be expanded. But there would be 

even greater danger of exceeding the meagre historical basis (which has already been 
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stretched, here and there). Nonetheless the general, and impressive, shape of the 

propositional system is evident. It is organised and determinate enough for several features of 

the logic, not hitherto made much of, to be remarked . 

It is strikingly conspicuous that the propositional system so elaborated is not strict 

implication - however it is varied here or there in historically justifiable or plausible ways. It 

is commendably weaker than strict implication systems, in particular as regards paradoxes. It 

also involves an unusual disjunction, not present in Lewis modal logics. which do not validate 

rule 14. In fact, Stoic logic is a sublogic of several different sorts of sociative logics, and can 

perhaps be analysed as a certain intersection of those logics (as a doppelganger logic in the 

fashion of RCR). For it can be mapped into sublogics of relevant logics and deeper connexive 

logics. An immediate corollary is: mainstream Stoic logic is relevant. 

Consider the following connective mapping of Stoic logic into relevant logic (formulated 

at least in terms of connectives, -+, o, -, +-+ ): -+ maps to -+, i.e. to itself; & maps to o, i.e. to 

fusion; - maps to -, i.e. to itself; U maps to antiequivalence, i.e. A U B transforms to - A +-+ 

B (i.e. to strong fission). Finally transform A, B / C to A o B -+ C (i.e. in effect A -+. B-+ 

C). It is a straightforward matter, mainly of inspection, to show that all the transformations 

of the principles of Stoic logic hold in (many) relevant affixing logics, e.g., for convenient 

definiteness, in system R. Only the transformations of & and U are even distorting, and that 

for &, into intensional conjunction, is both familiar, and has some basis in Stoic theory. 

'Chrysippus, with reference to the .. . conditional, "If anyone is born under the Dog Star, then 

he will not be drowned in the sea," recommends that it be expressed as a negated conjunction, 

"Not both: someone is born under the Dog Star and he will b<' drowned in the sea". ,ll If the 

conditional is intensional and not material, as all the examples given in Cicero's text suggest, 

then the conjunction involved is an intensional conjunction. Only the transformation for 

Stoic disjunction , not heavily controlled by rules and regulations. is a trifle unusual, mainly 

because again of 14; otherwise U could less deviously be represented as fission, intensional 

disjunction (on intensional conjunction and disjunction, see RLR chapter 5). But the 

biconditional rendition has a solid basis in Stoic logical th<>0ry (as will soon appear). 

Now suppose Stoic logic voided decent relevance, to the extent that there was some 

Stoic thesis A -+ B where A and B failed to share a propositional parameter, or some proper 

Stoic rule C, D / E where C and D failed to share a parameter with E. Then f- R t(A) -+ t(B) 

or f- R t(c) o t(D) -+ t(E), with t(F) the relevant transformation of F, where in the first case 

t(A) and t(B) fail to share a parameter and in the second case t(C) and t(D) fail to share a 

parameter with t(E). But both cases are impossible as system R is weakly relPvant. So, Stoic 

logic does not violate minimum decent relevance. Since, furthermore, Stoic logic, by contrast 

with Peripatetic and connexive logic, admits such relevant embedding, it is not 

straightforwardly conncxive. 

Stoic logic was neither a single nor a static affair. Though it perhaps peaked in the 

extensive systematic work of Chrysippus, it was continued. varied and augmented, long after 
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Chrysippus. Two of the interesting developments were the enlargement of the acclaimedly 

complete set of indemonstrables (doubtless suitably complete only for the connectives they 

captured), and the further intensional interpretations offered of connectives such as 

conjunction and disjunction. Conjunction had been explained along truth-functional lines by 

the Stoics. That explanation applied of course only to actual situations (to the base worlds of 

the semantics); it did not determine the interaction of conjunction with intensional 

connectives, such as implication, where evaluation looks to other situations as well. But 

however conjunction behaved, disjunction was different. Disjunction did not inherit (De

Morgan-wise) the qualified truth-functionality conjunctions sometimes enjoyed. 

Though the possibility of giving a truth-functional reading to disjunction has been 

realised since ancient time, for most of the long recorded history of logic, disjunction has not 

been construed merely truth-functionally, but intensionally in one way or another. This fact, 

shortly to be illustrated, has a significant bearing on recent appeal to the traditionalit y of 

Disjunctive Syllogism (DSyll). These appeal get revealed as fallacious. For what is to be 

defended is tf DSyll. i.e. DSyll with (inclusive) disjunction construed truth-functionally; but 

what tradition, from the Stoics on, more or less uniformly support is not tf DSyll, but nf 

D yll, i.e. an exclusive form with disjunction commonly intensionally construed. A corollary is 

that Chrysippus's famous and enlightened example of The Dog (laboriously evaded in ENT 

p.296 ff.) is no evident support for the tf DSyll at all. 

Disjunction was usually regarded by the Stoics as at least exclusive. The fourth 

indemonstrable (A or B. A :. -B) was regularly put, up along with the fifth , which is said to 

underlie The Dog's reasoning: thus not only earlier Stoics, but later writers in the tradition 

such as Cicero. But, further, disjunction was regularly taken as hypothetical. and normally a 

not truth-functional. However, there appears to have been a controversy over disjunction 

corresponding t.o that over implication, 'but unfortunately we do not kno" the details of this 

argument' (Mates p.51 ). lt is known that 'there were some among the Stoics who did not 

regard a disjunction as true unless the components were incompatible ', which Mates again 

tendentiously glosses in modal style, 'i.e. unless the components could not both be true' 

(p.52). The phrase 'some among the Stoics' is not just roundabout, but misl ading also; for 

the mainstream Stoic position appears to have required not merely such incompatibility but 

rather stronger connecting conditions (as the passages from Gellius, Galen and others which 

Mates quotes make plain; pp.52-5 ). What emerges (from such later work) is that Stoic 

exclusive disjunction amounts to an antiequivalence: A or B is tantamount to. iff not A then 

B, i.e. -A +-+ B, where connective '+-+' is a non-truth-functional biconditional , often rendered 

as in English as a conditional (cf. the discussion in Mates p.56). Under this construal, the fifth 

indemonstrable becomes -A ..... B, -B :. A, about which there is no issue, at least no issue 

similar to that about If DSyll. The Dog can surely apply biconditional Modu Ponens. But 

The Dog would not have reasoned in accord with the truth-functional addition principle, A so 

A or B. Few before the thirteenth century did. 

It is only in contemporary times that a truth-functional rendition of disjunction has 
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become entirely dominant, a rendition that does not however reflect at all well ordinary 

language uses of disjunction (as Strawson and others have explained). Even in Boole, one of 

the multiple progenitors of contemporary extensionally-ruinous logical theory, disjunction 

does not appear in extensional form (or implication really at all). Only in the later 

degenerating days of medieval logic does truth-functional disjunction come to have a 

recognisable role - a period to which contemporary apologists now look to draw (a pretty 

limited and insipid) inspiration and some historical underwriting for tf DSyll. 

To gain an impression of the other unregimented unreconstructed side of the long story 

of disjunction, consider for instance Whately on disjunction. Whately refreshingly proceeds 

(p. 70) to divide disjunctions into two classes: 

i. those where there is a natural connection, where a disjunction states an alternative and 
will not be true unless one of the members of it is true; and ('on the other hand') 

11. those where there is 'no such natural connexion togt>ther as to warrant their being 
proposed as an alternative; as "either Britian is an island or a triangle is a square"'. 
Such a proposition would rather be called nugatory or absurd, than false ... ' [!]. 

Then he appears to set type ii aside. 'Such propositions are often colloquially uttered 111 a 

kind of jest' (p.70), but not to be taken seriously logically. So much for the negative paradox 

argument depending on DSyll. Contradictions would only yield - what is still too much - all 

"naturally connected" (or relevant) propositions. Where there is a connection, i.e. type i 

obtains, that licences an inference. 'If, therefore, one of these categorials be denied (i.e. 

granted to be false), you may infer the remaining one, or (if several) some one of the 

remaining ones, is true' (p.70). Thus, 'it is evident that a disjunctive Syllogism may easily be 

reduced to a conditional, by taking as an Antt>cedent the contradictory of one or more of the 

members; e.g. if it is not spring or summer, it is either autumn or winter' (p.71). That is, 

disjunction is once again intensional; DSyll amounts once again lo Modus Ponens for a 

suitable connecting conditional. Whately evl'n advances within hailing distance of the 

mainstream Stoic position, in observing that disjunction is also mostly exclusive, so justifying 

in appropriate situations such inferences as: A or B, A; therefore not-B. 

Not only was disjunction generally construed intensionally; conjunction sometimes was 

also. Herein lies a straightforward explanation of the problem of the two additional 

undemonstrat ed schemes that later Stoics such as Cicero added to the original five of 

Chrysippus. The additional schemes are these: 

6. Not both this and that. 
But this. 
Therefore, not that. 

7. Not both this and that. 
But not this. 
Therefore, that. 

Cicero's list has presented a considerable problem, because it looks as if his sixth scheme is 

but a variable-amended version of the third scheme, while the seventh is patently invalid. But 

if instead Cicero has adjoined schemes for a further connective, a different (intcnsional) 'and' 

signalled by use of different variables, then there is no problem of redundancy. Moreover, for 

certain choices of conjunction connective, the puzzle of invaliclity of scheme 7 clisappcars; both 
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schemes 6 and 7 can be validated. 12 Since there are fe\\ constraints on the connective involved 

but for 6 and 7 and some lax notion of "conjunctivenessr, many choices are possible (including 

extensional ones). One obvious choice, with a fair pedigree. connects Ciceronean conjunction, 

symbolised n, with Stoic disjunction U, in an entirely standard way, i.e. A n B iff -(-A U 

-B). Thus, in the stronger setting of system R, A n B is tantamount to -(A +--+ -B), i.e. to a 

nonequivalence of one component with the negate of the other. Then, with such a Ciceronean 

conjunction both 6 and 7 follow, in effect, just by negation transformations from equivalential 

Modus Ponens. Or more simply, 6 and 7 reduce definitionally to schemes 5 and 4 respectively. 

This reduction suggests another straightforward choice, which obtains interesting historical 

confirmation:- Define a "conjunction" !!I thus: A !!I B iff -(AU B), i.e. unscrambled as before, 

-(-A +--+ B). Then schemes 6 and 7 formulated with !!I reduce at once to schemes 4 and 5 

respectively, and so are valid for similar reasons. In weak relevant logic settings these are 

equivalent choices, furthermore, since -(A +-+ -B) +-+ -(-A +--+ B), i.e. A !!I B +--+. A n B. 

Revealing support for a two-conjunction resolution of the problem derives from 

Boethius's treatise In Ciceronis Topica, which however gives a striking slant to the matter: 

both conjunctions are intensional (as you no doubt already guessed). The Boethian 

conjunction of schemes 6 and 7 is the negation of the disjunction of schemes 4 and 5. 

The sixth and seventh modes are derived from the disjunctive proposition of the 

fourth and fifth mode by adjoining a negation, withdrawing the disjunction from 

the propositions which were inserted previously in the disjunctive proposition, in the 

following way. 'It is not the case that it is day a11d that is is night'· this was 

formerly a disjunction of this sort: 'Either it is day or it is night· (p.358). 13 

In short, -(A !!I B) iff A U B. It is a corollary, moreover, of th(' furtlier data Boethius 

provides that the conjunction concerned is not truth-functional. For, on tht' one hand, 'tl,e 

stipulation he places on propositions which can serve as the conjunctions in the last two 

modes show that the conjuncts in his view meet the conditions ... : one and only one of those 

conjuncts can and must be true' (Stump p.27). Thus the truth conditions for Boethian 

conjunction are those- for exclusive disjunction, i.e. for nonequivalence; but according to 

Boethius's definitional account it is the negation of that, i.e. that for equivalence. It cannot, 

be both. But, in any case (whether tump is right or not about Boethian conjunction having 

such, or similar, conjunction properties), Boethius would not have accepted disconnected 

truth-functional complexes as supplying a conjunction or disjunction . 

Naturally, the reduction of schemes rather diminishes their undemonstrated character 

(and destroys their indemonstrability), as does Boethius's reconstruction of the third scheme, 

which introduces distinctively hyper-connexive elements. For Boethius not only explains the 

conjunction of scheme 3 in terms of implication in a now familar in tensional \\ ay, i.e. A oB is 

tied to -(A -+ -B); but as well he imposes his strong connPxive principle -(A -+ -B) +-+. A 

-+ B, with the (disconcerting) result that intensional conjunction gets equated with a 

conditional, A o B with A -+ B. That is, -(A -+ -B) is ('quivalent not only to A -+ B but 

also to -(A o -B), i.e. -(A and -B) (to put it the way Stump does, p.24; but note her 

suggested modelling i not satisfactory). Then the third scheme follows by negation principles 
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from the first scheme. The connexive interposition also explains Boethius 's otherwise puzzling 

statements about conditionals showing connection better than equivalent conjunctions do. For 

instance, Boethius reformulates Cicero's example of the third scheme, which exemplifies the 

standard major premiss form, with the major premiss, 'It is not the case that if the silver was 

bequeathed, the coin was not bequeathed'. As he remarks 

Cicero himself, however, formulated the proposition in this way: 'It is not the case 
that the silver was bequeathed and the coin not bequeathed'; but one added the 
causal conjunction 'ir in order to show t lw genus of such a proposition. For an 
incompatible arises from a connected proposition with the addition of a negation. 
But no conjunction can show a connected proposition as well as 'ir can, although a 
copulative conjunction might produce the same proposition since things that are 
connected are also understood to be conjoined ... (pp.262-3). 

Similar equations were envisaged by Alexander of Aphrodisias, who wondered whether the 

third indemonstrable was not the same as the first. He appears to have been toying with 

what amounts to the equation of -(A and B) with A -+ -8, an equation an intensional 

conjunction (o of R for instance) could immediately supply. 

Stoic logical theory , despite a marked reductionistic cast, included perceptive remarks 

about many connectives beyond standard contemporary sets, not only intensional 

conjunctions and disjunctions, but also for example on the behaviour of reasoning connectives 

like since and because (see e.g. Diogenes Laertius pp.ISO ff.). Furthermore, the apparently 

restrictive canonical theory of hypothetical syllogism, examined above, was extended by a 

theory of enthymematic argument and as well by a theory of uhyposyllogistic"' argument. Nor 

were Stoic logics confined (any more than other historic sociative logics) to the propositional 

level. They included also the rudiments of a neutral theory of quantification, apparently 

supplied through a combination of propositional logic with indefinite descriptors (fnr some 

discussion s,•e Hay p.152 ff.). Certainly some such logical treatment of universal and 

particular judgements is required to justify the widely reported Stoic boast to be able to treat 

all valid arguments, including those of Aristotelian syllogistic. While the latter more modest 

claim may have some basis - since the confined forms of the uassertoric syllogism" are 

amenable to sociative analysis - the larger claim now looks mere bravado; it is a bit like 

boasting that quantificational logic is adequate for such purposes. It would be tempting to set 

the important matter of descriptors and quantifiers aside, to pretend that they make no 

difference to the range of Stoic sociative logics and their rivals. But such a convenient fiction 

simply is not true to the inconvenient facts still coming into view. Descriptors can work in 

surprising, and nonconservative. ways in sociative logics. Indeed the effects of descriptors in 

intensional logics are not yet much investigated or particularly well understood. There are 

further chapters on Stoic logics, unfortunately premissed again on very scanty data, to be 

written, or, where written, rewritten. 

In this respect, what holds for Stoic logic. and the elaboration of the third position , 

applies also to its traditional rival , Peripatetic logic, Lo the retrieval of relevant details of 

Peripatetic logic and reassembly of fragments of t hP four( h position on implication . The 
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fourth pos1t10n involved an inclusiveness or proper containment picture of conditionality. 

Under it the consequent is implicitly contained in the antecedent: 'judging by "suggestion"' 

is assessing by implicit containment. Evidently, proper containment was required, and mere 

repetition excluded; the analytic unravelling of what was implicitly contained in the 

antecedent had to yield different information. Accordingly the position was almost certainly 

coupled to the progressive reasoning which the Peripatetics opposed to Stoic hypothetical 

argument. If the Peripatetic coupling stands, it is the fourth position, not the third position, 

that there is a solid case for accounting as connexive. But the coupling is circumstantially 

based only. And the connexivism involved is progressive ronnexivism , deriving from 

Aristotle's theory of noncircular reasoning, not the reflexive connexivism, involving 

duplication, which McCall would attribute to the Stoics. 

In any event, the fourth po ition was not a Stoic position. For th~ Stoics apparently 

accepted Identity (cf. Mates p.49), though they rejected - what is different - irrelevant 

premisses in arguments. Although the Stoics typically required (at least) two premisses in an 

argument, they allowed that arguments with redundant premisses are valid, for instance A -+ 

A, A/ A and A -+. B -+ A, A, B/ A. But the Peripatetics did not ; they rejected such redundant 

arguments. Like Aristotle, the heavyweight source of the loosely-affiliated school, they insisteJ 

that the conclusion of a correct argument be different from any of the premisses. 

The fourth posit ion rt>presents an early stage in the long and far from finished business 

of explaining inference and implication ( or varieties thereof) in terms of containment or 

potential containment or proper potential containment. Its contrast with the third position 

indicates already that there are significantly different ways in which containment can be 

elaborated. It is tempting to speculate that the fourth position evolved as some \'ariation upon 

the extended tt>rm logic and embryonic rc' lational logic of Theophrastus (as pieced together by 

Bochenski), which was in turn an elaboration of 'Aristotle's hints about yllngisms from 

hypotheses"' and his underlying theory of progressive reasoning , i.e . syllogisms (the quotation 

is from Bochenski p.!04) . It is also tempting to conjecture that the fourth position was not 

well developed technically because, in part. of lhe sheer difficulty of the business. even with 

contemporary logical technology (lo reiterate an earlier point). Given the very little we 

presently know about the fourth position, many sociative explications, all much embroidering 

the position, are feasible (at least three different rele\'ant explications are available, viz. RCR, 

RLR 11.2, and Meyer and Martin). It is a corollary of those explications that the fourth 

position does, like thl' other positions. have a non-vacuous representation of sorts in terms of 

worlds (pace Mates, p.49) ; for its approximate explications all do. 

Given the different and apparently conflicting objectives underlying the third and fourth 

positions as tentat,ively expanded, and the different ways of effecting thesl' objectives logically , 

it is hardly surprising that they contributed to a major , ispute over general logical framework 

that broke out and persisted between Stoics and Peripatetics. So viewed, the long-running 

dispute, often portrayed as one over priorities, emerges not primarily or at all as one over 

priority (not a matter of such consuming importance to the ancients). but as one over logical 
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fundamentals, implication especially, and the proper development of these basics, over the 

correctness of apparently rival fundamentals, procedures, and methodologies (see further 

Frede 74). For instance, the Stoics insisted upon narrow canonical forms, such as the 

indemonstrables, and reduction by certain prescribed rules, such as the themata and 

substitution principles, to these circumscribed forms. By contrast, the Peripatetics tended to 

focus primarily or exclusively on the orthodox categorial syllogism, with the first figure as 

canonical; but, even where they were more generous in initial forms, they still only admitted 

argument forms which did show something, which yielded further information, which 

progressed. 

The contrasting features pertaining to argument and conditionality get reflected in 

different demands imposed upon the use of premisses or antecedents. Whereas the Stoics 

operated a use condition in avoiding utter irrelevance, the Peripatetics adopted a use 

condition to exclude redundancy, to ensure that each premiss was separately used and pulling 

its weight. These constrasting use requirements, hardly much developed, were intimately tied 

to what it was supposed argument is about or doing. According to later Peripatetics like 

Alexander of Aphrodisias the role of argument is 'to show or establish something', something 

different from what is given or assumed. Whereas categorial syllogisms 'show or establish 

something', the Stoic 'hypothetical syllogisms, taken by themselves, do not show anything' 

(Frede pp.25-6, reporting Alexander). Genuine argument has to be progressive and not beg 

any questions. 14 

... Alexander's attitude towards non-categorical inferences and especially Stoic 
syllogisms, seems to be determined by two assumptions: 

(1) Only inferences of a form such that an infrrence of that form can show or 
establish something can be called syllogisms. To show or establish something is 
supposed to entail: what is supposed to be shown is not used as a premiss; what is 
supposed to be shown is not presupposed by any of the premisses in such a way that 
one has Lo accept or know the conclusion in order to accept or know the premiss; one 
can fail to know what is supposed to be shown even if one knows the premisses. 

(2) Hypothetical premisses, at lrast in hypothetiral syllogisms, are not treated as 
assumptions about facts but as assumptions about the way one can argue which are 
to be exploited in the course of the argument in which they are made explicit. It is 
on the basis of these assumptions that Alexander may think that only Aristotelian 
categorical syllogisms are really syllogisms, though he is quite willing to admit that 
there are many other forms of valid , and even logically valid , inference (Frede, 
summing up, p.29). 

What amounts to a distinction between facts and hypotheticals, which are like argument 

warrants, appears, in one form or another , in much Peripatetic theorizing. It appears for 

instance, in the proposition that hypotheticals must be supported by topical rules. These 

distinctions between facts and hypotheticals, along with special roles assigned to certain rules, 

topical rules or inference tickets and certain major premisses, broadly an t icipate elements of 

Ryle 's study , ' If, so and because', technically explicatPcl, in one interesting way , in Anderson 

and Belnap"s tick<'t entailment (EI\T p.41 ff.). Th<' ex plication , through labelling or 
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subscripting methods which track use of different types of statements, admits of interesting 

adaption and variation, from the implicationally strong ticket system T, to weaker and 

different theories of topical implication, irredundant argument. and unrepetitive 

conditionality. 

Evidently then there are various contemporary ways in which significant features of 

main ancient theories of consequence can be further explicated. For one thing, the use

tracking methods can be applied at different points, for instance proof-theoretically or 

semantically (the latter would however be decidedly remote from anciPnt practices, except as 

adapted to containment models, whereas elements of subproof methods do appear in 

Peripatetic work). For the tricky Peripatetic requirements of separate use, not only would 

every hypothesis in a proof scheme, even if repeatPd, require ; new (ticket) label. and the 

differentiation affected in T between major premisses and minor ones (or "facts~) copied, but 

the rule of repetition would be sharply curtailed - so failing the "archetypal implication", A -+ 

A , not a "foundation" for any sort of genuine Peripatetic rpasoning. Indeed subscripting 

constraints are so severe, that the resulting reconstructed Peripatetic logic though not a 

subsystem of system T (because of different negation rules appropriate for RAntil) , is bound 

to be sociative. 

From the end of the fruitful period of Stoic and Peripatetic logic until the early Middle 

Ages there was little original Western work in sociative logic, so far as we presently know , 

except for that of Boethius. The long period may not have been a really creative one for logic 

of any sort, as Bochenski explain (61 p.134 ff.) . But as Bochenski also observes it is 'a period 

into which hardly any research has been done'. What has been done since 1961, for instance 

by Ebbesen, appears to confirm Bochenski's main bleak conclusions ( ee e.g. the discussion of 

Ari totelian scholasticism, pp. 64-5). But Boethius is certainly one late exception; Apuleius, 

who influenced Boethius, may be an earlier exception (for some orthodox background see 

Sullivan); and there may well be other exceptions. For it seems sociologically unlikely that 

logical investigation sank for so long into an intellectual void, eventually to spring again from 

the void, especially when ( unoriginal) work was undoubtedly proceeding in some centres. 

Boethius, himself influenced by both Peripatetic and Stoic factions, served unwittingly 

as a major cultural transmitter. relaying ancient logic to the Middle Ages. HP certainly 

exerted a significant influence upon twelfth century logical enterprise, largely but by no means 

only through his transmission of Aristotelian thought by way of detailed commentaries; for he 

also sketched out the rudiments a remarkable logical theory. By contrast with the Stoics, 

there is no well organised, clearly articulated framework of logic in Boethius, except for 

borrowed work. Like Wittgenstein, much of Boethius' output is substantially disorganised; 

like Wittgenstein too, it has proved very suggestive to subsequent researchers, while looking 

naive or simplistic to those trapped in mainstream thought. From Boethius· work likewise, 

an interesting collection of proposal s can br pulled togethN, and a highly nonclassical 

protologic outlined. Features of especial sociative interest to be drawn from Boethius include 

these: the accounts offered of connectives. the association (or affective connection) view of 
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conditionality, and the strong connexive principles. There are other elements which may also 

turn out to be relevant as sociative investigation proceeds, for instance aspects of his 

historically influential but dense theory of lopics. 15 As well there are matters we now tend to 

take for granted that may have originated with Boethius, like the distinction between logical 

and factual implication. Finally, of paraconsistent importance, there is the licence given for 

reasoning from impossibility. Reasoning from the impossible, which anticipates the medieval 

positio impossibilis, takes place when there is agreement to suppose that something which 

could never, in fact occur holds. Boethius then describes how we may start from a recognised 

impossibility aiming nol so much lo derive an explicit contradiction bul rather to explore the 

logical structure and features of the impossibility (for further details and some discussing of 

an elaborate original example see Martin 88 pp.37-8). Unfortunately for the larger 

paraconsistent history Boethius does not describe the logical procedures admitted and 

excluded . 

Boethius is often looked down upon , by contemporary scholars of lesser stature, as a 

patient but rather dull scholar who simply laboriously assembled ideas of his predecessors, 

and was historically lucky (seen from their angle) to be in the right place at the right time. 

Boethius's astonishing elaboration of connexive logic, dismissed of course as a gross mistake, 

should have been enough to overturn such patronising approaches. Boethius presented as 

patterns of valid reasoning not only such connexive principles as A --+ B --+. -(A --+ -B), and 

consequences of them such as A --+ (B --+ C), B --+ -C / - A derived using Contraposition, 

but strikingly he strengthened the first to a biconditional, i.e. A -> B +--+. -(A --+ -B), a 

hyperconnexive principle (already encountered) which he systematically applied. The logical 

theory thus indicated contains not only usual connexive principles, but as well stronger, not to 

say strange, nonclassical principles, most notably the connexive converse, -(A --+ -B) --+. A 

--+ B. These further principles of hyperconnexive logic, occasionally reappearing in subsequent 

work, have so far substantially resisted contemporary attempts at explication and elucidation . 

They are technically interesting at least for that reason . But the principles of 

hyperconnexivism, straightaway plausible for an ~equivalentiaJ TI implication, also appear in 

other logical settings, old and new. For one thing , hyperconnexivism, whatever its 

(considerable) difficulties, allows for an entirely naive representation of syllogistic in 

propositional-quantifier form. Just as ' every A (item) is (a) B (item)' transforms directly into 

the form (Ux) (Ax -, Bx), so 'some A (item) is (a) B (item) ' transforms to (Px) {Ax -, Bx) . 

But by virtue of hyperconnexivism, this is tantamount to a conjunctive form (Px) (Ax o Bx). 

Moveover, all the logical connections of the square of opposition are preserved without any 

hassle - including, obviously, inference from every to some, a traditionally valid principle 

knocked over in the modern mainstream rush. 

Apart from this "naive" representation of syllogistic, a familiar castigated classroom 

temptation, there are two other places where hyperconnexivism is beginning to make a 

contemporary restricted appearance: in theories of subjunctive conditionals, and in the 

embryonic theory of invited inference. Boethius 's biconditional can be reexpressed in the 

form , (A --+ B) U (A-, -B) , which is a strong vcrsio11 of the principle of conditional excluded 
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middle (CED), which identifiable classes of conditionals are said to satisfy, at least in 

material form (including the Philonian conditional). But if A -+ B = -(A -+ -B), for 

example, holds in a certain logics of conditionals (e.g. talnaker systems), then it holds as a 

matter of logic; so the corresponding strict form should hold. But such a strict form is, it may 

be argued, yet another modal approximation to a proper implicational form, namely 

Boethius's biconditional. At first sight, the theory of invited inferences is far removed from 

that of certain everyday subjunctive conditionals. The idea there is that some statements, 

conditionals especially, invite inferences. For instance, the statement "If you mow the lawn 

I'll give you $5" invites the inference -I[ you don"t mow the lawn I won·t give you S5-, "Dogs 

that eat Opla are healthy", invites the inference "Dogs that don't eat Opla aren "t healthy" 

and conversely. Plainly, a theory beginning with a very weak logic of conditionab and closing 

under invited inference, would be a hyperconnexive theory ascribing equivalential features to 

its resulting conditional. Thus the theory would have salient features in common with 

Boethius's.16 

Several characteristic connexive features merge in Boethius, along with presentation of 

strong connexive principles and projection of implication towards equivalence; namely, a 

containment picture of implication and conditionality, which is straightforwardly combined 

with an account (like the main Stoic position) of implication in terms of incompatibility; and 

a clear cancellation picture of negation (negation consists of removal, withdrawal, or the like) . 

Both these intuitive modelling features were transmitted to the early Middle Ages, and clearly 

received. Furthermore, whatever the fuzzy shape of Boethius's logic, it can be conjectured 

with some confidence that it was sociative in intention as well as fact. For one reason, there 

were tight requirements of connection imposed not merely upon conditionals, but apparently 

upon all connectives. The demands often said to be made in everyday natural discourse upon 

connections of components of connectives, are to some extent matched in Boethius. For 

another, the propositional part of Boethius's logic appears to be embeddable in a fragment of 

equivalential-negation logic (connectives o, U, n are definable). But even in this classical 

theory, of which Boethius's is only a quite proper part, significant rrstrictions upon parameter 

occurrence are met (see Prior 62 pp.306-7), which already suffice to remove some noxious 

paradoxes of implication (~ equivalence). 

It is the modesty of explicit conditions upon connectives that makes Boethius's 

hyperconnexivi m easy (by contrast with recent connexivism) to allocate to a sociative box. 

Seemingly, none of the standard propositional connectives get assigned their contemporary 

regimented roles in Boethius. whose theory takes decidedly more account of grammar and 

natural language than its recent successors. Even the connective and is not truth-functional 

and is subject to restriction in well-formation rules. Indeed Boethius appears committed to 

the proposition that no tandard connectives are simply truth-functional (thus anticipating, 

but out-distancing. Strawson and van Dijk). Such a claim would not have astounded the 

ancients; for conjunction, perhaps along with negation, was the only connective regularl y 

assigned to a truth-functional basket. Dispose of conjunction, as Boethius appeared to do (see 

Martin 87 p.34) and the main case for intensionality is done. Disjunction, for example, was 
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always coupled with conditionality, and (as noted) but few before the Parvipontani in the late 

twelfth century would have accepted the addition principles, A --+. A V B and B --+ A V B, 

that a truth-functional story (among others) characteristically underwrites. Conditionality 

itself was generally given a non-truth-functional rendition, though Philo's radicalism was well

known. Boethius himself, though he noted and perhaps incorporated a modal account, 

appears to have reached a rigorous association linkage. 

According to Boethius, if A then B (e.g. "if it's day, it's light") 'does not assert that 

both are !the case] but rather that if one is, then the other follows, that both come together in 

a certain understanding ' (Martin 88 p.110). Here and elsewhere what Boethius says suggests a 

double-banger analysis of implication (of a type concidered in RCR) which runs as follows: A 

--+ B iff A -l B & A - B, where A ~ B symbolises the association element: A is associated in 

understanding with B. Certainly Boethius makes some sort. of strict requirement a necessary 

condition for the truth of a conditional, and he repeats the association condition (though 

sometimes as agreement in nature, rather than sense or understanding). The same double 

conditions are repeated in Boethius's explanation of affective connection, which appears to 

correspond to the (semantical) conditions for conditional statements. The double conditions 

for affective connections are again the strict conditions, the impossibility of one component 

without the other, and the association condition, the inevitable conjunction in the 

understanding of the components (cf. Martin 88 pp.131-2).17 Given the equivalential cast of 

the auxiliary connective -, the analysis already has several of the right features for 

connexivism. But while the analysis eases the problem of validating connexive principles, it 

does not assist so well in vindicating hyperconnexivism. For all the impressive power of 

recent logical technology, a coherent synthesis of Boethius's sociative ideas on argument and 

conditionality remains to be achieved, if it can be. 

III. The early medieval period: Abaelard, his rivals, and successors. 

'Considerations of relevance (and connection) were important throughout the medieval 

period ... it, is the 20th century that is aberrant. in this respect. is its treatment of 

conditionals'18 Neither in Alexandrian times, nor during the medieval period when debates 

about the fundamentals of logics were intensive, did classical-style logic attain the dominance 

it has now achieved . Theories of entailment and conditionals were certainly an important 

issue in the twelfth century. There was a major debate, centred around Abaelard (as we now 

see it), over connexive logic. There was also an emerging theory of argumentation from false 

and impossible assumptions, the new supplementary theory of obligationes. 

There are also other little remarked features of medieval investigations worth 

emphasizing. The logical principles deployed were almost invariably of low degree (mostly at 

first degree, occasionally at second). Conditionals were seldom nest.ed; pure consequence 

statements never were. Coupled with this, there was no emphasis on strengt.h of system, but. a 

heavy stress on adequacy to apparent data. Thus, by contrast with contemporary system 

building, there was no pressure t.o formulate, for example. a logic of pure conditionals. Logical 

principles investigate( mostly contained other connectives, such as 'and ' and 'not', and very 
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often syllogistic material. (Not made were contemporary artificial separations of sentential 

and quantificational principles, divisions into syntactical. proof-theoretic and semantical 

theory, and so on.) The upshot was that what logical systems did emerge, or rather can 

subsequently be reconstructed, were very weak, at least by contemporary overpowered 

standards; indeed they were generally of lower power than that at which most recent theory 

functions well. Firstly, then, it is unlikely that the pure implicational theory would contain 

many principles beyond A -+ A; that is fine, as there are interesting logics, such as those in 

the vicinity of relevant logic B, of this sort. Secondly , even where degeneration occurred and 

a modal theory was reached, as apparently happened under the dominant position in later 

medieval thought, the type of logic involved, hardly uniquely determined, would not have 

been "normal". but typically somewhere inside the weakest of Lewis systems S1. The general 

drive for strength is, like generalised will-to-power, and other univcrsalization and 

maximization drives, a modern phenomenon. These drives are now built into thP dominant 

social paradigm; they affect logic like all other intellectual endeavour. 

An exasperating feature, from the system-design perspective, which medieval logic 

shares with much of less simplistic modern phi lo ophy, is the marked lack of systematisation 

and the extensive qualification of principles and making of fine distinctions. The trouble is, as 

again with unsystematic contemporary work. that the massive qualification is frequently once 

only and for the case at hand, and that the distinctions go nowhere theoretically; these things 

do insufficient work and hardly justify their keep. These are the so-called "scholastic" 

elements displayed in much poorer linguistic philosophy, and copiously exhibited in medieval 

logic in syntactical qualification, over-qualification and hedging of principles. But in part it is 

because of this resilient complexity of detail that interesting medieval work is now beginning 

to break out of (early) contemporary Whiggish strait-jacketing and premature classification in 

available boxes. Thus too thr satisfactory excavation and reconstruction of medieval logic 

calls for considerable patience (by primary researchers). But the effort that has recently been 

made is beginning to pay off, through the fascinating details, concerning implication 

especially, now being unearthed and put together. Few recent diggings have been richer than 

in Abaelard"s work. 

Abaelard accepted Aristotle's connexive principles ARl and AR2, making them, along 

with two equivalent principles, central in hi theory of conditionals. Any conditional which 

can be demonstrated, using acceptable principles, to imply conditional which contravene 

them should be rejected. o doubt unqualified Simplification (i.e. A & B -+ A and, by 

symmetry, A & B -+ B) with arbitrary and perhaps irrelevant or incompatible antecedents 

conjoined is a candidate for such rejection. For it yields immediately B & ~B -+ Band B & 

~B -+ ~B by unrestricted Substitution. whence, given only Adjunction, (B0 -+ B) & (B0 -+ 

~B) for B0 = B & ~B, in violation of Abaelard's first connexive principle 

~((A -+ B) & (A-+ -B)) ABl. 

Abaelard's second principle is likewise a contraposition of Aristotle"s principles. and likewise 

equivalent using only minimal assumptions, to the first. It is that no statement implies its 
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own negation, i.e. 

-(A-+ -A} AB2. 

As to statements infringing AB2 and implying their own negations, Abaelard remarks 

No one doubts that this is improper and embarrassing (inconveniens) since the truth 
of one of two propositions which divide truth not only does not require the truth of 
the other but rather entirely expels and extinguishes it (Dialectica p.290}. 

Thus is AB2 underpinned by a cancellation account of negation, with the content of A 

cancelling the propositional content of -A (as explained more fully in Ne}. The response 

Abaelard could have made to Simplificational strategies directed against his principles, 

accordingly seem evident. The conditional A & -A -+ A fails bl'cause in the antecedent the 

content of -A cancels that of A removing the ground from A and so support for the 

consequent. Or, put differently, the content of the antecedent, since so nullified, no longer 

includes that of the consequent, as required however for a logical conditional. Ilut though such 

a response accords well with Abaelard's account of negation and conditionals, Abaelard did 

not develop any such suggestions. In fact, unqualified Simplication appears not to have been 

taken very seriously as a general logical principle in the twelfth century; logicians were very 

ready to surround Simplification with qualifications and to require special justification for its 

application - Simplication rather than connexive principles, let it be emphasized. 

Interestingly, ' ... simplification as such does not appear in the 12th C canon of valid 

argument. In order to justify it an appeal would have to be made to an appropriate topical 

principle' (EA p.27). 

Abaelard thought he could gain control over the wayward connex1ve principlPs, and 

avoid embarrassment. through a tight inclusion account of implication, coupled with a 

demanding theory of topical rules. A topical relation, or principle, provided a (natural} 

connection between antecedent and consequent elements. which would guarantee a true 

conditional. Topical rules regulated applications of implification and like nonuniversal 

principles, among other effects. Like Boethius, Abaelard rejects the standard modal account 

of the truth of a (necessary} conditional, accepting only one half of such necessary and 

sufficient conditions. namely that 'a necessary condition for the truth of a conditional is that 

the antecedent cannot obtain without the consequent'. 19 The modal requirement, he argues, is 

not sufficient. Abaelard works his way to alternative more rigorous necessary and sufficient 

conditions. Under the more rigorous condition for the truth of a conditional, 

not only can the antecedent not hold true without the consequent, but also the 
antecedent, of itself requires the consequent. ... nothing can warrant the claim that 
"this is antecedent to thaC other than "this from itself forces that" (Dialectica, 
p.283-4 italics added} 

Thus Abaelard 's tighter conditions give essentially the sufficiency-on-its-own account central 

to contemporary deep relevant theory (for instance, lo thf' posi tive theory of Relevant Logirs 

and Their Rivals and much of the work on which it was based). ot only arc the tighter 

conditions those of a relevant account; what is mon•, Abaelard glosses his condit.ions with a 

-- L 
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containment requirement: that the content of the antecedent is understood or contained in 

that of the antecedent (Dialectica p.284, cf. EA p.16). Exactly such a containment analysis 

has been much favoured by relevant thinkers, especially those who are (erroneously) prepared 

to concede a truth-preservation style of analysis to the strict, or material opposition. Abaelard 

was clearly with the forces of truth and justice. 

Implicit containment pictures of implicat.ion run all the way through logical history, 

from the Peripatetics well before Abaelard to Mill and Boole long after. But containment 

may be, and has been, explained in very varying ways, and subject to very varying conditions, 

from t.ight sense or property transmission conditions (such a are found in Abaelard and more 

formally in Priest 80a), through modal analyses (such as Carnap 56 supplies) to slack 

material or class calculus ones (such as classical logic offers). Abaelard explained logical 

conditionals (i.e. entailments) in terms of the consequent.s deriving necessarily just from their 

antecedent.s, and suggested one way of accounting for the necessit.y involved in terms of 

int.ensional containment, that in true condit.ionals the consequent.s are contentwise contained, 

or understood, in their respect.ive antecedent.s. Sometimes (as in Priest 80a), this intensional 

(or sense) containment, is taken as primitive, and simply assigned appropriate features; 

sometimes, as some of Boethius's remarks suggest and. later traditional logic made explicit , 

containment was in turn account.ed for through t.he transmis ion of suit.able properties (for 

details and explication see RLR, especially p.216 ff.). Like other forms of intensional 

connection, cont.ainment amounts to the transfer or sharing of properties; here sense or 

content, already implicit in the ant.ecedent, is transmitted to the consequent.. Approached 

slightly differently with the same end result, containment, is a partial identity (in one set of 

equations that were t,o become about, axiomat.ic in t.he nineteenth century: A --+ B, or B ~ A, 

iff A & B = A, Bis the same as part of A). But, such partial ident.ity, like identity proper and 

resemblance and interaction, is intensionally explained through t.he sharing of suitable 

properties. 

A containment picture of implicat.io11, especially when combined with a cancellation 

account of negation , confirms basic connexive impressions. If -A cancels A and vice versa, 

then A cannot b contained in or contain -A. o much is evident even on a Venn-style 

picture of ~cancellat.ion~ (where what is cancelled is crossed out, not, rubbed out., so remaining 

in view). Consider -A 's cancellation of A within A space, as illust.rated: 

A A-space 

It is evident t,hat A is not contained in -A, and that -A is not contained in A, which it 

erases. In short, -(A --+ -A) and -(-A--+ A) where non-implication is represented as non

containment. Similarly, both cancellation-wise and diagrammatically, as there are no null 

contents, where A --+ B. i.e. B is contained in A, -B is not contained in A, i.e. -(A --+ -B). 

But these appealing (first, degree) pictures were not pulled together into a coherent modelling 

- not then, and, despite the immf'nse recent incrrase in logical technology, not very 

satisfactorily since. Given an implicational setting as st.rong as that of system E, first degree 
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connexive principles spill over to higher degree connexivism; worse, in much weaker settings 
they spill into inconsistency. An argument for the first proceeds along those lines: A ..... B ...... 

B -+ -A -+. A -+ -A; A -+ B -+. -(A -+ -A) -+. -(A -+ -B); whence, as -(A -+ -A), by 
the Commutation rule of E, A -+ B -+. -(A -+ -B). Arguments for the second were 

discovered - to the consternation (not of the multitude but) of many - in the twelfth century. 

A satisfactory (relevant) account of the conditional is not, in a connexive setting, 
enough to avoid disaster, as Abaelard realised. Also necessary were further constraints on 
which materially-supplied conditionals held. Such control was particularly important in 
medieval theory where systems were always applied ones, with material examples rather freely 
imported into discussions of logical principles. Abaelard elaborated the theme, drawn from 
Boethius, that such a conditional is true, or an enthymeme valid, when there is a connection 
of topics guaranteed by a topical rule (a requirement which, Martin suggests, is rather like the 
modern idea of an inference ticke, ). Commonly the topical ru les were presented as conditional 
connections. 'Many logicians of the 12th C ... [held ) that there are real connections in the 
world , to which connections correspond natural conditionals· (p.32) . 

Abaelard sought to gain control, then, through a lightening of the topical rules, which 
justified material conditionals and licensed admitted enthymemes. What, in particular, 
Abaelard did was lo apply his theory of topics to remove potentially damaging conditionals 
linking opposites, such as "If Socrates is a man, Socrates is not a stone" , A 1 -+ -81 for 

short. 2° For if such a conditional as A1 -+ -81 were admitted it could be shown that A1 & 

8 1 ..... -(A1 & B1), contradicting connexive principles. The following embarrassing argument 
concerning opposites would do the damage:-

Al & BI -, Al 

A 1 & B 1 -+ -81 
-B1 -, -(A 1 & B1) 

A 1 & B1 -+ -(A1 & B1) 

by admissible Simplification 

since A 1 -+ -81, by Transili\'ity 

contraposing Simplification 

by Transitivity. 

This argument Abaelard 's restricli\'e theory of inference licPnces d<'flecls. 

A decisive twelfth century beginning lo sociative logic, in connexive form, was not 
however to be. The control Abaelard managed to achieve was inadequate. By cleverly 
varying Abaelard's own argument. Alberic produced an extremely embarrassing argument, 
meeting all Abaelard's requirements. The argument, which led to a counterexample to a 
connexive principle, and so to inconsistency of crrlain connexive logics, took the following 
form: 

A
0

-+ 8
0 

-B.-+ -A 

A
0 

& -B.-, -B. 

A
0 

& -B.-, -A 

-A.-+ -(A
0 
&-B.) 

Any conditional true according to Abaelard (e.g. 

"If Socrates is a man, Socrates is an animal"). 

by (rult') Contraposition 

by Simplification 

by (rulP) Transitivi1y 

by Contraµosition from Simplification 
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[A
0 

&-B
0
j -+ - [A

0 
& -B J by Transitivity. 

Hence C
O 

-+ -C 
0

, contradicting AR2. Both total-sufficiency and containment analyses of 

implication appear to straightforwardly validate Transitivity and requisite cases of 

Simplification; Contraposition (also easil) guaranteed) was a given in medieval thought. 

Abaelard was in deep trouble. Abaelard's considered response to this simple and ingenious 

argument is not known! However Abaelard reacted (the opposition report is that he at once 

conceded, but more likely he imported further restrictions), the argument wa a watershed 

one. For here was an argument 

on which everyone interested in the use of conditional - which meant any twelfth 

century logician - had to take a stand. A conditional apparently satisfying the most 

stringent requirement for necessity. in that being an animal is part of the definition 

of being a man, has been shown, by the use of apparently very basic and very 

plausible principles, to entail the contravention of a principle which, if not 

Aristotle's own, seems equally certain (EA p.23). 

lt was all extremely embarrassing. Connexive logic had suffered a major fall, from which it 

has never really recovered. 

Many different neutralisations of the embarrassment were soon proposed, some of them 

anticipating contemporary moves, some of them rather surprising. but none abandoning 

conditionals as a bad lot or beyond redemption, in the fashion of the narrow contemporary 

paradigm. Some schools such as the Parvipontani 'essentially gave up on any refinement in 

the theory of the [demonstrative] conditional at this point' and adopted a modal theory of the 

broad type that was to become dominant in later medieval thought and is now so fashionable. 

More relevant, and interesting, are other resolutions, which apparently retained connexive 

principles as well as Contraposition. Essentially two types of option remain open: some 

restriction of Transitivity or some further muzzling of . implification,· and both were tried , 

though not in any thorough-going way. The options may be coupled, of course, with parallel 

options in the case of implicational paradox arguments. 

The Albricini contested, like contemporary nontransitivi~y positions. Transitivity. But, 

unlike contemporary positions, they contested it on the grounds that the conditional 

'expres ed a "causal" relation between properties. and so failed where there was no 

corresponding property as in this case'. This nontran itivity approach, in denying that 

inconsistent predicates supply properties. 21 in fact connected with positions qualifying 

Simplification. For 'the idea is that combining the predicate ' is a man· with its contrary ' is 

not an animal' ... destroys the connection required for the natural conditional "if it's a man, 

then it's an animal" to be true ' (EA). Thus the idea undercuts conditionals with impossible 

antecedents. Regulating or removing such conditionals, on one pretext or another, was, and 

remains, a popular move. 

Several objected to the use of impossible conjunctions on the ground (which comes 

straight from the cancellation account of negation) that such conjunction. could not be 

posited without destroying part of the conditional (for the support the antecedent offers for 
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the consequent is removed, or the content of the antecedent collapses). The objection appears 

to imply some kind of (consistency) proviso on Simplication. Such an appealing restriction is 

ascribed in some texts to Abaelard 's followers, the Nominales - but specifically the awkward 

view that from a conjunction of an affirmation and a negation only the affirmative conjunct 

follows. This would presumably admit A
O 

& -B
O 

-> A 
0

, in the example, but rule out A
O 

& 

-B
O 

-> -B 
0

, thus blocking Alberic's argument, but not others dangerously like it. 

Closely related was tht> resolution of the Porretani. who argued (like contemporary 

connexivists beginning with clson) that Simplification from an arbitrary conjunction was 

inadmissible. But they claimed this (here in contrast with contemporary connexivists) 

because such Simplification involves fallacy of non-cause-as-cause, i.e. allows a type of 

irrelevance. 22 Like the Albricini, tht> Porretani required at least a causal connection between 

the antecedent and consequent of a true conditional. Thus when one conjunct of an antecedent 

is not used in obtaining a putative consequent, to take the whole conjunction as antecedent, 

as in unrestricted Simplification, is to commit the fallacy . Indeed they generalised their 

point, claiming that from 

no copulative do either of its parts follow. The reason is because it is a general 
principle both with regard to consecution and to inference [that it holds] only if the 
cause of the consequent or the conclusion is advanced for the consequent or 
conclusion .... What relevance does one of a pair of coupled antecedents have to the 
consequent when only the other is the cause. Thus in "if Socrates is a man and an 
ass, then Socrates is a man". isn't "Socrates is an ass", which is not a cause, 
advanced as a cause. (Compendium Loyicae, II. 26, rearranged). 

The resolution, because plainly relevantly based , is tl1us exceedingly interesting for the history 

of relevant logic. 

A much more drastic amputation of consequences of inconsistent antecedents was 

adopted by the Meliduneses. They claimed not merely that nothing follows from the 

impossible (a sentiment congenial to connexivist ideas, and rather like modern views of 

Wittgenstein and others concerning halting at, contradictions), but even that "nothing follows 

from the false". 23 Such strong themes need not br quite as restrictivt> as they at first appear 

to be, given for example procedures of default or suppositional inference and backtracking. 

Briefly, a reasoner proceeds from antecedents whost> status is unknown but which are 

supposed possibly true at least until t,he evidently false is encountered, whereupon 

backtracking begin . But the approach, though now fashionable in computing theory and 

theories of theory change, is fraught with difficulties, yet to be decently resolved. Taken 

straightforwardly such approaches certainly underwrite distinctive features of connexivism. 

For if A is possible /or true] then A does not imply -A. else it would not be possible; but if A 

is impossible [or false 1• then as nothing follows from A, -A does not. So, either way, -(A -> 

-A). 
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IV. Later medieval theories of implication: further adjusting "history". 

Although the great twelfth century debate did not persist undiminished into the 

thirteenth century, but gradually faded away, containment and connexive thinking did not 

disappear. Kilwardby, writing in the first half of the thirteenth century, appears to have 

adopted that characteristic combination: a meaning-inclusion view of implication, and a 

cancellation picture of negation, with a connexive outcome. Thus 'what is understood in some 

thing or things, follows from it or from them by a necessary and natural consequence; and so 

of necessity if one of a pair of opposites in repugnant to the premisses ... the other follows 

from them ... IJn particular,] if one of the opposites stands, the other cannot', i.e. if A -+ B 

then -(A -+ -B) (see Bochenski p.199). Kilwardby's connexive theory of implication, not so 

far very thoroughly investigated, perhaps also included some stronger connexive principles, 

reminiscent of Boethius and nirted with in recent conditional logics, e.g. the principle -(A -+ 

B) -+. A -+ -B (strengthening the material chain principle -(A -+ B) :). A -+ -B). But 

whether the final theory was hyperconncxive or not, it contained some serious tensions. For 

(by contrast with Abaelard and Bocthius) Kilwardby also asserted that 'a disjunctive follows 

from each of its parts, and by a natural con equence; for it follows if you sit , then you sit or 

you do not sit' (Bochenski p.199). But, as Kilwardby was well aware, A-+ (AV -A)&. -A 

-+ (A V -A) counters Aristotle's and his o~~n theme that the same result cannot follow both 

from a statement and its negative, i.e. -(A -+ B &. -A -+ B). 

Kilwardby confronted two waves of objections to Aristotle's theme, object.ions 

apparently by that time standard. The first objection was based directly on the positive 

paradox: that where B is necessary (as e.g. "God exists") anything whatsoever implies it, in 

particular both A and -A do. Kilwardby easily surmounted this objection, much as Abaelard 

had done before him. by distinguishing a natural (or natural and neces ary) consequence 

operation, different from "accidental con equence" which is paradoxical. The positive 

paradox naturally fails for natural con equcncc. Such a relevant natural consequence 

connection is again characterised through content containment: the consequent is understood 

in the antecedent. 24 The second larger wave involved a relevant variation on the first; the 

argument replaced the arbitrary necessary truth by a specific one, Excluded Middle in the 

statement A concerned, i.e. it deployed non-expansive cases of the lattice principle of 

Addition. This wave may have dumped Kilwardby. For, by contrast with Aristotle, he 

conceded the parameter-sharing Addition principles as supplying natural consequences. 

Worse, he proceeded to commit Aristotle to these (apparently) new-fangled lattice principles. 

Aristotle had meant. Kilwardby maintained, only to deny that the same result could follow 

naturally in virtue of the same part of itself both from a given statement and its negation 

(see Kilwardby, quoted in Kneales pp.275-6). This amounts to special pleading, geared only 

to a counterexample based on a disjunctive conclusion like A V -A "here different parts, A 

and -A, may serve as antecedent. Kilwardby could more profitably have engaged in further 

division-chopping. distinguishing a connexive natural consequence under which A -+. A V ~A 

and its mate fail. An appeal to the ideas of Peripatetic progressive argument, for instance, 

could have made such a distinction both attractive and historically well-founded. Moreover, 

such a distinction ~ould have saved his own connexive position. 
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The vigorous debate of the twelfth century, partly focussed on connexivism, appears to 

have dissipated in the thirteenth century, when connexivism was slowly routed (with the 

advent, as above, of lattice connections). By the fourteenth century a strict position had , so it 

is usually said, become dominant, both as regards the consequence relation and as regards the 

coupled theory of conditionals. As to the coupling, of some sort, there is little doubt. 'There 

was always supposed to be a close connexion between the validity of a consequentia and the 

truth of a conditional statement' (Kneales p.293). For example, 'according to Ockham, a 

consequence is a hypothetical , conditional proposition and it is true if and only if its 

antecedent implies (infert) its consequent]. That means that a consequence is composed of at 

least two categorical proposition which are joined by the syncategorematic terms "if-then" or 

their equivalents .... both parts may even by impossible' (Boehner p.55, insert from Moody 
p.66).25 

What is taken t.o be the mainstream theory of formal (purely logical) consequence -

presented clearly and simply enough by the shadowy Pseudo-Scotus (some--times identified as 

John of Cornubia) perhaps early in the fourteenth century - was, in broad outlines, a strict 

implicational one; but exact details of the theory were much debated. At bottom, Pseudo

Scotus required that for a consequence to be valid it is impossible that the first component 

( the antecedent) be true and the second ( the consequent) be false. 26 Unlike earlier logicians 

who had used paradoxes of implication to discredit such strict accounts of formal consequence, 

P eudo-Scot us tried to make tht> paradoxes appear inevitable and essential features of the 

notion of consequence - by establishing them through what amount to the modern 

"independent" argumPnts to them. Such modal views were, however, by no means as widely 

accepted as the recent conventional wisdom would have. 

In a concluding chapter on consequence, Ockham sets down general principles for the 

notion - for following from - which were to be repeated with variation, and additions, in 

many later works on the topic. Unlike some of his commentators (notably Boehner), Ockham 

did not shrink from setting down, at the end of his resume, the evident paradoxes of strict 

implication: 'Other rules are given ' , says Ockham, as if he wanted to dissociate himself from 

these simple consequences, '(10) Anything whatsoever follows from the impossible; (11) 
What is necessary follows from anything whatsoever'. 21 Even so, Ockham evidently felt, like 

many medieval logicians, considerable reservations about these principles. For he proceeds to 

comment: ' But such consequences are not formal; neither should they be much used nor are 

they'. He was not claiming, in contemporary dishonest fashion , that these paradoxes are not 

or never could be used (but were, so to say , recorded, to complete the books honestly?). Of 

course they are used : in particular to halt discussion arriving at inconsistency, to exclude 

logical investigation of what is impossible. Ockham says they should not be used , much(?). 

More important, he appears, in saying they are not formal, to have been contending that they 

were not correct. For, firstly , ' ... in medi eval latin formalis seems to have some of the 

associations which "proper" has in mod ern English' (Kneales p.292). But, in addition , 

Ockham specifically required in a formal consequence some necessary connection , for example 

through a topical rule. According to the Kn cales, ' it is clear that Ockham wi shes to call a 
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consequen.tia formal if, and only if, it involves a necessary connection in the stricter sense of 

which Abaelard spoke' (p.290). Really then, the paradoxes ( 10) and ( 11) hold at best for 

mat.erial consequence (such as lax enthymcmatic arguments), but not for consequence proper. 

Morl'over, the way in which 'the material consequence jis) put aside' in the British medieval 

t,radit,ion 'can only be taken to mean that the material consequence is not considered a 

consequence in the st.rict or full sense of that term' (Green-P1•derscn pp.286-7). 

To arrive in the t,hick of what was at issue sociatively, it, helps considerably to introduce 

cert,ai11 of the basic classifications of t,yp<'s of conscqucncl' cl<'ploycd in medieval theory. One 

import.ant classification, made in varying competing ways, c-an be represented thus:

Consl'quences (inferc11ces, implications) 

I "' Sound (bona) 

I 
Formal 

(Literally, defined in terms of 

form , so substitution for 

cat.egoremat ic terms docs 

11ot affect validit,y) 

Unsound (malo) 

Material 

(Lit.erally, depends also on matt.er, 

so affected by co11il'ni of terms) 

/ \ 
Simple, absolute 

(hold simplicit.er, 

As-of-now 

(hold when stat.ed) 

without temporal condit.ion) 

Thi' dist.inction hl'tW<'l'n simpl<' and as-of-now conditionals is roughly like that bct,wecn 

Diodorian (temporally strict) and Philonian (material) "implication~, at, least according to 

mainst.rl'arn percept.ions (sec Moody p.70 ff.) . These mat.rrial t,ypcs were largely cedrd to t,he 

forces of irn•levancl'. At, least, there appc·ars t,o havl' bef'n fairly wide agreement, !.hat, what, 

amount to paradoxes of irnplirat.ion hold for matrrial consl'qurnce types. What was primarily 

at issul' was whether such paracloxes wl'rl' formally valicl, g<'nuinl'ly valid. But even as regards 

matl'rial consrqucncc, simple consPqu<'ncc in particular, t.hrrP were cross-currents of sociative 

significance, as a diffrrl'nt. classificat.ion of material conscqu<'n,c start.s to reveal. 

This int.eresting cross-classificat,ion was ' bPt,wPen cons<'quences valid by reason of some 

conn1·ct ion of supposition or meaning betwl'Pn a t,crm occurring in t,he antecedent. and another 

t.crm occurring in the consequent jmat.erially relevant consl'quences), and consequences \'alicl 

only br•rausP of the falsit,y or impossibilit,y of the anteccdPnt, or because of the truth or 

necessit.y of thl' consequent jmat.crially irrelevant ronsequencl's j' (Moody p.73). Ockham ancl 

successors, such as Strode, consiclercd such relevant consequences adequate, formal in their 

sense. Ilut materially irrelevant consequences are dismissed as "merely material" by Strode, 

who illustrates his point wit.h an example which soon berame entrenched; "Jf some man is a 

stone, t.h<'n a stick stands in the corner" . The rules , for ml'rl'ly material consequenct·s are, of 

course, the paradoxes themselves. Strode too says of such rull's, 'But such consequl'nces arc 

not formal, so that those rules arc not much used ' (quotl'cl in Moocly p.74 ff.). Si11cc the 

pri11cipll's supposl'cl to govern as-of-now consequl'nCl'S wrrl' also essentially material , ' not all 
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the medieval logicians accepted the consequence "as of now" as a valid consequence, and those 
who did recognise this sense of implication indicated that it was not of much importance for 
scientific purposes' (Moody p.79). This scientifically unimportant "implication" they realised 
could be defined truth-functionally, e.g. through -(A & -BJ. 

Ockham was far from alone in his reservations and apparent dissent from the modal 
position, surprisingly veiled given some of his other political activities. Strode, for one, took 
the distinction between material cousequence - which was conceded to be paradoxical but 
neither much used or useful - and the stronger formal consequence - which was not 
paradoxical. but required connection - in much the same fashion as Ockham. But Strode is 
more precise about the more rigorous connection involved in consequence proper. 'According 
to him every valid material consequentia allows for inference (illation) from thi> antecedent to 
the consequent, but a formal consequentia involves in addition a connexion of meaning or 
understanding (intellectio) between the antecedent and the consequent' (Kneales p.292). The 
connectional requirements of Abaelard persi t , as do connexive features (see Strode, e.g. 

f.12rb-va). Such an account of formal consequence, in terms of meaning containment, occurs 
frequently in British (but not Parisian) works of the fourteenth century (cf Green-Pedersen 
p.287). Ferrybridge also appear to have shared Ockham's reservations, but he is less specific 
than Strode. He does say however, of non-formal 'arguments to the necessary from something 
not specially relevant', that he does 'not consider that kind of argument valid'. It is 
interesting that the paradoxes are given in the shape of arguments involving something 'not 
specially relevant'. Regrettably no information is so far available on how exactly these 
medieval Englishmen proposed to break the known arguments to the paradoxes; but later 
commentators on Strode do offer suggestions. 

It is not difficult, moreover, to ascertain how Burleigh's theory of consequences 
apparently avoided the paradoxes (thanks to recent recontruction). Burleigh, a contemporary 
of Ockham, who appreciated the logical priority of propositional logic and developed it to a 
considerable extent, elaborated a system of absolute (i.e. simpli>) consequence. The system 
included neither the paradoxes of implication nor (unqualified) simplification principles. 28 As 
it stands, it is a sociativc system almost in direct line of ( unhistorical) descent from 
mainstream , t,oic logic (perhaps through twelfth century schools). It is very like Stoic logic as 
tentatively sketched earlirr, but enriched by modal functors and an inclusive disjunction V, 
(with A V B +-+. -(-A o -BJ. Burli>y·s demodalised system, formulated in terms of 
connectives -> (for consequence). o, V, - ...... , with :. indicating the rule linkages, takes the 
following lini>s (to adapt Boh's reconstruction, pp.313-4): 

A -> A 

A -> --A (the principles arc 

--A-> A implicit only) 

A _, B :. B -> C ->. A -> C 

B -> C :. A -> B ->. A _, C 

A -> B :. -B -+ -A 

The implication-negation fragment thus appears to be exactly the same as that of basic 
system B of relevant logic. As with Stoic logic the differences (if any) come with o and V. 
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A, B :. Ao B 

A -+ B, A -+ C :. A -+ B o C (Burley states only 

indicative special cases of this rule) 

-(A -+ B) +-+. A o -B (This latter principle is especially striking, and part of what justilies 

taking Burleigh's conjunction as intensional. Had he been working in a conventionally 

ascribed strict system his consequence system would collapse into a material one, i.e. absolute 

consequence would collapse to material, as-of-now). 

A O B -+ C :. A O -c -+ -B, Ptc. 

(In fact Burleigh only formulates antilogistic principles for syllogistic consequence, where it. 

takes literally such forms as A, B :. C / A, -C :. -Band permutations thereon.) 

Such a consequence system is undoubtedly ociative, as it is (properly) contained within 

the corresponding system R of relevant logic. 29 ThP argument dPpends upon the 

representation of Burleigh's conjunction and disjunction as intensional, and not lattice

theoretic. There is some evidence that an intensional conjunction was in use about that time 

in England. Strode formulates a rule which is clas ically invalid , but. which can be given good 

status using intensional conjunction, namely 'If one argues from the opposite of the 

consequence to one of the premisses, the opposit.e of the other premiss follows' (see Moody 

p.93). 

To locate the dwindling medieval mainstream, t.ravel to the neighbouring Continent. 

helps and may be required; perhaps best is a visit to Paris and to the hardrr-line modal school 

that formed around Buridan. Buridan shared none of those reservations felt earlier and 

elsewhere about the paradoxes as formal consequences. He offered t,he same "independent" 

proof of the negative paradox as Pseudo-Srotus, from which he concluded t.hat the 

consequence was formally valid. 30 Influential logicians taught by Buridan felt none of 

Ockham's reservat.ions or Strode's disbelief, perhaps as some sort of strict position became 

established in Paris. Thus Albert of Saxony, building on Buridan, felt sufficiently confident to 

present the paradoxes as lirst and second rules of (simple) consequence (see Bochenski p.200: 

note again however, the common qualilication to simple :=:: strict). But even among such 

staunch supporter of the mainstream Parisian story as Buridan and as Albert, there were 

some interesting twists and variations (with truth playing an essential non-redundant role in 

Albert; see Boehner pp.71-2) . All this adds to warranted speculation that the mainstream 

position, weakened by division and dissension within, held only an uneasy, dubious dominance 

- at least by comparison with the contemporary scene. 

The contraction of the suppo ed mainstream to the outflow of a Parisian school gives a 

very different look to high medieval logic. It is worth briefly reassessing the standard 

contemporary argument, perhaps best assembled in Moody, for the modal picture of medieval 

logic. What Moody's interesting, but tendentiou , depiction of the medieval logic of 

propositions as a strict implicational system - Lewis system S3 so it is claimed 31 - may do 

some justice to is only this: the consequence system of Buridan and his students at Paris, or 
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more narrowly the views of Buridan and Albert of Saxony. To arrive at his medieval strict 

system Moody proceeds by the evidently invalid method of selectively amalgamating the 

statements of several, disputatious, medieval logicians, namely Buridan , Albert of Saxony, 

Ockham, Burleigh, Strode and Paul of Venice, whose working lives furthermore spanned 

almost a century. He proceeds to compare "their" principles with those of Lewis and 

Langford (and also to a subset of those Principia Mathematica: see p.82 ff}. The net result 

of such an exercise should really be, as it would be if attempted for contemporary logic, the 

trivial system (in the givl'n morphology). not S3 or S2. For example, Burleigh 's thesis, -(A -+ 

B) +-+. A and -B, yields classical logic. whereupon ' trode·s nonclassical principles yield 

triviality. But for reasons already advanced, trode, Burleigh and Ockham should be counted 

out , for they all dissented , in one way or another. from such a modal pastiche; so also no 

doubt should Paul of Venice (as we shall see, and as Perreiah contends}. That leaves Buridan 

and his former student Albert. i.e. the Parisian school. 

It is evident, then. that ri"al positions to the dominant strict position were certainly not 

lacking; and these persisted through into later medieval times. Certainly there were many 

different positions adopted as regards the issue of correct conditionals, and these conditionals 

continued to be taken as virtually tantamount to valid consequences. But again appropriate 

details of many of these positions, who maintained them, the extent of their support, and so 

on, remain very scanty. Insufficient research into less orthodox positions and thinkers is no 

doubt one source of the trouble. of this information gap. Fortunately something, to build 

upon, is known. 

By later medieval times, the number of interpretations of the conditional under 

discussion, but four or so in ancient times, had expanded to at least ten. In his Logica 

A.fagna, Paul of Venice listed, and summarily rejected, ten different. apparently extant, 

accounts of the truth of a conditional (and of the 'meaning of implication' as Bochenski puts 

it, pp.145-6}, a11d these accounts do not appear to span all ancient positions. Several of the 

accounts cited certainly admit of sociative elaborations. Whether they actually attained such 

elaboration i another matter; however it seems likely. given the later logical ubiquity of the 

paradox arguments, and the apparent resistance to them. But how they were elaborated, or 

would have been - that sort of logically crucial information is again lacking. In typical 

medieval fashion Paul of Venice does not even give the names of medieval authors or schools 

who held the various views he mentions. 

The variety of the views does however indicate both considerable dissatisfaction with 

the mainstream strict style of account. which had not stabilized to invariant agreed form, and 

also that no consensus as to the trouble with arguments like the paradoxes was emerging, as 

almost !'very partway plausible counterview was still being tried for size. 

In Paul of \'enice 's list strict accounts tend to come first, with the first being in fact the 

first of the strict (modalist) views considered, and a lso counter-exampled, by Pseudo-Scotus 

(see Knealcs p.286, p.29:l}. According to this account, 'for the truth of a conditional is 
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required that the antecedent cannot be true without the consequent', 'without' no doubt being 

read as 'and not' (see the Buridan text elaborating the account, Bochenski p.196; otherwise, 

were 'without' read intensionally , a very different theory than the mainstream strict one could 

emerge) . Among positions which readily admit of a sociative construal are at least these:-

• The third, where 'people have said that for the truth of a conditional it is required that it 

is not possible that the antecedent of that consequence be true unless the consequent be true': 

and 

• The fifth , where 'people say that for the truth of a conditional it is required that if things 

are as is signifiable by the anteced nt, necessarily things are as is signifiable by the 

consequent'. Among positions which almost certainly obtained some sociative elaboration are 

the last three given: 

Eighthly people say that for the truth of a conditional it is required that thl' 

consequent be understood in the antecedent... 

inthly people say that for the truth of a condition al it is rPquired that the adequate 

significate of the consequent be understood in the antecedent. 

Tenthly people say that for the truth of a conditional it is required that the opposite 

of the consequent be incompatible with the antecedent...(Bochl'nski p.696) . 

The tenth position , which superficially resembles that of Chrysippus, is here already distanced 

from strict interpretations. The eighth position, which resembles that of Abaelard's school, is 

tantamount that of Strode. Evidently sociative accounts of implication and conditionality had 

by no means been entirely ovcr"'helmed. or died out, by the fifteenth century, even if, as 

contemporary mythologic has it, they had been pushed into minority positions far down the 

lists. 

The position of Paul of Venice, often represented as in the mainstream of medieval logic, 

is instructive, illustrating something of the complexity of later medieval theory. Having 

argued against all the positions listed, he says that 'my own opinion is that we cannot give 

any completely general account of what is sufficient or necessary for the truth of conditionals, 

for they are divided according to a variety of differentiac because of the variety in which they 

occur'. But his opinion comes close to the tenth position, appearing to amount to a case by 

case complication of that (and so indeed to be reducible, despite what he asserts, to a very 

complex set of necessary and sufficient conditions). Moreover, in the Logica Parva he 

characterises a true conditional (and similarly a bona consequentia) as that in which the 

opposite of the consequent is repugnant to the antecedent (p.131 , p.167) , with such 

repugnance glossed in terms of unimaginability of the denial of the consequent with the 

antecedent (thus a modal-style reduction of relation is reached, but through imaginability or 

conceivability). Paul of Venice's position is not a sociative one, tying the tenth account with 

connection; but nor is it a straightforward modal position by any means. among other things 

because imaginability differs from possibility (on medieval perceptions those properties only 

properly overlap one another, cf. p.51). Thus a different perspective would be expected 

towards implicalional paradoxes. And indeed in the Logica Magna. he argues against the 

ninth account. a refinement of the eighth, that the popular post-Ockham conditional, ulf you 

are something other than yourself, a stick is standing in the corner", 'is true and necessary, 
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and yet what its consequent signifies is not thought about in the antecedent because it is not 
signified by the antecedent or by any part of it' . Plainly the antecedent and consequent are 
not connected ( except in that tenuous modal sense). Though Paul offers a formal deduction of 
"A stick is standing in the corner" from "You are other than yourself", he apparently does not 
hold the standard view that every consequence with an impossible antecedent is valid. Such a 
principle holds good only when 'impossible' is taken in a certain strong sense (presumably 
that of unimaginability ), which the example given "You are other than yourself" meets. 32 

Elsewhere however (Logica Parva , pp.167-8), Paul repeats the familiar paradoxes of 
implication (statements (10) and (11) of Ockham), and it certainly looks as if they can be 
derived from principles he gives, if not from the characterisation he offers. That Paul of 
Venice does not represent the acme of medieval logic is now conventional wisdom; but nor 
does he signal the later decline. ome of the most interesting medieval developments in 
sociative logic were still to come. 

In the late (perhaps post-) medieval work of the Cologne school (active around 1493) the 
argument to the hard negative paradox through Disjunctive Syllogism was stopped in its 
tracks, in a way anticipating that of contemporary relevant logical theory. The argument to 
ex fa/so quodlibet A & -A -+ R (or inferentially A, -A / B) was broken. as in relevant logics, 
by rejection of Disjunctive Syllogism (in inferential form licensing general inference from -A 
and A V B to B). It was destroyed on the elementary grounds that where both -A and A arc 
assumed, -A cannot also be legitimately used to rule out A in the disjunction A V B. Failure 
to grasp this elementary point, easily explained to novices in logic or voluntl'ered by them, 
has not merely diverted the whole course of contemporary logic into philosophically disastrous 
classical ways, but has also helped in substantially distorting the history of medieval logic, 
with the result that nonclassical positions are not taken very seriously or Pxamined carefully 
or at all. The procedure of the Kneales, who, unlike many (unsympathetic) commentators, do 
give some small coverage to nonclassical positions, is instructive. They condense the main 
paradox argument from Pseudo-Scotus in the following tree of derivation: 

, ocrates exists and 
Socrates does not exist 

! 
Socrates does not exist 

~ 

Socrates exists and Socrat,es does not exist 

~ 
Socrates exists 

S 
., . . 

, ocrates exists or a man 1s an ass 
le.' 

A man is an ass 

As the Pseudo-Scotus says, each of the consequentiae used in the derivation is 
formally valid; and so, paradoxical as it may seem, no one can reject it without 
rejecting something essential to primary logic (p.282). 

After that supposedly compelling dPmonstraiion they have a difficult time giving any credence 
to accounts of consequence which dismiss or try to avoid paradox . 

Ilut suppose it holds or is granted (per impossibilc. but what is impossible can be taken 
as an hypothesis) that Socrates exists and Socrates does not exist; but it does not hold or is 
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not conceded that a man is an ass (or Baculus stat in angulo or such like) . Then, applying 

normal and and or principles, both "Socrates does not exist" (-A) and " ocrates exists or a 

man is an ass" (A V B) hold, but "A man is an ass" (B) does not. Accordingly, the inference 

from -A and A V B to B fails, for it leads from what holds or is granted to what does not. 

The inference flunks an evident generalisation of the truth-preservation requirement (a 

generalisation which can of course be recast in truth-preservation form, as in RLR). The idea 

that -A eliminates A in A V B is based on that assumption that not both -A and A can ever 

hold ; but that assumption breaks down, because precisely what has been granted is that both 

do hold. Thus it is not true that Psuedo- cotus's argument is formally valid (step by step), 

unless 'formally valid' is assigned, in an issue-begging way, some sort of strict construal. On 

the holding account indicated it is not valid at the last stage. Rejecting the step involved, as 

the Cologne school did, and as relevant theorists now do, is not 'rejecting something essential 

to primary logic', unless 'primary' is given a partisan construal. Rather it is to reject the 

extrapolation of a principle, good no doubt for negation-consistent situations, beyond its 

legitimate range of application. 

The Cologne commentators, analysizing the paradox argument in the form given, leave 

no doubt that the last (junky syllogistic) step cannot be accepted. The reason given is that 

the initial premiss, of the form P & -P, can be taken in two different ways: either absolutely, 

as an asserted contradiction, or hypothetically, for the sake of argument. ' In this proof, it is 

accepted for the sake of argument, and since both P and -P have thus been conceded, one 

cannot use part of the formal contradiction to deny the other part. That is, -P & (P V Q) -> 

Q has to be rejected!' (Ashworth 74 p.135, symbolism adjusted). The same grounds for 

rejection of Disjunctive Syllogism - as distinct from the rule "I of Material Detachment which 

is admissible, granted as always in those days that the actual world is consistent - are equall~ 

explicit in the subsequent work of de Soto (of 1529) : 

... A pair of contradictories can be taken in two ways, one way absolutely and 

without any supposition, and then the one is destructive of the other, that is, the 

truth of the one takes away the truth of the other. In the other way, they are taken 

as conceded by someone from some assumption for the sake of argument to see what 

follows, and then neither destro) s the other, for conceding that one is true, it does 

not follow that the other is false, since both are conceded to be true. So the 

inference 

Peter dispute or a man is a stone 

and Peter does not dispute, 

hence a man is a stone, 

if those contradictories are taken absolutely, is valid. But if they are taken as 

conceded in some initial premise, it is not valid. for from the fact that a negative is 

true it does not follow by the as umption given that the affirmative is false, since in 

the cause of disputation both were conceded (f.74va). 

The contrast, between obtaining absolutely (or truth) and holding b) assumption, is 

tantamount to that bPtwe!'n actual world (world T) semant ical assessment and hypothPtical 

(off-T) assessment. A for mall) valid principle mu -t be more than merely admissible; it must 
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hold for suppositional situations also. Thus Disjunctive Syllogism is not formally valid. 
Observe however that de Soto assumes a cancellation account of negation for absolute cases; 
indeed he goes further, rejecting implications from the impossible (e.g. "God does not exist") 
to the necessary ("God exists"), apparently on the basis of Abaelard's principle -(-A-+ A). 
If so, de Soto is committed to (what is viable enough, though incompatible with ,relevance 
logic) a connexive relevant framework. But it may be that de Soto intended only to 
emphasize his repudiation of the paradoxes and of modal construals of the Chrysippean 
definition of consequence (a consequence is valid iff the negation of the consequent is 
incompatible with the antecedent) which lead to them. De Soto, like others such as 
Blanchellus Faventinus who adhered to that, was not convinced by the modal reduction of 
incompatibility. He sarcastically remarked that 'although "the modems" accept "If God does 
not exist, then God exists" on the grounds that the impossible leads to anything he could not 
bring himself to accept an inference of this form·. He also pointed out he was hardly on his 
own, appealing 'to common usage to support his doubts about the paradoxes: who would say 
that if you are a stone it follows both that you are and that you are not?' (see Ashworth 74, 
whose account of late medieval activity is heavily exploited, p.127, p.135). Consistently with 
his stance, he supplied a framework of principles for consequence and conditionality which is 
appropriatelt relevant, lacking both paradoxes and their source, Disjunctive Syllogism 
(p.184). The Cologne framework - although apparently based on a different (through 
reconcilable) definition of consequence: containment rather than Chrysippean - was also 
bound to be duly relevant; for those commentators espoused a principle of connection of terms 
for valid consequences. 

While the clear emergence of a nondissembling position is the most exc1t mg sociative 
development in later medieval logic, it was by no means the only event of relcvancc. 33 The 
earlier British tradition, set out i11 textbook form by Strode, gained a following and obtained 
different elaborations, a significant one of them plainly nontransit.ive. Cajetan of Thiene not 
only, like Strode, adopted an information inclusion account of formal consequence and 
accordingly rejected the paradoxes as formally valid: as well he explained that valid 
consequence implies connection, that the terms involved are linked, and went on to discuss 
several interpretations of Strode's requirement that the consequent be formally understood in 
the antecedent (for a summary, see Ashworth 74 p.129). Strode and Cajetan were followed by 
'the Cologne commentators, Greve. and John of Glogovic [who] all seem to have accepted the 
claim that the consequent should be understood in the antecedent without comment; while 
Major added that a relation of pertinence between the terms was required' (p.130). Here is 
our first sighting of the connectional requirement explicitly identified as one of relevance. 

The importance of relevance, and its failure for material and strict consequence, was 
also clearly recognised by others who adopted a containment story, notably Ferebrich and the 
unknown author of Libel/us Sophistarum. According to the latter, in rejecting paradoxes of 
formal validity , 

There are .. . three kinds of materially valid consequence. that whose validity depends 
on the terms employed, that where the antecedent is both impossible and irrelevant 
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to the consequent, as in "A man is an ass, therefore the stick is in the corner", and 

that where the consequent is both necessary and irrelevant to the antecedent, as in 

"You ran, therefore God exists~. . .. of course ... there were some formally valid 

consequences whose antecedents were impossible, such as "A man is an ass, therefore 

a man is an animal", but these held by virtue of some other rule {Ashworth p.135). 

Subsequently some went further; Javellus, himself averse to the paradoxes and committed to a 

formal containment story , reported that 'realists would not even allow the paradoxes to be 

materially valid, because they exhibited no inferential link , no dependence and no 

incompatibility between the antecedent and negated consequent. ' (p.135) . They were not 

alone; the Cologne comment.ators required connection of terms for both usual types of 

material cbnsequence. 

Important, and importantly different., elaborations of the formal containment, account 

were also offered, along with (different) suggestions as to what went wrong in t.he paradox 

argument.s and which consequences were formally invalid. The author of Libel/us 

Sophistarum explained formal containment, as holding just when in making the antecedent 

true the consequent is made true or verilied, i.e. effectively in t,rut.h preservational terms. 

That text also delivers an elegant if weak logical system, which (by contrast with the 

disappointing formal theory of Major, p.179) is duly relevant (pp.182-3, pp.275-6). Given 

that the system supplies Simplilication, Addition, Composition principles and Disjunctive 

Syllogism, but not P,resumably t,he paradoxes (which are not cited). Transitivity (also not. 

given , though it was a standard principle) has to fail , both syntactically, and less plausibly , 

semantically for verilication. For uriderstanding in - as dist.inct ,from formal or intelligible 

inclusion - eventual failure of transitivity is no doubt to be expected; it is just, surpr\sing that 

it is bound to happen in sequences as &hort as the paradox arguments. T,hat Strode's formal 

containment account did lead t.o failure qf Transit.ivit.y was explicitly st.atcd by ermonete in 

his commentary. Ho 'said that a consequence of Strode'~ view was t.hat somethin~ could 

follow formally from the consequent of a valid consequent without so following from the 

antecedent, since in the case of the paradox "c is understood in b, b in a, but c is not. 

understood in a"' (p.135). The British noritransitivity bent reaches a long way back; but it 

was then, as now, a minor affair. The modems of .later medieyaldorn were heavily committed, 

like the modern rnoderns of later capitalism. to modal-style theory (as well as to the reference 

theory). By <:ontrast with present complacency, however. the modal position did not enjoy an 

easy or stable dominance. While a few logician did accept the received strict account of 

consequence validity, 'many felt that it expressed neither the necessary nor the suflicient 

conditions for validity' {p.126). Even ithin the ranks of the faithful then, all the details 

were not merely up for reassessment,, but regularly being reassessed. 

Even in t.hose medieval centres where a modal position of some sort became dominant 

after the thirteenth century and the logical canon, and other approaches declined lo minority 

concerns or were abandoned , certain k.ey element.s underlying relevant, positions and more 

satisfactory theories of conditionals, such as. containment, accounts, did not disappear ent.irely . 

Rather they continued to play a part, sometimes a signilicant part, in the ancillary the9ries 

that helped to prop up the dominant position; most. notably , in the theory of what, ensues 
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from, and what commitments are made, with false and even certain impossible assumptions. 
A contemporary parallel lies in the way the dominant logical position is hedged about by 
(competing) theory-saving supplements, notably theories of counterfactual and counterlogical 
implication and recently modal theories of conditionals. But whereas contemporary 
supplementation of the dominant paradigm takes no due account of connection and relevance, 
and really has as yet no approved theory for accommodating impossible assumptions, 
medieval supplementation gave sociative considerations an important · place. Moreover, the 
damaging paradoxes of implication were only incorporated into the later medieval logical 
canon as regards certain types of consequence and inference. such as material consequence. 
Not only for many situations, most conspicuously those where impossible assumptions 
operate, but also for significant types of consequence. including that of valid (bona) 
consequencf's according to several authors, the strict canon was suspended or ditched. Even 
so, such a "high" medieval approach, and onus of organisation, resembled that of liberated 
contemporary positions rather than a deep approach. lt was, after all, variation from the 
strict canons. By contrast, what deep sociative approaches do is to reverse all this. A more 
general theory which can accommodate impossible assumptions is sought from the outsl'tj 
then special relaxed or shortcut procedures are introduced where consistency or other prized 
properties (e.g. truth) can be assumed. 

One relevant medieval supplement to the main logical theory, of consequence and of 
signification (or reference), was that of obligationes (or commitment); another was that of 
insolubiles. The theory of obligationes, a partly formalised rule-controlled kind of dialogue, 
guided a method of training in diall'ctic. 34 The business of obligationes concerned both the 
theory and practice of dialectical argument; that is , it concerned argument , according to 
prescribed rules, between disputants. Obligationes discussions - of which therl' were several 
types (with rules also varying from place to place) - were closed under rl'stricted (sociativl') 
consequence. A standard introduction to obligationes texts run along these line : 'Obligation 
is a certain art whereby some opponent can bind a respondent to reply at the opponent's 
pleasure to the obligatory Sl'ntenrl' posited to him. Alternatively, an obligation is a sentence 
by virtue of which someone who is obligated is committed to reply affirmatively or negatively 
to the given sentence' (Billingham' rather full introduction. quoted by Ashworth 83 pp. 
309-310). One important kind of obligationes disputation was that called positio, in which the 
opponent pre ents the respondent with a simple declarative proposition, the positum, which 
he is obliged to maintain, while the opponent serks to draw him into explicit contradictions. 
In positio the respondent is then required to concede everything that follows, according to the 
prescribed inference rules, from the proposition to which he or she is commiU,ed and anything 
els<' already conceded, to deny everything that is inconsistent with all this, and to respond to 
what is irrelevant as he or she takes it to be the case. In other kinds of obligationes, the 
respondent has to maintain a proposition about his own response, or what he knows, or some 
such. Always certain critical factors are involved: a starting assumption, or proposition is] 
considered, and an investigation by [two] sides, as to what it binds holders and opponents to, 
where it leads logically, according to certain predetermined inferential rules. The business 
plainly differs from the axiomatic method, with which it has recently been assimilated, in that 
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it involves sides or participants (characteristically two disputing a single proposition). As 

each obligation thus takes a certain structured dialogue form, a route to contemporary 

formalization is evident. Elements of such a theory can be neatly formulated, like parts of 

dialogue theory which the theory anticipates, in two sided tableaux style, with two columns, 

one for the respondent and one for the opponent, with the rules figuring rather like tableaux 

rules. 35 

Obligationes theory intrudes upon connected issues of much interest for sociative logic: 

firstly, the types of assumptions that can legitimately be made, and the types of rules that can 

be applied in such argument situations. It will quickly emerge that because false, and certain 

impossible, assumptions may be granted, the standard principles of material and formal 

consequence cannot be applied, but have to be qualified or suspended. It is this adjustment of 

consequence rule's, made in many handbooks on obligationes, that gives the theory its main 

sociative interest: not what the theory variously says on assumption or on relevance. For 

there is now - since the Hilbert school, for all it stress on consistency - nothing very striking 

in the idea of arbitrary assumptions, including those of any grade of inconsistency. The 

theory of "natural deduction", for instance, admits any well-formed assumptions whatsoever. 

The worst problems with contemporary logical theory are bound up with where such 

assumptions lead or are supposed to lead, what they commit adherents to, and so on. On 

relevance obligationes theory is also a trine disappointing. For releYance, or ~pertinence~ as 

it is better called, is defined in such a restrictive way that it is certain irrelevant statements, 

including relevant impertinent statements that become of absorbing interest in the 

development of obligationes dialogues. Jn that etting B is pertinent to A. B Pt A, iff B 

follows from A or is repugnant to A, i.e. -B follows from A. 36 The relation Pt is re0exive and 

symmetric, but not transitive. But what discussants, especially those with a sociative bent, 

want to di>termine is: what happens when irrelevant statements are infiltrated into dialogues? 

The favoured material rules would, if applied to obligationes, have led, like those for 

mainstream tableaux, to paradox. For instance, in any disputation in which a contingent 

falsehood is posited, any irrelevant proposition must al o be granted! This material paradox 

derives from the rule for irrelevant propositions, namely. that if a proposition is suitably 

independent of the positum (i.e. neither folluws from, nor is incompatible with the positum, a 

proposition already granted, or the opposite of any correctly denied proposition). then it must 

be granted, denied or doubted solely insofar as we know, from outside the dialogue, its truth. 

The reasoning is like that of familiar paradoxes. Let the positum A be contingent and known 

to be false, and let B be any irrelevant proposition. Then not-A or B, though irrelevant, is 

known to be true, and so must be granted, by the rule. As it follows from the two propositions 

granted, the irrelevant B must also be granted. The upshot is that in any disputation in which 

a recognised contingent falsehood is posited, arbitrary irrelevant propositions must also be 

granted. 37 Medieval logicians, such as Burley, were much occupied with such paradoxes. As 

elsewhere in medieval logic, different rival theories emerged, several of them, l_ike Burley's, 

still unclear. All these theories satisfied, through their qualification or suspension of the 

standard material rule, e:r fa/so quodlibel , a basic requirement for paraconsistenry. 'ot 
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surprisingly some of the theories that were devised anticipated features of contemporary 
paraconsistent and sociative logics. For example, Swineshed appears to have anticipated the 
recent non-adjunctive approach. Jn this theory, while one is sometimes required to concede 
two contradictory statements in a disputation that begins with a noncontradictory 
hypothesis, nonetheless, one must always deny the conjunction of these contradictories. 

Thus certain standard material principles were suspended in obligationes. For example. 
Ockham commenting on rules of consequence observes 

That though, in a simple consequence, from something possible something impossible 
does not follow, nevertheless it sometimes happens that if something possible is 
affirmed, something impossible has to be conceded and something necessary has to 
be denied; but this can be done only in the art of Obligatio [that is, in the art of 
purely logical disputation] and only for the course of a given disputation (57 p.88). 

WhilP this docs not upset the principle under discussion, namely (>A, -<>B / -(A -+ B), it 
docs overthrow the paradoxes of implication (to which Ockham is reluctantly coming in this 
passage) given normal logical connections of implication with what is asserted and denied. 

What was required of initial assumptions varied, like the rules determining 
commitment, from university to uni\'ersity and even logician to logician. Although 
consistency of assumption was not in general required, blatant inconsistency tended to be 
excluded, since explicit inconsistency signalled the termination of a game or dialogue. Albert 
of Saxony, for instance, contended that propositions from which the contradictory opposite 
immediately followed should not be admitted (Boehner p.15 ). Even so positio were generally 
allowed to start from propositions where consistency was in very considerable doubt or had 
lapsed altogether. such as some important theological propositions concerning the Incarnation 
and the Trinity. Consider. for instance, the issue of "hethcr the Holy Spirit proceeded from 
the Son. which involved both their identity and their difference. 

As the theory "developed" it appeared to become progressively more restrictive as to 
what was admitted in the way of impossible assumptions. In earlier days, before the high, 
more reactionary, stages of medieval logic were reached in the fourteenth century, assumption 
was much freer. A most significant text recently unearthed 38 is the Tractatus Emmeranus de 
impossibili positione (TE). apparently produced by the Nominalists, followers of Abaelard, 
active between 1140 and 1200. There several arguments are advanced to show that an 
impos ible posit io should be admitted. The first group moves from an appealing and 
significant analogy through to appeal to high authority. 'Just as we assert that what is 
possible should be conceded in order to SPe what follows then•upon; similarly we have it from 
Aristotle that what is impossible should be ronceded in order to seP what would happen then.' 
So, as we noticed, Boethius also correct)~ arguPd. ;l:ext. the point is made that we can quite 
correctly assert things which involve impossibility. for instance that God is a man . Such 
assertions as these are certainly significant. FurthermorP, we can often enough understand 
what is thus asserted in such impossible assert ions; the point is neatly illustrated. But what is 
asserted or understood can be investigated as a posit, indeed what is understood can in no 
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way be excluded. 

Even some highly implicit impossibility is destructivr of modal theories of consequence, 

as the authors of TE proceeded to stress. They contended , invoking the analogy with false 

positio again, that 

everything that follows from the positum is to be conceded, where "follows~ is 

construed in terms of a proper [recta] consequence. And a consequence is proper 

when the understanding of the consequence is contained in the understanding of thr 

antecedent .... [Thu s] from an impossible obligation not everything follows. Whence 

the consequence of the followers of Adam 'no doubt the Parvipontani ] must not be 

conceded in this [form of] question in which the understanding of the consequent is 

contained in the understanding of the antecedent (TE). 

Thus proper consequence is supplied through content containment. o far , finP . But they 

immediately, and too quickly, proceeded to impose heavy connexive requirements on proper 

consequence. 'Since only such consequences are to be admitted , ... a consequence in which a 

negation follows from an affirmation is not to be admitted ... . ' The requirement not only 

ensures -(A -> -A), but takes out all such implications of the form A -> -B, as 'if it is a 

man, then it is not an ass'. Much of the rest of the tract (TE) is devoted to meeting a series of 

objections to, and softening, such a problematic outcome of heavy connexivism. The crucial 

point for present purposes is however that obligationes theory , virtually from its inception , 

became a stage where a genuine consequence could operate, and where the sociative outcomes 

of false and impossible assumptions could , to a considerable extent, be decently and freely 

investigated. Unfortunately , later theory became progressively more restrictive, and appears 

to have degenerated in some centres toward modalism. 

But, medieval logic was never, it seems, dialethic; it could not have tolerated some 

proponent resting comfortably. or however uncomfortably , with an explicit contradiction. 

Consistency remained a fundamental , and substantially unquestioned, good. But some of the 

throries, especially parts of obligationes, were paraconsistent; they permitted consequential 

reasoning from and through inconsistency. even if explicit contradiction could not be a resting 

stage, but was an endpoint , when the game was up. 39 It is worth observing , however, that 

obligationes practice could be redesigned so that explicit contradictories are admitted. The 

game would stop when everything had to be conceded (and so some acknowledged severe 

fa) ehood admitted), or differently when some statement was both asserted and rejected. 

V. Modernity, enlightenment, and logical stagnation. 

Although the traditional logic was expanded , in sociatively relevant ways, in the long 

period between the late middle ages and the contemporary period , little advance was made in 

the fundamentals of sociative logic. indeed comparatively little advance was made in logic at 

all. 'From the 400 years between the middle of the fifteenth and the middle of the nineteenth 

century we have ... scores of textbooks but very few works that contain anything at once new 

and good' (Kneales p. 299). So de pite the oft-told greatness of the times, for the rise of 

science and technology. for mathematics and the arts , neither the Renaissance nor the 

J 
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Enlightenment, nor the early Industrial "Revolution" itself, engendered significant 
contributions to the growth of logic, sociative or not. For the most part, logic stagnated or 
even declined, not to revive until well into the nineteenth century. 

The situation has not been satisfactorily explained. The attractive (if insufficiently 
specific) suggestion - that it had an intellectual explanation in the rise and domination, at 
least during the Renaissance and through the Enlightenment. of ideologies and philosophies 
unsympathetic or even hostile to logic - is rejected by the Kneales. Instead they are inclined 
towards a more individualistic and superficial exp];, ,ation. that ' although the subject survived 
in the elementary instruction of the universities. it no longer attracted the attention of many 
of the best minds' (p.298, the latter point is repeated without the qualifying 'mauy' two pages 
later). Some pretty good minds were attracted nonetheless, Leibniz for one (as the Kneales 
themselves observe). Why were other "best minds" no longer attracted, when certainly they 
mostly encountered logic? Because, presumably, they came across little they were able to get 
to grips with intellectually. The time was not ripe, for instance, for the algebraic comparison, 
which occurred to mathematicians in the nineteenth century, once algebra had been much 
elaborated (though rudiments of the main idea appear in Leibniz) . Because, more important, 
of the depauperate type of logic they came to encounter . With the changeover in education 
from scholastic to humanistic grammars, all students. including the best, were directed into 
humanistic studies. The new humanistic texts 'severed the links with scholastic logic and 
philosophy jand] ... prepared students for the study of Latin poets and orators'. Thus 
Ashworth {74 p.22) who makes 'humanism ... the culprit' for the decline of logic. 'because it 
rendered students unfit for the study of logic, rather than because of its more generally 
seductive properties. ' Such an attractive explanation does too much; the changeover, which 
could hardly have stopped extra-curricula education, would also have blocked the flourishing 
of scientific and technological investigations. A more likely explanation for the stagnation of 
logic lies in a combination of factors: the unpreparedness of the times for certain 
developments, the rich intellectual opportunities elsewhere. the indifference or hostility of 
humanism and especially humanistic education to scholastic logic, and the rise to ascendancy 
of empiricism and idealist-rationalism {later reflected in nPgative influences of Hume and Kant 
especially), both of which tended to view logic as a closed and empty arena. 

Despite the general logiral poverty of these intellectually rich human times, things were 
happening of much interest for the story of sociative logic (as well as for the history of 
paraconsistent logic; see PL chapter 1). Most of these doings concern attempts to expand the 
Aristotf'lian synthesis, traditional formal logic (as it was to be called), to encompass further 
areas of logic, not so far satisfactorily accommodated under thf' paradigm. Thus the theory of 
conditionals, the treatment of singular terms and propositions, the logical analysis of complex 
terms, the quant,ification of predicates, and so on. Since the tradition .I logic elaborated, based 
on syllogistic, was sociative. in a liberal sense. these extensions may be counted as 
applications of sociative logic. 

Of particular note is a t hcory of conditionals lo br found in modern seventeenth century 
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"traditional" logic. Though the theory is a reductionistic one, treating conditionals as certain 

enthymematic syllogistic arguments, it is nonetheless a relevant theory. The reason that 

relevance results, by complete contrast with contemporary enthymematic accounts of 

hypothetical reasoning and conditionals, is the tight control on terms and connection which 

syllogistic theory itself provides. 

The traditional theory of conditionals. as it 1s perhaps appropriately called , is much 

easier to illustrate than to state in complete generality; and most authors who present the 

theory content themselves with illustrations, often copious illustrations, of the method. The 

theory is elegantly illustrated in the Port Royal logic of Arnauld or Arnauld and Nicole (pp. 

224-235), which we shall follow, and is repeated in subsequent logic texts such as those of 

Whately and Mill. Put roughly, the theory is that a conditional holds good if t.here is an 

underwriting valid background syllogism, or chain thereof. into which st,andard form it, can be 

transformed without loose ends. A main contemporary theory of conditionals is but a 

relaxation of this t,heory, obtained by ext,ending syllogistic (as its original sense intended) t,o a 

wider range of arguments and by giving fullN scope to enthymematic character. 

As is the usual way, cruder reductions were progressively relined 'The work of Wallis ... 

contain an attempt to bring conditional statements within the Aristotelian scheme by 

treating t,hem as universal. According to Wassis, "Si universaliter sumendum est, quasi 

tantumdem valens atque omni casu qua"' (Kneales p.306). While this may generously be 

seen as affording a pleasant anticipation of semantical analyses of 'ir, as a reduction of 

condit,ionals to complete syllogisms, it is t,oo simple, as many examples from Port Royal logic 

attest. Consider, for instance, negative conclusions drawn from the maxim ' Every feeling of 

pain is a thought', such as 'if no animal thinks, then no animal feels pain' and 'if some part of 

man does not think , then some part of man does not, feel pain'. The first argument 

compresses - so it is maintained, a syllogism of the form Camestres, the second of the form 

Baroco (Arnau Id p.226). More generally , a conditional compresses part of a syllogistic 

argument. Consider, for inst,ance, the following conditional (similarly 'since' and ' because' 

statements): ' if every true friend must be ready to give his life for his friend. then there are 

few true friends since there are few friends so devoted'. The single statement compresses the 

following syllogism: 

'All truP friends must be ready to give their lives for their friends. There are few 

people ready lo give their lives for their friends. Therefore. there are few !,rue 

friends' (p.225 ). 

A preci e- and detailed presentation of the initial theory in tradit,ional fashion would be 

ext,remely case-ridden because of the numerous forms involved, and appears not to have been 

attempt,ed anywhere. As it, was only an ancillary theory rounding out and helping to 

complete the e tablished paradigm. and as everyone competent presumed they could see how 

the additional theory went and deal wit,h virtually any case that arose, there was probably 

little pressure to present it in proper contemporary detail. J\or shall we attempt lo present 

the theory in full generality, allowing in an unqualified way for complex and relational term ; 
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but we can obtain considerable generality and thereby remove much case structure by taking 
advantage of contemporary formalisations of syllogistic. Let the terms (perhaps complex but 
with structure unanalysed) be T 1, T 2, ... ,T n·-- , and the term connectors be a, e, i, o. Let 
variable µ range over term connectors. The well formed initial sentences (wfs) of the 
syllogistic are of the forms Ti a Ti' Tie T

1
, Ti i T;, Tio T;, i.e. Tiµ Tj for short, with µ 

variable. Well formed arguments are built up from sequences of wfs in the standard way. 
These will comprise both familiar syllogisms, consisting of three linked wfs, and chains of 
three or more linked wfs (called sorites), which are in fact resolvable into sets of familiar 
syllogisms and their validity so determined. Now the traditional theory of conditionals 
appears to be as follows: If A then B holds iff there is a well-formed correct (syllogistic) chain 
T 1 µ T 2, T 2 µ T 3, ... ,Tn-J µ Tn underwriting it, with terms T 1 and Tn at least supplied in A 
and B, and all terms of A and B included in Tl' T 2 ... T n (i.e. no loose terms). The theory 1s 
perforce a first degree one, but permits higher degree substitution instances. 

The traditional theory is bound to be relevant because of its common terms and no loose 
term requirements. Nothing like intuitionism with its free introduction of irrelevant conjuncts 
is permitted. Consider, what allows similar irrelevant rubbish, the partial-truth-valued 
theory of conditionals sketched out by the Kneales in substitution for a proper discussion of 
the third and fourth positions in the Alexandrian debate on conditionals (p.132). What, the 
Kneales' theory comes to is that "if A then B" behaves like the conjunction, A & B, when A is 
true, and (what is often wrong) is not assigned a truth value otherwise, when A is false . In 
particular then, as with intuitionism, A and B, when any truths at all, suffice for "if A then 
B". For example, "all wild lions are confined now to Africa~ is a perfectly satisfactory 
antecedent for "all straightforward conditionals admit of traditional syllogistic analysis". The 
traditional theory quite correctly does not validate such irrelevant conditionals, since there is 
no way of syllogistically linking the terms without loose ends. Thus although the traditional 
theory is unduly roundabout and has some marked weaknesses (to do as usual with the 
linguistic forms syllogistic can satisfactorily accommodate), in important respects it 
represents a significant improvement upon the mainstrf'am contemporary theories of 
conditionals which have displaced it. 

Some further features of the emerging theory beyond relevance are also evident, despite 
evident limitations of the formulation given. For example, as on recent modal theory, 
Augmentation will fail , i.e. the following principle does not hold in general: 

Aug. if A then B I if A & C then B. 

For C may introduce loose terms (in special cases of course the term of C may be packed into 
terms of the syllogistic chain that underwrites "if A then B~). More generally, any principle 
introducing new unrelated terms will be in trouble. 

By contrast however with most recent modal theories, t.ransitivity will hold, i.e. 

Trans. if A then B, if B then C / if A then C 

For the chain underwriting the second premiss can b<" backed up to that underwriting the 
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first, with the coupled chains thereby underwriting the conclusion. To be sure, if some of 

Arnauld's pronouncements were heeded, and only syllogisms proper used to underwrite 

conditionals, transitivity would break down (sometimes condensation of chains would be 

possible, but not in general). Moreover, Contraposition too will hold, also in rule form (as 

inevitable on essentially first degree theory), i.e. 

Contrap. if A then B / if not B then not A. 

The justifying argument, a little hairy, involves antilogising thr underwriting chain. Strictly 

more has to be said as regards what underwriting compri es, a matter that becomes crucial in 

confirming Modus Ponens, 

MP. if A then B, A / B, 

and in assessing Connexive rules such as 

Con . if A then B / not (if A then not B). 

For sufficient generality something like the following 1s required: A is equivalent to 

(coentails) a conjunction of wfs of an initial segment of the corresponding chain, and B to a 

disjunction of wfs of a final segment, with initial and final segments not overlapping. 

(Furthermore, any wfs which are not derived from preceding members are taken to be true; 

this complication is needed to deal with enthymematic examples, best removed however in an 

initial attempt to capture the traditional theory). While such a specification removes 

embarrassment concerning MP. it leaves open the admissibility of Con, and also of reflexivity, 

I.e. 

Id . if A then A 

Both Id and Con turn on what types of syllogistic chains are admitted. Jf syllogi tic is 

always, as was usually thought, progressive and never repetitive or re-entrant, then Id is out, 

though the theory is easil) adjusted to readmit it. The issue of Con is more difficult, and 

turns on such issues as whether syllogistic can lead to both positive and negative conclusions. 

While it looks as if the simpler examples traditional theory characteristically worked with 

would rule this out, and confirm Con, as Aristotle did, problems undoubtedly result. Most 

notable among these is the undermining of the premisses of Eleatic reduction arguments which 

take the form 

Red. if A then B, if A then not B / not A. 

ls this then vacuously admissible? Presumably not. especially as any other irrelevant 

conclusion would serve as well. But the traditional theory is not clearly enough articulated to 

give the more decisive answers we might now expect on thPse issues. 

The reduction of all reasoning to syllogistic was pushed further in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. ThP sort of reduction, through compression and under" riting, that the 

Port Royal logicians applied to conditionals and certain othPr parts of reasoning, subsequent 

logicians like Whately, and theoretical hangers-on like Kant. proposed to apply to the whole 

of reasoning, including probabilistic rcasoning. 40 The Port Royal logicians themselves seemed 

preparPd to admit, as Leibniz certainly was (cf. K11eales p.32'.l). that not all argument could 

be brought into syllogistic form. Not so lat er traditional logicians; thf' scene was thus set for 

J 
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the downfall of the traditional paradigm, which proceeded to overextend itself. Thus too, 
given its (then) limited resources, it became an easy target, open to many counterexamples, 
for instance, from probability logic and from relational logic (as Leibniz had observed, 
without observing the damage done to his own metaphysics, and as De Morgan detailed). At 
least the reduction program pursued by Whately and others had the important merit of 
making all reasoning relevant - given the unexplicated, but tight and presumably logical , rules 
of reduction. What a bonus! But the program was never carried through, or even seriously 
attempted, in a systematic way; it succeeded. while it did, like most other monopolistic 
paradigms, apart from political stralegems, through selective examples, handwaving and bluff. 
l\or could it have succeeded , without substantial enlargement, as recent developments in 
syllogistic theory have begun to show (cf. Bacon 85). Indeed, until recently the (relevant) 
reduction program to syllogistic appeared to be leading nowhere, but simply impeding the 
progress of logic (whence heavy. and sometimes justified, criticism from proponents of the new 
mathematical paradigm). 

What proved, of course, a much more fruitful line of development was the adaption of 
algebraic ideas and techniques lo logic, by Boole and others. This line of thought in fact 
stretches back at least to Leibniz, but it took a long time to activate the algebraic rolling 
stock properly, having to await further maturation of mathematics. Again the movement 
began in a sociative way, and only later became derailed. For Leibniz's calculus of 
containment and content is, so far as it goes in main sketches, a sociative logic, fashioned 
along algebraic lines. This abstract calculus, presented in various partial stages of 
development, admits of various partial intepretations - among those not iced by Leibniz a 
propositional interpretation. In one 'fragment on his project for a calculus of inclusion he 
suggested that the consequent of a conditional proposition might be said to be contained in 
the antecedent .... it is clear that we can interpret his formulae a~ assertions about the 
relations of propositions' (Kneales p.344 , where other interpretations are tabulated). Leibniz's 
suggestions give some warrant for symbolising not only the containment relation 'is in' by .-, 
the converse of implication -+, but for representing the conditional in term of the same 
notation. The result is striking. Proposition 12, for example, of the most developed of 
Leibniz's many suggestions (conveniently presented in Kneales p.340 ff.) becomes, after 
notational updating, C -+ B -+. A & C -+ A & B, i.e. the principle of Factor. Shedding 
-+-representation of the conditional it is the general first degree principle, if B <- C then A & 
B <- A & C. The example was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, Factorisation of one sort or 
another plays a significant role in Leibniz 's theorizing. Secondly, the most developed calculus 
LG, is an apparently relevant factorisation system (an I system), heavy with factorisation 
features:- not only Fact.or itself and complications thereof; but the interconnection of inclusion 
with identity in principles C -+ B -+. C & B = C and C & B = C -+. C -+ B (Propositions 13 
and 14); and the emphasis on identity, = , and its substitutivity and other features, as the 
starting point of a logical calculus (Definitions 1 and 2 and initial Propositions). 

As a matter of inspection, this calculus, an{-+.&} system (without or with a parasitic 
negation-), can be represented within an rxlension of the common first degrre system, FD, 
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of entailment. FD is extended by substitutional principles, that upon variables and, more 

important, that for replacement of equals (substitutivity of provable equivalents). Represent 

propositions of the form 'If o and /3, then ,· in rule style as: o, /31,. It follows from well

known results that LG, so represented, is weakly relevant.41 

In the subsequent algebraic elaboration of logic in the nineteenth century, connection 

vanished. Though it did not need to vanish at all, it quickly did. The second, algebraic, wave 

of mathematical logic. called 'the Boolean period' by Bochenski (who presents a neat 

chronological table, p.279), is said to begin with Boole and DeMorgan's publications in 1847. 

But the logical calculi that Boole and De Morgan somewhat independently devised - though 

intended, as main applications, to represent both syllogistic forms (by way of familiar dubious 

extrasystemic translations of A, E, I and O forms) and also intermediate inferences - were 

essentially first degree algebraic systems. They did not admit nesting of the equality relation 

( or of it with inequality). They did not contain an inclusion relation or an implication. These 

enlargements, and the nesting of implication and equivalence were lo come rapidly enough in 

the next thirty years, but they were not present at the beginning. Apart from interesting and 

damaging curiosities like Boolc's symbol v (for representing particularity) which quickly 

disappeared, the calculi were narrow algebraic systems, fully formalisable (as in RLR p.118) 

without propositional apparatus. Though it could accordingly be claimed that these systems 

are (variously) relevant. because the criteria offered do not apply to them, it would be more 

accurate to say that the question of relevance does not o far arise. However the systems are 

hardly neutral under intended applications. Much as -(x & -x) -(y & -y) for any classe or 

conceptions x and y whatsoever. so, for any universal classes or concept ions u and v 

whatsoever, u = v, since u = I and v - I. So, under application. any two universally true 

propositions whatsoever are identified, e.g. "All humans are mortaln says the same as "All 

kangaroos are herbivoresn. Content relevance is hardly preserved. Furthermore, Boolean logic. 

which Boolean algebra straight.away induces (see RLR p.ll9), is irreleYant. 

The trouble arose from the introduction, by algebraic analog). of O (read Nothing!) and 

!(read (the) Universe), conforming, in effect, to the equations O & y = 0 and 1 & y = y (e.g. 

Boole p.47), with y = 1 and y =- 0 representing, respectively, truth and falsity of 

corresponding propositions (representations adopted from Boole through MacColl: see 

Bochenski p.309). The rather inevitable result, in quite ordinary algebraic settings, is that any 

designated truth will be assigned to 1 at the top (and designated falsehoods to O at the 

bottom of a Boolean lattice). and so distinct truths will be identified. The fault lay at bottom 

with the (elective) class model, assumed throughout by Boole, which is entirely inadequate for 

propositional representation. Mistaken identifications are not the only defective outcome, 

simply among the worst and the basis of relevance shedding. (Compare the problem with 

strict implication: because A & -A = B & -B. substituting in implification gives A & -A -l 

B). Another little remarked outcome consists in unsatisfactory interconnections for othing 

and Universe. According to Boole, not-Nothing Universe, but according to pre-analytic 

assessments, not- 'othing is something or other; in Boolean symbols, -0 = v. It took about a 

century from simplistic beginnings for a satisfactory algebraic treatment of truth and falsity 
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to eventuate, with scrapping of the dud equations, x = l and x = 0, and replacement of I and 
0 respectively by truth filters, and falsity ideals (cf. ENT p.193). Really satisfactory treatments 
of Nothing, Something, and their discredited mates, will have to wait their time. 

With the rise of the crude Boole-Schroder algebraic representation of traditional logic 
and the ensuing development of classical logic in the late nineteenth century, niceties of 
connection vanished in favour of mathematical analogies and calculability. Relevance changed 
from being something automatic, that was taken largely for granted, to being something that 
wasn't guaranteed and didn't matter anyway. Its status changed from a 'Not to worry. I'm 
OK, George' to a 'Don't Care. I'm unnecessary, Will'. With the ensuing adjustments in 
logical paradigms, former logical necessities like relevance of conditionals and implications, 
and good connections in logic, became luxuries and matLers of nonstandard concern. 

There were other streams of thought in the nineteenth century where connection did 
matter, or should have, and where sociative logics really wer<' required - not merely in the 
emerging social sciences, but even to demonstrate the viability of whole ideological 
movements, most notably German idealism and some of its off-shoots. But although such 
philosophical enterprise cried out for sustaining logical foundations, of paraconsistent and 
sociative cast, none of appropriate detail were furnished (despite many texts allegedly about 
logic). Indeed idealism proved a hostile environment for the growth of sophisticated logic; and 
most of the development of mathematical logic has occurred in a very different milieu, 
primarily that of reductionistic mathematics, but with inputs from pragmatism and 
positivism. Nonetheless parts of idealism were subsequently drawn heavily upon by logical and 
foundational theory, conspicuously intuitionism, especially elements of the precipitating 
idealism of Kant (the pivotal figure who also 'began the production of the curious mixture of 
metaphysics and epistemology which was presented as logic by Hegel and the other Idealists 
of the nineteenth century': Kneales p.355) Much less momentously according to mainstream 
history, but more relevant for sociative history , ideas drawn from Kant (and by him from 
Leibniz and Locke) also played a justificatory role in Parry's elaboration of containment 
logics. 

As the very name 'analytic implication' indicates, the ongms of systems of analytic 
implication or logical containment have been speculatively linked with Kant's celebrated 
explicat.ion of analyticity. As Kant explained it, 'the connection of the predicate with the 
subject is thought through immediately', or, as Anderson and Belnap try to explain Kant, '"S 
is P" is to be analytic just in case the subject is in some sense partially identical with the 
predicate' (ENT, p.429). Transcribed as a necessary condition for implication, Kant's dictum 
then becomes: A ---> B is to be an analytic implication only if the consequent B is in some 
sense partially identical with the antecedent A. So far, if partial identity is taken in an 
obvious way as symmetrical, this does not swing Kant 's dictum in the direction of 
containment systems. rather than the relevance ones (cf. ENT p.155). lf, however, traditional 
containment accounts of analyticity (and implication) are recalled, accounts appealed to 
alternatively by Kant, then partial identity is cashed as rnntainment, and the dictum is 
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swung in the conceptive direction. It remains only, a substantive matter. to replace 'in some 

sense' by 'as regards sentential variables', a matter that can be argued on the grounds that it 

i~ containment of content that counts and that content is carried by variables. The latter 

claim, though implicit in much logical theory concerning form and content, is highly 

contestable (cf. RCR); for surely such forms p & q and p V q have different content though 

they have the same variables? Though the distinctive features of analytic implication systems 

can bt> tenuously linked with Kant, there is no investigation of any such systems in Kant (who 

thought logic was a closed shop) or indeed in propositional form until Parry arrived on the 

Harvard scene rarlier this century. 

VI. The contemporary period: the rise of mathematical logic and sociative 
alternatives to the triumph of irrelevance. 

ln certain rrspects logic has flourished in the last century as never before. But it has 

been a strange monocultural, probably unstable. mathematically complex but philosophically 

poor. mega-di>velopment. By contrast with earlier major periods. the classical, degenerate, 

problem-making theory appeared first. by a good margin ( the system of Frege's 

Begriffschrift. the conventional starting point, is dated as 1879, and Russell's equivalent, 

theory of implication 1906: on both see Prior, p.301, who follows and reinforces the received 

history). 1'aturallj the theory did not spring from nothing: thr way had of course been 

prepared through significant earlier development and supplementation, especially in algebraic 

elaborations exhibiting similar degeneracy of traditional logic. Moreover. some of the most 

celebrated. but now questionable, developments, such as the theory of quantifiers, were not 

only long anticipated, but broke through in several places somewhat independently - reflecting 

a common pattern of human intellectual discovery. 

What the history sket cl,rd reveals is that classical logic is not in a privileged historical 

position. It is a rather recent upstart, a quite minor character pushed to prominence by new 

but crude mathematical technology. 1orovn, almost as soon as it was realised what was 

being claimed as to conditionals and implication under the new "mathematical logic", there 

were objections, even outrage, particularly (thanks to Russell's publicizing activities) in 

England and North America, but also in l~ranu. Corresponding with Russell on the subject 

of nested implications, Couturat wrote: 'These sort of implications ... are very lacking in 

evidence, or paradoxical. or even unintelligiblt> ... . And thf' formulas which l consider as 

obvious, such as: pq:) p, p:) q. q:) r::): p:) r, are only derivable jin )Our system] by means 

of the law of importation, which is again one of these paradoxes ... the equivalence p :) q. = . 

~p V q is yet another paradox' (letter of 8 November 1903). 'In general, [Russell's] 

correspondence shows that tht> introduction of:) was seen as a radical, and counter-intuitive 

innovation, and not only by Couturat. '42 While many informed intelleduals (not exactly a 

large band) protested. few did anything much about it. ThP first systematic attempts at 

repairs and improvements were largely modal in orientation (and due principally to MacColl, 

an underrated researcher, Johnson and Lewis). These attempts did offer improvements to the 

theory of logical implication or entailment - though not that of conditionals - and they were 

eventually absorbed in the broadrr classical paradigm, as i>xtensions of classical logic. But 
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these improvements were resisted by the earlier narrower paradigm, whose commitment to 
extensionality such modal explications did upset; and they still are resisted in logical 
backwaters. 

Lewis's investigations of strict implication were particularly influential, they have been 
important to all subsequent alternative enterprises, and they have largely withstood 
subsequent extensionalist attempts to discredit or eliminate them. Much subsequent 
alternative enterprise has in fac:t consisted in varying techniques and methods, assumptions 
and systems worked out for expanding galaxy of modal logics (as modal logics themselves 
mostly advanced through adaption or elaboration of methods first devised for , and in the 
simplified setting of, many-valued logics). Lewis himself engaged in a good deal of variation of 
system and much experimentation in arriving at. his set of strict systems, in the course of this 
investigation arriving at some systems which collapsed back into classical logic, and some 
which were in fact relevant (see RLR p.356). After his rediscoYery of the medieval paradoxes of 
implication, his investigation narrowed, his position rigidifiPd. Lewis became convinced that 
there was no paradox-frel' "promised land~ (something logicians, of all people, tend to be 
much too easily persuaded of), that some paradox had to be lived with. Such a conviction 
has not proved highly robust; Lewis's conviction did not transfer even to those who helped 
him investigate the properties of strict implication systems by such new-fangled techniques as 
matrix methods, Parry in particular. 

In part because of Lewis's influence at Harvard, in part owing to Scheffler and his 
students, a brief golden age of alternative logic, of which Parry has told (e .g . chapter 10 
below), followed at Harvard. Among the fruits of this period were Nelson's rediscovery of 
connexive logic (a framework Parry sets aside too lightly), and Parry"s systems of analytic 
implication, which represent types of containment logics. Most of this alternative work 
(theses or equivalents bearing on implication by Bronstein, Emch, Hl'nle, Nelson, Resinger, 
Shen, Weiss, and others) has however vanished from easy public access. 

Parry's work on analytic implication. recorded in an unpublished Harvard dissertation 
m 1932 (and reported briefly and inaccurately in Parry 33), itself disappeared from view for 
more than thirty years until interest in it was revived by Anderson and his students, and their 
colleagues and competitors. Since then information concerning such conceptivist systems has 
increased rapidly, with the result that several of the main open questions (e.g. those raised in 
ENT pp.430 ff.) concerning Parry's principal system PAl are now resolved or can be 
straightforwardly solved. As usual, the resolution of such problems has generated another set 
of problems. concerning a wider class of transcending systems. These include relations with 
other similar sociative logics, arrived at in slightly different way. such as relatedness logics, 
problems of quantification, and so on. 1ow that they have been dPveloped to some extent, 
many applications for containment logics have been not iced. ThesP typically involve areas of 
systemic limitations, areas where contex - are limited or information available is restricted in 
some way . Salient examples include: logics of fiction, and surrounding areas such as ideologies 
and dreams; dialogur logics; and frame and other problems in artificial intelligence (see 
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further RCR). 

Much of the remainder of the more accessible, contemporary sociative story has also 

been told elsewhere in sufficient detail for present purposes; and the rest is readily pieced 

together. 43 Most of the contemporary strands involve no very organised movement, but, in 

the fashion of much contemporary alternative activity , simply comprise a few individuals or 

small groups of individuals writing largely in isolation. Certainly such a pattern obtained with 

connexive logics, which have been advanced substantially independently by Nelson , Angell , 

McCall and others. Connexive principles have also been espoused by many others who have 

done little or no systemic work ; connexive principles just refuse to go away easily, no doubt 

because there is a viable intuitive picture underpinning them {based on a cancellation view of 

negation, as speculatively explained in Ne). Until very recently, containment logics for 

instance were represented by a one-man band , Parry, playing, so he argued, technical 

variations on a theme drawn from Kant. Lihwise Ackermann, first prime technical mover of 

the contemporary nondissembling approach. worked entirely on his own (in a high school, 

having lost Hilbert 's patronage). Again with nontransitive logics. there is no orchestrated 

movement, no school, though those promoting such systems tend to have been British based 

{not North American as with connexive theories) and to know one another. 

By contrast again, both relevance and relational logical approaches have come to 

involve very loosely affiliated schools . Relevance logic developed around Anderson and 

Belnap, at first at Yale from 1958. but chiefly at Pittsburgh to which they both soon moved 

and where they gathered around them, especially in the 60s, an active and intelligent group of 

graduate scholars {see ENT p.xx). Anderson and Belnap and others much elaborated a very 

fruitful synthesis of the formal and philosophical work which had preceded them: notably, 

variations upon Ackermann 's technical achievements combined with adaptions of methods of 

Fitch and of Curry, on the one hand ,44 combined with significant explications of the demands 

for connection and relevance in a theory of entailment urged by a small chain of opponents of 

strict implication before them , on the other. Different again. relational logics were explicitly 

launched ( though the idea is an older one) in J 979 in Philosophical Studies , mainly by a 

small group of North Americans, mostly committed at bottom to classical logic, from 

Wellington. New Zealand, a (declining) centre for modal logics. 

ln Australia, as in the north , opposition t,o Russellian logic and insistence upon 

connection goes back a fair way. But the opposition took a stronger form, which 

unfortunately helped to delay the development of any sort of contemporary logic in Australia. 

In the regionally important Sydney sphere of influence, dominated by J. Anderson from the 

late 20s, Russellian logic was roundly rejected, at least until the 60s. In particular, material

implication was dismissed philosophically because it supplied no requisite connection of 

components. 

' .. . one reason why the doctrine of ''material implication" is a philosophical blind

alley is just its ignoring of such connection; implication then becomes quite arbitrary 

or "magical" - divorced from inquiry ... 1as] where reference to pressures is lacking ... 
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the connections between the barometer and the weather would be magical rather 
than scientific connections' (Anderson p.145, rearranged). 

The relevant logic movement, based in Australia, while applauding constructive features of 
Andersonian criticism of classical logic, is not an off-shoot or continuation of Andersonianism, 
but an independent development. The relevant movement differs from Anderson and Belnap's 
relevance enterprise, though it grew up alongside it intellectually, rather as a slightly younger 
sibling, and borrowed heavily from it as well as contributing to it. (It has benefitted through 
contribuLions of a major defector from the relevance enterprise, Meyer, who is not a 
relevantist either.) Since the movements are popularly confused, it is worth setting out some 
of the salient differences (these are presented in more detail in RLR). 
• . The relevant movement rejects most of the sweeping themes of the relevance enterprise, for 
instance that E is entailment, that it is the logic of relevance and necessity, that R is relevant 
implication, that E and R (and perhaps T) arc the important sentential relevance-preserving 
logics. According to the movement, the selection of E (and of R) was premature, and 
mistaken. If there is a unique logic of entailment - increasingly doubtful as evidence 
accumulates - it lies somewhere among deep relevant logics. 
•. The movement is committ.ed to paraconsistency, and to taking inconsistent theories, 
situations and worlds seriously. Thus, for example, the relevant movement courteously 
disowns Ackermann, whose logics were not paraconsistent. By contrast, the main text of 
relevance enterprise, ENT, is dedicated to Ackermann, 'whose insights' are correctly said to 
have 'provided the impetus for this enterprise·; and at the very beginning of the text (p. xxx) 
relevance logic is held up 'as a new branch of mathematical logic, initiated by ... Ackermann'. 
Ackermann enjoys no place in the history of paraconsistent logic, though some of his technical 
contributions have, like those of Church, proved valuable in the development of relevant 
paraconsistent logic. In fact, very much of his activity was directed. like that of other 
members of the Hilbert school, at establishing consistency, and at exorcising inconsistency - a 
practice of which Anderson, if not later Belnap, strongly approved (see e.g. his review of 
WiLtgenstein). 

To descend again to routine grimy city life and twist the logical scene back into real 
perspective, it only needs stressing that all these alternative logical positions are tiny, with 
but few genuine proponents, and with at least as many fellow travellers. The overwhelming 
bulk of contemporary logical theory makes no claim to relevance or connection, the logics 
involved are not sociative, and most logical practitioners are substantially uninformed about 
sociative logics of any sort. Moreover logic itself has largely ceased lo be an independent 
disicpline. It does not count for much in the contemporary world, and much of what role and 
support it has derives from its use as a servile means to other ends. In service roles however 
lies some new hope for sociative logics. Fortunately there are other purer grounds as well. 

The ideas of alternative nonstandard logics are, in main relevant cases, obvious, 
appealing and exciting. So they keep reappearing or being rediscovered, especially on the 
fringes. Only in intellectually repressive or inactive societies will these ideas be kept from 
developing and flourishing. and ultimately from pulling down the present anti-pluralistic, 
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narrow and authoritarian, logical establishment and structure. Things logical can change; 

given a little time and a fair run they will change. Many major happenings in sociative logics, 

helping to make traditional concerns good, are very recent; whereas ideological evolution 

remains slow, and challenging ideas stilJ take much time to spread. Despite much internal and 

ideological opposition, but fortunately for its satisfactory survival, logic has increased 

enormously in diversity in the last thirty years - in ways even very few intellectuals 

appreciate. Contemporary relevant logics, in particular, only really began as a distinctly 

technical enterprise in the 50s. Semantics and other analyses of certain modal logics, which 

were to give enormous stimulus to the investigation of a burgeoning range of modal and 

intensional logics, were only beginning t,o be worked out at about the same time. Though the 

prospect of reasoning successfully with inconsistent information and from inconsistency still 

went largely unrecognised (so Popper could republish his astonishing, but rapidly outmoded, 

diatribe against dialectical logics), paraconsistent logics and all that were also beginning. 

Much more was still to come (for one survey, see PL). 

But though logic has come a long way very recently. it has a longer way to go, both in 

whom it involves and what it investigates. There are, for instance, virtually no black 

researchers, and exceedingly few wom en are engaged; and for all the proclaimed rationality of 

modern humans and their institutions, logic touches comparatively little human practice. 

Differently, there remain many notions of considerable logical import, some of historical 

significance, of which we lack decent accounts or, sometimes, a clear appreciation. To the 

satisfactory elucidation of these, sociative logics can make essential contributions. 

NOTES 

1. See espPcially PL (and and its extract or). which should be read in conjunction with 

this material. Conversely, this material enrichs PL, which is scanty on several topics of 

relevant interest. 

2. The positions of original researchers are mispackaged not only because of lack of boxes, 

but because of the presuppositions researchers and historians brought and continue to 

bring with them. For instance, the recent American history of the long debate on 

universals has been seriously distorted by the ontological assumptions that the 

Americans typically bring with them. The result is that significant positions get 

eliminated from consideration; for instance, those according to which universals are 

perfectly good objects of their ·own sort, not names, not mental constructs, not 

something else, which furthermore do not exist. Each generation needs to rewrite 

history not merely because of new informational bases (which may represent 

contractions on former bases), but to get past the presuppositions of predecessors (only 

of course to impose some of their own). 

It should be evident that the present minority sketch of some logical history - which is 

highly selective, with a view to bringing out some of th!' neglected sociative tradition -

has presuppositions of its own. To some extent, usual \Vhiggish rankings are reversed. 

For exampl!'. a Pseudo-Scotus (or Buridan or another), who tries to make the 

paradoxes of implication an inescapable feature of the consequence relation, is not here 

seen as making a significant advance on Abaelard who is committed to some sort of 

paradox-free connexive structure; Pseudo-Scot.us so far from representing historical 

_J 
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progress takes us a step backwards. Not only pre-modems get this sort of vulgar 
(Whiggish) treatment and distortion; more recent examples are Bolzano and MacColl, 
Peano and Cantor. 

3. Though the argument proceeds through an example, the principle involved is stated in 
a quite general way. Certainly the principles and its derivation were taken to be 
unrestricted in Boethius and in medieval authors, both those who adopted it and those 
who later criticised it. But see Montgomery and Routley 68 on the ways of evading 
generality here. Thus, while Aristotle's work permits of, and mostly encourages, a 
connexivist interpretation, it is not entirely decisive. 

The argument presented for ARl also makes some defensible assumptions about 
Aristotle's notion of negation: indeed the issue of negation is critical to the question 
(see Ne). By and large, Aristotle's discussion of negation notions supports a 
cancellation story and connexive themes. For instance, 'Affirmation is the statement 
of something of something. ·egation, the statement of something !as subtracted] from 
something' (28b 17a25-6). 'In Aristotle's discussion of repugnance ... , an external 
negation is used to cancel the negation of a consequent and the result is claimed to be 
equivalent to an affirmative hypothetical' (Martin 87, p.60}; i.e. effectively ~(A -+ B) 
is equated with (A -+ ~B) as in hyperconnexivism. 

4. For some of the difficulties see E. Martin 83, and Thom, p.243 ff. 

5. There wa more to it than that. There was also a much discussed rivalry between 
Peripatetics and toics; on this intriguing feud, touched upon below. see e.g. Frede. 

6. Thus a rich, and not easily absorbed, new satellite city of literature upon Aristotle's 
syllogistic, mostly bent upon fitting it within mainstream logical theory, is by-passed -
conveniently for energy- and time-expenditure. Both the axiomatic and natural
deduction approaches, now often presented as exhaustively competing to explicate and 
formalise Aristotle's theory of the "assertoric" syllogism, would foist upon Aristotle 
principles and procedures there is li ttle or no evidence hr accepted, or would have or 
should have a<"cepted. Aristotle's underlying or operational logic. or "propositional 
logic", certainly was not what tukusiewicz ascribes to him. classical two-valued logic 
or alternatively, if future contingents are duly allowed for, a three-valued logic. Nor 
was it any many-valued logic neatly contained within classical logic. Nor was it such a 
logic reformulated in a natural deduction guise. All those include not only 
implicational paradoxes and irrele"ance, and associated bad news such as the deduction 
theorem (an integral part of any "natural deductionr approach, and a straightforward 
outcome of logics fa\'oured on axiomatic approaches}; but they also include a variety of 
circular statements derivable iu the run of syllogistic systems, such as "All As are As" 
and "If all As are Bs and all Bs are Bs then all As are Bs". As Corcoran, one of the 
leading proponents of the ill-named "natural deduction" approach, admits, statements 
such as that he represents as Axx obtain mention nowhere in Aristotle·s writings. (But 
Corcoran, apparently oblivious of progressive reasoning, uses this to suggest that 
'Aristotle had no idea of logical axioms' or 'logical truth', 73 p.216!) 

As to rule or conditional formulations of syllogistic. evidently Aristotle and the 
Peripatetics deployed both ( certainly if the conjunct or 'therefore' is taken as signalling 
a rule). But the rule formulations are not those of "natural deduction" in a 
contemporary sense; nor are the conditional formulations suggested strictly axiomatic 
in a modern ense. No doubt it is feasible to develop a theory of syllogistic. much like 
Aristotle's which furthermore does not presuppose propositional logic (cf. the 
propositional-free formulation of algebras in RLR p.l 17). Such a system· may or may 
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not be axiomatic; it could, for instance, be "genetic~, in the way mathematics was 

before the fuller rise of the axiomatic method last century. 

The mixed strategy of Thom, which aims to combine and duly restrict the satisfactory 

elements in the main approaches, both rules and axioms, no doubt leads to a 

reconstruction of non-intensional syllogistic significantly closer to Aristotle·s theory of 

non-modal syllogisms than the work he builds upon . The reconstruction properly 

renders the theory both progressive and relevant. But the attractive reconstruction in 

the first part of his text is not sustaint>d in the later part of the text, where Thom's 

own propositional theory is elaboratt>d. There (in fine accord with a proclaimed 

dogmatic procedure, p.11). connexivism is out, progressivism is out, identity is in, etc. 

Thom loses touch with Aristotle and Peripatetic traditions, but surfaces bearing the 

implicational part of relevant system R-1,l - no great gift, but at least weakly relevant. 

More authentic is the approximation to Aristotle's implicit propositional logic which 

later proposes. But Slater·s approach remains unduly algebraic and reductionistic, 

perhaps collapsing altogether. The problem of more satisfactory reconstructions 

remains open. 

7. Some small beginnings only have been made on the task. As well as the items referred 

to in fn 4, see Martin and Meyer 83 and RLR chapter 11. 

8. See Mates p.47. The original much-quoted passage comes from Sextus Empiricus, 

Outlines of Pyrrhonism Bk II pp.110-112. Much of what we know about the on-going 

conditionals debate is conveniently collected in the Appendices of Mates ' important 

Stoic Logic. 

9. Bochenski likt>wise suggests, wrongly, that 'connt>xive' implication, the implication of 

the third position, is an ancient form of strict implication (p.l 19). But he offers no 

supporting evidence or argument; and it looks as if he is prepared to construe 'strict' 

implication so widely that it includes ronnectional implications of a non-Lewis type. 

Gould (e.g. 67 p.153), De Rijk, and several others also rPpeat Mates' misconstrual of 

the third position. 

10. For details see, e.g .. Prior 57. Gould is, like Mates, confronted by the gratuitous 

problem of how to distinguish Chrysippus from Diodorus, given that both are 

committed to strict implication. lie fails the test. For not only is what he says (on the 

last page of 67) implausible, insofar as not obscure; furthermore his modelling is simply 

defective. Note too, Cicero 's argument, supposed to bolster the strict case, where 

incompatibility is replaced by impossi bility of a conjunction (step (4) to (5) in Gould, 

p.15 ) does not require anything like a strict account; for it only uses A -+ B -l -(A & 

-B) and -(A o B) -l -(A & B). 

11. The story is told by Cicero. The term omitted from the quote, drawn from Mates 

p.55 , is the bracketed '(material)'. Contemporary, and dubious, as umptions are again 

being interpo ed. 

I 2. The resolution of the problem proposed shares significant common ground with the 

earlier resolution of Frede, who reconstrues the connective used in schemes 6 and 7 as 

subdisjunction (which amounts truth-functionally in the two argument case to -(A & 

B)). But taking conjunction as suitably intensional avoids the remoteness of 

subdisjunction and the implausibility. forced by a classical framework, of representing 

conjunction as a special sort of disjunction. The weakness otherwise of Frede's 

resolution, and the serious defects of shufnes like that of the Kneales, has been 

explained by Stump. 
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13. The quotations are Stump's translations of passages from Boethius's In Ciceronis 
Topica. This whole section on Boethius on Cicero is heavily dependent upon Stump 87; 
nonetheless it does not come down quite where she does. 

14. Mill's notoriety-grabbing theme that all argument involves petitio lurks in some of the 
background here. Galen recognised such a problem with truth-functional arguments 
like the Stoic third indemonstrable, where knowing the conjunctive premiss truth
functionally involves knowing the conclusion; he proposed avoiding the difficulty by 
intensionalising! Hence too part of the motivation for later amendment of the Stoic 
"indemonstrables". 

15. The theory of topics covers several matters which ought to be of more contemporary 
interest, but have largely slid off the logical agenda. In Bocthius , one is that of 
relevant enthymematic argument: another (following Cicero) concerns methods of 
argument di covery. A main method of argument discovery in fact amounts to ascent 
up a proof tree; for what are surveyed at each node are the sources that would lead 
from above, by recognised rules, to the sort of proposition under scrutiny at the given 
node. A similar general procedure can br (noneffectively) applied in filling out 
enthymemes. For other roles of topical argument, see Martin 87 and Woods and 
Walton. 

16. What is indicated in the text is is the easy part of the story, which was related to us by 
Miguel de Castro (who referred back on invited inference to Geiss and Zwicky 71 and 
Kartunnen 71); the hard part is making it work. 

17. Martin tries hard to extract a containment account of conditionals from Doethius's 
obfuscating prose, an account which would reveal a natural historical source for 
Abaelard's containment theory. At one stage Boethius perhaps appears to extend the 
association condition to an implicit containment interpretation, when he remarks that 
it may not occur that something is understood as antecedent unless in the same what is 
consequent is understood. But as Martin honestly observes, this remark is ambiguous, 
and the larger context appears to resolve the remark decisively against a containment
in-understanding point, that understanding the antecedent involves understanding the 
consequent. in favour of a contrast theory point, that 'antecedent' cannot be 
understood independently of 'consequent' and vice versa. 

Elsewhere Boethius gives what is, at first sight. a different account of "the" 
conditional: 'The sense of the conditional proposition is this: that it would be the one 
thing just so long as it werl' thr other ... ', an account suggestively similar to modern 
truth-preservation-over-situation analyses. There is no conflict of accounts. For it is 
now realised, in some places at any rate, that such a situational conjunction or overlap 
analysis can be seamlessly joined with other analyses. such as association or 
containment ones. 

18. See Martin EA, early version, p.2. Much of this section follows Chris Martin's detailed 
discussion (unpublished parts of which he kindly made available). Martin suggests 
that investigations of the sort he has helped initiate ,, ill result in a new appreciation of 
the vacillating fortunes and features of logic, at least up to the end of the Middle Ages. 
We suspect he is right. Much of what is offer<'d here, supporting the same bold theme, 
is heavily parasitic on his pioneering work, especially the summary of the twelfth 
century debatf' on conditionals. Otherwise unreferenced quotations in this section are 
drawn from EA. 

19. Dialectica p.271. This yields, after somP standard modal manipulation contested in 
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later medieval work, Martin's condition I: for the truth of a conditional it is necessary 

that it be impossible that the antecedent be true and the consequent false. 

20. Abaelard argued, in effect, that natures arc positively characterised; it is no part of the 

nature of a man that he not be a stone. And he contended that maximal propositions 

of the theory of topics supplying conditionals, are restricted to those connecting 

natures - a very narrow theory of conditionals. For requisite details of Abaelard' 

theory, see again Martin , e.g. EA . One tangential feature , to which Martin does not 

draw attention , is that Abaelard 's treatment of opposites resembles an important move 

in the theory of object s. Conditionals concerning opposites, which assert that if one of 

a pair obtains the ot h<>r doe not or is absent , are consistency assumption , which 

exclude impossible objects which have both of a pair of opposites. 

21. A similar theme is to be encountered as Australian naturalism, a contemporary school 

that is very "scholastic" in its practice, edging crabwise from ad hoe distinction to 

special counterexample-defeating distinction. This school has not got around however 

to putting its restrictive theory of properties to work in the logic of conditionals. 

22. lt is not clear that the relevance requirement on it own is sufficiently general; e.g. let 

B
0 

be a statement duly relevant to A
0

, such as an appropriate compound of it. For 

connexive success, at least all inconsistent conjuncts A
0 

& -B
0 

need to be excluded 

from Simplification. But maybe the Porretani intended to exclude all these, and 

perhaps ban simplification altogether. Then however fallaciousness is no longer 

apparent in all cases of simplification removed. A revealing discussion of the fallacy of 

non-cause-as-cause, which helps bring out the relevant use-in-argument requirement it 

would instate. is given in Hamblin. 

23. Parallel themes. not yet taken to be bizarre, are still found nowadays, e.g. "the fal se is 

never a cause~, "nothing that is false is a reason". The Melidune theme itself appears 

to have been adopted by Frege, who held that there cannot be an argument with false 

premisses! (It is thus easy to see, from one angle, why he was happ) with material 

implication ; cases with fal se antecedents could, as Don 't Cares, be treated as 

convenience and simplicity appeared to dictatP ). The claim destroyed usual 

hypothetical proofs; thus ri:ductio proofs. in particular. had to be paraphrased as 

perfect conditional syllogisms: see Dummett l pp.308-10. Again we owe these details 

to Martin. 

24. This containment account runs right through medie\'al thought , from Abaelard in the 

twelfth century. through Kilwardby. Ockham and Strode. to Paul of Venice in the 

fifteenth century. The story continues, through Javellus and others in the sixteenth 

century, Leibniz in the seventeenth. to the present. Moody. who locates it in Strode 

and Paul, dismisses it , in good logical positivist fashion , as giving a psychological 

definition (p. 71 ). But that is to make the crude if common confusion of the more highly 

intensional with the psychological. 

25 . Strictly, the coupling is more complex. Even if the logical truth of an implication (a 

distinct from that of a conditional) is tantamount to the correctness of a consequentia, 

the latter directly supplies an inference warrant while the former doe not. Thus they 

differ in their relations to the operation of inference, or detachment. 

26. Psuedo-Scotus proposed the following definition of consequence: 'A consequence is a 

hypothetical proposition composed of an antecedent and consequent by means of a 

conditional connective or one expressinj! a reason (rationali s) which signifie that if 

they, viz. the antecedent and consequent, are formPd simultaneously , it is impossible 
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that the antecedent be true and the consequent false' (Bochenski p.190). For a 
discussion of the basic definition and the careful qualifications Pseudo-Scotus 
sometimes added, see Kneales pp.277-288 . 

27. The rules of consequentiae are from Ockham's Summa Totius Logique, iii(iii), 37. As 
well as being repeated in many medieval texts, they are quoted in several 
contemporary commentaries, e.g. Kneales p.291. 

28. The argument, too d!'pcndent on omission as opposed to explicit rejection, is hazardous 
- especially as medieval logicians commonly omitted assumptions they used. And some 
contrary Burleigh material may. all too easily. rome to light!. It should be added that 
there are also some problems with Boh 's reconstruction on which the argument tends 
to rely. For Burleigh made various qualifications to syllogistic and to nonsyllogistic 
reasoning, as if they satisfied some different principles, which Boh passes over (see also 
Moody pp.92-3). 

29. Burleigh 's modal principles can also be included in an approprate sublogic of DR. The 
main principles are the connected group, A -+ B : . -O(A o -B) ; O(A o ~B) :. -(A -+ 

B) ; OA, ~OB / - (A -+ B). 

30. Buridan claimed 'Ad omnem propos1t1onem copulativam ex duabus invicem 
contradictoris constitutam sequi quamlibet aliam ... consequentia formali' (18, 7a). ee 
also Moody's discussion of Buridan's emumerations of the types of formal consequence 
(p. 77 especially, also p.88, p.90) . 

31. But it should be S2, it seems. The evidence for S3 rather than S2 (i.e. A -+ B -+. DA 
-+ DB instead of A -+ B :. DA -+ D B) is flimsy at best. The evidence - from Strode 
and P,wl, both to be counted out - suggests the rule form only . 

32. See Hughes' commentary on the Logica Magna, attached to his edited translation, 
from which the unpaginated quotations from Paul earlier in the paragraph of the main 
text are drawn . George Hughes kindly supplied this material beforr publication; hence 
the lack of page numbers. A preliminary comparison of the different theories of 
consequence of Logica Afagna and Logica Parva is given in Perreiah 's appendix to the 
latter edition, pp. 336-7. 

33. Much else of sociative interest remains to be investigated in the later medieval period; 
for instance, more precise details of the logical frameworks various schools and authors 
were committed to. Further logicians whose work may repay study include Blanchellus 
Faventinus, Fonseca, Kesler, Maiolus, Juvallus, and Regius. 

34. There is now an expanding literature on obligationes, in some of which it is said that 
the earlier literature on the topic is not very satisfactory, and in much of which it is 
claimed that the practice is not well understood, a claim given some confirmation by 
the diverse accounts offered of what it is really about. (Jn this respect it resembles 
contemporary literature about a main predecessor of obligationes, namely topics.) 
Thus it has bren presented as a set of schoolboy exercises (cf. Stump 85), as the rules 
for dialectical exchange, as anticipating the modern axiomatic method (Boehner p.15), 
as a theory of counterfactual reasoning (Spade 82), as a logic of disputation {Stump 
85). But the prizr in these varying presentations undoubtedly goes to Moody, who -
after a decidedly misleading description of 'obligaliones ... as forms of agreement. 
concerning things to be assumed for the purposes of argument. and the exposition 
indicates how to state such agreements without having loop-holes which would afford 
one's adversary the chance of gaining an advantage in the argument' - asserts that 'this 
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topic is not very relevant to logic ... and can conveniently be passed over' (65, reissue 

of a much earlier work, p.294). It seems that obligationes theory can go some way to 

satisfying several of these varying roles. The theory certainly contained the rudiments 

of a dialogue logic, and has a good deal in common with modern tableaux theory, 

tableaux theory with nonstandard rules. And it did investigate what emerged from 

counterfactual, and sometimes counterlogical, assumptions; and thus insofar as 

conditionahsation was permitted, it gave a direct guide to which counterfactual 

conditionals could bt• sustained. The theory may also have been (as Martin says) the 

context. otherwise rather mysterious, in which medieval resolutions of semantical 

paradoxes. nat urall) arose. Much of the preceding literature on the topic is noted in 

npade. 

35. uch tableaux representation is of course not uniquely determined, even as to format. 

Rather better than standard two column (O/ R) tableaux - which impose excessive 

constraints on connectives like negation - may be the following scheme of interactive 

tableaux. Each side, both O(pponent) and R(espondent), is assigned two columns, one 

of which represents what is asserted (or follows from what is granted) and the other 

what is denif'd (cf. a tableaux formulation of the" American plan~. RLR chapter 3). 

36. This passag<' borrows from a communication from , tephen RC'ad on Stump 85. To 

Read, who read and commented constructively on thf' present essay. a considerable 

debt is owed. 

37 . Again by Martin (whose translation is used), building on De Rijk. For various 

interesting and curious later restrictions on what could be posited, see Ashworth 83 

pp.314-5. 

38. A notion of pertinence also appears iu the medieval literature on insolubilia. where a 

(self-referring) sentenrP "falsifies itself" just in case it is pertinent to inferring it i 

false; see Spad<' 82, p.250, who remarks that 'this notion of ~releVance~ is a complex 

one, and needs further study'. But a notion of per~inence directly relevant to 

contemporary logical concerns doeb appear in late medieval literature. 

39. Even 1artin lapses into the commonplace (if convenient) confusion of paraconsistency 

with dialethism. 'The logic of the Middle Ages were never paraconsistent, but there 

was an urgPnt reason for dPnying that in general everything follows from an 

impos!>ibility' (l\lartin 86 p.5il). 

40. The idea app<'ars to be ancient. Thus ' ... AlexandPr's defence of Aristotelian logic 

consists largely of attempts to sho\\ that all interesting arguments can be represented 

as categorial syllogisms. A belief in the universality of the categorical syllogism was 

probably common among the Peripatetics. There are also grounds for thinking that 

some , toics held an analogous belief about their logic: every deductive argument can be 

represented as a propositional one· (Mueller p.174: the qualifications slid on in easy 

fashion, such as 'interesting'. 'deductive', make very significant differences). Whence 

in part the genesis of the ancient feud between Peripatetics and , toics (cf. Frede). 

4 t. In a fuller investigation of Leibniz"s various fragmentary calculi (perhaps, like 

contemporary at tempts of individual researchers at formalising preanalytic notions, 

only hatardously and ahistorically lumped together). much turns on how negation is 

accommodated, n~ straigh(Jorward matter given , if Lenzen is believed, Leibniz's 

'somewhat uncertain and partly erroneous theory of negation' (p.3). On the treatment 

of negation (especially). stands the theme, advanced by a bickering phalanx of Leibniz 

scholars. that Leibniz 's ('<'xplicit ly givPn ") logic is a strict implicational system, namely 
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S2° or perhaps S3° according to Lenzen's detailed investigations (e.g. p.24, p.l ). Such 
a modal theme deserves - a bit like the parallel findings planted on the Stoics and 
medieval ~mainstream" - to be viewed with some scepticism. The arguments to the 
theme depend upon, what looks methodologically unsound, pooling virtually all of 
Leibniz's work - which apparently results an inconsistent corpus (an easy strict route 
to the sought conclusion) - and then consistencizing in a way that suits sought results. 
The arguments also depend on strategies such as illegitimately upgrading what are but 
one-way conditionals (perhaps only rule linkages) to biconditionals or even definitional 
status (cf. Lenzen's moves to P3 and PI on p.4 and to PIS, p.13). 

Leibniz's calculus LG will be examined in more detail elsewhere, along with other 
Factor systems of historic interest, such as that of MacColl in his anticipation of Frege. 
MacColl's later (1906) sentential logic amounts to S2. 

42. Letter from Alasdair Urquhart (I Dec 1987), who supplied the quote from Coutu rat. 

43. For instance, in ENT, RLR and PL. But for proper historical purposes, it has not been 
told in nearly enough detail. That however is a task for someone else, more energetic 
and further removed from the action. 

44. For example. only system T (of ~ticket entailment-) appears to be strictly due to 
Anderson and Belnap (and to Belnap precisely) , if precision is to be insisted upon in 
these matters. E was obtained as postulate-chopping variation of Ackermann's JI 
systems; in original intention it was equivalent to them, and it was duly proved 
theoremwise equivalent to them. Bacon and Prawitz appear to be responsible for the 
elevation of system R, with later help from Meyer, who pushed NR as an explication of 
E. 

Ticket entailment in general, not as uniquely (but with a certain arbitrariness) 
encapsulated in system T, has a long, interesting history (some of it traced in 
C.Martin). Both Boethius and Abaelard maintained that a conditional is true or an 
enthymeme valid if there is a topical connection between antecedent and consequent, a 
connection , guaranteed by a topical rule, very like that of an '"inference ticket". 
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